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Chapterr 1 

Introduction n 

Thiss thesis studies various aspects of European economic integration. It analyses ques-

tionss related to the reduction of intra-European trade barriers, the introduction of the 

singlee monetary policy, the enhancement of competition in European product markets 

andd the future eastward expansion of the European Union (EU). 

Inn addressing these questions, this thesis emphasises the links with the international 

contextt in which the process is taking place. European integration affects many countries: 

nott only the fifteen current EU member states and the twelve accession countries in 

Centrall  and Eastern Europe, but also non-European countries, including the United 

States. . 

Thiss introductory chapter proceeds as follows. The next section reviews the history of 

thee process of European integration.1 Section 2 presents the research questions addressed 

inn this dissertation. Section 3 discusses methodology. Section 4 gives an outline of the 

remainderr of this thesis. 

1.11 European integration 

Post-warr cooperation in Europe can be said to have started in 1948, when the first Europe 

Congresss was held in The Hague. It was here that Sir Winston Churchill called upon 

thee representatives from over thirty countries to strive for a 'United States of Europe'. 

Thiss idea was primarily motivated by the desire to include Germany in a community of 

Europeann states, rather than to isolate it, as had been done after the First World War. 

Fromm the beginning, the European Community was not only intended to reduce the 

11SeeSee Bakker (1998) or Cavelaars and Van den Dool (1999) for a more extensive discussion of the 

historyy of European integration. 

1 1 



2 2 Chapterr 1. Introduction 

riskk of a new war, but also to reap the benefits that were expected from economic 

cooperation.. Under the Schuman plan, the heavy (war) industries were placed under 

aa single authority and a common market for a limited number of products was set up 

inn the European Coal and Steel Community, consisting of Germany, France, Italy, the 

Netherlands,, Belgium and Luxemburg. 

Inn March 1957, these six countries signed the Treaty of Rome, establishing the Eu-

ropeann Economic Community (EEC). The Treaty of Rome provided the basis for the 

creationn of a common market and also established the goal of free movement of people 

andd capital. In order to realise this aim, various supra-national institutions were set up, 

suchh as the European Commission (the Community's executive body), the Council of 

Ministerss and the European Parliament. 

Inn 1970, the Werner plan proposed to establish an economic and monetary union 

inn three stages over a period of ten years. Not much of the Werner plan was ever 

implemented,, due to differing views in Germany and France on the desirability of a 

singlee fiscal authority, which resulted in tension between the two countries. The broader 

Europeann integration proces was temporarily halted, but monetary cooperation received 

ann impetus from the breakdown of the Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates, 

whichh put an end to worldwide monetary cooperation in the early 1970s. In response, the 

sixx EEC member states set up the 'snake' currency arrangement. However, the economic 

policiess of the participating countries diverged too strongly and France had to leave the 

'snake'' within a year. The continuing foreign exchange unrest compelled the member 

statess to work intensely towards monetary cooperation. The European Monetary System 

(EMS)) took off in 1979. The exchange rate mechanism of the EMS was a new system of 

fixedfixed but adjustable exchange rates. 

Thee process of integration moved into a higher gear with the joint French-German 

proposall  for greater political cooperation in 1985 and the European Commission's white 

paperr on the Single Market in 1986. The Delors report (1989) proposed an economic 

andd monetary union largely along the lines of the earlier Werner plan. As to budgetary 

policies,, the new plan was less far-reaching, however. After a series of intergovernmental 

conferences,, the conclusion of the EU Treaty in Maastricht in 1991 formally established 

thee goal of a single monetary policy and a single currency and also the blueprint for the 

roadd to economic and monetary union (EMU). 

Thee Maastricht Treaty envisaged the establishment of a European Union consisting 

off  three pillars. The first pillar was economic and monetary union. In this area, the 

Europeann Commission had a substantial role to play and the Council of Ministers could 

decidee on most issues with qualified majority. This, however, was not the case on issues 

relatingg to the common foreign and security policy, which formed the second pillar, or 
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forr cooperation in the field of domestic and legal affairs, the third pillar. In these areas 

Europeann institutions were assigned insignificant roles and veto power for each member 

statee in the Council of Ministers was maintained. 

Thee Treaty of Maastricht was officially signed on 7 February 1992 and then had to 

bee ratified by all member states. In some countries, referenda were required to do this. 

Thee negative outcome of the referendum in Denmark in June 1992 cast doubts about 

EMUU and led to uncertainties in France about the results of the forthcoming referendum 

inn that country. In the meantime, the German reunification had led to an economic 

recession.. Worsening economic conditions made countries hesitant to raise interest rates 

inn defence of the exchange rate. This resulted in a currency crisis. In August 1993, 

thee finance ministers and central bank governors of the member states decided to widen 

thee margins within the exchange rate mechanism of the European Monetary System to 

fifteenn percent around the central rates. 

Thee Treaty stipulated that only countries which showed a sufficient degree of eco-

nomicc convergence at the time of entry would be allowed to participate in EMU. The 

degreee of convergence was measured against specific criteria for inflation, government fi-

nances,, exchange rate stability and interest rates. Even so, some governments remained 

anxiouss about the possibility that the single monetary policy would be undermined by 

unsustainablee fiscal positions of individual member states after the start of EMU. There-

fore,, in June 1997, the member states agreed on the Pact for Stability and Growth, which 

clarifiedd the medium-term fiscal commitments and provided for a sanction mechanism 

inn order to prevent a weakening of budgetary positions once EMU had started. 

Thee Maastricht Treaty established that the start of EMU was to take place no later 

thann 1 January 1999. Setting a specific date turned out to be crucial, as it stimulated 

countriess to qualify for the first group of EMU participants. Tremendous last-minute 

policyy efforts in individual member states led to a considerable convergence and improve-

mentt in terms of fiscal positions in the run-up to the decision on the composition of the 

groupp of first EMU participants. In the four years preceding the decision, the aggregate 

fiscalfiscal deficit of the fifteen member states was reduced from 6% to 2\% of gross domestic 

product.. During the first weekend of May 1998, the European Council decided that 

elevenn member states were ready to participate in EMU as of 1999. 

Att present, the European Union encompasses fifteen countries and some 375 million 

people.. Twelve of the EU member states participate in the monetary union. They have 

aa single monetary policy determined by the Governing Council of the European Central 

Bankk (ECB). As of 1 January 2002, the euro banknotes and coins have been put into 

circulationn in a surprisingly smooth operation. 
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Neww challenges are ahead. Take, for example, the foreseen eastward expansion of 

thee European Union, by twelve new member states or some 125 million people.2 Other 

importantt issues are how to define the European presence on the international stage, how 

too cope with diverging ideas on the desirability of a political union, the accountability and 

democraticc control of Community institutions and their decisions, reducing the remaining 

barrierss to free movement and making the Union a more competitive economy. 

1.22 Research questions 

Thee establishment of the monetary union in 1999 has been a major landmark. But 

manyy questions of interest with regard to the process of European integration remain. 

Somee of these relate to the monetary aspect of European integration (the lM ' of EMU). 

Centrall  bankers in the euro area now jointly decide on a single monetary policy. This 

neww institutional setting is likely to change the interaction between policymakers, which 

raisess questions about the impact of the monetary union. Important concerns relate 

too exchange rate stability and welfare. Other issues relate to the economic aspect of 

Europeann integration (the 'E1 of EMU). The EU Treaty made explicit the ambition to 

createe a Single Market for people, capital, goods and services. Main policy issues here 

aree reducing the remaining barriers to trade and enhancing product market competition 

inn the EU. Finally, the foreseen enlargement of the Union ('the future of EMU') also 

raisedd questions of economic interest. A very topical issue is the appropriate timing of 

EUU expansion. More specifically, this thesis addresses five main issues. 

First,, what does the elimination of exchange rate uncertainty between European 

countriess imply for the exchange rate stability of the euro? Put differently, what are the 

consequencess of monetary unification in Europe for transatlantic exchange rate stability? 

Wil ll  the dollar-euro exchange rate be more or less volatile than the exchange rate between 

thee dollar and the main European currency before the start of EMU (the German mark)? 

Thee second question is somewhat broader in scope: What are the welfare implications 

off  monetary union for Europe and for third countries? A considerable amount of research 

hass been conducted on the welfare impact of monetary unification for the countries 

involved.. However, littl e research has been carried out with respect to the welfare impact 

off  monetary union for the rest of the world. Wil l the rest of the world suffer, or wil l it 

benefitt from European integration? 

Thee next two questions are related to the Single Market. One issue concerns the pos-

siblee consequences of a further decline in trade costs for monetary policy. Geographical 
2Thee EU governments have agreed that ten of the candidate member states can join in 2004. 
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distancess in Europe are relatively small, the physical infrastructure is of good quality 

andd formal trade barriers have been abolished. Nevertheless, economic transactions are 

stilll  largely confined to agents within the same country, suggesting considerable scope for 

aa further reduction in trade barriers. Does the completion of the Single Market enhance 

orr reduce the effectiveness of the single monetary policy? 

Alsoo as part of the Single Market programme, the European Commission and national 

governmentss promote the enhancement of competition in Europe, in particular in sectors 

whichh tend to be shielded from international competition. The question arises how an 

increasee in competition in the protected sector affects the aggregate level of output and 

thee general price level and what this implies for the conduct of monetary policy There 

aree different channels, including spillovers to other sectors, through which such sector-

specificc measures can affect aggregate variables. But proper insight into these channels 

iss lacking. 

Thee final issue concerns the future Eastward expansion of the Union. What does 

thee timing of the accession of new member states to the European Union imply for the 

behaviourr of the real exchange rate between the currencies of the candidate member 

statess and the euro? Real exchange rate movements could lead to political or economic 

troubless in the extended EU, either in the form of nominal exchange rate tensions or 

inn the form of inflation differentials between the accession countries and the current 

memberr states. Does the desire for real exchange rate stability call for quick or postponed 

accession? ? 

Thiss dissertation stresses the importance of the international environment in which the 

Europeann integration process is taking place: European integration affects many people 

inn many countries: the current EU member states, the accession countries and many 

non-Europeann countries. 

Payingg attention to the international environment is justified by history. From the 

beginning,, the post-war process of European integration has been a matter of interest 

forr non-Europeans as well. Intra-European cooperation has been strongly encouraged by 

thee United States, if only to keep Western Europe out of the sphere of influence of the 

Soviett Union.3 European integration has received renewed US attention since the Single 

Markett campaign of the late 1980s. The strengthening of economic cooperation within 

Europee has led to popular fears for a 'Fortress Europe' that would be inward-looking 

3Ass an example, the United States declared themselves prepared to provide financial aid under the 

Marshalll  plan on the condition that the European countries' reconstruction efforts were more closely 

coordinated.. Among others, this led to the establishment of the Organisation for European Economic 

Cooperation,, the forerunner of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). 
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andd closed to the outside world. 

Givingg due consideration to the 'rest of the world' is also justified by the fact that the 

Europeann Union is a large economy, in the sense that its policies lead to international 

spilloverss (see Kenen, 1995. chapter Sand Cooper. 1968. chapter 10). The interrelation-

shipp between Europe and the rest of the world is strengthened by the long-run trend 

off  increasing international trade and financial relationships and the higher speed and 

capacityy of communication across national borders, which enhance the importance of 

internationall  spillovers between countries.4 

1.33 Methodology 

Inn this dissertation, I take a theoretical model-based approach. The beauty and useful-

nesss of theory have been eloquently described by Mundell (1964): 

'Theory'Theory is the poetry of science. It is simplification, the essential abstraction, 

thethe exaggeration of truth. Through simplification theory creates a caricature 

ofof reality. [..}. The caricature itself is not the real world - it mocks it. Yet 

mindmind true things by their mockeries! The caricature mocks reality; the deduc-

tionstions from the caricature illuminate it. ' 

Moreover,, the use of models imposes a mathematical rigour which forces one to 

derivee answers according to strict logic. There is also a more profane reason to opt for a 

theoreticall  approach: the fact that only several years have passed since the start of the 

monetaryy union implies that too few observations are available to conduct a meaningful 

empiricall  analysis. 

II  have chosen two different 'angles of attack': applied game theory and dynamic 

generall  equilibrium models. These will be discussed in the next two subsections. 

1.3.11 Applied game theory 

Inn the field of international economics, game theory is particularly useful to analyse 

thee strategic interaction between policymakers. Until the late 1960s, economic analysis 
44 The current globalisation process is unprecedented in history. Import tariffs have been quite low-

beforee (for example at the beginning of the twentieth century). However, the economic openness in 

earlierr times was largely an illusion, as the international movement of people, goods, services and 

capitall  was then restricted by natural barriers: transportation was usually time-consuming and very 

costly,, while information on foreign goods, prices and business partners was scarce and only became 

availablee with considerable time lags. See Cooper (1968, chapter 6). 
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generallyy assumed that all countries were atomistically small. This assumption implies 

thatt the policy decisions of a single country are irrelevant to all other countries. This 

mayy be true by approximation for small countries, such as the Netherlands, Belgium 

andd Portugal. However, the conclusions of studies which use the small country simplifi-

cationn are less relevant for large economic areas such as the United States and Europe 

(Cooper,, 1969). For large countries, setting monetary and fiscal policies gives rise to 

internationall  spillovers. This raises the question how countries interact strategically in 

thee field of economic policy. Recognising the importance of this issue, several authors, 

suchh as Johnson (1972) and Hamada (1976), advocated the application of game theory 

too international economic policy issues. 

Contraryy to most of the earlier literature, game theory represents an optimising ap-

proach.. Agents are explicitly modeled and are assumed to maximise a pre-defined utilit y 

function.. This makes it possible to pay attention to the trade-offs faced by economic 

agents,, which provides insight into what drives their behaviour. The outstanding feature 

off  game theory, however, is that it focusses on strategic interactions between economic 

agents. . 

II  follow a game-theoretic approach in chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis. These chapters 

studyy the impact of monetary unification in Europe. The 'players' involved represent 

thee governments and central banks in Europe and the United States (which represents 

thee 'rest of the world'). 

Chapterss 2 and 3 highlight the impact that the strategic interaction between mone-

taryy policy, fiscal policy, the wage-setting behaviour of employees and the location choice 

andd hiring decisions by firms can have on a country's performance in terms of inflation 

andd output. The models are non-micro-founded. Countries are assumed to compete for 

economicc activity. Wage rigidity is incorporated by assuming that wage contracts have 

beenn agreed before shocks occur and policies are set, Policymakers are assumed to have 

fulll  knowledge of economic shocks.5 The implication of this sequencing of decisions is 

thatt policy surprises have economic effects. 

1.3.22 Dynamic general equilibrium models 

Generall  equilibrium models are characterised by the fact that different economic agents 

andd markets together are seen as a single integrated system. This contrasts with the 

partialpartial equilibrium approach that dominated the profession until the early 1980s. The 

mainn advantage of the partial equilibrium approach is its simplicity, which makes it very 

5Thiss may be true by approximation even if policymakers receive information at the same moment 

inn time as wage-setters, if the former have more flexibilit y than wage-setters in setting their policy. 
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usefull  for explanatory purposes. In the field of international economics, the Mundell-

Fleming-Dornbuschh approach on the effectiveness of monetary and fiscal policies under 

differentt exchange rate regimes provides the classical example. It is still the dominating 

modell  in the minds of policymakers. The major drawback of the partial equilibrium 

approach,, however, is that it may lead to the wrong conclusions as nothing guarantees 

thee internal consistency of the models used (Svensson and Van Wijnbergen, 1989). 

Inn dynamic general equilibrium models, time plays an explicit, role. The economy is 

assumedd to start in an initial steady state. Following a shock, the economy's response 

inn the short run and long run can be followed. Although still a considerable simplifica-

tionn of real-world economic dynamics, these models are more likely to generate relevant 

conclusionss than static models. 

Generall  equilibrium models share with game-theoretic models that they use an op-

timisingg approach. However, general equilibrium models are based on more solid micro-

foundations:: the assumed behaviour of individual economic agents is fully specified. 

Agentss are assumed to be selfish (they only care about their own well-being, as defined 

byy the objective functions) and rational (they cannot be systematically fooled). By con-

trast,, the general equilibrium models in chapters 4 to 6 of this thesis do not deal with 

strategicc interactions, as the game-theoretic models of chapters 2 and 3 do. 

Inn general equilibrium models, the structure of the economy can be more richly 

specifiedd than in game-theoretic models. This adds many elements of realism. For 

example,, chapters 2 and 3 assume that the purchasing power parity condition is satisfied. 

Thiss helps to keep the analysis tractable, but at the cost of realism. Later chapters allow 

forr deviations from PPP, caused by non-zero trading costs (chapter 4), by the presence 

off  non-tradable goods which are not affected by international goods arbitrage (chapter 

5)) or both these elements (chapter 6). 

Thee models in chapters 4 and 5 build on the framework of Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995) 

forr the analysis of the impact of monetary and fiscal policies in an international context. 

Theirr claim that this model offers a new and promising framework for analysis has been 

confirmedd by a growing body of literature based on their approach, which has been 

dubbedd the 'New Open Macroeconomics'.6 An important feature of these models is that 

theyy assume markets to be imperfectly competitive. In this respect, they deviate from 

moree traditional models which are based on the assumption that all producers are price-

takers.. The other important characteristic of the models is the presence of short-run 

rigidities. . 

Inn chapter 6, I employ the Ricardian model developed by Dornbusch, Fischer and 

66 Sec Lane (2001) and Sarno (2001). 
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Samuelsonn (1977) to analyse the pattern of international trade.7 Contrary to the models 

inn chapters 4 and 5, this model does not allow for nominal rigidities and imperfect com-

petition.. Instead, the model contains other more realistic aspects, such as the presence of 

manyy goods. Furthermore, the character of each good (internationally tradable or not) 

iss endogenously determined on the basis of production costs (comparative advantage) 

andd trade costs. 

1.44 Outl ine of the thesis 

Thiss thesis studies a number of questions related to European integration, with special 

attentionn for international spillovers to third countries. 

Chapterr 2 studies the consequences of monetary unification in Europe for transat-

lanticc exchange rate stability. It focuses on the interaction between monetary policymak-

erss in different countries. Monetary policy reactions to unanticipated economic shocks 

createe international spillovers. The start of economic and monetary union (EMU) im-

pliess the elimination of monetary policy coordination failures within the euro area. The 

ECBB wil l keep inflation closer to zero than the national central banks in Europe used to 

do.. The reason is not that the ECB is more inflation-averse, but that the participating 

centrall  banks become able to coordinate their policies as a result of EMU. This reduces 

theirr incentive to inflate. Whether this translates into more stable exchange rates de-

pendss on the origin of the shock. Martin's (1997) conclusion that EMU wil l lead to 

moree exchange rate stability is shown to hold for symmetric and asymmetric shocks in 

Europe,, but not for shocks that originate in the United States. The latter type of shocks 

wil ll  cause a larger divergence of monetary policy stances across the Atlantic and wil l 

generatee larger dollar-euro exchange rate movements than before the start of EMU. The 

resultss remain valid when we take into account that the pre-EMU era was characterised 

byy a Bundesbank-led exchange rate mechanism (ERM), rather than a free Boat and when 

accountingg for the fact that the ERM was not fully credible in the sense that there was 

alwayss a non-negligible possibility that the mechanism would break down. The results 

aree also robust for a future expansion of the euro area. This is likely to become relevant, 

givenn that the current outs (the United Kingdom, Sweden and Denmark) may decide to 

joinn the monetary union and given the foreseen eastward enlargement of the European 

Unionn and the expected future participation of the new member states in EMU. Most of 

thee results remain valid even in the case of a possible expansion of the euro area. Only 

iff  the euro area were to become significantly larger that the US, could the dollar-euro 

7Thee dynamic version of the model is due to Obstfeld and Rogoff (1996). 
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exchangee rate become more, rather than less responsive to a symmetric worldwide shock 

thann it used to be before EMU. as the US would have stronger incentives to actively use 

thee exchange rate as a policy instrument. 

Chapterr 3 addresses the welfare consequences of monetary union. This chapter de-

velopss a game which involves monetary and fiscal policymakers in the euro area and the 

Unitedd States. The analysis allows for distortionary taxation and non-tax distortions, 

suchh as labour market regulation.8 The existence of such structural distortions introduces 

aa commitment problem for both monetary and fiscal authorities. The welfare evaluation 

takess place for countries involved in the monetary unification and also for third countries. 

Consideringg the presence of third countries is important, since the ability to cooperate 

amongg a subgroup of policymakers may be counterproductive when coordination among 

alll  policymakers is not feasible.9 The welfare implications of EMU are studied using a 

frameworkk developed by Beetsma and Bovenberg (1999b). My assumption that fiscal 

policymakerss cannot commit and the focus on international spillovers in my model add 

neww dimensions to their analysis. I conclude that the welfare implications of EMU for 

Europee are ambiguous. Intra-European spillovers in monetary policy are internalised. 

Thee ECB still has an incentive to conduct a beggar-thy-neighbour policy against the 

Unitedd States but, unlike national central banks before, not within Europe. This re-

ducess the credibility problem of monetary policy in Europe and thus leads to a lower 

inflationn bias, which is welfare-enhancing. At the same time, the euro area authorities 

losee a policy instrument: they lose the possibility to have different monetary policies in 

individuall  euro area countries. This makes it more difficult , also for fiscal authorities, 

too attain their policy goals, which is welfare-reducing. The welfare impact of EMU on 

Europee depends on which effect, dominates. Interestingly, and contrary to public fears, 

USS welfare should improve as a result of EMU. The reason is that the United States au-

thorities,, unlike the euro area authorities, do not lose a policy instrument, while under 

EMUU they suffer less from European beggar-thy-neighbour policies than they did before. 

Thus,, the United States (more generally: the rest of the world) benefits from European 

integration. . 

Chapterr 4 analyses the consequences of a decline in trade costs, such as the further 

reductionn of trade barriers between EU member states as part of the Single Market 

programme.. The chapter stresses the fact that, despite this trend towards market in-

8Thee use of the term 'distortions' is not meant to indicate that these arrangements are necessarily 
undesirablee from a social point, of view. It merely implies that they are deviations from the economically 
mostt efficient arrangements. 

9Seee Rogoff (1985a) and Canzoneri and Henderson (1991). 
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tegration,, product markets continue to be segmented.10 This is due to the fact that 

thee costs of cross-border transactions are still larger than for transactions concluded 

betweenn parties within the same country. These extra costs may be accounted for by 

differencess in distribution channels, costs of cross-border advertisements or other implicit 

tradee barriers. I show that small trading costs may lead to quite a substantial home bias 

inn consumption and that the large decline in the home bias for European countries in 

thee past decades found in the literature can be explained by a relatively small reduction 

inn trading costs. The policy implication of this finding is the existence of a window of 

opportunitiess for the completion of the Single Market: small steps may have large effects. 

Becausee goods market integration reduces the home bias in consumer spending, it influ-

encess the effectiveness of monetary policy. In the current environment of declining costs 

off  international trade, monetary policy becomes less powerful in terms of stabilising con-

sumption,, but more effective in terms of influencing the general price level. The intuition 

behindd this result is that the presence of positive costs of international trade leads to a 

homee bias in spending, which reinforces the transmission from money to consumption. 

Thus,, a decline in the cost of international trade reduces the effectiveness of monetary 

policyy with respect to consumption. The effectiveness of monetary policy with respect to 

thee general price level is the flip-side of its effectiveness with respect to consumption.11 

II  also show that in the presence of wage stickiness, small international trade costs can 

explainn seemingly excessive exchange rate volatility. Thus, ensuring that the candidate 

memberr states in Central and Eastern Europe have full access to the Single Market and 

quicklyy eliminating any remaining trade barriers could make an important contribution 

too ensuring exchange rate stability between their currencies and the euro. 

Chapterr 5 studies the macroeconomic implications of government initiatives to pro-

motee a higher degree of product market competition, in particular in sectors which are 

shieldedd from international competition. Such initiatives take place both at the Euro-

peann level and in individual EU member states. Enhancing competition leads to lower 

pricess and higher output in the targeted sector. I show that increasing the degree of com-

petitionn may have adverse implications (higher prices and lower output) for other sectors, 

duee to the fact that an increase in labour demand in the targeted sector drives up the 

reall  wage and draws labour from other sectors. I find that, under realistic assumptions, 

enhancedd competition in the non-tradable goods sector wil l stimulate national output 

andd reduce the general price level. These results are supportive of the Single Market 

projectt and of initiatives by EU national authorities to deregulate domestic services 

10Inn the period 1993-95, Europeans purchased twelve times as much from domestic producers as from 

equally-distantt foreign producers (Head and Mayer, 2000). 
111 This follows from the long-run equilibrium conditions for the money market. 
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markets.. I highlight the existence of four channels through which the degree of competi-

tionn may affect the general price level and assess their relative importance algebraically. 

Inn contrast to many other factors which affect the general price level, product market 

liberalisationn is no reason for a policy response by central banks per se, since the relative 

pricee adjustments involved reflect a more efficient allocation of scarce resources. The 

modell  developed in chapter 5 helps central banks to distinguish the impact of enhanced 

competitionn from other factors which influence the general price level and to derive the 

appropriatee (temporary) adjustment of the inflation target. 

Chapterr 6 analyses the eastward enlargement of the European Union, with a special 

focuss on the timing of the enlargement and its possible implications for the behaviour 

off  the real exchange rates between the currencies of the new member states and the 

euro.. It stresses the importance of asymmetries between the EU and the group of 

accessionn countries in terms of country size and productivity. I find that the timing of 

EUU accession affects the real exchange rate response to accession. The real exchange 

ratee of the candidate member states is predicted to appreciate upon accession. The 

reall  exchange rate appreciation is smaller in the case of postponed accession: the more 

productivityy levels (and wages) of the current and new member states have converged 

beforee accession, the more price levels have converged and therefore the smaller the 

marginall  impact of reducing trade costs on relative prices. Productivity shocks are likely 

too be an important source of real exchange fluctuations during the convergence process. 

II  show that the response of the real exchange rate to productivity shocks declines as a 

resultt of EU accession. Intuitively, the decline in trade costs stimulates bilateral trade 

betweenn the existing and new member states. The reduced size of the non-tradable sector 

meanss that the real exchange rate becomes less sensitive to unanticipated productivity 

shocks.. Thus, EU accession itself wil l contribute to stabilising the real exchange rate 

(inn case of a fixed nominal exchange rate regime: reducing the inflation differentials) 

betweenn the accession countries and the existing EU member states. 

Chapterr 7 recapitulates the main results of this thesis, arranged by theme, rather 
thann by chapter. 



Chapterr 2 

EMU,, Monetary Policy Interactions 
andd Exchange Rate Stability 

Summary y 

EMUU leads to the elimination of monetary policy coordination failures within 
thee euro area. Whether this translates into more transatlantic exchange 
ratee stability depends on the origin of economic shocks. Martin's (1997) 
conclusionn that EMU wil l lead to more stable exchange rates is shown to hold 
forr both symmetric and asymmetric shocks in Europe, but not for shocks that 
originatee outside Europe. The results remain valid when taking into account 
thatt the pre-EMU era was characterised by a Bundesbank-led ERM, rather 
thann a free float. Finally, the results are checked for a future expansion of 
thee euro area. 

2.11 Introduction 

Thiss paper considers the changes in monetary policy makers' incentives as a result of 

economicc and monetary union (EMU) and studies their possible impact on exchange 

ratee stability between the euro and the dollar. 

Mostt of the existing literature predicts that the exchange rate volatility of the euro 

wil ll  be higher than that of the German mark. See, for instance, Alosgoufis and Portes 

(1997),, Coeuré and Pisani-Ferry (1999), Demertzis and Hughes Hallet (1998), McCauley 

(1997).:: These papers basically make two intuitive points that are related to the fact 

thatt the euro area is relatively closed when compared to the individual participating 

'Somee other studies are inconclusive: Begg, Giavazzi and Wyplosz (1997), Cohen (1997), Masson 

andd Turtelboom (1997). 

13 3 
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countries.. The first point is that the ECB wil l give priority to internal price stability 

overr the external value of the euro. Therefore, EMU may lead to benign neglect of 

thee exchange rate in Europe, which could lead to higher exchange rate volatility than 

before.. The second point, is that the external adjustment channel has become narrower 

andd a larger exchange rate adjustment is required to restore internal price stability after 

aa shock (Krugman. 1989, Hau, 2000). 

AA study by Martin (1997) is interesting in that it concludes that exchange rate 

volatilityy is likely to decline when compared to a situation of floating rates. Martin 

usess a simple two-country model with random supply shocks, which stresses that the 

incentivee to conduct an active exchange rate policy is related to relative country size. 

Hee interprets the creation of the euro as implying a change in the relative size of the 

playerss (monetary authorities) and concludes that a more symmetric system (in terms 

off  size) wil l have a more stable exchange rate. The intuition is that when one country is 

smallerr than the other, this country will have a stronger incentive to strategically use its 

exchangee rate to stabilise its economy (unless this country is extremely small, in which 

casee it should try to keep its exchange rate constant at all times). 

Thiss paper differs from Martin (1997) in several respects. First, it stresses the impor-

tancee of the internalisation of monetary policy spill-overs within the euro area as a result 

off  EMU. The intuition behind this point wil l be discussed below. A second aspect not 

addressedd by Martin is that EMU involves monetary cooperation between only a subset 

off  all central banks in the world. The possible relevance of this aspect is illustrated by a 

classicc article on the internalisation of externalities by Rogoff (1985a). who shows that 

cooperationn between two players in a three-player game may be counterproductive (i.e. 

welfare-decreasing)) ? 

II  extend Martin's model to a three-country version in order to address the inter-

nalisationn of externalities between two countries (Germany and France) in the presence 

off  a third country (the United States). A three-country model also allows me to look 

explicitlyy at the impact of asymmetric shocks in the euro area on exchange rate stabil-

ity.. Following Martin (1997), I use a simple model with Lucas supply curves. Nominal 

wagee are set before monetary policy is determined. Policy makers are assumed to have 

ann output target which does not exceed the natural rate. This means that the time-

inconsistencyy problem does not arise. Taking an output target above the natural rate 

2Rogofff  proves this by giving an example where cooperation between central banks exacerbates the 

credibilityy problem of central banks vis-a-vis the private sector. In his example, international monetary 

cooperationn raises the rate of wage inflation because wage setters recognise that a non-cooperative 

regimee contains a built-in check on each central bank's incentives to inflate. Cooperation may remove 

thiss disincentive to inflate, so that the central bank's credibility deteriorates. 
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(thuss taking the time-inconsistency problem on board) would not affect the main results 

off  this paper. 

Thiss chapter focuses on supply shocks, because supply shocks pose a bigger dilemma 

forr central banks in terms of the trade-off between inflation and output than demand 

shocks.. In the case of demand shocks, a monetary policy that aims at price stability au-

tomaticallyy dampens output fluctuations. In the case of supply shocks, prices and output 

aree negatively correlated, so that a monetary policy geared at short-run price stability 

couldd adversely affect the output gap. The bigger monetary policy dilemma means that 

supplyy shocks are the more interesting case. Moreover, Bayoumi and Eichengreen (1993) 

findd empirically that international spill-overs on the demand side are unimportant when 

comparedd to spill-overs on the supply side. Examples of negative supply shocks are 

oill  price shocks, adverse weather conditions and a credit crunch. Examples of positive 

supplyy shocks include technological innovation and deregulation of product and labour 

markets. . 

Thee modeling framework is as follows. Firms are supposed to decide in which country 

productionn wil l be located based on relative real wage levels. I implicitl y assume that 

thee choice of location is not affected by other considerations, such as the availability of 

well-educatedd workers, the quality of physical infrastructure and the corporate tax level 

inn each country. Moreover, I implicitl y assume that production can be relocated at zero 

costs.. These are arguably strong assumptions, but they stress the importance of labour 

costss compared to other corporate costs and they serve to keep the analysis tractable 

algebraically.3 3 

Thee results are as follows. Surprise inflation reduces the real wage rate and attracts 

jobss from abroad, which gives central bankers an incentive to inflate. They correctly 

anticipatee that other central banks do the same, but they cannot coordinate. Therefore, 

inflationn is overly responsive to supply shocks. EMU enables European monetary policy 

makerss to commit to each other that they wil l conduct, a certain policy. Full monetary 

policyy coordination takes place by the Governing Council of the ECB, where the exter-

nalitiess involved in unduly fierce policy responses are internalised. The ECB wil l keep 

inflationn closer to zero than the national central banks in Europe did before. The reason 

iss not that the ECB is more inflation averse, but that the participating central banks 

havee become able to coordinate their policies. 
3Thoo mechanism described in the text is probably more realistic for multinational firms than for 

nationallyy operating companies. Multinationals are better able to let countries compete to be the most 

attractivee business location. Also, labour intensive firms tend to relocate more easily than capital inten-

sivee firms. See Pennings and Sleuwaegen (2000) for an exploration of the determinants of international 

corporatee relocation. 
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Thee more moderate response of euro area inflation to supply shocks under EMU 

doess not necessarily lead to more transatlantic exchange rate stability. It turns out that 

thee consequences of EMU for exchange rate stability depend on the origin of the shock. 

Thiss chapter looks at four different types of supply shocks: symmetric and asymmetric 

shockss in Europe, shocks in the US and worldwide shocks. In response to a negative 

(symmetricc or asymmetric) supply shock in Europe, the more moderate inflation response 

off  the ECB leads to more exchange rate stability indeed. But the situation is different 

forr a supply shock in the United States. In response to a negative supply shock in the 

US,, the Federal Reserve wil l engage in monetary easing. Before the start of EMU, the 

sensitivityy of thee national central banks in Europe to what happened in the United States 

causedd them to ease their policy stance as well, which helped to dampen the resulting 

dollarr depreciation. After the start of EMU, European monetary policy is conducted 

byy the ECB. which is less inclined to let inflation move away from zero (see above). 

Ass a result, the Federal Reserve's monetary policy response to US shocks wil l cause a 

largerr divergence of monetary policy stances across the Atlantic aud wil l generate larger 

dollar-euroo exchange rate movements than before the start of EMU. The results for a 

worldwidee shock are ambiguous in general: they depend on the relative size of the two 

blocs. . 

Initially ,, I assume that before the start of EMU, the European currencies floated 

freelyy against each other. Next, I show that the conclusions remain valid when taking 

intoo account that, in fact, Europe used to have an exchange rate mechanism (ERM). 

Thee specification of the ERM accounts for the asymmetric character of the arrangement, 

inn the sense that the Bundesbank had a leading role, whereas the other national central 

bankss had an exchange rate target against the German mark. I also take into account 

thee possibility of an ERM break-down. This increases the practical relevance of the 

conclusions. . 

II  also conduct a sensitivity analysis with respect to an expansion of the euro area. 

Thiss is likely to become relevant, given the foreseen enlargement of the European Union 

andd the expected future participation of the new member states in the monetary union. 

Mostt of the results do not change. However, if the euro area were to become (signif-

icantly)) larger than the US, the exchange rate may become more, not less, responsive 

too a symmetric worldwide shock after EMU, since in that case the US would obtain 

strongerr incentives to actively use the exchange rate as an instrument. This size effect 

couldd ul t imately dominate the mitigating impact of the internalisation of externalities 

inn Europe as a result of EMU. 

Thee remainder of this article is organised as follows. In the next section, I wil l 

relatee this paper to the earlier literature on this subject. In Section 3, I specify a three-
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countryy model. In Section 4, I derive optimal monetary policies for the European and US 

monetaryy authorities under floating rates, ERM and EMU and evaluate the consequences 

forr exchange rate stability. Section 5 concludes. 

2.22 Li terature review 

Previouss research suggests several possible reasons why EMU may affect the exchange 

ratee volatility of the euro (compared to the volatility of the German mark against non-

EMUU currencies before the start of EMU). 

Onee possible reason is that EMU may change the structure of the euro area economy. 

Krugmann (1993) predicts that increased specialisation wil l lead to more asymmetric 

shockss in Europe. On the other hand, Frankel and Rose (1998) argue that increasingly 

synchronisedd business cycles wil l reduce the relative importance of asymmetric shocks. 

Thee incidence of shocks in the euro area could have an impact on exchange rate stability 

againstt currencies outside the euro area. 

I tt is too early to tell on the basis of empirical evidence which of the two explanations 

(regionall  specialisation and/or further economic integration) is right. However, EMU 

mayy affect exchange rate stability against currencies outside the euro area, even if the 

nature,, size and frequency of economic shocks stays the same. The reason is that EMU 

iss a new institutional setting, which has changed the rules for the conduct of monetary 

policy.. Previous authors have pointed at three consequences of EMU which may affect 

thee trade-offs to be made by monetary policymakers. 

Inn the first place, as discussed in the introduction, the centralisation of monetary 

policyy decision-making may contribute to the elimination of coordination failures within 

Europe.. For instance, when a negative symmetric supply shock occurs in a floating 

exchangee rate regime, monetary policy makers who care about employment have an 

incentivee to increase the inflation rate in order to alleviate the output consequences 

off  the shock (Canzoneri and Henderson, 1991). The action of each policy maker has 

aa negative externality on the other countries, as a more accommodative policy stance 

aggravatess the consequences of the initial shock in the other country. Theory predicts 

thatt monetary policy wil l overreact, leading to suboptimal outcomes in the absence of 

coordination. . 

Secondly,, EMU reduces the number of players, as central bankers from the partici-

patingg Member States now collectively determine monetary policy for the euro area in 

thee Governing Council of the European Central Bank (ECB), which acts as a single 

entity.. The European Commission (1997) argues that the smaller number of players wil l 
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facilitatee policy coordination between the ECB and other major central banks, leading 

too more stable exchange rates. On the other hand, Aloskoufis and Portes (1997) and 

Beggg et al. (1997) predict a move from a unipolar dollar-oriented world towards a bipo-

larr system around the dollar and the euro and conclude that the emergence of a more 

symmetricc international monetary system wil l lead to more instability. 

AA third consequence of EMU which may be of relevance for the conduct of monetary 

policyy is that the policy domain of the ECB is the entire euro area, whereas the German 

Bundesbankk used to be responsible for German price stability only. The Bundesbank was 

off  course aware of the consequences of its policy in other countries that participated in 

thee Exchange Rate Mechanism of the European Monetary System (ERM), but it is only 

naturall  that German national interests dominated in the end. The difference in policy 

domainn is most important in the case of asymmetric shocks. Kenen (1997) argues that 

thee ECB policies wil l usually mitigate asymmetric shocks, not aggravate them, as the 

Bundesbankk sometimes did. The implication, although not stated explicitly by Kenen, 

seemss to be that a larger policy domain leads to more exchange rate stability against 

thee currencies of third countries. 

Myy paper differs from the rest of the literature in a number of ways. First, it explicitly 

accountss for the fact that countries compete for economic activity and it incorporates 

thee relative size of Europe and the US into the model. Ghironi and Giavazzi (1998) 

focuss on country size in a similar manner, but they study a different question than I 

do.44 Moreover, their model is too complex to be solved analytically. Second, it studies 

thee impact of European and non-European supply shocks. Bénassy-Quéré et al. (1997) 

present,, a three-country model which is much more richly specified than mine. They 

analysee the consequences of both supply and demand shocks in Europe, but they do 

nott study the impact of foreign (i.e. non-European) shocks, as I do. Bénassy-Quéré 

ett al. find that real exchange rate volatility vis-a-vis the dollar is likely to increase as 

aa result of EMU.5 However, their results become less clear-cut when comparing ERM 

andd EMU, rather than floating rates and EMU. They find that the impact of EMU on 

nominalnominal exchange rate volatility is ambiguous. In the current paper, purchasing power 

parityy is assumed to hold, rendering the model unsuitable for studying the real exchange 

rate.. However, I find unambiguous results for nominal exchange rates, not only when 

comparingg floating rates and EMU, but also when comparing ERM and EMU. 

4Thcyy explore the issue of the optimal size of a currency area. 
Bénassy-Quéréé et al. find that, lower exchange rate volatility may result when output stabilisa-

tionn is included in the loss function of the monetary authorities, but argue that having exchange rate 
stabilisationn in the loss function is a more appropriate description of the behaviour of the ECB. 
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2.33 The model 

II  wil l employ a static, single-period three-country model, in which strategic interaction 

amongg all central banks is explicitly modeled, following the Canzoneri and Henderson 

(1991)) approach. 

Thee model is analogous to Martin (1997). The world consists of three countries 

(Germany,, France, United States, to be represented by country indices G, F and S, 

respectively).66 Each country produces a single good. Germany and France are of equal 

sizee (normalised to unity) and the United States has size a, which is larger than 1. Size 

referss to the population of a country. Applying the size argument consistently would 

arguee for making Germany more sensitive to US than to French real wage developments. 

II  choose equal weights for reasons of algebraic simplicity. This amounts to assuming that 

eachh of the European countries is influenced as much by real wage changes in the US as 

byy real wage changes in the other European country.7 Output per capita in the three 

countriess is a function of the real wage levels at home and abroad. See Appendix A. 

Workerss choose the nominal wage. They do not observe either the general price 

levell  or country-specific shocks before setting wages. Workers attempt to minimise the 

expectedd square deviation of the real wage from the wage target, which is equal to zero. 

Substitutingg the optimal wage rule {w% = pe
t) into the supply per capita functions yields8 

VGVG = a (TTG - TTG) - - {KF ~ Ke
F) - - (TTS - 7Te

s) + eG, (2-1) 

yyFF = - | (7 rG-7Te
G) + a ( 7 rF - 7 r e

F ) - ^ ( 7 r s - 7 r e
s ) + £F , (2.2) 

ysys = - i ( 7 r G - 7 r e
G ) - i ( 7 r F - 7 r e

F ) + ( 7 rs- 7 r |) + £5. (2-3) 

wheree yt is (the natural logarithm of) per capita output, nt is the inflation rate, < 

6otherr countries are not considered hero. In practice, the non-participating EU countries (Denmark, 

Sweden,, United Kingdom) may affect dollar-euro exchange rate stability and so may Japan (or other 

countries).. Eichengreen and Ghironi (1999) focus on the relationship between the 'core' and 'peripheral' 

EUU countries. Kawai (1997) discusses the international role of the Japanese yen. The most important 

possiblee future events would be the UK joining the monetary union and the EU accession and EMU 

participationn of another large country, such as Poland. The impact of a possible future expansion of the 

monetaryy union is discussed in subsection 2.4.6. 
7Usingg the weights which follow from country size only, that is using the equations derived in Ap-

pendixx A. does not materially change the conclusions that I present further on in this article. My 

conclusionn that exchange rate volatility after a worldwide shock under EMU is likely to be smaller than 

before,, becomes somewhat stronger, in the sense that it holds for all a > 1. 
811 have used that m - < = [p,  - (pO-i] - [p? - ( t f)- i ] = Pi ~P'i- where the final equality follows 

sincee the expectation of a past event (a lagged variable) is equal to its actual value. 
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iss the inflation rate expected by workers at the time of wage formation, E{ is a country-

specificc random supply shock and i is a country index. 

Severall  observations can be made with respect, to equations (2.1)-(2.3). In the first 

place,, the amount of production in a country depends on unexpected inflation. Surprise 

inflationn leads to more production. Secondly, relative country size (represented by the 

parameterr a) features in the equations, since supply per capita in small countries is more 

sensitivee to surprise inflation abroad than supply per capita in large countries. If a firm 

decidess to relocate production from a large country to a small one, the large country 

losess as much supply (in absolute terms) as the small country gains. Clearly, though, 

thee relocation has a relatively large impact for the small country, which is reflected in 

thee above equations for supply per capita,9 

Noticee that the supply curve of an individual country has a positive slope. However, 

thee slope of the world aggregate supply curve, given by yG + yF + ays. is actually vertical. 

I tt does not depend on the inflation rates. This characteristic is not too restrictive for 

ourr purposes, since I focus on the impact of monetary policy on the choice of location of 

productionn and not on the possibility that surprise inflation increases total world output. 

Inn a more general setting, the world aggregate supply curve would not be vertical, but 

i tt would still be steeper than the national supply curves. The intuition is that, when 

countriess compete for employment, local surprise inflation in, say, Germany raises supply 

inn Germany but reduces supply in France and the United States. The fact that the world 

supplyy curve in this model is vertical simplifies the algebra and does not qualitatively 

affectt my results. 

Monetaryy policy makers try to steer the economy so as to keep both inflation and 

thee output gap close to zero. Their loss function is given by: 

LLii  =  ̂ + ^yf], i = G,F,S, (2.4) 

withh yx and Kt as above. More precisely, TT, is the deviation of the increase in the general 

pricee level from the target value, which we normalise to zero, and y{ is the deviation of 

perr capita output, from the socially optimal level, which we normalise to zero as well10 

Notee that there is no time-inconsistency problem in this model, because the output 

9Onee may notice that if a goes to infinity, the impact of relative wages on output in the largest 

countryy (y3) does not go to zero. However, it becomes negligible in relative terms ( ^ -  0), in line with 
whatt one would intuitively expect. 

10Thee loss function comes close to the trade-off which the Federal Reserve is supposed to make. It 

cann also be interpreted as the trade-off for the ECB between sticking to the goal of price stability as 
definedd in the EU Treaty and giving in to more short-term oriented goals that politicians may press for. 
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targett of policy makers is not above its natural rate. The parameter 0 (>0) represents 

thee relative weight attached to the output objective by the policy maker. Clarida et al. 

(1998)) empirically find that the monetary policy reaction functions for the US, Japan and 

thee largest European countries are quite similar. This suggests that it is not unreasonable 

too assume that j3 is equal for all the central banks in this model.11 

Centrall  banks set policy in a discretionary manner. Each central bank chooses the 

pricee level in its own country, over which it has full control. Central banks know tire 

supplyy per capita functions and observe wages and country-specific supply shocks before 

settingg monetary policy. They can use the price level as an instrument to influence the 

reall  wage level, which in turn affects the level of output. 

Thus,, in all cases, the timing of events and actions is as follows. First, private inflation 

expectationss are formed. Secondly, wages are set by the unions, which endeavour to 

stabilisee expected real wages. Third, supply shocks occur. Fourth, inflation is set by the 

centrall  banks, which minimise their expected loss. Finally, output is set by firms which 

choosee production locations in order to maximise profits. 

2.44 Monetary policy and the exchange rate 

Inn this section, I wil l explore the response of the exchange rate to several types of 

shocks.. I wil l discuss the outcome of the model in three different situations (floating 

rates.. ERM, EMU). These situations only differ in the degree of coordination between 

Europeann national central banks. In all cases, there is no monetary coordination between 

Europee and the US. Under floating rates, all central banks play Nash. Under ERM, 

thee Bundesbank (Buba) and the Federal Reserve (simultaneously) move first and are 

followedd by the Banque de France. Both the Buba and the Fed act as a Stackelberg 

leaderr versus the Banque de France, while they play Nash against each other. Under 

EMU,, both central banks in Europe act as one decision maker (ECB), which again plays 

Nashh against the Federal Reserve. 

First,, I wil l compare the outcomes under floating rates and EMU. Then I wil l compare 

"Thi ss conclusion cannot be transposed directly to the ECB, since the Lucas critique may apply in the 

casee of such a fundamental regime change as EMU. The ECB may be cither more or less conservative 

(havee another value of 0) than the participating national central banks used to be. However, the fact 

thatt the EU Treaty (and the ECB statutes) was negotiated by the governments of the participating 

memberr states and that the governor of each national central bank has one vote; in the ECB governing 

councill  supports our assumption that the ECB's conservatweness should be the average of the partici-

patingg countries and that a different monetary policy behaviour should be explained by changes in the 

interactioninteraction between the players (central banks), as analysed in this paper. 
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ERMM and EMU. The first comparison is the simpler one; the second comparison allows 

mee to see if the conclusions with respect to the impact of the start of EMU on exchange 

ratee stability between Germany/Europe and the United States can be maintained under 

aa more realistic scenario. 

II  make the simplifying assumption that purchasing power parity (PPP) holds. In 

practice,, sizeable and long-lasting deviations from P PP occur due, for instance, to the 

presencee of non-tradable goods and the fact that the short-run effects of monetary ex-

pansionn tend to be dominated by the reaction of financial markets (i.e. arbitrage in fi-

nanciall  assets) rather than by goods market arbitrage. A more realistic approach would 

bee to distinguish between tradable and non-tradable goods and/or between short-run 

andd long-run effects of monetary policy. However, this would complicate the analysis 

considerably. . 

II  wil l initiall y assume that the euro area is not larger than the United States (a > 

2).. Later on, in subsection 2.4.6. I wil l consider the possibility that the euro area is 

largerr than the US (a < 2). This may become relevant when new countries join EMU 

afterr expansion of the European Union towards the East. Throughout the paper I wil l 

maintainn the assumption that the US is larger than any of the two regions forming the 

euroo area (i.e. a > 1). 

2.4.11 Floating rates 

Inn the absence of an exchange rate arrangement or a monetary union, all central banks 

playy Nash, i.e. they optimise policy without being able to make any commitments. 

Minimisingg the loss function (2.4) subject to the supply curve restrictions (2.1)-(2.3), 

takingg the monetary strategies of the other countries as given, yields the following first-

orderr conditions: 

7TGG = -apyG, (2.5) 

iviv F = -ot0yF, (2.6) 

TTSS = -Pys- (2.7) 

Inn response to a negative shock, all central banks must make a trade-off between output 

losss and inflation. For the Bundesbank and the Banque de France, the optimal ratio 

off  output loss and inflation is ^ , which reflects both the steepness of the supply curve 

(proportionall  to country size a) and the central banks' preferences 0. The Federal 

Reservee wil l divide a negative shock over output loss and inflation in a ratio  As 
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aa > 2, it is clear that the Federal Reserve, the central bank of the large country in our 

model,, wil l choose a higher output loss and lower inflation. It does this not because 

centrall  banks' preferences differ. In fact, the preferences are assumed to be identical. 

Eachh central bank has an incentive to create surprise inflation in order to shift the 

burdenn of adjustment to other countries. However, the relatively small size of Germany 

andd France implies that a given amount of output (say: the location choice of a factory) 

iss more important to these countries than to the US. Therefore, Germany and France 

aree willin g to accept a higher amount of inflation in order to prevent the loss of this 

amountt of output. 

Combiningg the first-order conditions with the above supply curve equations yields 

thee response functions of the central banks under floating rates:12 

2/^ 2 2 
-2a0-2a0 \ ~a2P 

22 + 3a2i3j£G+ 2 + 20 + a2(3 

-2a[3-2a[3 \ -a2/32 

aa {2 + 3(3) 

SFSF + 

__ 2 + 3a2/3 

aa (2 + 3/?) 

22 + 3a2 /3/ 2 + 2/3 + a2 / ? 22 + 3a2/? 

(ÊGG +  ?F) +  £S 

{E{EGG + sF) + £s 

(2.8) ) 

(2.9) ) 

^^ = 2 + 2~/+**P^ {£G + £F)+(2 + a2f3)£s]- ( 2 ' 1 0) 

Severall  things can be seen from (2.8)-(2.10). First, in the case of symmetric shocks in 

Europee (eG = eF), the monetary policies of the Bundesbank and the Banque de France 

wil ll  be identical. This follows from the symmetry of these countries in our model. Second, 

inn the case of perfectly asymmetric shocks in Europe {eG = -eF), the monetary policy 

off  the Federal Reserve wil l solely be determined by US shocks, as eG + eF = 0. Third, 

inn case of negative supply shocks, the equilibrium inflation rates wil l be above target. 

Thee intuition is that central banks generate some surprise inflation in order to mitigate 

thee output consequences of an adverse supply shock. Put differently, they endeavour to 

bufferr the output consequences by depreciating their own currency.13 Each central bank 

iss aware of the fact that the other central banks wil l also ease their policy. However, 

centrall  banks are unable to commit to a policy in the absence of formal exchange rate 

agreementss or monetary union. As a result, all central banks let inflation increase too 
12Combinee the first-order conditions with the supply curve equations, in order to obtain a system of 

threee equations in TT,, < , £,, i = 1, 2, 3. Take expectations on both sides and assume that expectations 

off  wage setters are rational. This yields three non-singular equations in TTJ, i =  1,2,3, which implies 

KKee = Tre
2 = nl = 0. This simplifies the original system of equations, which can be solved for inflation to 

obtainn equations (2.8)-(2.10). 
13Sincee purchasing power parity is assumed to hold, the change in the nominal exchange rate- is equal 

too the difference in the inflation rates. 
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muchh after a negative supply shock: the behaviour of each central is optimal given the 

behaviourr of the other central banks, but policy coordination would allow them to achieve 

thee same output loss with a lower inflation rate in each country. This is a familiar result 

inn the literature on policy coordination (see Persson and Tabellini, 1995). 

2.4.22 EMU 

Thee start of EMU goes hand in hand with the establishment of the ECB, which is 

assumedd to have euro area variables in its loss function only. As the inflation rate is 

chosenn by the single monetary authority, it follows directly that -KE = ITG = nF. As 

Germanyy and France are assumed to be of equal size, the increase in euro area output 

perr capita is a simple average of per capita output growth in both countries 

VEVE = ~ (yc + VF) -

Substitutingg equations (2.1) and (2.2) into this equation gives the supply curve for the 
euroo area 

VEVE = ^ ( * E ~ *%) ~ | ( T T 5 - TTe
s) + -(eG + eF). (2.11) 

Thee loss function of the ECB is14 

L EE = ^ 2
E + f3y2

E}. 

Thee supply curve for the United States and the loss function of the Federal Reserve are 
unchanged. . 

Solvingg the new optimisation problem yields the following first-order conditions: 

a/3 a/3 
WWEE = —— yE , (2.12) 

TTSS = -0ys. (2.13) 

Ass before, these conditions give the choice between inflation and output made by each 

centrall  bank. The European Central Bank wil l divide a negative shock over output loss 

andd inflation in a ratio ^ . It has less of an incentive to shift the burden of adjustment 

onn to other countries than the Bundesbank and the Banque de France under floating 

rates.. The creation of EMU implies that the central banks in Europe operate as one 

^Alternatively,, one could have assumed the ECB to minimise LE = \{Li  + L2). This does not affect 
thee resulting policy rules. See Bénassy-Quérc et al. (1997, p. 164) for a proof. 
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institution.. EMU enables them to internalise the intra-European externalities. They 

noo longer endeavour to shift the burden of falling employment onto another European 

country.. However, they still try to use the exchange rate to shift the burden on the 

Unitedd States. 

Forr a > 2, the ECB is at least as 'activist' as the Fed. The reason is that if the 

Unitedd States is larger than the euro area, the ECB is better able than the Fed to shift 

thee burden of unemployment abroad ('size effect'). For a < 2, the reverse would be true. 

Combiningg the conditions (2.12)-(2.13) with the supply curve equations (2.3) and 

(2.11)) yields the response functions of the central banks under EMU:15 

****  = (ïTW^j) [(1 + «( £c + £F) + tt/3£sl- (2'14) 

X ''  = ( 4 + 4Ï  + a'/?) ^ <£° + £"> + (4 + " ^  g* ] - (2'15> 

Thee response functions (2.14)-(2.15) provide several insights. First, neither the ECB's 

norr the Federal Reserve's monetary policy stance is affected by asymmetric shocks in 

Europee (i.e. when EQ + £F = 0). Second, the ECB is less responsive to US shocks 

thann the national central banks in Europe used to be before the start of EMU (i.e. 

diTE/desdiTE/des < dirG/d£s)-w Third, the Federal Reserve's response function has been affected 

byy the altered trade-off for European policy makers. The ECB's inclination to keep 

inflationn closer to zero implies that, in equilibrium, there is less need for the Fed to 

inflatee under EMU than under floating rates.17 

2.4.33 Comparison of floating rates and EMU 

Inn the following, I wil l compare dollar-deutschmark (under floating rates) with dollar-

euroo exchange rates (under EMU). I am interested in the impact of supply shocks on 

thee exchange rate. Since I have assumed purchasing power parity to hold, this impact 

iss equal to the difference between the impact of supply shocks on US inflation and their 

impactt on euro area (German) inflation, which have been derived in subsections 2.4.1 

155 Again, taking expectations on both sides and assuming that expectations of wage setters are rational 

yieldss three non-singular equations in 7rf, i = 1, 2.3. which implies n\ = ne
2 = = nl = 0. 

16Thiss can be seen by comparing equations (2.8) and (2.14). 
17Thee fact that the response function (2.15) is affected by the changed behaviour of European pol-

icymakerss follows from the fact that (2.15) differs from (2.10), even though the Federal Reserve faces 

thee same domestic trade-off as before. The latter can be seen by comparing first-order conditions (2.7) 

andd (2.13). 
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andd 2.4.2.18 The special cases of a symmetric shock in Europe, an asymmetric shock in 

Europe,, a US shock and a symmetric worldwide shock are shown in Table 1. 

Tabl ee 1 Exchange rat e response to different types of shocks 

1.. Asymmetric shock in EU 

{E{EGG = -l;eF = l ;es = 0) 

2.. Symmetric shock in EU 

(e(eGG = sF = -l;es = 0) 
3.. Shock in US 

{e{eGG = zF = 0;£S = -l) 

4.. Worldwide shock 

(EG(EG = £F = £s = ~l) 

Floatingg rates 

(dollar-mark)* * 

2a3 2a3 
2+3a2+3a223 3 

2a2a 3 
2+23+a2+23+a223 3 

-20 -20 
2+28+a2+28+a223 3 

28(n-l) 28(n-l) 
2+23+a2+23+a223 3 

EMU U 

(dollar-euro)* * 

0 0 

2a2a 3 
4+43+a4+43+a223 3 

-43 -43 
4+4B+a4+4B+a223 3 

23(a-2) 23(a-2) 
4+48+a4+48+a228 8 

*A*A  positive (negative) entry in the Table indicates an appreciation (depreciation) of the dollar. 

Considerr some limiting cases first. First, let Europe be infinitely small compared 

too the US (a —> oo). In this case, all exchange rate response coefficients in Table 1 

becomee zero. Intuitively, for infinitely small European countries, any difference between 

domesticc (German or French) inflation and US inflation wil l cause a cross-border shift in 

outputt which, given the size of the US. would be more costly to them than any domestic 

shock.. Therefore, it is optimal for the central banks in Europe to exactly match the US 

inflationn rate at all times. In other words, for an extremely small Europe, it is optimal 

too keep the currency pegged in all circumstances.19 Next, notice that all exchange rate 

responsee coefficients in Table 1 become zero if 3 goes to zero. The intuition is simple. 

Rememberr that central banks fully control the inflation rate. Therefore, if all central 

18Lctt Xtj denote the change in the exchange rate of country j expressed in the currency of country i. 

Absolutee purchasing power parity is assumed to hold. Therefore, nominal exchange rate changes must 

correspondd to inflation differentials (i.e. relative purchasing power parity also holds): X,j - IT, - nj. 
19Forr instance, in response to a US shock, the Fed will let inflation increase by ƒ? times the size of the 

shock.. This inflation increase will be exactly matched by the central banks in Europe, even when there 

iss no shock in Europe, in order to prevent an international shift of output. Next, consider a European 

shock.. In this case, the Fed wil l not respond, since the European economy is so small that it has a 

negligiblee impact on the US economy. The central banks in Europe will not respond to European shocks 

either,, because any divergence between US and European inflation rates would case a international shift 

inn output which is much larger (and therefore more costly) than a domestic shock. 
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bankss only care about price stability, they wil l set inflation equal to zero in all countries. 

PPPP ensures exchange rate stability in this case. 

EMUU tends to mitigate the expansionary reaction of central banks to economic 

shocks,, since the externalities that cause the unduly fierce policy responses under float-

ingg rates are largely internalised under EMU. The mitigating impact is larger in Europe, 

whichh is more directly affected by the monetary union. 

Thee more moderate response of euro area inflation to supply shocks does not neces-

sarilyy lead to lower transatlantic exchange rate stability. The consequences of EMU for 

exchangee rate stability depend on the origin of the shock. It is easy to see from Table 

11 that (the absolute size of) the exchange rate response to a shock in Europe is smaller 

underr EMU than under floating rates. This is true for both symmetric and asymmetric 

shocks.. Conversely, the exchange rate response to a US shock is larger under EMU than 

underr floating rates, as wil l be explained below. 

Intuitively,, one can think of the four special cases listed in Table 1 as follows: 

1.. An asymmetric shock in Europe: Neither the ECB nor the Federal Reserve 

wil ll  allow inflation to differ from zero in response to an asymmetric shock in Europe, 

implyingg that the exchange rate wil l remain unchanged after an asymmetric shock under 

EMU.. Under floating rates, however, there wil l be a non-trivial dollar-mark exchange 

ratee response after an asymmetric shock in Europe. The reason is that the Bundesbank's 

policyy domain is the national economy, rather than the euro area (the Bundesbank's loss 

functionn contains German, rather than European variables). It follows directly that EMU 

resultss in smaller dollar-euro exchange rate responses to asymmetric shocks in Europe. 

2.. Symmetric shock in Europe: Under floating rates, the Bundesbank and the 

Banquee de France relax their policy in case of a negative symmetric shock in Europe. In 

response,, the Fed reacts by relaxing policy as well, but to a lesser extent. The result is 

dollarr appreciation. Under EMU, monetary policy in Europe is coordinated. Euro area 

inflationn wil l increase more moderately after European shocks than German and French 

inflationn did before. The Fed realises that the ECB wil l accommodate less aggressively 

thann the Bundesbank did and reacts more moderately as well. The impact of EMU is to 

mitigatee all central banks' reactions to the shock, but more so in Europe than elsewhere. 

Thee difference between the ECB's policy reaction and the Fed's policy reaction becomes 

smaller,, which implies a more moderate exchange rate response. 

3.. Shock in the US: In response to a negative economic shock in the United States, 

thee Federal Reserve eases its policy. The Bundesbank and the Banque de France react 

byy easing policy as well, but to a lesser extent, which results in a dollar depreciation. 

Germann and French inflation are overly responsive under floating rates, but this has a 

mitigatingg impact on the dollar-euro exchange rate response to US shocks. Under EMU, 
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thee ECB wil l be less responsive to US shocks than the individual national central banks 

inn Europe used to be before EMU, as intra-European spillovers are internalised in the 

ECBB Council. The Federal Reserve's response wil l be mitigated as well, but to a smaller 

extent.. Therefore, the policy stance of the ECB and the Fed wil l diverge more strongly 

thann before, with adverse implications for exchange rate stability: the exchange rate 

responsee to economic shocks in the US increases. 

4.. World supply shock: A worldwide shock is defined as simultaneous symmetric 

shockss of equal size in Europe and in the US. In this case, relative country size plays a 

role.. Under floating rates, the dollar-mark exchange rate wil l remain stable when a = 1. 

thatt is when the three countries are of equal size. Under EMU, the dollar-euro exchange 

ratee wil l remain stable when a = 2, that is when the US and the euro area are of the 

samee size. If there is no symmetry in size, then the central bank of the smallest country 

wil ll  have a larger incentive than the other to generate a depreciation of its own currency 

andd wil l succeed in doing so. In reality, the euro area is of roughly the same size as the 

USS (i.e. a « 2), which implies that the exchange rate response to a world supply shock 

wil ll  be smaller under EMU than under floating rates. Thus, under the assumption that 

thee average frequency and size of shocks in Europe and the US is similar, one may expect 

thatt the dollar-euro exchange rate will be more stable than the dollar-mark exchange 

rate. . 

2.4.44 ERM 

Whenn studying the impact of the start of monetary union in Europe, it is common to 

comparee floating rates and EMU. This approach can be defended on the grounds that, 

inn the long run, the relevant choice is between floating rates versus full monetary union 

(Perssonn and Tabellini, 1995). However, it seems more appropriate to compare ERM 

andd EMU. Not only were the EMU countries required to participate in the exchange 

ratee mechanism of the European Monetary System in the two years before the start of 

thee monetary union, the so-called 'core countries1 had been participating in the ERM 

forr almost twenty years. 

Thee ERM had two essential characteristics. The first is that the system was asymmet-

ric.. The Bundesbank set its policy, after which the central banks of the other countries 

thatt participated in the ERM set their policy so as to stabilise the exchange rate against 

Germany.. This element is captured by having the Bundesbank act as a Stackelberg 

leaderr against the Banque de France. The second characteristic is the possibility of an 

ERMM break-up. I wil l assume that France is expected to stay in the ERM with proba-

bilit yy p and to leave the ERM with probability 1 - p. Intuitively, p can be seen as the 
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credibilityy of the ERM. In this counterfactual experiment, probability p is determined 

byy factors beyond the scope of the model. Such factors could be political pressure inside 

Francee to abrogate the ERM agreement or market speculation which forces the central 

bankk to give up its exchange rate commitment. The probability p is known by all players 

inn the model.20 

Takingg into account the asymmetric character of the ERM and the introduction of 

uncertaintyy about the continuation of the ERM (the case 0 < p < 1) wil l turn out to 

affectt the policy stance of all central banks in the model. Therefore, analysing this more 

realisticc case provides a useful check on the robustness of the results obtained in the 

previouss subsection. 

Thee timing of this ERM game is as follows. First, private inflation expectations are 

formed.. Second, wages are set. Third, shocks occur. Fourth, the Bundesbank and the 

Federall  Reserve set their policies. Fifth, the markets determine whether the ERM is 

sustainedd or not. Sixth, the Banque de France sets its policy. 

Thee loss function of the Banque de France depends on the continuation or break-up 

off  the ERM. If France stays in the ERM, the exchange rate is the overriding objective, 

i.e.. there is no trade-off between inflation and output. If France has left the ERM, the 

Banquee de France's loss function has the same functional form as under floating rates: 

LLFF,ERM,ERM = ^F,ERM-^G)2, (2- 1 6) 

wheree the subscript ERM indicates the situation where France continues to participate 

inn the ERM and the subscript BU stands for the situation of an ERM break-up. The 

first-orderr conditions in the two cases are: 

KF.ERMKF.ERM = KG, \  ) 

7T7TFF,BU,BU = -aPVF,BU- (2- 1 9) 

Combiningg the first-order conditions (2.18) and (2.19) and the supply function for France 

yieldss the reaction function of the Banque de France, which is conditional on the con-

20Thee assumption that the probability of an ERM break-up is exogenously determined and known to 

alll  players is arguably quite strong. Relaxing this assumption is left for future research. 
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tinuationn or break-up of ERM: 

rrF.ERMF.ERM — ^G-

RR __ o?p aj 
(2.20) ) 

lF,B(7 7 ( T G + ^ ~ 9 M x . 2 ^ ^^ (2.2i; 2(12(1 +a23y ° ' bJ 2 (1+ a2J) 

wheree TTFERM = TTFFRM(TXG) is the reaction function of the Banque de France if ERM is 

succesfullyy maintained and TT*BU = B̂U(irG,ns) is its reaction function in the case of 

ann ERM break-up. Note that the Fed's policy choice does not feature independently in 

thee Banque de France's inflation choice if France continues to participate in the ERM 

Thee Bundesbank and the Federal Reserve set their policies simultaneously and in an 

uncoordinatedd fashion, taking the policy stance of the other central bank as given (i.e. 

theyy play Nash against each other). They both act as Stackelberg leaders against, the 

Banquee de France. By moving first, the Bundesbank and the Federal Reserve commit 

themselvess to a certain monetary policy. They wil l take into account the reaction function 

off  the Banque de France when setting their policy. However, they do not know yet 

whetherr France wil l stay in the ERM. They expect the Banque de France to play the 

strategyy defined by equation (2.20) with probability p and to play the strategy defined 

byy equation (2.21) with probability 1 - p. The Bundesbank sets irG SO as to minimise 

itss loss: 

LLCC = E[-K* G + G]  = 
11 2 1 
22nnGG + 2pyGi= (2.22; 

== P[\^G + y^ERM] + (1 - P)[\«c + %C, 

where e 

22 2 ','i™1 l fllr >"G^r)l 

VG.ERMVG.ERM =  f^G-nG)--{7r^ERM-7TF}^^(7rs-7Te
s) + £G, 

VG.BUVG.BU = «(7TG - 7TG) - | [7 rJB r / - 71F]  - ^(TTS ~ TT|) + £G. 

Thee loss function for the Federal Reserve is a similar expression. Because the Bun-

desbankk anticipates the Banque de France's reaction to its own policy, the first-order 

conditionn for the Bundesbank is defined by: 

^  ̂ + _dLG_dyG2ER^dn Ê^L dL^dy^B^dir  ̂ _ 

d7Td7TGG dyGtERMd7xFERM duG dyaBud B̂U dnG ~ °' ( 2 , 2 3) 
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.21 1 
Usingg the reaction functions (2.20)-(2.21), this can be rewritten as 

TTGTTG = -ap[p-yc,ERM + (1 - p)HyG,Bu], (2-24) 

wheree H = 4+3ao£ The first-order condition for the Federal Reserve becomes: 
""  4+4a,£J 

ITSITS = -P\PVS,ERM + (1 - P)HyS,Bu]  (2- 2 5) 

Thee optimal responses are derived and presented in appendix B. In all cases, negative 

supplyy shocks lead to a more accommodative monetary policy stance. 

Forr p = 1, the Bundesbank and the Fed know that France wil l stay in the ERM for 

suree and they fully internalise the fact that the Banque de France wil l copy German 

monetaryy policy. The policies under such a stable ERM wil l be almost equivalent to the 

optimall  policies under EMU. The difference is that under ERM, shocks to the French 

economyy do not affect Bundesbank policy, whereas German and French shocks both 

matterr (and are equally important in this model) for ECB policy in EMU.22 

Forr p = 0, France wil l leave the ERM for sure and the Bundesbank and the Fed know 

this.. When determining their policies, they fully internalise the fact that the Banque 

dee France has the -opportunistic1 reaction function nfBU. It is straightforward to show 

that,, under ERM, inflation wil l generally be closer to zero than under floating rates, but 

furtherr away from zero than under EMU. This corresponds to the familiar theoretical 

resultt that losses for all policy makers tend to be lower in a Stackelberg equilibrium than 

inn a Nash equilibrium. 

Forr 0 < p < 1, the absolute value of the policy responses vinder ERM is decreasing in 

pp in the case of symmetric shocks.23 If p is high, the existing externalities in monetary 

policyy wil l be internalised to a larger extent. Intuitively, central banks on both sides of 

thee Atlantic wil l keep inflation closer to zero in case of a more credible ERM (higher 

valuee of p). 
2'Sincee the Bundesbank and the Federal Reserve move before the status of ERM is determined and 

sincee they are assumed to have full control over the domestic inflation rate, there will be a unique 

solutionn for inflation in Germany and the United States. However, output in each country wil l be 

affectedd by the continuation or break-up of the ERM and the consequent policy choice of the Banque 

dee France. Thus, there are two solutions for output in each country: Uj.FRM ™ay differ from UJ.BV-

jj  = 1.2,3. 
22Notee that the policy response of each individual central bank is exactly equivalent to its response 

underr EMU only after substituting  + e2) for ex in equations (B8)-(B10). 
23I tt is easy to check that irj  > 0 and ^vr, < 0. if all shocks are negative. If all shocks are positive, 

thenn IT j < 0 and ^TTJ > 0. Therefore, an increase in p will generally bring the absolute value of TIJ 

closerr to zero, j = l,2(ERM),2(BU),'i. 
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2.4.55 Comparison of ERM and EMU 

Recalll  that purchasing power parity is assumed to hold. Therefore, the exchange rate 

changee is equal to the inflation differential which in turn is entirely determined by the 

policyy response. The response of the exchange rate to specific types of shocks under 

ERMM is summarised in Table 2. 

Tabl ee 2 Exchange rat e response to different types of shocks 

1.. Asymmetric shock in EU 

(e(eGG = -h£F = l\£s =0) 
2.. Symmetric shock in EU 

(e(eGG = £F = -hes = 0) 
3.. Shock in US 

{e{eGG = £F = 0;es = - 1) 

4.. World wide shock 

(e(eGG =  £F = £S = - 1) 

ERM M 

(dollar-mark)* * 

^4+4/3+a2 2 

-A3 -A3 

^4+43+^0^4+43+^0 + V1 ~ P) D ~~ 

EMU U 

(dollar-euro) ) 

Ü Ü 

2a;j j 
4+4/3+a4+4/3+a223 3 

-43 -43 
4+48+a4+48+a223 3 

2ff(a-2) ) 
4+43+a4+43+a223 3 

*A*A  positive (negative) entry in the Table indicates an appreciation (depreciation) of the dollar, 

with h 

NN3 3 

NN4 4 

22 + (l + H)0 + a20, 

2-(l-H)02-(l-H)0 + 3a2p, 

22 + (3 + H)a2p. 

22 + (1 - H)aj3 + 3a2/?, 

andd H and D as defined in Appendix B. Al l terms (D.Ni AT4) are positive. 

Thee results that were obtained when comparing floating rates and EMU still hold 

whenn comparing ERM and EMU. I recall these results for easy reference: EMU wil l 

resultt in smaller exchange rate reactions to both symmetric and asymmetric shocks in 

Europe,, in larger exchange rate reactions to US shocks and in smaller exchange rate 

reactionss to worldwide shocks. 

Inn comparing ERM and EMU, I will consider the different possibilities case by case: 

1.. Asymmetric shocks in Europe: Under EMU, the exchange rate wil l not react to an 

asymmetricc shock in Europe at all, since neither the ECB nor the Fed wil l allow inflation 
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too differ from zero. However, there wil l be a non-trivial move in the dollar-mark exchange 

ratee under ERM. Therefore, the conclusion that EMU results in a smaller exchange rate 

reactionn to asymmetric shocks in Europe is still valid. 

2.. Symmetric shock in Europe: It is straightforward to show that the exchange rate 

reactionn to a symmetric shock in Europe under ERM is larger than under floating rates 

(forr p = 0) and equal to the reaction under EMU (for p = 1) respectively. Intuitively, 

evenn in an ERM which is sure to fail, the Bundesbank leadership (it sets its policy 

beforee the Banque de France does) induces central banks to keep inflation somewhat 

closerr to zero than under floating rates. Conversely, for a highly credible ERM, the 

policyy responses to a symmetric shock in Europe are the same as those under EMU.24 

Forr intermediate values of p (i.e. 0 < p < 1), the size of the exchange rate reaction under 

thee ERM scenario is a weighted average of these two extreme cases. It follows directly 

thatt the earlier results (EMU results in a smaller exchange rate reaction to symmetric 

shockss in Europe than floating rates) still hold when comparing EMU and ERM. 

3.. Shocks in the US: The same reasoning as sub 2 leads to the conclusion that the 

earlierr result (EMU results in a larger exchange rate reaction to a US shock than floating 

rates)) must still be valid when comparing EMU and ERM.25 

4.. Worldwide shocks: The exchange rate reaction to a worldwide shock under ERM 

iss intermediate between floating rates and EMU.26 

Too summarise this paragraph, all results that we established for the comparison of 

floatingfloating rates and EMU are still qualitatively valid. 

2.4.66 A future expansion of the euro area 

Soo far, I have excluded the possibility that the euro area would be larger than the 

Unitedd States (i.e. I have assumed a ^ 2). However, if the current outs (particularly 

thee United Kingdom, but also Sweden and Denmark) were to join EMU, and if the 

candidatee member states in Central and Eastern Europe (notably a large country like 

Poland)) were to join the European Union and EMU, the euro area would become larger 

thann the US. The sensitivity of the earlier results to such a future expansion of the euro 

areaa can easily be explored using the size parameter (a) in the model. 

24Thee latter is only true if \{t\ + s2) = Si (that is: if ei = s2)- This condition is satisfied for a 

symmetricc shock in Europe. 
25Thee condition E\ = £2 is satisfied in this case as well (as both values are zero), so that, for an ERM 

withh p = 1, the policy choices are equal to those under EMU. 
26Again,, the condition of symmetry in Europe (s 1 = e2) is satisfied, so that for an ERM with p = 1, 

thee policy choices are equal to those under EMU. 
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Thiss subsection discusses the previous results with respect to exchange rate stability 

forr the case 1 < a < 2. I wil l thus maintain the assumption that, even after the expansion 

off  the euro area, the US is larger than half of the euro area.27 I wil l first compare floating 

ratess and EMU and then turn to the comparison of ERM and EMU.28 

I tt turns out that the results remain qualitatively the same for shocks that originate 

eitherr in the euro area or in the US.29 However, the relative size of the euro area and the 

USS may affect the conclusion in case of a worldwide shock. Therefore, in what follows, 

II  wil l focus on a worldwide shock. 

Float in gg rates and E M U 

AA symmetric world supply shock (defined as a simultaneous shock of equal size in 

Europee and the US) wil l lead to smaller exchange rate volatility after the start of EMU. 

unlesss the euro area were to become more than 50% larger than the United States.30 

Inn the latter case, the US would obtain stronger incentives to actively use the exchange 

ratee as an instrument. This size effect could ultimately dominate the mitigating impact 

off  the internalisation of externalities in Europe as a result of EMU. 

'Thiss assumption seems realistic for the forseeable future. In terms of economic size (gross domestic 
product),, the United States are currently 25% larger than the euro area (EU-12). If the outs and the 

accessionn countries were to join, this would make the euro area (EU-27) 5% larger than the US. Thus, 

expansionn would imply a decline in a from 2.5 to 1.9. In terms of population, the EU-12 is already 
slightlyy larger than the United States, whereas the enlarged euro area EU-27 would be 80%: larger than 

thee US, implying a decline of a to 1.1. 
28I tt is not the purpose of this subsection to look at the effect of the euro area expansion on exchange 

ratee stability. Rather. I check whether the earlier results about the impact of EMU on exchange rate 

stabilityy would still be valid if the euro area were to expand significantly. 
29Thesee are the special cases 1-3 that I have looked at in earlier subsections. For easy reference, these 

resultss are summarised here. The exchange rate will be more stable in response to (both asymmetric 
andd symmetric) shocks in Europe under EMU than under floating rates; the exchange rate will be less 

stablee in response; to US shocks under EMU than under floating rates, even if the euro area were to 
becomee larger than the US. 

Thiss can be seen by comparing the absolute values of the entries in the bottom row of Table 1. 
Thee exact condition is that the exchange rate response is smaller under EMU than under floating rates 
iff  and only if (6a - 8)(/J + 1) + (2a - 3)a23 > 0. It is easy to see that for this inequality to hold, it 
iss sufficient that a > 1.5. Numerical evaluation shows that the inequality is likely to be satisfied for 

aa > 1.34 (i.e. for ^ < 1.49, that is if the euro area is less than roughly 50% larger than the United 
States).. The inequality is rather insensitive to fl (maintaining our assumption that (3 > 0). Even if 

33 —> x. the inequality will be satisfied for all a > 1.4. 
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E R MM  and E M U 

Iff  the euro area were to become significantly larger than the United States, then world 

supplyy shocks would lead to larger exchange rate reactions than before EMU. The more 

crediblee ERM was thought to be at the outset (i.e. the higher p), the more likely our 

resultt is to break down. This should come as no surprise, since in a highly credible ERM 

intra-Europeann externalities are internalised to a large extent, making this situation very 

similarr to EMU. For instance, if p = 0, the reversal takes place when the euro area were 

too become more than 50% larger than the US. For p = \ the reversal would take place as 

soonn as the euro area were more than 20% larger than the US and for p = f, this would 

occurr as soon as the euro area were more than 10% larger than the US. However, in the 

extremee case of a fully credible ERM {p = 1) the exchange rate response to a worldwide 

shockk wil l be equivalent to the response under EMU. Thus, no reversal takes place.31 

Too summarise this paragraph, our results for both asymmetric and symmetric shocks 

inn Europe and for shocks in the US remain valid, even if the euro area were to become 

muchh larger than the US. Only the result for worldwide shocks may be reversed if the euro 

areaa were to become (significantly) larger than the United States in terms of population. 

2.55 Conclusion 

Inn this paper. I have looked at the possible impact of EMU on transatlantic exchange rate 

stability.. The very essence of EMU is that it changes the rules of the monetary policy 

game.. As a result, the start of EMU has consequences for the behaviour of monetary 

policyy makers, which may affect the euro-dollar exchange rate. 

Inn the run-up to EMU, it was widely expected that exchange rate volatility would 

increasee as a result of benign neglect of the exchange rate on both sides of the Atlantic. 

However,, using a simple two-country model which focused on country size, Martin (1997) 

arguedd that exchange rates would become more stable. I have extended his model to 

aa three-country version. This enables me to take into account a number of changes as 

aa result of EMU that a two-country model cannot address. Moreover, in contrast to 

Martin,, I am able to distinguish between symmetric and asymmetric shocks in Europe 

andd between shocks in Europe and abroad. 

311 The exact condition for the exchange rate response to be smaller under EMU than under ERM can 

bee derived from comparing the absolute values of the expressions in the bottom line of Table 2. The 

exactt condition is a rather cumbersome expression. Numerical evaluation gives the results in the main 

text.. Intermediate values for p give intermediate critical values for a. 
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Thee establishment of the ECB comes with full monetary policy coordination within 

thee euro area, ensuring that all externalities within the euro area are internalised in the 

decisionn making process in the ECB Governing Council. As a result, the ECB wil l keep 

thee economy closer to price stability in response to economic shocks than the national 

centrall  banks did before the start of EMU. 

I tt turns out that the impact of EMU on exchange rate stability critically depends 

onn the origin of shocks. The lower responsiveness of the ECB to European shocks 

wil ll  translate into more exchange rate stability, whereas the lower responsiveness of 

thee ECB to US shocks wil l translate into stronger exchange rate movements. Under 

thee assumption that the average frequency and size of shocks in Europe and the US is 

similar,, one may expect that the dollar-euro exchange rate wil l be more stable than the 

dollar-markk exchange rate. 

Thee conclusions remain valid when taking into account that Europe had an exchange 

ratee mechanism (ERM), rather than freely floating currencies, in the pre-EMU era. 

Thee specification of the ERM accounts for the fact that the ERM was an asymmetric 

arrangement,, in the sense that the Bundesbank had a leading role, whereas the other 

nationall  central banks had an exchange rate target against the German mark. It also 

takess into account the possibility of a break-down of the arrangement. This increases 

thee practical relevance of my conclusions. 

Finally,, the model's country size parameter is used to explore what happens if the 

euroo area expands. This is likely to become relevant, given the foreseen enlargement of 

thee European Union and the expected future participation of the new member states in 

thee monetary union. Most of the results do not change. However, if the euro area were 

too become (significantly) larger than the US, the exchange rate may become more, not 

less,, responsive to a symmetric worldwide shock than it used to be before EMU. 
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Appendices s 

AA Supply per  capita and country size 

Thee derivation of the size coefficients follows Martin (1997). Think of a world of N 

identicall  regions, which compete with each other on the basis of real wages. The supply 

functionn in region i is as follows: 

ViVi = -{v>i  ~ Pi) + ^ZTL X J ̂  " p^ + ^ ( A 1) 

wheree wt is (the natural logarithm of) the nominal wage rate, p{ is the price level and 7]l 

iss a region-specific random supply shock. Notice that if the nominal wage is equal to the 

generall  price level region by region then, in the absence of shocks, output wil l be equal 

too potential output. 

Noww let us take a three-country world, where each country consists of a number of 

regions.. The country indices wil l henceforth refer to specific countries: 1 for Germany, 2 

forr France and 3 for the United States. Countries need not have the same size. In fact, 

Germanyy and France are of equal size (normalised to unity) and the United States has 

sizee a. which is larger than 1. Size refers to the population of a country. The United 

Statess is large when compared to either Germany and France individually. However, the 

euroo area (consisting of Germany and France only) may be either larger or smaller than 

thee United States. For a country of (population) size 1. aggregate output is equal to 

outputt per capita. This is not true in the more general case of country size a. 

Thee step from output in N identical regions of size 1 to output per capita in three 

countriess of different size is as follows. Define a partition of the world in three countries, 

comprisingg n i , n2 , n3 regions, respectively {^ + n2 + n3 = N). Shocks T]% have expected 

valuee zero and variance a2,i = 1,..., AT. Assume that shocks within each country are 

perfectlyy correlated, whereas shocks in different countries are uncorrelated. Now define 

^^ = ^ E i e „ t ^ f c = l ' 2 , 3 . Then 

Var(eVar(ekk)) = ( - ) V a r ( ^ Vi) = ( ^ E l V a r f a J + £ Cov^^)}] = 

== ( — )2[nk[a
2 + (nk-l)a

3]]=a 2, k = 1.2.3. (A2) 

nnk k 

Al ll  regions in the same country have the same inflation rate. Therefore, the wage rate 

iss identical in every region in the same country. Then per capita supply in each country 
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iss given by 

ï/i i == " E -(*'.-- ^  + JvT7 I> V "  ft)  + 

== - E { - ( « ' I - P I ) + 

J V - r i ii  n2 , 

Analogously: : 

(A3) ) 

V2 V2 

y-s y-s 

nn\\ , N — no 

" 3 3 
++ N _ ^« '3 - P 3) +^2, 

(W'll  - P l ) + ^ 3 j ( U ' 2 - P 2) + TV -- 1 
, W - " 3 W W 

~ (( AT- 1 ) ( ^ 3 - P 3 ) + £3 

(A4) ) 

(AE E 

Normalise:: Wl = n2 = y^-; ra3 = ^ . This means that N - I =  Ul + n2 + n3 - 1 = 
r r - .Then: : 
l + Q Q 

yiyi = -(l+a)(w1-p1) + (w2-p2) + a(w3-p3) + £1, 

V2V2 = (u'i -pi) - {I  + a)(w2 - p2) +a(w3 - p3) + £2, 

2/33 = («'1 - Pi) + (u>2 - P2) - 2(w3 - Ps) + e-3. 

(A6) ) 

(A7) ) 

(A8) ) 

Thee symmetry of the European countries in the model ensures that the US is equally 

sensitivee to real wage developments in Germany and France. Applying the size argument 

consistentlyy would imply that Germany is more sensitive to US than to French real 

wagee developments [as reflected in the coefficients for the French and US wage rate in 

equationn (A6)]. However, in the main text, I wil l assume those coefficients are equal. 

Thiss amounts to assuming that each of the European countries is influenced as much by 
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reall  wage changes in the US as by real wage changes in the other European country. I 

makee this assumption for reasons of algebraic simplicity.32 

Substitutingg the optimal wage rule {wt = pf) into the supply per capita functions 

yieldss equations (2.1)-(2.3) in the main text. 

BB Optimal responses under ERM 

Afterr substituting the supply curves into the first-order conditions (2.18), (2.19), (2.24) 

andd (2.25), the first-order conditions can be rewritten in terms of inflation: 

7TGG = -ap{p + 2ff (1 - P)}{HTTG -7Te
G)-^[p + 2 / ( 1 _ p̂ F,ERM + 

pp + 2H{l-p) 2 

KKFF,ERM,ERM = KG,  ̂ ' 

KKFBUFBU = - a / 3 { - | ( 7 TG - 7TG) + a[TTF,BU ~ 4 ] ~ T,^s ~ * s ) + eF}, (B3) 

11 1 p 
7TSS = ~(3{P + H{\ - P)}{--(7TG - ^G) - 2 [p + ff (1 _ pfKERM + 

++ HunP) ^™ - *ïï + (^  - *s) + ^ (B4) 
pp + H(l-p) 

wheree i f = g f j f . Note that pwF,ERM + (1 - P K F , S {/ i s t h e Po l i cy o f t h e B a n cl u e d e 

Francee as expected by the other central banks, i.e. after shocks occur, but before the 

marketss determine whether or not France stays in the ERM. whereas TTF is the BdF 

policyy as expected by wage setters, i.e. before shocks occur. 

Thee assumption of rational expectations implies: 

E(KE(KGG)) =  TTG, (B5) 

E(TTE(TTFF)) = pKe
FERM + {I  - p)irFBu = Tf- (B 6) 

E(-KE(-KSS)) =  ( B 7 ) 

Takingg expectations on both sides of (B.1)-(B.4) and applying the assumption of 

rationall  expectations results in a non-singular system of four equations in four unknowns 

32Thee fact that Germany and France are geographically closer to each other than to the United States 

wouldd argue for adjusting the weights even more, so that each European country would be more sensitive 

too developments in the other European country than to developments in the US. However, the distance 

betweenn countries is not in my model. Sec Bayoumi and Eichengreen (1998) or Ghironi and Giavazzi 

(1998)) for an application of the gravity model to international trade. 
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((KKh'h' ^F.ERM- *eF.Bu- ^f)- These equations need to be satisfied for all admissable values 
off  Q, 3, and p. which is only the case for ifG = tre

RERM = ire
F<BU = TT| = 0. 

Thiss simplifies the first-order conditions, which can then be rewritten to the following 
reduced-formm equations: 

7TGG = *F,ERM*F,ERM = P4 + 4j  + Q2j j[
2<1 + 3)£G + a3es]  + 

/-,/-, \ —Ha;3r . 
++  {l-P)—ö^-[AiEc + A2EF + A3es], (B8) 

*™*™  = P^T^F + 4 + 4f + Q^ [ o ( l + 2J)gG + (2 + o 2 ^ , ] }  + 

++ (1 - p ) -^ - [B i£G + 52eF + B3£S]. (B9) 

++ (1 - P ) - ^ - [C i£G + C2eF + C3£S\. (BIO) 

with h 

HH = 
44 + 3a2 3 

44 + 4a2/T 

DD - 4 + 4/f/5 + 4(l + Jff)a
2/3+3//(l + //)a2/i 2 + 3Fo4/J2, 

^^ = 4 + 4H^ + 4o25 + 3tfa232, 

AA22 = 2a2p + 3Ha2i32, 

AA33 = 2Ha0 + 3Ha332. 

DDxx = 2Ha23 + 3H2a2;32, 

BB22 = 4 + 4H0 + 4Ha23 + 3H2a232, 

BB33 = 2Ha3 + 3H2a332. 

Cii  = 2Ha3 + 3Ha332, 

CC22 = 2a3 + 3Ha3il 2. 

CC33 = 4 + 4(l + H)a23 + 3Hai32. 

Alll  terms (/ƒ, D, AUA2, A3, BUB2, B3. CUC2, C3) are positive. 
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Thee Welfare Implication s of EMU : 
Thee Role of Credibilit y Problems 
andd Internationa l Spillovers 

S u m m a ry y 

Thiss chapter analyses the welfare implications of EMU. It shows that the 
welfaree impact of EMU for Europe is ambiguous, but that EMU is welfare-
improvingg for the US. It also shows that the ECB wil l be less responsive 
too German shocks and less responsive to shocks outside the euro area than 
thee Bundesbank used to be. The analyses is conducted by developing a 
monetary-fiscall  game which stresses the importance of international spillovers 
andd introduces a monetary and fiscal credibility problem. 

3.11 Introduction 

Economicc and monetary union (EMU) in Europe has raised several concerns, both inside 

andd outside the euro area. One concern, which has been voiced in the United States in 

particular,, that 'the rest of the world' wil l suffer as a result of EMU. either because 

Europee wil l become more inward-looking and more closed to the outside world ('Fortress 

Europe'),, or because Europe wil l start to behave in a more self-confident manner on 

thee world stage, making use of its increased bargaining power in order to reap a larger 

sharee of the benefits of potential international coordination. Therefore, it is of interest 

too evaluate the welfare consequences of EMU, not only for the euro area itself, but also 

forr third countries. 

41 1 
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Whetherr Europe wil l become more inward-looking and/or more self-confident is out-

sidee the scope of this chapter. Rather, it analyses the implications of the essence of 

EMU:: the joint determination of monetary policy in Europe. Clearly, if a subset of pol-

icymakerss start to make joint decisions, as in the European Central Bank (ECB). this 

mayy affect economic variables and the decisions of other policymakers. 

Thee model in this article specifies a policy game involving central banks and fiscal 

authorities.. The policy game takes place in a world of three countries (Germany, France, 

Unitedd States). Monetary policy is determined by independent central banks. Initially , 

bothh monetary and fiscal policy are determined at the national level in each country. 

Thenn Germany and France decide to form a monetary union. This leads to a situation of 

aa union-wide monetary policy and decentralised fiscal policies set by the member states 

off  the monetary union. The third country (United States) does not participate in the 

monetaryy union, but is large enough to have a substantial influence on the economy of 

thee monetary union. I investigate how the strategic interactions between policy makers, 

andd the trade-offs they face, are affected by monetary unification. The supply function, 

whichh is based on Martin (1997), stresses the importance of cross-border spillovers. 

Whenn negative supply shocks occur, countries compete for economic activity through 

taxx cuts and surprise inflation. At the same time, they want to achieve a certain level 

off  government spending and they want to maintain price stability. So the authorities in 

eachh country face a policy dilemma. I extend Martin's basic model in a number of ways. 

Thee model consists of three rather than two countries, and fiscal authorities are explicitly 

modeled.. This makes it possible to consider the interactions between monetary and fiscal 

policymakerss and between EMU participants and third countries. Furthermore, I allow 

forr commitment problems and I provide a (simple) behavioural motivation for the supply 

curves. . 

Forr the welfare evaluation, this chapter uses a framework developed by Beetsma and 

Bovenbergg (1999b). They investigate the trade-off between credibility and flexibilit y in 

aa monetary union with decentralised fiscal policy-making and they study the optimal de-

signn of monetary institutions. Their framework is particularly useful to assess the welfare 

costt of structural distortions and unanticipated shocks. My assumption that fiscal poli-

cymakerss cannot commit and the focus on international spillovers in my model add new 

dimensionss to their analysis. First, the inability of fiscal policymakers to commit leads 

too an upward bias in the expected tax rate, which increases the welfare cost of struc-

turall  distortions. Secondly, it is shown that the foreign policy response to unanticipated 

shockss leads to international spillovers, which enhance the need for policy adjustment in 

thee home country. Thus, the foreign policy response to unanticipated shocks increases 

thee welfare cost of these shocks. 
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Withh respect to the welfare consequences of EMU, I conclude that the welfare effect 

off  EMU for Europe is ambiguous within this modelling framework. The intuition is 

thatt intra-European spillovers in monetary policy are internalised. The ECB still has 

ann incentive to conduct a beggar-thy-neighbour policy against the United States, but 

(unlikee the national central banks before) not within Europe. This reduces the monetary 

credibilityy problem in Europe and thus leads to a lower inflation bias, which is welfare-

enhancing.. At the same time, the euro area authorities lose a policy instrument (they 

losee the possibility to have different monetary policies in individual euro area countries 

inn response to asymmetric shocks). This makes it more difficult to attain policy goals, 

whichh is welfare-reducing. The net welfare impact of EMU on Europe depends on the 

relativee importance of low inflation versus the other government policy goals (stable 

outputt and spending) and on the variance of shocks. The beneficiary effect wil l be 

largerr when the authorities are more activist and when the variance of shocks is low. 

Interestingly,, and contrary to public fears, US welfare should improve as a result of EMU. 

Thee reason is that the United States authorities, unlike the euro area authorities, do not 

losee a policy instrument, while under EMU they suffer less from European beggar-thy-

neighbourr policies than they did before. 

Thee remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. In the next section, I present 

aa two-country model for a policy game involving central banks and fiscal authorities. 

Thee model stresses the importance of international spillovers. When negative supply 

shockss occur, countries compete for economic activity through tax cuts and surprise 

inflation.. The analysis takes into account that both monetary and fiscal authorities face a 

commitmentt problem. The two-country set-up facilitates an easy intuitive interpretation 

off  the results. In section 3.3, the model is extended to a three-country version and optimal 

policiess under floating rates and EMU are derived. The framework is used to evaluate 

thee welfare consequences of monetary unification. Section 3.4 concludes this chapter. 

3.22 Benchmark case: A two-country model 

Inn this section, a two-country monetary-fiscal policy game is developed and analysed 

inn some detail. Crucial elements are the presence of international spillovers and the 

assumptionn that monetary and fiscal policymakers are unable to commit. These elements 

wil ll  turn out to affect the welfare cost of structural distortions and unanticipated shocks. 

Furthermore,, the two-country model serves as a benchmark for the analysis of the impact 

off  EMU, using a three-country model, in section 3.3. 
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3.2.11 Output 

Thee world consists of two identical countries, named euro area (denoted by a subscript 

E)E) and United States (denoted by a subscript 5"). Each country produces a single good 

andd purchasing power parity is assumed to hold. The model focuses on the short run. 

Outputt is a function of labour input only. Supply per capita (in logs) is derived in 

Appendixx A: 

VEVE = -kt€E-{wE-PE + tE-teE) + {ws~ps+ts-fs) + eE, (3.1) 

ysys = -ktes + {wE-pE + tE-teE)-{ws-Ps + ts-t
e
s) + Es< (3.2) 

wheree y, is per capita output, wt is the nominal wage, pt is the general price level, tl is 

thee rate of a distortionary output tax, t\ is the expected output tax rate, A: is a constant 

andd Ei is a random supply shock, with Eer = 0, Var(ei) =  tr2, Ee,e3 =  0, for i.j = E,S 

andd i^j. As shown in Appendix A, output is more responsive to the expected tax rate 

thann to a tax surprise. In order to reflect this, it would be sufficient to assume k > 1. 

However,, due to the chosen normalisation of the three-country model in the next section. 

II  wil l assume k > 2 there. The latter assumption wil l be used throughout the article. 

Wee can motivate the supply functions in this article as follows. Firms are perfectly 

competitive.. The representative firm is a multinational company with production sites 

inn both countries. The firm's decision with respect to output is determined in two 

steps.. In the first step, the firm hires the number of workers in each country which 

wil ll  maximise expected total firm profits. Once contracts have been signed, workers 

cannott be laid off, nor can more workers be hired. This implies that after firms have 

hiredd workers, they cannot adjust the scale of total worldwide production. The second 

stepp is that, after shocks have occurred and policies have been set, the firm can relocate 

workerss among countries.1 Thus, firms can relocate their production from one country 

too another and wil l choose to increase production relatively more in the country that 

hass a lower real wage and where output taxes are lower. This motivation captures the 

notionss that countries compete for economic activity and that firms are less flexible in 

thee short run than in the long run (although it should be stressed that the model does 

nott formally distinguish between a short run and a long run). It is the story on which 

thee derivation of equations (3.1)-(3.2) is based, but note that these supply functions are 

probablyy consistent with many stories. 

^ h ee assumption that workers on existing contracts can be relocated, but that no new workers can 

bee hired in the short run is arguably more realistic for high-skilled than for low-skilled workers. The 

supplyy of high-skilled workers can said to be fixed in the short run, since skills can only be acquired 

throughh training. Moreover, high-skilled workers tend to be more mobile internationally than low-skilled 

workers.. See. for instance, McCormick (1997) or Mauro and Spilimbergo (1999) for evidence. 
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Beforee discussing these supply curves further, it is useful to summarise the timing of 

eventss and actions. First, private expectations are formed and wages are set. Secondly, 

workerss are hired. Third, supply shocks occur. Fourth, monetary and fiscal policy 

decisionss are made. Al l policy makers play Nash against, each other. Finally, workers 

mayy be relocated among countries (but not hired or fired). 

Thee main characteristics of the above functions for supply per capita are as follows. 

First,, output is negatively correlated with the real wage rate (i.e. an inflation surprise) 

andd a tax surprise in the home country. My supply curve shares this feature with almost 

everyy other supply curve in the literature.2 Second, output is positively correlated with 

aa foreign inflation surprise and a foreign tax surprise. Foreign policy surprises appear in 

thee home supply curve because they occur before firms hire workers. An increase in the 

foreignn real wage or tax rate wil l induce firms to reduce output in the foreign country, 

butt the fact that the workers cannot be laid off implies that a reduction of output in the 

foreignn country must be accompanied by a shift of workers to the home country, which 

leadss to an increase of output in the home country. In other monetary-fiscal models, 

taxess enter the supply function, but foreign variables usually do not.3 Third, output is 

negativelyy related to the domestic expected tax rate.4 A higher expected tax rate wil l 

leadd a firm to reduce output in the country concerned, but has no impact on the optimal 

levell  of output in the other country. Because expectations are formed before firms hire 

workers,, there is no need to shift workers to another country in response to a higher 

expectedd tax rate. Therefore, the expected domestic tax rate enters the supply curve, 

butt the expected foreign tax rate does not. Fourth, note that output is more responsive 

too the expected tax rate than to a tax surprise. This characteristic wil l be explained in 

moree detail when discussing the fiscal commitment problem in section 3.2.5. In other 

monetary-fiscall  models, the response of output to the domestic expected tax rate is often 

implicitl yy assumed to equal unity (i.e. fc = 1). 

Workerss set the nominal wage such as to achieve a target real wage. They do this 

basedd on rational expectations with respect to the inflation rate. After substituting 

thee optimal wage rule {wx = pf, see Appendix A for derivation), we find the following 

22 A commonly used supply function is y = a(p - w - t). See, for instance, Alesina and Tabellini 

(1987).. The basic equation is of the form y = b[pt - E{pt\It)]  and is due to Lucas (1973). See also 

Blanchardd and Fischer (1989, chapter 7). 
3Thee monetary game presented by Martin (1997) is an exception, but there are no fiscal authorities 

inn his model. 

equil ibriumm output is affected by the expected tax rate, but not by the expected inflation rate. The 

reasonn is that, by adjusting nominal wages, workers can prevent that changes in the expected inflation 

ratee affect the real wage rate, whereas firms cannot prevent that changes in the expected tax rate affect 

firmfirm profits. 
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equationss for supply per capita:5 

VEVE = -kteE+(7TE-7Te
E-tE+te

E)-(lTS-7Te
s-ts + t<: s)+£E. (3.3) 

VSVS = -kt(S-^E-7rE~tE+tE) + {TTS-7Te
s-tS + tes) + £s, (3.4) 

wheree 7r( is the log increase in the general price level, i = E. S. 

Inn the absence of tax distortions and shocks,6 & = 0 in a rational-expectations 

equilibrium.. Expected output, is affected only by the expected domestic tax rate. The 

secondd and third terms of the supply function indicate that an inflation surprise (TT, # TT<) 

andd a tax surprise {U f t\) can be used by the authorities to induce a shift of economic 

activityy from one country to the other. Note that total per capita worldwide output 

onlyy depends on the average expected tax rate and shocks: the 'shift terms' in equations 

(3.3)-(3.4)) cancel out in the formula for world output per capita. Unexpected monetary 

andd fiscal policy changes are neutralised at the world level: one country's gain is another 

country'ss loss. Arguably, it would have been more realistic to assume an upward-sloping 

worldd supply curve. However, for reasons of simplicity, I assume that the world supply 

curvee is vertical. This implies that we focus on shifts of economic activity, neglecting 

thee possibility that policy surprises may increase world output.7 

II  allow not. only for tax distortions, but also for non-tax distortions. The latter may 

bee due to, for example, union control over the labour market or monopoly control over 

commodityy markets. The first-best level of output (i.e. output, with neither tax nor 

non-taxx distortions) is denoted by y\ (> 0). Because the equilibrium level of output 

inn the absence of tax distortions has been normalised to zero, y* is also a measure for 

non-taxx distortions. 

SII  have also used TT, - < = [p*  - (p,)~i] - [p? - (pf)-i] = P, -p\. 
6Thatt is: if t,  = t? = 0 and £i = 0. 
7AA more general version of the supply functions would be 

y,, = -kt\ + ( - ! - 7TÏ - t1 + t?) - / (7T2 - TT< - t2 + t\) + £1: 

1)21)2 = -k% - /(TTi - TT'! - t1 + t(l) + (7T2 -7rC
2-t2+ f2)+s2. 

Forr / = 0. there would be no international spillovers. For / > 0, international spillovers are non-trivial 

andd countries (governments) compete for being the most attractive production site. For / = 1. spillovers 
an-- complete and the competition between countries is a zero-sum game: policy surprise*  affect output in 

eachh individual country, but will not affect world-wide output. For a relatively small country, one could 
evenn imagine I > 1. For instance, Canadians are fond of saying: 'When the US catches cold, Canada 

catchess pneumonia', reflecting their belief that US shocks have a magnified effect on the Canadian 

economy.. Arguably, 0 < I < 1, when spillovers are partial, is the most realistic scenario. However, this 
chapterr wil l look at the simpler case / = 1. 
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Thiss article looks at supply shocks only. Examples of such unanticipated shocks are oil 

pricee shocks and a credit crunch. Supply shocks pose a bigger dilemma for central banks 

inn terms of the trade-off between inflation and output than demand shocks. In the case 

off  demand shocks, a monetary policy that aims at price stability automatically dampens 

outputt fluctuations. In the case of supply shocks, prices and output are negatively 

correlated,, so that a monetary policy geared at short-run price stability could adversely 

affectt the output gap. The bigger monetary policy dilemma means that supply shocks are 

thee more interesting case. Moreover, Bayoumi and Eichengreen (1993) find empirically 

thatt international spill-overs on the demand side are unimportant when compared to 

spill-overss on the supply side.8 

3.2.22 Policymakers 

Fiscall  authorities prefer inflation to be as close as possible to zero and to keep output and 

spendingg close to their target level.9 They set taxes and spending in order to minimise 

LÏLÏAA = \l*ï  + -y(Vi ~ Vlf + <&*  - rift i = E,S. (3-5) 

whichh corresponds to the loss function of society. The preferred inflation rate is nor-

malisedd to zero (i.e. < = 0,i = E,S), the output target is equal to its first-best level 

y*y*  and gt is the level of government spending as a share of non-distortionary output 

(i.e.. the first-best level y*). The government spending target, g*, can be interpreted as 

thee optimal share of non-distortionary output to be spent on public goods if sufficient 

lump-summ taxes are available. The parameters 7 and 0 (>0) indicate the relative weight 

attachedd to the different policy goals by the government.10 

Highh values of J reflect the preferences of a government, whose main goal would 

bee to keep the economy close to trend economic growth. Such a government is likely 

too be 'activist', in the sense that it wil l actively use the level of taxation to stabilise 

output.. Relatively low values of J reflect the preferences of a government which finds 

itt important to maintain goverment spending (as a share of output) at a certain level, 

«Bayoumii  and Eichengreen state that: 'With respect to supply shocks, in both Europe and the US 

theree is a 'core1 region [..] where the shocks are highly correlated [..]. With respect to demand shocks [in 

Europe]]  [..] the correlation with Germany is much lower, even for the other countries of the European 

core.' ' 
9Recentt models provide micro-foundations for the incorporation of inflation in the welfare function. 

See,, for instance, Woodford (2001). 

'"Alternatively,, the coefficient è can be seen as capturing the fact that fiscal policy is difficult to 

fine-tunefine-tune relative to monetary policy (Eichengreen and Ghironi. 1999). 
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evenn in the face of large output fluctuations. It wil l be assumed that <p and 7 are equal 

acrosss countries. However, the targets y* and g* may differ across countries.11 

Thee government budget constraint is:12 

ggrr = U +//7T,-, i = E.S, (3.6) ) 

wheree /j (>0) represents the (constant) ratio of real money holdings as a share of the 
first-bestt level of output in equilibrium.13 

Whenn adverse shocks occur, each central bank has an incentive to reduce the domestic 

reall  wage and each government has an incentive to cut taxes in order to import jobs 

andd production from the foreign country (Martin. 1997). Governments do this because 

attractingg workers from abroad increases the level of output relative to population size, 

takingg output per capita closer to its target level. Cutting taxes and creating inflation 

aree beggar-thy-neighbour policies in this model in the sense that they harm foreign 

outputt [see equations (3.3)-(3.4)]. 

Monetaryy policy is delegated to central banks, who try to steer the economy so as to 

keepp inflation close to price stability and output close to its target. They are assumed 

too have direct and full control over the inflation rate (the inflation rate is their policy 

instrument).. Their loss function is given by: 

L?L?BB = -M + 3{Vi-y*)\ i = E,S 
1 1 
2f"ii  T PW ~ Vi )~\- i = £,, S. (3.7) 

Thee parameter 3 (>0) represents the relative weight attached to both goals by the 

policyy maker. The output targets of the central banks correspond to the output targets 

off  their governments, but the relative weight 3 (>0) attached to this goal may differ 

fromm the governments' preference (7).14 Clarida, Gall and Gertler (1998) provide empir-

icall  evidence that the monetary policy reaction functions for the largest industrialised 
uO nee could argue that a high level of g' is typical for a continental-European government, which 

findss it. important to provide an adequate level of public goods and services, whereas a low level of g* 

wouldd be typical for an Anglo-Saxon government, whose main goal would be to increase the level of 
potentiall  ouput by a policy of 'small government' and a low level of taxation, in order not to create too 

manyy distortions. I allow for this possibility by distinguishing between g*E (for Europe) and g% (for the 
Unitedd States). However, the focus here is not on the level of the government spending target, but on 

thee relative weights attached to the spending and output targets, respectively. 
12Inn this paper, the terms government and fiscal authorities are used interchangeably. 
13Thee budget constraint is derived using the Fisher equation. It is assumed that real money demand 

doess not depend on expected inflation. See Beetsma and Bovenberg (1999a) for a derivation of a more 
generall  constraint, which includes the possibility of non-zero government debt. 

14Thee loss function (3.7) comes close to the trade-off which the Federal Reserve is supposed to make. 
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countriess are quite similar. This suggests that it is not unreasonable to assume that (3 

iss equal for all central banks in this model. 

Evenn in the absence of stochastic shocks, the central bank and the government are 

unablee to attain all policy goals simultaneously, due to the presence of tax and non-tax 

distortions.. Therefore, policymakers have an incentive to generate a policy surprise after 

privatee expectations have been formed. 

3.2.33 Framework for welfare evaluation 

Makingg use of equation (3.1), the euro area government budget constraint can be rewrit-

tenn as follows: 

y*Ey*E + 9*E-£E + (k-l)fE = {yE-yE) + {9*E-9E) + fME + 

++  (nE - TTE) - (TVS - Kes) + its - tes). (3.8) 

Thee left hand side of equation (3.8) contains the 'financing requirement'. The first 

threee terms are exogenous distortions to the euro area. The exogenous distortions con-

sistss of a deterministic component (the first two terms) and a stochastic component. The 

firstt term can be interpreted as a labour subsidy which would just offset the implicit tax 

onn output created by non-tax distortions, the second term is the government spending 

targett which needs to be financed by distortionary taxation. The third term on the left 

handd side is a stochastic supply shock which may hit the euro area. So far, the left hand 

sidee is identical to Beetsma and Bovenberg (1999b). The fourth term on the left hand 

sidee [the expected tax level, multiplied by (k - 1)] is new. This term appears because 

outputt is more responsive to the expected tax rate (coefficient k) than to a tax surprise 

(coefficientt 1). A positive expected tax rate has a downward impact on output and makes 

itt more difficult to meet policy objectives. Conversely, an expected subsidy (a negative 

expectedd tax rate) would have a stimulative impact on output and contribute to meeting 

thee objectives. Together, the terms on the left hand side can be seen as the 'financing 

requirement'' faced by the domestic authorities when they make policy decisions. 

Thee right hand side of equation (3.8) provides insight into the tradeoff to be made by 

euroo area and US authorities. The first three terms correspond to the three components 

inn the loss functions of the euro area fiscal authority. The authorities use tax and inflation 

Itt can also be interpreted as the trade-off for the European Central Bank between sticking to the goal 

off  price stability as defined in the EU Treaty and giving in to more short-term goals that politicians 

mayy press for. It seems also realistic to assume that monetary decision makers attach at least some 

positivee weight to avoiding recessions (3 > 0). even when the central bank is fully independent from the 

governmentt and when its only statutory goal is price stability. 
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policiess in order to attain the optimal distribution of the financing requirement [the left-

handd side of equation (3.8)] over the target variables. The fourth term on the right hand 

sidee is an inflation surprise. An inflation surprise is a 'source of finance1 in the sense 

thatt it helps to absorb a stochastic shock in an effort to meet the government policy 

objectives.155 So far, the right hand side is identical to Beetsma and Bovenberg (1999b). 

Thee remaining two terms are new. They represent policy moves by the United States 

authoritiess in response to stochastic shocks. Such policies are intended to be stabilising 

forr the US. but they are beggar-thy-neighbour in the sense that they may lead to a shift 

off  economic activity from the euro area to the US, which makes it more difficult for the 

euroo area fiscal authorities to meet the policy objectives. 

3.2.44 Solution of the model 

Henceforth,, the ECB is the monetary authority and the Council of Ministers ('Ecofin1) 

iss the fiscal authority of the euro area. The Federal Reserve is the monetary authority 

andd the Treasury is the fiscal authority of the United States. Due to the symmetry of 

thee model, it suffices to solve the model for euro area variables. The expressions for US 

variabless are found by switching the country indices of all variables in the equations. 

Al ll  policy makers play Nash against each other. Substituting the supply curve (3.3) 

andd the government budget constraint (3.6) into the loss function of the Ecofin (3.5) 

andd minimising with respect to the euro area tax rate (its policy instrument) gives the 

first-orderr condition for the Ecofin: 

((tt))(9E~9E)=l{y(9E~9E)=l{yEE-y*-y*EE).). (3.9) 

Thiss condition gives the optimal balance between spending stabilisation and output 

stabilisationn for the Ecofin. It is optimal for the Ecofin to distribute distortions and 

shockss over the output gap (defined as the difference between actual output and the 

output,, target: yE - yE) and the government spending gap (defined as the difference 

betweenn the actual and the first-best level of government spending: gE - 9%) in a ratio 

^.. The burden of adjustment which falls on output is ^ times as large as the burden of 

adjustmentt which falls on government spending. 

Substitutingg the euro area supply curve (3.3) into the loss function of the ECB (3.7) 
andd minimising with respect to euro area inflation, which is the ECB 's policy instrument, 

, r'Inn the two-oountry case, the expected tax rate (feE) appears in the equation, whereas the actual tax-

ratee (tE) is only implicitly present (in the term -gE + ̂ E). This is due to the chosen normalisation. In 

thee three-country case, which will be introduced in section 3.3, the tax rate will appear in the equation 

withh a non-zero coefficient. 
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givess the first-order condition for the ECB: 

nnEE = -0(yE-v'E)- ( 3- 1 0) 

Thiss condition gives the optimal balance between inflation fighting and output stabili-

sationn for the ECB. It is optimal for the ECB to distribute distortions and shocks over 

thee output gap and inflation in a ratio . Thus, the deviation from the output target is 

-- times as large as the deviation from price stability. 

Thee solution in terms of the determinants of welfare (y*E -yE, g*E~9E, ^E) and the 

otherr variables in equation (3.8) is derived in appendix B and shown in Table 1. In Table 

1,, each variable has been decomposed in a deterministic and a stochastic component. 

Tabl ee 1 Solution t o the two-country game 

underr  monetary and fiscal discretion 

variabl e e 

VE-VE VE-VE 

9E~9E 9E~9E 

HirHir E E 

-(k~l)t-(k~l)tE E 

KE-KKE-Kee
E E 

-{TTS-KS) -{TTS-KS) 

tsts - tes 

determinist i cc component stochast ic component 

^$^[9E^$^[9E + yE-(k-^)yE} 

4>+k((j>iiS3+-t)4>+k((j>iiS3+-t) yy k JVE^ 

-{A-{AlleeEE + A2es) 

-l(A-l(All££EE + A2£S) 

-(ij3{AiE-(ij3{AiE EE + A2ES) 

0 0 

-j3{Aie-j3{AieEE + A2£s) 

0{A0{A22££EE + Ai£S) 

^^(A^^(A22£E£E + Al£S) 

where e 

AiAi = 
<p<p + H 

00 + 2/7 
AoAo = 

H H 

4>4> + 2H 
HH = 0/3(1 + n) + 7- (3.11) ) 

Thee next two subsections discuss the deterministic and stochastic components of 

thee solution. It wil l turn out that the inability of policymakers to commit plays an 
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importantt role in understanding the deterministic components, whereas the presence of 

internationall  spillovers plays an important role in interpreting the stochastic components. 

3.2.55 Distortions and commitment problems 

Thee deterministic components of all variables in Table 1 are functions of the exogenous 

distortionss g*E and yE. The presence of structural distortions implies that policymakers 

aree unable to attain all policy goals simultaneously. The higher the distortions, the 

moree output and government spending wil l be below their policy targets and the higher 

inflationn wil l be in equilibrium. 

Thee impact of the distortions on the tax rate is more subtle. A high target for 

governmentt spending gE leads to a high expected tax rate. Intuitively, a high target 

sharee of government, spending wil l have to be matched by high government revenues. 

Byy contrast, a high level of non-tax distortions y*E leads to a low expected tax rate. 

Intuitively,, non-tax distortions wil l erode the tax base (output), increasing the relative 

attractivenesss of seigniorage over output tax as an instrument to generate government 

revenues.. Moreover, an increase in taxes is relatively costly in terms of welfare if the 

levell  of non-tax distortions is high, because it widens further the deviation of output 

fromm its target.16 

Thee issue of (non-)commitment, plays a key role. I will , realistically, assume that 
policymakerss are unable to commit. The reason is that such commitments are not 
enforceable.17 7 

Nominall  wages are influenced by the expected inflation rate, but cannot adjust to an 

inflationn surprise. This causes the familiar time-inconsistency of monetary policy. By 

generatingg an inflation surprise, the monetary authorities can influence the real wage 

ratee in an attempt to cause a shift in activity. Workers are aware of the fact that the 

monetaryy authorities have an incentive to let inflation increase after private inflation 

expectationss arc formed. Thus, the absence of monetary policy commitment gives rise 

too an upward inflation bias. 

1(,Iff  yE is relatively large compared to gE, the expected tax rate could actually be negative. Intuitively, 

iff  the desired level of government spending is close to zero, it may be optimal for the government to 

handd out an output subsidy (financed by seigniorage) in order to offset non-tax distortions. 
17Ann independent central bank can promise not to create surprise inflation, but private agents cannot 

punishh the central bank if it breaks this promise. Similarly, the government of a sovereign country can 

promisee not to raise taxes, but private agents cannot punish the government for doing so anyway. The 

governmentt can be voted out of office only once every four years and the new government, once in office, 

mayy quickly forget its own (or the previous government's) election promises. The standard references 

onn the time-inconsistency problem are Kydland and Prcscott (1977) and Barro and Gordon (1983). 
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Fiscall  policy is subject to a time-inconsistency problem as well. The fiscal time-

inconsistencyy arises because firms hire workers before shocks occur and policies are set. 

Ann increase in the domestic tax rate implies a decline in the after tax marginal product 

off  labour, so that it is optimal to reduce the amount of labour in the home country.18 In 

thee absence of any restrictions on the number of workers, the optimal amount of labour 

inn the foreign country would not be affected. However, after firms have hired employees 

(whichh cannot be laid off, so that the worldwide number of workers is effectively fixed), 

aa reduction in the amount of labour in the home country must be accompanied by an 

equallyy large increase in the amount of labour in the foreign country. The additional 

foreignn output must be sold at a loss,19 so that, effectively, the constraint on the total 

(worldwide)) number of workers makes it more costly for firms to reduce production in 

thee home country. Therefore, output is less responsive to a surprise tax increase (which 

occurss after workers have been hired) than to an expected tax increase (which occurs 

beforee workers are hired). This causes the fiscal time-inconsistency: the fiscal authorities 

havee an incentive to promise a low tax rate (to attract activity) and to raise the tax 

ratee (to enable additional government spending) once firms have chosen the location of 

production.. Firms are aware of this incentive. Thus, the absence of fiscal commitment 

givess rise to an upward tax bias.20 

Intuitively,, the monetary time-inconsistency problem is caused by the short-run rigid-

ityy of nominal wages, whereas the fiscal time-inconsistency problem is caused by short-

runn constraints on output (although it should be stressed that the model does not for-

mallyy distinguish between the short run and the long run). Short-run constraints can 

bee related to labour contracts (as in this paper), but can also be due to the cost of 

reversingg capital investments made. Fiscal authorities compete for multinational firms 

byy offering an attractive tax environment. However, sovereign countries cannot make a 

crediblee commitment that the tax treatment wil l not be changed after firms have made 

substantiall  investments in the country. 

Inn Alesina and Tabellini (1987), tax rates enter the supply curve, but fiscal policy is 

nott subject to time-inconsistencies.21 In Bryson, Jensen, Van Hoose (1993), fiscal policy 

18Productionn is subject to decreasing returns to scale (see appendix A). Therefore, an increase in the 

taxx rate will not lead firms to reduce output to zero, as would happen under constant returns to scale 

andd in the absence of adjustment costs. 
1<JThiss follows from decreasing returns to scale in production and the equality of the marginal product 

off  labour and the real wage rate in equilibrium. 
20Seee Appendix B. The upward tax bias can be verified from the tax rate under fiscal commitment 

andd the tax rate under fiscal discretion in Table Bl . In Appendix B. the shift from fiscal commitment to 

fiscalfiscal discretion takes place in a context of monetary commitment, but this is inessential to the result. 
21Inn Alesina and Tabellini (1987), the impact of taxes on output is the same before and after nominal 
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iss subject to time-inconsistencies. In their model, as in mine, expected and unexpected 

taxx cuts stimulate output in the home country.22 In their model, output is more sensitive 

too a surprise tax cut than to an expected tax cut, which gives rise to a downward tax 

bias.. In my model, by contrast, output is more sensitive to an announced tax cut than 

too a surprise tax cut. 

Ass argued, the assumption that policy makers cannot credibly commit to a certain 

policyy leads to an upward bias in the inflation rate and the tax rate. In this article, 

monetaryy policy is delegated to an independent central bank in each country. Under 

decentralisedd policy-making central banks ignore the role of seigniorage as a source of 

governmentt revenues, which reduces the inflation rate in equilibrium. Thus, one type 

off  distortion (non-commitment) is partially solved by introducing another distortion 

(decentralisedd policy-making), in line with the theory of the second-best,23 The impact 

off  commitment in the model is analysed in more detail in appendix B.24 

Iff  output were equally responsive to the expected tax rate and a tax surprise (k = 1). 

thee determinants of welfare would be functions of gE+y* E. Instead, output is more respon-

sivee to the expected tax rate than to a tax surprise (k > 1, see Appendix A). Intuitively, 

firmss arc quite sensitive to the tax environment before they have made substantial in-

vestments.. This "tax announcement effect' raises the welfare cost of the desired level of 

governmentt spending (gE, which increases the expected tax rate), whereas it reduces the 

welfaree cost of non-tax distortions (y*E, which reduce the expected tax rate). 

Thee deterministic component of the variables in Table 1 add up to gE+y* E, as required 

byy equation (3.8). This indicates that the upward tax bias which results from the fiscal 

commitmentt problem is costly in terms of welfare: a higher expected tax rate implies 

thatt a larger share of the distortions will fall on the three determinants of welfare (output 

gap.. spending gap and inflation). 

Thee distribution of the total distortion gE + yE over the three determinants of welfare 

wagess are set. Therefore, the optimal tax rate is identical under commitment and under discretion. 
Thus,, fiscal policy is not subject to time-inconsistencies. 

22Inn Bryson et al. (1993), firms are nationally based but sell their output both domestically and 
abroad,, so that tax cuts in any country boost home firm output, whereas in this paper firms produce 
inn all nations, so that home output responds positively to home tax cuts and negatively to foreign tax 
cuts. . 

233 As shown by Rogoff (1985b), society may be better off by appointing an independent central banker 
whosee preferences diverge from those of society. Also see Alesina and Tabellini (1987) and DeBelle and 
Fischerr (1994). 

24Appendixx B starts with the two-country model with full commitment and centralised policy-making 
inn each country and then introduces the distortions (decentralised policy-making, fiscal credibility prob-
lem,, monetary credibility problem) one by one. 
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andd the expected tax rate depends on the preferences of the government (0, 7) and the 

centrall  bank (/3) and on the importance of seigniorage to the government budget (p). 

AA fiscal authority which is inclined to close the output gap rather than the spending 

gapp (2 high) wil l endeavour to achieve this by lowering the tax rate. The balanced 

budgett requirement forces the government to curb spending. The lower tax rate implies 

thatt there is less need for the central bank to allow a rise in inflation in order to stimulate 

output. . 

AA less conservative central bank (13 high) is more inclined to close the output gap. It 

wil ll  achieve this by letting inflation increase. The higher seigniorage income allows the 

fiscall  authority to set a lower tax rate and simultaneously increase the level of government 

spending. . 

AA larger real money stock (/x higher) means that there is a larger inflation tax base, 

makingg it more attractive to create inflation in order to generate government revenues. 

Onn the other hand, a lower inflation rate would be needed to generate the same level of 

governmentt revenues. It turns out that the latter dominates the former: the equilibrium 

inflationn rate wil l be lower. Nevertheless, seigniorage makes a more significant contri-

butionn to government revenue. This makes it easier for the fiscal authority to achieve 

itss policy targets. The fiscal authority is able to lower its tax rate and simultaneously 

increasee government spending. The lower tax rate induces a higher level of output, which 

impliess that there is less need for the central bank to raise inflation in order to protect 

employment. . 

3.2.66 Shocks and international spillovers 

Thee stochastic components of all euro area variables in Table 1 are functions of the 

compositee shock A\£E + A2£s- The euro area economy is affected by both domestic and 

foreignn shocks, although euro area variables are more sensitive to euro area shocks than 

too US shocks. 

Notee that euro area variables are affected by unanticipated US shocks es, but not 

byy US distortions g*s and y*s. This follows from the assumption that shocks (and the 

responsee of policymakers) realise after firms have hired workers, whereas distortions are 

knownn to firms before they hire workers. This feature of the model fits reality, in the 

sensee that policymakers tend to be more concerned about possible international spillovers 

fromm an unexpected adverse foreign shock, than about known structural distortions in a 

foreignn country. 

Thee stochastic components of the variables in Table 1 add up to -eE, as required by 

equationn (3.8). Inflation surprises cannot contribute to the financing of the determinis-
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ticc component, because wage-setters have rational expectations and thus anticipate the 

effectt of the deterministic distortions on inflation when setting wages. However, wage 

setterss cannot anticipate the effect of stochastic shocks, because shocks occur only after 

wagee contracts have been signed. Therefore, an inflation surprise can be used to shift 

partt of the burden of a stochastic shock to (domestic and foreign) private sector agents. 

Inflationn surprises, therefore, can contribute to the 'financing' of stochastic shocks. Con-

versely,, foreign policy responses to shocks to the euro area economy enhance the need 

forr the euro area authorities to respond and causes them to overrespond.25 The fact 

thatt all policymakers play Nash means that they cannot collaborate in order to achieve 

aa better outcome. International policy spillovers may more than offset the contribution 

off  a domestic inflation surprise to financing the stochastic component. 

Forr instance, suppose that, as a result of adverse weather conditions in the US. labour 

productivityy in the agricultural and construction sectors drops dramatically. The Federal 

Reservee decides to create surprise inflation and the US government decides for a surprise 

taxx cut. It becomes attractive for firms to shift output towards the United States. This 

bufferss the initial fall in US output, at the cost of lower output in Europe. The Euro-

peann policymakers anticipate the negative spillovers and decide to ease their monetary 

andd fiscal policy stance as well, albeit to a lesser extent. This causes a second-round 

(negative)) spillover of output in the other direction. In equilibrium, all policymakers 

over-respondd to the initial shock, resulting in a sub-optimal outcome. 

3.2.77 Welfare 

Thee euro area's welfare loss follows upon substitution of the solutions for y*E-yE, 9*E-gE 

andd fiir E into equation (3.5): 

LELE = \{t*+1+^  U+fc(^ +7)
( fc^ +' ^  - {M£E+A^} 2  <3- 1 2) 

Recalll  that the distortions g*E and rfE are non-stochastic. The stochastic shocks sE 

andd es have zero expected value and are uncorrelated with each other. Therefore, the 

equilibriumm expected welfare loss of the euro area is: 

E{LE{LEE)) = 
4>34>322 + (fry + 72 

{kgE{kgE + yE)2 + ' , ;
o r r ,9 a  U0 + k&iQ + £7)

2 v y £ yE)  ̂ (0 + 2t f )2 (3.13) ) 

25Thee euro area authorities respond to the composite shock AXEE + A2£s- In the absence of interna-

tionall  spillovers, they would respond to the shock J ^ E - i-e. their response to the domestic shock eE 

wouldd be more moderate (note that ^ < Ax) and they woul not respond to the foreign shock es at 
all. . 
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Society'ss welfare is thus composed of a term arising from deterministic distortions 

andd a term associated with stochastic (supply) shocks. Let us look at the implications 

off  the fiscal commitment problem and international spillovers for welfare. 

First,, the inability of fiscal policymakers to commit leads to an upward bias in the 

expectedd tax rate, which increases the welfare cost of structural distortions.26 The 

implicationn is that models that neglect the fiscal commitment problem wil l tend to 

underestimatee the welfare cost of structural distortions. 

Second,, recall that the foreign policy response to unanticipated shocks leads to inter-

nationall  spillovers. The foreign policy responses are a source of uncertainty to domestic 

policyy makers (they result in a higher variability of output, inflation and government 

spending)) and make unanticipated shocks more costly in terms of welfare. In the ab-

sencee of international cooperation, policymakers tend to overrespond. This stresses the 

importancee of international policy coordination, in particular in the aftermath of unan-

ticipatedd shocks. 

Beetsmaa and Bovenberg (1999b) point out that inflation surprises can contribute to 

financingg the stochastic component and not to financing the deterministic component. 

Therefore,, it is less costly to finance stochastic shocks than deterministic distortions in 

theirr model. In the current model, the foreign policy responses to an adverse supply 

shockk may more than offset the contribution of a domestic inflation surprise to financing 

thee stochastic component. This can be seen by comparing the coefficients of (kg*E + y*E)2 

andd a2 in equation (3.13). It turns out that stochastic shocks are more costly than 

deterministicc distortions in the context of this model, unless central banks are activist 

andand fiscal authorities and central banks pursue different goals.27 Thus, the assertion 

byy Beetsma and Bovenberg that it is less costly to finance stochastic shocks does not 

necessarilyy hold here. 

26Thiss is also true for the upward bias in the inflation rate, which follows from the inability of monetary 

policymakerss to commit. Since the monetary commitment problem has been studied by many others, 

itt does not require much attention here. 
27Assumee seigniorage to be unimportant (i.e. fi —> 0). This is fairly realistic for Europe and the US. 

Thenn it is easy to show that the coefficient of rr2 is larger than the coefficient of (kg*E + y*E)2, unless (i 

iss sufficiently large (i.e. central banks care much about stabilising output) and ó/  ̂ is sufficiently large 

(i.e.. governments care relatively more about the level of government spending than about stabilising 

output). . 
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3.33 Monetary unification: A three-country model 

Inn this paragraph, we wil l analyse the impact of the centralisation of monetary policy in 

Europe.. Therefore, the model wil l be extended to a three-country version. For simplicity 

Europee consists of Germany and France. Germany (subscript G) and France (subscript 

F)) are of equal size. The United States (subscript S) is twice as large as each of the 

Europeann countries individually. 

Underr floating rates, all three central banks and all three fiscal authorities play Nash. 

Underr EMU, both central banks in Europe act as one decision maker (ECB), which 

againn plays Nash against the Federal Reserve and the ministries of finance of the three 

countries. . 

3.3.11 Floating rates 

Modell  specif ication 

Supplyy per capita is:28 

ycyc = -ktG + 2(nd
G-tdG)-(nd

F~tdF)-(nd-td)+eG, (3.14) 

yyFF = -ktF-(7Td
G-tdG) + 2(nd

F-tdF)-(7r
d
s-t

d
s)+eF, (3.15) 

ysys = -tos-\té-%)-\(*F-4) + (4-4)+es, (3.i6) 
wheree xd = x - x\ i.e. xd is the deviation of a variable x from its expected value. 

Effectively,, the euro area supply function has been desaggregated into the German and 

Frenchh supply functions. Assuming common monetary and tax policies and common 

shockss in Germany and France would reduce the system (3.14)-(3.16) to the two-country 

supplyy functions (3.3)-(3.4). 

Thee structural distortions in Germany and France are assumed to be equal. In both 

countries,, the desired level of government spending is g*E, whereas non-tax distortions 

Thee supply curves (3.14)-(3.16). which take into account the relative size of countries, are derived 

inn Appendix A. Note that output is more responsive to domestic policy surprises in Germany and 

Francee than in the US. This follows from relative country size, as explained in appendix A. Applying 

thee size argument consistently would argue for making Germany more sensitive to US than to French 

reall  wage developments. However, the geographical proximity of Germany and France (which is strictly 

speakingg not in my model) would argue for mitigating these differences, if not reversing them. I choose 

equall  weights for reasons of algebraic simplicity. This amounts to assuming that each of the European 

countriess is influenced as much by real wage changes in the US as by real wage changes in the other 

Europeann country. 
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aree equal to y*E. The structural distortions in Europe may differ from those in the United 

Statess {g*s,ys)-

Ass in the two-country version of the model, world supply is a function of the expected 

taxx rates and stochastic shocks, but is unaffected by policy surprises: 

^ i ^^ + Vs =  - «S + ^ L + es. (3.17) 

Thee loss functions and the government budget constraints are completely analogous 

too the two-country case. 

Solut ionn of the model under  floating rates 

Substitutingg the supply curves into the loss functions of the central banks and minimising 

withh respect to each central bank's policy instrument (domestic inflation), gives the first-

orderr conditions for the Bundesbank, the Banque de France and the Federal Reserve: 

^^ = - 2 / % , - ^ ) , i = G,F, (3-18) 

^^ = -f3{ys-y*s)-
 { 3 - 1 9) 

Thee Federal Reserve wil l tend to choose a lower inflation rate than the Bundesbank and 

thee Banque de France, because the relative size of the US (twice as large as each of the 

euroo area countries individually) makes the Fed less effective in shifting the burden of 

outputt adjustment to other countries.29 

Substitutingg the supply curves and the government budget constraints into the loss 

functionss of the fiscal authorities and minimising with respect to their policy instruments 

(thee domestic tax rates) gives the first-order condition for the fiscal authorities: 

*{*-&)*{*-&)  = 27(1*-^), i = G,F, (3-20) 

4>(9s-9*s)4>(9s-9*s) = liVs-Vsl ( 3" 2 1) 

Thee US government wil l find it optimal to choose a higher output loss and a lower 

spendingg gap than the German and French governments. The relatively large size of the 

USS makes its government less effective in shifting the burden of output adjustment to 

otherr countries. 
Thee German government budget constraint can be rewritten in order to obtain the 

three-countryy equivalent of equation (3.8): 

y*Ey*E + 9E-^G + (k-l)teG = (y*E ~ VG) + (9E ~ 9G) + t™G + 

+2(TTGG - ne
G) - (tG - tG) + 

-(n-(nFF-n-nee
FF)) + (tF-fF) 

-(n-(nss-n-nees)s) + (tS-fs). (3.22) 
29Soee Martin (1997) and chapter 2 of this dissertation. 
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Thee left hand side of equation (3.22) contains the "financing requirement' of the 

Germann economy, whereas the right hand side of equation (3.22) provides insight into 

thee tradeoffs to be made by policy makers. As in the two-country version of the model, 

aa tax surprise and an inflation surprise can be used to finance part of the burden of a 

stochasticc shock, but not for deterministic distortions. The foreign policy responses to 

ann adverse supply shock may increase the burden of adjustment for the home country. 

Thee full solution to the game is derived and reported in appendix C (Table Cl ). Its 

formm is essentially the same as for the two-country case. 

Welfar ee under  floating rates 

Thee equilibrium expected welfare loss for Germany and France is: 

E{Li)E{Li)  = 4 ^  + 07 + 47'  I , 

M<t>M<t>  + 3H) + H{2<j)  + 3H) 7 
[[[[  (<p + 3H)(4> + 6H) >  + 

.. H(24> + 3H) ~ 0 , „ 
+ WW 3/0(0 +e/o1 + (^3#)V} ' l = G'R ^ 

Thee equilibrium expected welfare loss for the US is: 

{{  ' 24> [(4> + k^0 + k ^ { k 9 s + ys) + 

(4>(4> + 2Hy + (2H)> 
++  i ( 0 T 3^ )a ]" (3-24) 

Whetherr financing the deterministic component is more or less costly in terms of wel-

faree than financing the stochastic component is ambiguous in general. The contribution 

off  inflation surprises to financing the stochastic component may be more than offset by 

thee welfare-reducing impact of foreign monetary and fiscal policy responses to shocks. 

AA unit increase in the desired level of government spending g*E, g*s (which leads to an 

increasee in the expected tax rate) is more costly in terms of welfare than a unit increase 

inn the level of non-tax distortions y*E, y*s (which leads to a lower expected tax rate). The 

relativee costliness of government spending is reflected in the term k (> 2) before q% and 
a*a*  30 
9s-9s-

J 0Thee inability of fiscal policymakers to commit causes an upward tax bias. This does not imply that 

thee expected tax rate is necessarily positive. It only implies that the expected tax rate will be more 
positive,, or less negative, than under fiscal commitment. Nevertheless, a positive expected tax rate 

seemss to be the most relevant case in practice. 
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3.3.22 EMU 

Modell  specif ication 

Underr EMU, monetary policy in Europe is centralised, but fiscal policy is determined at 

thee national level. The combination of a single monetary policy, a perfect substitutability 

off  goods and the absence of trade barriers implies that the inflation rates for Germany 

andd France must be equal: TTG = TTF. This common inflation rate wil l henceforth be 

denotedd as irE. Substituting the common inflation rate into equations (3.14)-(3.16) gives 

thee supply curves for Germany, France and the United States under EMU 

yyGG = - ^ + 2 ( ^ - 4 )- ( 4 - 4) -M-*£)+<* , (3-25) 
yyFF = -He

F-(4-4) + 2(4-4)-(4-4)+£F, (3-26) 

ysys = -^-i(^-*è)-iW-4) + W-4)+^ (3" 27) 

Recalll  that Germany and France are assumed to be of equal size. Therefore, income 

perr capita of the euro area is equal to the average of income per capita in the two euro 

areaa countries individually 

==  _fcÖL + i k ) + ( + ^ . 0.28) 

Underr EMU, the ECB and the Fed minimise:31 

LLCC
EE

BB = \l* 2
E + 0(vE-ymEn (3'29) 

L™L™ =  l-[«2s + P(ys-y*sn
 (3'30) 

Thee earlier assumption of equal distortions in euro area member states ensures that the 

first-bestt level of euro area output per capita is equal to the first-best output per capita 

levelss for Germany and France individually. 

Accordingg to the EU Treaty, seigniorage is shared between the participating countries 

accordingg to the capital key, which is determined by population size and the size of 
3111 implicitly assume that the members of the ECB Governing Council, who determine euro area 

monetaryy policy, look at euro area variables only. Alternatively, I could have assumed that each member 

off  the Governing Council votes according to national preferences. In that ca.se, the ECB's loss function 

wouldd be an average of the loss functions of the individual governors. My choice does not affect the 

resultingg policy rules. Sec Bénassy-Quérc et al. (1997. p. 164) for a proof. 

http://ca.se
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thee economy. Both variables have a weight of 50%. In this model, the implication is 

thatt seigniorage is shared equally between both countries.32 The government budget 

constraintss are: 

9t9t = tj + fnrE, i = G,F, (3.31) 

9S9S = tS + fA7rs. (3.32) 

Thee fiscal authorities minimise the following loss functions: 

i i 

LLffAA = 2 ^ + 7 ( - y , ' " ^ ) 2 + < ^ ~ ^ ' i = G,F, (3.33) 

LLssAA = ^ l + livs - Vs)2 + ó(gs - 9s)2}. (3.34) 

Solut ionn of th e model under  EM U 

Substitutingg the supply curves (3.27) and (3.28) into the loss functions of the central 

bankss (3.29)-(3.30) and minimising with respect to each central bank's policy instrument 

(domesticc inflation), gives the first-order conditions for the ECB and the Federal Reserve: 

*E*E = -'KVE-VE), (3.35) 

* ss = -&{ys-y%). (3.36) 

Thee centralisation of monetary policy in Europe is reflected in the first-order condition 

forr the ECB. It differs from those of the Bundesbank and the Banque de France under 

floatingfloating rates [equation (3.18)], but is identical to the condition for the Federal Reserve 

[equationn (3.19)]. The ECB wil l tend to choose a lower inflation rate than the Bun-

desbankk and the Banque de France. Under floating rates, the national central banks in 

Europee act unilaterally and do not internalise the response of their counterparts. Under 

EMU.. full monetary policy coordination takes place by the Governing Council of the 

ECB.. where the externalities involved in unduly fierce policy responses are internalised. 

Underr EMU. the euro area national central banks cannot attract economic activity from 

thee other euro area country through an inflation surprise. Hence, the inflation response 

too unanticipated shocks is smaller: the ECB is less aggressive in its attempts to shift part 

off  the burden of supply shocks abroad. As a by-product, the United States is hindered 

lesss by European beggar-thy-neighbour policies. It should be stressed that the ECB 

keepss inflation closer to zero, not because the ECB is more inflation averse, but because 

"Notee that seigniorage revenue in the German and French budget constraints (23a)-(23b) is now 
basedd on euro area, rather than national inflation. 
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off  the possibility of the participating central banks to commit against each other, which 

allowss them to internalise policy-making externalities.33 

Substitutingg the supply curves (3.25)-(3.27) and the government budget constraints 

(3.31)-(3.32)) into the loss functions of the fiscal authorities (3.33)-(3.34) and minimising 

withh respect to their policy instruments {domestic tax rates) gives the first-order condi-

tionn for the fiscal authorities. These conditions are identical to the first-order conditions 

forr the fiscal authorities under floating rates, since fiscal policy in the euro area is still 

decentralised. . 

Inn Appendix C, first the solution to the game in terms of the policymakers' instru-

mentss (inflation and taxes) is derived, then the results are combined with the supply 

functionss and budget constraints to yield the solution in terms of the determinants of 

welfaree and the other variables in the EMU analogon of equation (3.22).34 The full 

solutionn is reported in Table C2. 

3.3.33 Impact of monetary unification 

Macroeconomicc effects of E M U 

Theree are several differences between EMU and floating rates in Europe. Most impor-

tantly,, EMU causes intra-European spillovers in monetary policy to be internalised. Un-

derr floating rates the Bundesbank and the Banque de France wil l endeavour to achieve 

theirr output target by causing beggar-thy-neighbour surprise inflation. Under EMU, 

partt of this incentive wil l be internalised: the ECB still has the incentive to conduct 

aa beggar-thy-neighbour policy against, the United States, but no longer within Europe. 

Thiss leads to a lower inflation bias. 

EMUU has two seigniorage-related effects. First, the lower inflation bias leads to 

aa lower level of seigniorage income, which makes it more difficult to attain the govern-

ments'' policy targets for output and government spending. Second, seigniorage is shared 

betweenn the euro area governments. The euro area fiscal authorities know that a tax cut 

wil ll  induce a tighter monetary policy (lower inflation), which partly offsets the impact of 

aa tax cut on output and leads to lower seigniorage revenues as a side effect. Under EMU, 

thee other euro area member state carries part of the seigniorage loss, which enhances the 

attractivenesss of a tax cut. Both seigniorage-related effects are unimportant in practice. 

:™Theree is an extensive recent literature on policy co-ordination. See, for instance. Canzonen and 
Hendersonn (1991), Nordhaus (1994). Persson and Tabellini (1995). Beetsma and Bovenberg (1998). 

;)4Thee EMU analogon of (3.22) is simply found by substituting irE for nC; and TTF. 
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givenn the limited significance of seigniorage as a source of government revenue in the 
euroo area (as in the United States). 

Now.. let us turn to the response to shocks. Under EMU, there is a single inflation 

ratee in the euro area, which is affected by French and German shocks to an equal extent, 

ass monetary policy cannot be directed at country-specific circumstances. Instead, it is 

determinedd by euro area averages. The ECB wil l be less responsive to German shocks 

thann the Bundesbank used to be under floating rates. The intuition is that, first, the ECB 

iss less effective in stabilising output, and secondly, German shocks are less important to 

thee ECB than to the Bundesbank.35 Whether the ECB wil l be more or less responsive to 

FrenchFrench shocks than the Bundesbank, is ambiguous.3637 The following parameter values 

havee been put forward as plausible by Eichengreen and Ghironi (1997): <p = 40, 7 = 9, 

33 = .1 and 0 < ix < 1. For these parameter values, the ECB wil l respond more actively 

too French shocks than the Bundesbank, as one would expect given that French output is 

nott in the Bundesbank's loss function.38 The ECB wil l be less responsive to US shocks 

thann the Bundesbank. Intuitively, the ECB internalises the intra-European spillovers 

whichh used to exist when all euro area national central banks responded to US shocks 

individually. . 

Welfar ee impact of E M U 

Thee equilibrium expected welfare loss for Germany and France (i = G. F) is: 

+ + 

200 J {Ó + k<f>fi./3 + 2£r7)
2 

# t 22 + 07 + 472\ (<t)2
 + 2(pH + 2H2\ ^7(0 + 47)]  2 

aa . (3.37)  J V (<P + 1 + 2H)2 J + (0 + 67)2 _ 
J 5Thee is can be seen by comparing the first-order conditions of the Bundesbank [TTC = -2(1(yc ~ UE)] 

andd the ECB [ir E = -,.?(\(yG + yF) - y*E)}. 
36Thee ambiguity can be seen as follows. On the one hand. French shocks are included in the euro 

areaa variables targeted by the ECB. whereas French shocks only had an indirect impact on Bundesbank 

policyy (via the French authorities' policy response and the German-French exchange rate) before the 

startt of EMU. On the other hand, intra-European monetary spillovers have been eliminated with the 
startt of EMU. Therefore, the indirect impact of French shocks on Bundesbank policy may be larger than 

thee direct, impact on ECB policy, especially when the authorities find output stabilisation important, 
soo that their policy response wil l be relatively strong and the resulting international spillovers large. 

Thiss comparison has some policy relevance, because the participation of the French franc in the 

exchangee rate mechanism of the European Monetary System implies that French monetary policy was 

effectivelyy determined by the German Bundesbank before the start of EMU. 
'i8I ff  the authorities give a very high weight to output stabilisation (J, -> very large), French shocks 

mayy have a larger impact on Bundesbank policy under floating rates than on ECB policy under EMU 
(seee Tables Cl and C2). However, this possibility does not seem to be practically relevant. 
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Thee equilibrium expected welfare loss for the US is: 

(00 + 7)2 + 2(0 + 7 + tf)2 2i (3.38) 
++ 2(0 + 7 + 2/ / )2 '" 

Inn order to facilitate an analytical comparison of the expressions for welfare under 

floatingfloating rates and EMU, it is assumed that the real money stock is relatively small 

(^^ _> o), which implies that seigniorage is relatively unimportant to the government 

budget.. For the euro area and the United States, this seems realistic. 

First,, the impact of EMU on welfare of a euro area member state (Germany) is con-

sidered.. The part of the German loss function associated with deterministic distortions 

iss smaller under EMU than under floating rates. The reason for the welfare improvement 

iss that the credibility problem of the national central banks in Europe is alleviated, since 

intra-Europeann monetary externalities are internalised as a result of EMU, which means 

thatt the incentive for central banks to create surprise inflation has declined. Thus, the 

inflationn bias declines.39 

Thee impact of EMU on the part of the German loss function associated with stochas-

ticc distortions is ambiguous. On the one hand, the euro area authorities lose a policy in-

strument,, as country-specific shock components can no longer be addressed by monetary 

policy.. This makes it more difficult for the fiscal authorities in each of the participating 

memberr states to attain their policy goals, which is welfare-reducing. On the other hand, 

thee incentives to run beggar-thy-neighbour policies are partly internalised as a result of 

EMU,, which reduces the tendency of euro area monetary authorities to overrespond to 

shocks.400 The net welfare consequences of EMU for Europe depend on the relative im-

portancee of low inflation versus the other government policy goals (stable output and 

spending)) and on the variance of shocks. The positive welfare impact, of improved policy 

incentivess may or may not be dominated by the negative welfare impact of the loss of a 

policyy instrument. 
Next,, we look at US welfare. The part of the US welfare function associated with 

39Thee resulting lower seigniorage income leads to an increase of the output gap and government 

spendingg gap, but these effects are negligible, since seigniorage is relatively unimportant as a source of 

revenuee in the euro area. It is easy to check that yG, ge
G. and tG are unaffected by the start of EMU if 

MM = 0. 
40I ff  central banks mainly care for price stability and governments mainly care for attaining the 

desirablee level of government spending (3 small,  small), the first effect (loss of policy instrument) 

dominates.. However, if the authorities are more activist (3 large, ^ large), the second effect (higher 
credibility)) is the dominating one. 
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deterministicc distortions does not change as a result of EMU. As the US does not par-

ticipatee in EMU, the credibility of the US authorities (reflected in the US inflation bias) 

iss unaffected by the changed institutional setting in Europe. The part of the US welfare 

functionn associated with stochastic shocks is unambiguously smaller under EMU than 

underr floating rates. The intuition is that the US benefits from the fact that, compared 

too the euro area national central banks under floating rates, the ECB is less engaged into 

tryingg to shift abroad the burden of adjustment to shocks. Thus, it follows that EMU is 

unambiguouslyy welfare-improving for the United States.41 

Th ee exchange rat e consequences of E M U 

Anotherr concern raised by EMU, not discussed in this article so far, is the exchange 

ratee of the euro against the dollar. Despite the large size of the euro area economy, 

thee exchange rate is still a major issue for politicians and central bankers in Europe.42 

Onee reason is that the euro exchange rate may affect internal price stability in the euro 

area.. Another factor, which is more of a political nature, is that the dollar-euro exchange 

ratee is highly visible to the general public and is seen as an indicator of the success of 

monetaryy union in Europe. 

Thee supply functions in this article stress the importance of international linkages 
betweenn countries. Therefore, it is useful to see what EMU implies for the exchange rate 
inn this model. 

Becausee purchasing power parity is assumed to hold, combining equations (Cl), (C2) 

andd (C3) immediately yields the percentage change of the dollar-deutschmark exchange 

ratee under floating rates: 

EGSEGS ~ <$>  + 2k(^(3 + 7)<** *  + *«> -  ̂ + k{^Q + 7 ) W + Vs) + 

Itt seems realistic to assume that the government spending target in Europe is higher 

andd that non-tax distortions are larger than in the US (i.e. g*E > g*s and y*E > y*s). 

Equationn (3.39) indicates that this translates into an expected appreciation of the dollar. 

411 The ambiguous welfare result of monetary unification for the monetary union itself is in line with 

thee theory on optimal currency areas, initiated by Mundcll (1961) and studied in general equilibrium 
modelss as of the early 1980s (Hclpmaii, 1981). I am not aware of any articles that look at the welfare 

implicationss of a monetary union for third countries. 
42See.. for instance, "ECB warns on euro, finance ministers talk it up', Reuters News Service, 2 February 

2000.. or the Press Statement of the Euro-11 Finance Ministers on 8 May 2000. 
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Thus,, the distortions that cause the deviations from policy targets in Europe to be large 

relativee to the US also cause an expected trend appreciation of the dollar. 

Similarly,, combining equations (C4), (C5) and (C6) immediately yields the change 

inn the dollar-euro exchange rate under EMU: 

EnEn = — dkg*E + y*E)--, , ,?/*  ̂ AWs + V*s) + 

--(--( -^—wT.m - l)(ec + eF) - 2(0 + i)es\. (3-40) 
22 0 + 7 + 2H 

Again,, a relatively high level of distortions in euro area member states leads to an 

expectedd upward drift of the dollar. However, the expected trend appreciation of the 

dollarr wil l be more moderate under EMU than under floating rates. Having relatively 

largee distortions in Europe still has a negative influence on the external value of the 

currency,, but not as much as under floating rates. The intuition is as follows. The joint 

decision-makingg in the ECB Council implies that intra-European spillovers in monetary 

policyy are internalised. This results in a lower inflation bias and a more moderate 

inflationn response to shocks. Thus, the lower inflation bias under EMU (section 3.2.3) 

translatess into a smaller dollar trend appreciation (i.e. enhances the relative strength of 

thee euro). 

Thee more moderate response of the ECB to euro area shocks means that the policy 

responsess of the ECB and the Fed to a euro area shock is more alike than before. This 

impliess that, under EMU, the dollar-euro exchange rate is less volatile after euro area 

shockss than it is under floating rates. By contrast, the more limited response of euro area 

inflationn to US shocks implies that the policy responses of the ECB and the Fed diverge 

moree strongly than before. This causes the dollar-euro exchange rate to respond more 

stronglyy to a negative supply shock in the US. The impact of EMU on the responsiveness 

off  the exchange rate to worldwide shocks (defined as simultaneous shocks of equal size 

inn Europe and the US) is ambiguous.43 

3.44 Conclusion 

Inn this chapter, I have explored the possible welfare consequences of EMU. The model in 

thiss chapter stresses the importance of cross-border spillovers and of the internalisation 

off  externalities that occurs as a result of EMU. It extends a model by Martin (1997) to 
43Thiss confirms the results obtained in chapter 2 of this dissertation, which studied a throe-country 

modell  without time-inconsistencies and without fiscal authorities, but including an explicit modeling of 

thee exchange-rate mechanism of the European Monetary System. 
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takee into account the interaction between monetary and fiscal policy and the existence 

off  a third country which does not participate in monetary union, but is large enough to 

havee a substantial influence on the economy of the euro area. 

EMUU has several consequences. First, and most importantly, intra-European spillovers 

inn monetary policy are internalised. Under floating rates the national central banks in 

Europee endeavour to achieve their output target by causing beggar-thy-neighbour sur-

prisee inflation. Under EMU, part of this incentive is internalised: the ECB still has the 

incentivee to conduct a beggar-thy-neighbour policy against the United States, but no 

longerr within Europe. This leads to a lower inflation bias. A second consequence of 

EMUU is that, seigniorage is shared between the national governments in Europe. The 

sharingg of seigniorage means that euro area member states share some of the cost of a 

tougherr monetary policy (lower inflation leads to lower seigniorage income), which makes 

itt less costly to cut taxes for an individual member state. However, since seigniorage is 

relativelyy unimportant, this effect is only small. 

Thee ECB wil l be less responsive to German shocks than the Bundesbank used to 

bee under floating rates, because the ECB is less effective in stabilising German output 

andd because German shocks are less important to the ECB than to the Bundesbank. 

Whetherr the ECB wil l be more or less responsive to shocks in other euro area countries 

thann the Bundesbank, is ambiguous. The ECB wil l be less responsive to US shocks than 

thee Bundesbank, as the ECB internalises the intra-European spillovers that occur when 

alll  euro area national central banks respond to US shocks individually. 

Thee impact of EMU on welfare in each of the euro area member states is ambiguous. 

Onn the one hand, the credibility problem of the national central banks is Europe is 

alleviated,, since their incentive to create surprise inflation has declined. The resulting 

lowerr inflation bias is welfare-increasing. On the other hand, the euro area authorities 

losee a policy instrument, which makes it more difficult for the euro area fiscal authorities 

too attain their policy goals, which is welfare-reducing. The welfare impact of the loss of a 

policyy instrument may or may not be dominated by improved policy incentives. The net 

welfaree effect for the euro area is more positive (less negative) if structural distortions 

aree large, if the variance of shocks is small and if policy-makers are more -activist' (in 

thee sense of having a high preference for output stability). 

EMUU is unambiguously welfare-improving for the United States, as the credibility 

off  the US authorities (reflected in the US inflation bias) is unaffected by the changed 

institutionall  setting in Europe, whereas the US suffers less from European beggar-thy-

neighbourr policies under EMU than under floating rates. 
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Appendices s 

AA Derivation of supply functions 

A. ll  Output in N identical countries 

Thee world consists of N identical countries of population size 1. Capital is assumed to be 

fixed.. Therefore, output in each economy is a function of labour input only: Y% -V\e\ 

%% = 1,..., N, where Y{ is real output, Lx is labour input and & is a normally distributed, 

idiosyncraticc shock with finite variance and expected value zero that hits country i (i.e. 

££.. = 0, Var(Q = (a*)2, i = 1,...,N).44 The constant r) satisfies 0 < rj  < 1, implying 

aa decreasing marginal productivity of labour. Firms are perfectly competitive. The 

representativee firm is a multinational company with production sites in all countries. 

Thee course of events is as follows. First, nominal wages are set by trade unions. 

Second,, the firm contracts the desired number of workers. Third, random shocks occur. 

Fourth,, monetary and fiscal policies are set. Fifth, workers can be relocated between 

countriess in reaction to (monetary and fiscal) policy surprises and random economic 

shocks. . 
Thee model is solved via backward induction: 

Stepp 5 (final step): The firm can relocate workers. However, workers cannot be laid 

off,, nor can more workers be hired at this stage.45 The representative firm maximises 

profitss under the constraint that the size of the total workforce be pre-determined. 

MaxMax n = {l-U)PiYi-WiLi + 

s.t.s.t. TL, = L\ j j 

wheree Xi3 is the price of the currency of country j in terms of the currency of country i. 

Usingg the assumption that purchasing power parity holds (XtjPj = P%), the Lagrangian 

functionn can be written as 

££ = (l- U)PX - W,U + B ^ 1 - WX ~ P < 7 ^  + A E L> - L*l - (A2) 
j£ij£i  J J 

44Sincee each country has population size 1, there is no difference between output and output per 

capitaa here. This distinction will be made later in this appendix and also in the main text. 
45Thiss particular set-up helps to highlight the cross-border impact of government policies. Intuitively, 

countriess compete for being a favourable production site. 
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Thee first-order conditions are: 

d£d£ dYi 

d£d£ , dYi W 
dLjdLj = {1-^PidL;-p'ir+*  = <>>  VjVi - (A3b) 

Combiningg the first-order conditions (eliminating A) and dividing both sides by Pt gives 
thee following N - 1 equations: 

Economicc shocks and policy surprises may imply that the firm would like to hire 

orr lay off workers. Since contracts have been signed before, it cannot do so. However, 

thee possibility to relocate ensures that the given amount of workers wil l be optimally 

used.. Equation (A4) states that workers wil l be relocated so as to equalise the difference 

betweenn the (after tax) marginal product of labour and the real wage between countries.46 

Rewrite: : 

( i - t , ) , i rV . - ( i - y , / i r ^^  = ^ - S . V j / , (A5) 

Forr any two variables x.y. the following approximation may be used around (x u ) = 

(1,1):47 7 

* - y ~ - - ^  ̂ (A6) 

Whenn shocks are zero and when the tax rate is sufficiently small, each of the four 

additivee terms in (A5) is equal to l.48 Therefore, for small shocks, the approximation 

(A6)) may be applied to both the left-hand side and right-hand side of (A5): 

(ï-tj^Lr(ï-tj^Lr 11^'^' WPJ~U V ^ Z '
 (A7) 

46Notee that the assumption of decreasing returns to scale is essential here. Under constant, returns 

too scale, firms might find it optimal to move all production to one country in response to shocks and 

policyy surprises. The assumption of decreasing returns to scale ensures an interior solution. 

"Informall  proof of (A6): 

-- V) * f(x0, y„)  + (x - T0)~f(x0, y0) + (y- y0)^f(x01 ya) => 

y*y* ~ + (J- - xo)~ - (y - y 0 )  ̂ = 1 + (x - 1) - (j, - 1) = r - y + ! 

(Q.E.D.) ) 
48Thiss assertion will be confirmed in steps 1 and 2 of the game. It follows directly from equations 

(A20)) and (A23), after taking anti-logs. Also recall that countries have population size one, so that Lt 

andd L, are close to one. 
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Eliminatee corresponding terms and take logs: 

log(ll  - tj) + (v- l)lj  + £j " log(l -U)-{V- l) ' i - £* 

== K - P i J - K - P i ) , V j V i . (A 8 ) 

Addd all N - 1 equations 

£ [ l o g ( ll  -*,- ) + fa " l)i j + £;] " (W - l)[log(l " *i ) + (V ~ l)h + Q 

== x i ^ - p ^ " ( J V ~1 ) ( u , i " P i ) ' i = 1'-'Ar- {A9) 
3& 3& 

Notee that for small deviations from equilibrium, the following approximation may be 

used:49 9 

D;;  = D;- (A10) 

Forr the moment, assume that 

r^i^K-tïr^i^K-tï + iogv)-

Thee validity of this equation wil l be confirmed in step 2 of the game (see equation 

A211 below). Using this assumption, (A10) can be rewritten as 

jfrjfr

== -^  + T ^ ( - ^  + iogr/)+Er37?
(-^  + logr,)- (A11) 

49Informall  proof of (A10): Let L* denote the amount of labour which was initially contracted in 

countryy j . Then 

l j - i ; = l o g ( ^ ) = l o g ( ll  + ^ ^ ) « ^ 1 , j = i....,jv, 

wheree the last equality follows from the fact that L7 - L* is close to zero for small deviations from 

equilibrium.. Then, adding all JV equations: 

jj  J J J J 

wheree the last equality follows directly from the constraint that the total workforce is pre-determined. 

(Q.E.D.) ) 
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Substitutee this result into (A9) and note that log(l -1 ,) can be approximated by -t,:50 

N(l-V)hN(l-V)h = N(-$ + \ogri)-(N-l)(wi-pi + ti-t< i) + 

++ X > ; -Pj + tj - t)) + (N - 1)& - J2 ty (A12) 

Thee production function in terms of logs is: yx = nl t + £. Choose j? = ^ . Normalise 

ViVi by subtracting the constant term ^ T l o g ( ^ T ) . Then: 

ViVi = -(-fi-—[)tï-{Wi-Pi+t i~tei) + 

++ 7 V 3Ï 5 Z ^ J ~ ^ + *J ~ *j ) + ^ V*- (A13) 

wheree e,- is a random shock with expectation zero and finite variance: 

^^ = 2^ - J V T T E^ l" = 1 JV-

It.. is easy to check that EeT = Ee3 = 0. Varie,) = Var(e3) = (^f)(a*)2 and et > e3 & 

Stepp 4: Derivation of optimal monetary and fiscal policies. See the main text (Section 
2)) for this step. 

Stepp 3: Shocks occur. No optimisation takes place in this step. 

Stepp 2: The representative firm hires the number of workers which wil l maximise ex-

pectedd total firm profits (expressed in the currency of country i): rA 

A/ai { L . , . . . , }̂}  EU = E{(l-ti)Piyi-WiL; + 

++ X > « [ ( 1 -tj)PjYj - W3L*]}.  (A14) 

Att this stage, there is no constraint on labour. Shocks ^ are uncorrected. Therefore, 

maximisingg expected worldwide profits is equivalent to maximising expected profits in 

eachh country separately: 

MaxMax{L{L ..}}  EU = EUl-tJPK-WiL;} 

-- ^ { ( 1 - ^ ) P ; ( L - ) V - - WrL*},  i = l,.... N. (A15) 
50Thiss approximation is somewhat imprecise when the tax rate is a substantial share of output, but 

itt is common in the literature. See, for instance. Beetsma and Bovenberg (1999b). 
5111 could have assumed that the amount of labour L' were exogenously given instead. In that case a 

symmetricc increase in equilibrium (distortionary) taxes would have no impact on output. The current 

set-upp gives the model the desirable property that a world-wide increase in equilibrium tax rates leads 

too a decline in world output. 
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Thee firm's expectations are formed and the L* are chosen before shocks (£J and 

governmentt policies {Pl,ti) materialise. Since W{ is pre-determined and L* is the rep-

resentativee firm's choice variable, both variables are non-stochastic to the firm. Thus, 

(A15)) can be rewritten as 

MaxMax{Ll]{Ll]  E]\ = {L\YE[{\'U)Pi^-WiL[, i = l,...,N. (A16) 

Thee first-order condition for the maximisation of profits in country i is: 

dEUdEU _ d{(Li)iE[{l  - U)P^] - WiL\} _ Q i = l N ( A 1 7 ) 

dL*dL* dh\ 

whichh can be rewritten as: 

^ " " ^ { ( ll  - U)Pi£*} = Wi. (A18) 

Takee logs and note that, for small shocks, log£{. .}  ~ Elog{..} : 

log7?? 4- (r? - 1)1* + E[\og(l - U) +Pl + &] = w{. (A19) 

Approximatee log(l - U) by -t{ and rearrange: 

log??? + (r? - I)/*  -tei=Wi-pï, i = l,...,N. (A20) 

Equationn (A20) is the familiar condition that the expected after tax marginal product of 

labourr must be equal to the expected real wage.52 The right hand side is equal to zero, 

becausee it is optimal for workers to choose Wi = y\ (as wil l be shown below). Therefore, 

equationn (A20) simplifies to: 

l\l\  = ( 7 ^ - ) ( - * i + log'/), * = I*  - N, (A21) 

wheree I*  denotes the optimal amount of labour to be initiall y hired in country i. Note 

thatt I*  is a function of the expected tax rate and the marginal productivity of labour.53 

S t epp 1: Workers choose the nominal wage. They minimise the expected square deviation 

off  the real wage from the wage target (which is equal to zero for simplicity) 

MinMin{Wt}{Wt} E(Wt-Pi)\ i = l,...,N. (A22) 
52Thiss is easier to see after taking anti-logs: (1 - t^)rj(L*)''~  = -pf. 
53Recalll  that we have assumed decreasing marginal returns to scale (77 < 1). Under constant returns 

too scale, the variables I*  would be indetermined, since it is costless to shift workers from one country 

too another at a later stage. Decreasing marginal returns to scale impose an implicit cost on shifting 

workerss from one country to another, as will be explained later in this appendix. 
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Itt is directly clear that it is optimal for workers to choose Wi = Pr
e, which (after taking 

logs)) yields 

wwi=Pli=Pl  * ' = 1 W- (A23) 

Thiss completes the solution of the model via backward induction. The solution for 

outputt in TV identical countries of size 1 is given in equation (A13). 

A.22 Output per capita in two countries of equal size 

Next,, the formulas for output per capita can be derived for a world consisting of two 

countriess of equal size, where size may differ from 1. Following the procedure by Martin 

(1997)) yields the following equations, which turn out to be equal to the expressions which 

wouldd have been obtained by simply setting TV = 2 in (A13) 

yiyi = -2t\ - (Wi -pi+h- t\) + (w2 -p2 + t2- te2) + £l, (A24) 

yy22 = -2te2 + (Wl -pi+h- t\) - (w2 ~P2 + t2- f2) + e2. (A25) 

Thee procedure is not written out in full because it is similar to (but simpler than) 
thee case below. 

A.33 Output per capita in three countries of unequal size 

Here,, the formulas for output per capita are derived for a world consisting of three 

countriess of unequal size. Specifically one country ('United States') is assumed to be 

twicee as large as the other two countries ('Germany' and 'France') individually. The 

incorporationn of the relative country size follows Martin (1997). Define a partition of the 

worldd in three super regions, comprising nun2, n3 regions, respectively (m +n2 + n3 = 

N).N). Shocks ri i have expected value zero and variance a2,i = l,...,iV. Assume that 

shockss within each super region are perfectly correlated, whereas shocks in different 

superr regions are uncorrelated. Define ek = ^ £i€nf c ^ * = 1,2.3. Then per capita 
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supplyy in each super region is given by 

N N 
yiyi m. 

nii  ^—' A - 1 

+ — —— [(m - 1)(IÜI - Pi + *i - *ï) + n2(w2 -P2 + Ï2- te2) + 

+n+n33{w{w33 - P3 + *3 - *!) ] + ^l] 

++ _̂  (W2 - V2 + *2 - ^ ) + 

+_^_( t ü 3-p33 + t 3 -É 5) + e i . (A26) 

Analogously: : 

NN -n2 e, 
- (( )(^'2 - P2 + 2̂ - *2J + 

++ ^ (W2 - p2 + 2̂ - ^2) + 

A - n 3 3 

''  JV — 1 
)(W3-P33 + <3- t3) + £3- (A 2 8) 

Normalise:: ni = n2 =  £;n3 = 1. Then: 

== - 2 ^ - - K - Pl + *1 - t i ) + -Z{W2 ~P2+t2- tl) + 
33 e 1 

y!!  = -ill  - ~{wi - Pi + h - t\) +-\ 

++  {wZ-p3 + t3-tl)+EU (A 2 9) 
11 3 

yy22 =  - 2 ^ + -(u-! - Pi + tl - *! ) - 2 ( U ; 2 - P 2 + t 2 ~ )̂ + 

+{^3-P3+{^3-P3 + h-tl) + e2l (A 3 ° ) 
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2/33 = -2tl + -(w1-p1+t1-t
e
1) + ^(w2~p2 + t2~te2) + 

~(W3-P3+t~(W3-P3+t33-tl)+c3.-tl)+c3. (A31) 

Thee two-country model (A24)-{A25) and the three-country model (A29)-(A31) share 

thee following characteristics. First, output per capita is negatively correlated with the 

expectedd tax rate, the real wage rate (=money surprise) and a tax surprise in the home 

country.. Secondly, output per capita is positively correlated with the foreign real wage 

amii  the foreign tax surprise. This implies that there are international spillovers present in 

thee model. Third, the 'activity shift' terms do not affect world output per capita. Fourth, 

outputt per capita is more responsive to the expected tax rate than to a tax surprise. 

Thee reason is that the total worldwide number of workers is fixed before tax surprises 

materialise.. This implies that a surprise tax increase wil l not only induce a reduction in 

thee amount of labour employed in the home country, but must be accompanied by an 

increasee in the amount of labour employed in the foreign country. Decreasing returns 

too scale (in combination with the fact that we start from equilibrium, where the after 

taxx marginal product of labour is equal to the real wage rate) imply that the additional 

outputt produced in the foreign country must be sold at a loss. This imposes an implicit 

costt on moving workers and wil l induce the firm to reduce output in the home country 

byy less than would otherwise have been done. Thus, fixing the worldwide number of 

workerss reduces the responsiveness of output to the tax rate. 

Onee new characteristic appears in (A29)-(A31): output in a small country is more 

responsivee to a domestic policy surprise than output in a large country. This can be most 

easilyy seen in case of one small country (of size one) and one large country (consisting of 

NN - 1 subregions of size one). A tax increase in the small country implies that the firm 

wantss to reduce the amount of labour in the small country by, say, x. Since the total 

numberr of workers is fixed, this implies that the amount of labour in the foreign (=large) 

countryy must be increased by x. The additional output produced in the foreign country is 

soldd at a loss, making it optimal to shift a smaller amount of workers x'(< x). The same 

taxx increase in the large country implies that the firm wants to reduce the amount of 

labourr employed in each of the subregions by x. This requires an increase in the amount 

off  labour in the foreign (=small) country by (N - l)x. Again, the additional output 

iss sold at a loss. The additional output (and the resulting loss) in the foreign country 

iss larger in this case, so that it wil l be optimal to shift a smaller amount of workers 

x"(<x"(<  x' < x)}A Thus, moving workers in response to a domestic policy surprise is more 
54Decreasiiigg returns to scale work are not essential in explaining the relatively large output response 
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costlyy if the foreign country is relatively small, i.e. if the home country is relatively 

large.. This explains that output is more responsive to domestic policy surprises in a 

smalll  country. 

II  have adjusted the weights in the three-country model in the main text [equations 

(3.14)-(3.16)]]  in order to avoid non-integer coefficients and to capture the fact that Ger-

manyy and France are geographically closer to each other than to the United States, while 

maintainingg the above-mentioned characteristics. In order to maintain the characteristic 

thatt output per capita is more responsive to the expected tax rate than to a tax surprise, 

thee coefficient of the expected tax rate is set at k, with k > 2. The coefficient k is also 

usedd in the two-country version of the model (where it would have been sufficient to 

assumee that fc > 1). Thus, the supply per capita curves for the two-country case in 

thee main text [equations (3.1)-(3.2)] are slightly different from equations (A24)-(A25). 

Thesee adjustments do not qualitatively affect the conclusions of this chapter. 

BB Derivation of solutions: two countries 

Inn this appendix, the two-country model given by equations (3.3)-(3.7) in the main text 

iss solved under different assumptions with respect to commitment technology. 

Thee deterministic and stochastic parts of the model can be solved separately. The 

deterministicc part is found by imposing rational expectations and zero shocks. The ex-

pectedd values of all variables can be expressed as a function of the structural distortions. 

Consecutively,, the model can be solved in deviations from the expected values. The 

deviationn of the expected value of all variables can be expressed as a function of the 

stochasticc shocks. 

B.ll  Deterministic part of the model 

Inn the deterministic part of the model, there are no spillovers between countries. There-

fore,, full commitment and a single policymaker in each country give the first-best so-

lution.. Starting from this situation, the following elements are introduced one by one: 

centrall  bank independence, a credibility problem of the fiscal authorities, a credibility 

problemm of the monetary authorities. 

inn a small country, and in fact work against it: decreasing returns to scale imply that increasing the 

amountt of labour by x/{N - 1) in the N - 1 subrcgions of the large country has a larger output effect 

thann increasing the amount of labour by x in the small country (but not larger than increasing the 

amountt of labour in the small country by (N - 1 )J\ as required). 
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Ful ll  commi tment, single policy maker in each country 

Itt is assumed that policy makers can commit with respect to their policy instruments. 

Theree is a single policy maker in each country, who sets both the tax rate and the 

inflationn rate. The two policy makers have the loss function in equation (3.5) in the 

mainn text. They play Nash against each other. 

Thee equilibrium with full commitment can be computed by imposing the require-

mentss that E(U) = rf and £(71-,-) - v\ before taking first-order conditions. Thus, policy 

makerss take into account that in equilibrium, no unexpected policy changes are possible 

(seee Alesina and Tabellini. 1987). 

Thee deterministic part of the solution can be found as follows. Take expectations of 

thee supply curves (3.3)-(3.4) and the budget constraints (3.6) in the main text and impose 

thee requirement of rational expectations. Substitute the resulting equations into the 

losss function of the European government and minimise with respect to the (expected) 

taxx rate and the (expected) inflation rate. This gives the first-order conditions for the 

Europeann government: 

^9^9((E-9E)E-9E) = h(ve
E-y*E)*  (Bla) 

TT'TT'EE = -<j>v{g e
E - g*E). (Bib) 

Combiningg (Bla)-(Blb) with equations (3.3)-(3.4) and (3.6) yields the solution in terms 

off  the determinants of welfare {yE - y E . g*E~gE, //TTE) and the other variables in equation 

(3.8)) in the main text. The deterministic components of the reduced-form solution are 

shownn in Table Bl . Since the single policy maker takes into account the role of seigniorage 

ass a source of government revenue, optimal taxation implies a positive inflation rate (see 

equationn Bib).55 

Ful ll  commi tment, decentral ised policy making 

Thee responsibility for monetary policy is delegated to an independent central bank.56 

Theree are now four policy makers, who play Nash against each other. The loss 

functionss are given by equations (3.5) and (3.7) in the main text. 

Thee solution of the game follows the steps of the previous case, with one exception. 

Centrall  banks no longer take into account the impact of seigniorage on the government 

-"Notee that g'E - cjE and yc
E - y*E arc always negative, as the presence of distortions ensures that the 

targett level (zero) will not be attained in equilibrium. Therefore, the right-hand side of equation Bib 

iss positive, which implies that the left-hand side must also be positive. 
56Thiss exercise is purely for illustration purposes, so we are not concerned with the optimality of such 

aa decision in the absence of a credibility problem. 
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budget.. The first-order conditions for the euro area authorities are: 

<P(9%-9E)<P(9%-9E) = M l /1 - tó ) . ( B 2 a) 

*%*%  = 0. (B 2 b) 

Combiningg (B2a)-(B2b) with equations (3.3)-(3.4) and (3.6) in the main text yields the 

deterministicc components of the reduced-form solution, as shown in Table B l . The 

optimall  tradeoff between spending stabilisation and output stabilisation for the fiscal 

authorityy is identical to the trade-off under centralised policy making. However, there is 

noo longer a trade-off between inflation and output in equilibrium. Under decentralised 

policyy making, the central bank does not take into account this role of seigniorage. Under 

fulll  commitment, the central bank cannot affect output in equilibrium. Hence, in the 

absencee of shocks, it is optimal for the central bank to set inflation equal to its target 

ratee (zero). Wage setters know this when forming expectations. Therefore, expected 

inflationn is zero. Note that the reduced-form solution under decentralised policymaking 

equalss the solution under centralised policymaking when \x = =  0. 

Monetar yy commitment, fiscal discretion, decentral ised pol icy making 

Thee fiscal authorities are unable to commit. Monetary policy is determined by indepen-

dentt central banks who can commit.57 

Thee deterministic part is solved as in the previous case, with one exception. The 

equilibriumm with monetary commitment is computed by imposing the requirement that 

E^.)E^.) = ne b e f o re t aking first-order conditions, whereas E(U) = t\ is imposed afterwards. 

Thee resulting conditions for the euro area authorities are: 

ME-9k)ME-9k) = 7 ( y ! - i & ) , ( B 3 a) 

** EE = o. ( B 3 b ) 

Thee deterministic components of the reduced-form solution are shown in Table B l . As 

before,, the fiscal authorities face a tradeoff between cutting taxes (in order to stimulate 

domesticc output) and raising taxes (in order to enable additional government spending). 

Afterr firms have invested in labour, the become less responsive to the tax rate. This 

causess the optimal tradeoff for the fiscal authorities to shift in favour of a higher tax 

rate.. Therefore, fiscal authorities would like to promise a low tax rate and hike taxes 

afterr firms have invested in human capital. Firms are aware of this possibility and adjust 
57Iff  central banks can commit, whereas fiscal authorities cannot, it would be appropriate to consider 

centrall  banks as Stackelberg leaders against the fiscal authorities. Since this exercise is purely for 

illustrationall  purposes. I will disregard this complication. 
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taxx expectations accordingly. The fact that the fiscal authorities can no longer commit 
resultss in an unambiguously higher equilibrium tax rate than under full commitment, as 
cann be easily verified from Table 1. 

Tablee B l Solution to two-country game (deterministic parts) 

variabl e e 

VEVE ~ VE 

ful ll  commitment, 
singlee policy maker 
inn each country 

ful ll  commitment, 
independentt  central bank 

* T P ( f e ) l 3EE + yE + (k- \)gE]  ~^[gE + yE + (k - \)gE\ 

kk22y y kk22-y -y 
9E-9B9E-9B +̂kHd>;2y+l)lgE + yE-(^)yE} 4fc[gE + yE-(k-^)y 

f^E f^E 

-(k-l)t-(k-l)tE E 

variabl e e 

kk22tpntpn22--

<p+k<p+k 22(<t>v.(<t>v. 22i+i)i+i)  WE + VE ~ ( " T 1 ) ^ ] 0 

k2k2 ii  f fc=jQ T .*. 
0+fc2

7
|.. k >yE^ 

~~ <t>+k 2y(k ~ ^)9*E 

VEVE ~ VE 

3E3E ~ 9E 

/ATE /ATE 

-{k-\)t-{k-\)tE E 

monetaryy commitment, monetary discretion, 
fiscalfiscal discretion, fiscal discretion 
independentt  central bank independent central bank 

4^\9E4^\9E + yE + {k-l)gE] 

^{9E^{9E + y*E - (V)2£] 

4,+k-ry4,+k-ry k WE^ 

<p+k{<j><p+k{<j> ii i3+i3+ 11)) 19*E + y*E + (k - 1 ) . 9 E] 

<p+k(4>ni)<p+k(4>ni) +1+1)) [9*E + V*E - (nr)y*E] 

0+k(<t>ti3+-y)\!9E0+k(<t>ti3+-y)\!9E  + V*E - (~k~)y*E] 

— __ i  \ * , 
4>+k(<Pfi0+y)\4>+k(<Pfi0+y)\  k lUE^ 

'' 4>+k(4>^3+1)\'
i ^)9*E 

Fulll  discretion, decentralised policy making 

Neitherr the fiscal authorities, nor the monetary authorities are able to commit. The 
equilibriumm with full discretion is computed by imposing the requirement that E{U) = te 
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andd E(K%) = 7rf after taking first-order conditions. Therefore, the deterministic and 

stochasticc parts of the model can be solved simultaneously. The resulting conditions are: 

^^ = -m-VEi ( B 4 a) 

ME-9%)ME-9%) = IWE-VE)- ( B 4 b ) 

Combiningg (B4a)-(B4b) with equations (3.3)-(3.4) and (3.6) in the main text yields 

thee deterministic components of the solution, as shown in Table B l . These results are 

repeatedd in Table 1 in the main text. 

Comparedd to the previous case, the fact that monetary authorities cannot commit 

re-introducess a positive inflation bias. The intuition is that workers are fully locked in 

afterr setting nominal wages. Therefore, central banks can stimulate output by promis-

ingg a low inflation rate and creating inflation after wages are set. Workers anticipate 

thiss in equilibrium, so that discretion has an optimal upward effect on their inflation 

expectations.58 8 

B.22 Stochastic part of the model 

Next,, the model wil l be solved in deviations from the expected values. The deviations 

from'thee expected values are a function of the stochastic shocks. The response of the 

authoritiess to stochastic shocks is not affected by the (im)possibility to commit. However, 

theree are spillovers between countries (shifts of activity in response to surprise inflation 

orr surprise tax cuts) in the stochastic part of the model. The stochastic part of the 

solutionn is only affected by the degree of policy (de)centralisation. 

II  have calculated the outcome with a single world policymaker. The outcome is 

characterisedd by the absence of beggar-thy-neighbour policies. Policy instruments only 

respondd to the difference between shocks. The exact formulas do not provide additional 

insightt and are not reported. The results under a single policymaker in each country and 

whenn monetary policy is delegated to independent central banks are discussed below. 

Singlee policymaker  in each country 

Thee stochastic part of the solution is found as follows. First, substitute the supply curve 

andd the government budget constraint into the loss function of the European government 

58Observee that this inflation bias is not necessarily welfare-reducing, as it helps to offset the loss 

fromm the fact that the independent central bank ignores the contribution of seigniorage revenue to the 

governmentt budget and may therefore set inflation sub-optimally low. 
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andd minimise with respect to the euro area tax rate and euro area inflation. This gives 

thee first-order conditions for the European government: 

<K9E-9*<K9E-9*EE)) =  7(Ste-2&), (B5a) 

*E*E = -liyE-y*E)-<i>n{9E-9E). (Bob) 

Takee expectations on both sides and subtract the resulting equations from (B5a)-

(B5b).. Then substitute (B5a) into (B5b) in order to simplify. This results in 

0{9E-cf0{9E-cfEE)) = l(yE-yE), (B6a) 

TTTTEE-7T-7TEE = --y{l+ti)(y E-yE). (B 6 b) 

Combiningg these equations with their US counterparts and with equations (3.3)-

(3.4)) and (3.6) yields the solution in terms of the determinants of welfare and the other 

variabless in equation (3.8) in the main text. The stochastic components of the solution 

aree shown in Table B2. 

Independentt  central bank 

Thee derivation of the stochastic part of the solution follows the steps of the previous 

case,, except for the fact that central banks no longer take into account the impact of 

seignioragee on the government budget. The first-order conditions are: 

4>{9E-g*4>{9E-g*EE)) = i{yE-yE). (B 7 a) 

*E*E = -P(yE-yE). (B7b) 

Takee expectations on both sides of these equations and subtract the resulting equa-
tionss from (B7a)-(B7b). This results in 

QidE-gE)QidE-gE) = l{VE-y%), (B8a) 

KE-7rKE-7ree
EE = -/3(yE - yE). ( B g b ) 

Thee stochastic components of the reduced-form solution are shown in Table B2 (and 

repeatedd in Table 1 in the main text). The results under decentralised policy making 

aree equal to those under centralised policy making after substituting 7( 1 + fi) = j3. The 

factt that an independent central bank does not take into account the role of seigniorage 

ass a source of government revenue is equivalent to setting /x = 0. Moreover, by making 

thee central bank independent, it follows its own preferences (0) rather than those of 

thee government (7). If the central bank is conservative, then the inflation response to a 

shockk wil l be unambiguously more moderate under central bank independence.59 

59AA conservative central bank has a relatively strong preference for low inflation (i.e. 0 < 7). See, for 
instance,, DeBelle (1996). 
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Tablee B2 Solution to two-country game (stochastic parts) 

variabl e e 

V*E^VE V*E^VE 

9*E-9E 9*E-9E 

\m\mE E 

VEVE ~TfE 

- ( 7 T 5 - 7 r | ) ) 

tsts - t% 

singlee pol icymaker 

inn each country 

independentt  central bank 

-{As-{As E + Bes) 

-l(Ae-l(AeEE + Bes) 

-^{1+^){A£-^{1+^){A£EE + B£S) 

-7{l-7{l  + n)(A£E + Bes) 

-y{l+-y{l+  n){BsE + A£S) 

<l>^<l>^ ll+ri+T(B£+ri+T(B£ EE + A£S) 

-{Ke-{KeEE + Les) 

-2(-2(KK££EE + LES) 

-fip(K£-fip(K£EE + L£S) 

-(3(K£-(3(K£EE + Les) 

0(L£0(L£EE + K£S) 

^(L£^(L£EE + K£S) 

where e 

and d 

 B = ( ? withG = 07 ( l+p )2 + 7 
00 + 2G'  <j> + 2G' 

KK =  4>+H : L = ^-rT; with H = </>/?(!+ /̂ ) +7-
4>4> + 2H <p + 2H 

CC Derivation of solutions: three countries 

Inn this appendix, the three-country version of the model is solved under the assumptions 

off  floating rates and EMU in Europe, respectively. 

Threee countries, floating rates 

Policyy making is decentralised. Policy-makers are unable to commit, The derivation of 

thee solution is analogous to the two-country case. The expected inflation and tax rates 

inn Europe (under the assumption of rational expectations) are: 
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tltl  = 

2<pd 2<pd 

1 1 

00 + 2k(<f>fji0 + 7 [4>g*[4>g*  - 2(<Pfiff + 7)2/*], i = G. F. (Clb) 

Thee expected inflation and tax rates in the US are the same as in the two-country case. 

Thee response of German inflation and tax rates (in deviation from their expected 

value)) to shocks is: 

dd _ 2#? 2pH lf2<t>  + 3H, 
nGnG ~ -[^6H ]£G-[JTW][JTÖH{£G + 6F) + £^  (C 2 a) 

++  [~<p(<p + 3Hf][ J^r  ̂ + ^ ) + es]. (C2b) 

Thee solution for the French inflation and tax rates follow directly by symmetry. The 

responsee of inflation and tax rates in the United States is: 

(f>(f>  + 3H-

ttdd __ r $V$ + 7 
<f>(<p<f>(<p  + 3H)-

7Ts7Ts = -l^^}lH(-G + sF) + (0 + 2H)ss}. (C3a) 

****  = [ó(ó + 3H)][H{£c  + £F) + {(j>  + 2 H  ̂ (C3b) 

where e 

Combiningg these results with the supply functions and budget constraints yields the 

solutionn for Germany in terms of the determinants of welfare (yE - yG, g*E - gG, / i 7 rG) 

andd the other variables in equation (3.22), as shown in Table CI. 

Thee deterministic components of the variables in Table CI are functions of the ex-

ogenouss distortions gE and yE. They add up to gE + y*E, as required by equation (3.22) 

inn the main text. The stochastic components of all German variables in Table Cl are 

functionss of the composite shock £™
mfloat. The stochastic components of the variables in 

Tablee Cl add up to -eG, as required. 
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Tablee Cl Solution to three-country game under  floating rates 

variable e 

VE-VG VE-VG 

9*E~9G 9*E~9G 

-(k-m -(k-m 

2(7TGG - TTh) 

deterministicc component stochastic component 

^ 2 R & Ï ^ )) \9E + V*E - {- r )VE\ 

2k4>n(i+2k~i2k4>n(i+2k~i (k^\\ * , 
4>+2k(4>tif3+i)4>+2k(4>tif3+i)  ^ k >yE^ 

-(tG-th) -(tG-th) 

- ( T T FF -TTF) 

tptp — tF 

-{ns-K-{ns-Kee
ss) ) 

tsts - t% 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

where e 

^comp. ^comp. 
ZZG,G, float 

2j_2j_ comp. 
$$ G. float 

0 0 

-^cjioat -^cjioat 

AW+^Tfloat AW+^Tfloat 

LLii 3t3t F, float 

aa comp. 
&& EES,S, float 

WW + lYs^Jloat 

^comp. ^comp. 
HH M + 'iH. 

£G£G + ^-^T-A-^rrr(£G + £F) + £s] 
G,G, float (f) + QH ° 0 + 3/T 4> + 6H 

_comp. _comp. 
'-'- F, float 

_comp. _comp. 

;£F;£F + 
HH r20 + 3H. , 

C 5,, float  ̂ + 3fJ 

withh H as defined before. 

{€{€GG+£F)+£F) + , . „rr £S, 
4>4> + 3H 

(C4a) ) 

(C4b) ) 

(C4c) ) 
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Thre ee countr ies, E M U 

Again,, the derivation is analogous to the solution for the two-country case with decen-

tralisedd policy making and without commitment. The expected inflation in Europe and 

expectedd German tax rate (under the assumption of rational expectations) under EMU 

*E*E  = 
<j>fi <j>fi 

 + y*E), (C5a) 00 + k((pfi8 + 27} 

fifi  = ^W^- 2^ H 
(00 + 2fc7)(0 + k<j>tf  + 2ky) {k9*E + rè)' (C5t>) 

wheree the French tax rate follows by symmetry. The coefficients for the US are the same 
ass in the two-country case. 

Underr EMU, the response of inflation and tax rates (in deviation from their expected 
value)) to shocks is: 

^^ = ~ 2(0 + 7 + 2H) ^ £ c + £F^ + H(£G + £F + 2 g g^ ^C 6 a) 

tGtG = 20(0 + 7 + 2H)[(P{£G + £F) + H{£G + £F + 2£s^ + 

++JT^JT^ {£G{£G--£F)£F)-- (C 6 b) 
Byy symmetry, the French tax response is equal to the German tax response apart from 

switchingg all subscripts for Germany and France. The response of inflation and tax rates 

inn the United States is: 

"s"s = ~2 [ 0 + 7 + 2H^2(j}£s + ( 7 + H^£G + £F + 2 £ S ) ]I (C 7 a) 

SS = 2[ 0(0 + 7 + 2 / / ) ] [ 2 0 g s + ( 7 + H){£G + CF + 2£S  ̂ (C 7 b) 

withh H defined as before. Combining these results with the supply functions and budget 

constraintss yields the solution for Germany in terms of the determinants of welfare and 

thee other variables in the EMU analogon of equation (3.22).60 The solution is shown in 

Tablee C2. 

'Thee EMU analogon of equation (3.22) is simply found by substituting irE for nG and 
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Tablee C2 Solut ion t o three-country game under  E M U 

variabl e e 

VEVE - VG 

9E~9G 9E~9G 

\X-KE \X-KE 

- ( **  - 1)*& 

^E^E ~Tt% 

-{to-{to - th) 

tFtF — t-F 

-{ns-n-{ns-nees) s) 

ttss - tes 

determinist i cc component stochast icc component 

<p <p 
4>+k{4>fip+2f) 4>+k{4>fip+2f) [g*[g* EE + VE + (k - l)9E] 

S^b**  + ̂ - ( ¥ ) ^ 
k<t>n(3k<t>n(3 \n*  I „.* M E £ — r f „ tt + „ t _ E] 

comp. comp. 
''££G,G, EMU 

2-yy comp. 
'' <p £G, EMU 

,-j,-j comp. 
~^P~^P££E.E. EMU 

k4>n0+2k-fk4>n0+2k-f /k-l\ * , 

<t>+k(<t>v-0+2-y)<t>+k(<t>v-0+2-y) KK k W E 

11 comp. 
~P~P££E,E, EMU 

-W-W + ^KHMU 

ffjj  comp. 
^^££S,S, EMU 

W+1)^TEMU W+1)^TEMU 

where e 

comp. comp. 
-G,, EMU 

comp. comp. 
££F,F, EMU 

comp. comp. 
-S,-S, EMU 

(f>(f>  + H H H 

4>4> + -f + 2H 

4>4> + H 

4>4> + -f + 2H 

77 + tf 
0 + 7 + 2H H 

£E £E 

£E£E + 

00 + 67 

4>4> + 67 

££G-E G-E 

££F-EF-E + 

0 + 7 + 2H H 

++ 7 + 2# 
t s , , 

00 + 7 + t f 

00 4- 7 + 2/i 
11 / comp. 

== H£ 
2\°G,2\°G, EMU 

(C8a) ) 

(C8b) ) 

(C8c) ) 

comp.comp. } 
~~ttttF,F, EMU) 

11 z \ comp. 

withh EE — \{£G +  £F)I  £G-E = £ G - £ E> £ F -£ — £F~£E, £E, EMU 

andd H as defined before. Again, the deterministic components of the variables in Table 

C22 add up to g*E + y*E, as required by the EMU analogon of equation (3.22) in the main 

text.. The stochastic components of the German variables in Table C2 are functions of 

thee composite shock E^EMU- T h e stochastic components of the variables in Table C2 

addd up to -EG- as required. 
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Chapterr 4 

Thee Influence of Europe's Single 
Markett on Monetary Policy 

Summary y 

Thiss chapter studies the implications of Europe's single market. Small costs 
off  international trade in goods and services may cause a large home bias in 
consumerr spending and can explain seemingly excessive short-run exchange 
ratee volatility. The European single market (declining costs of international 
trade)) wil l reduce the home bias in consumption. As a result, monetary 
policyy becomes less effective in terms of stabilising consumption, but better 
ablee to influence the general price level. 

4.11 Introduction 

Marketss for goods and services in the European Union are becoming more and more 

integrated.. This is the result of a variety of developments. In particular, border controls 

havee been abolished, markets are being liberalised, public procurement has been opened 

too foreign firms and technical standards are being harmonised. Moreover, the internet 

makess it easier and cheaper to order goods and services from abroad. Head and Mayer 

(2000)) provide empirical evidence that the bias towards buying domestically-produced 

productss has been on a downward trend since the 1970s. 

Inn spite of the trend towards more integration, markets for the same products continue 

too be segmented. This can be illustrated by the home bias in consumer spending. The 

aforementionedd study by Head and Mayer finds that, in the period 1993-95, Europeans 

purchasedd twelve times more from domestic producers than from equally-distant (in a 

geographicc sense) foreign producers. 

89 9 
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Thee costs of cross-border transactions are still larger than for transactions concluded 

betweenn parties within the same country. These extra costs may arise from informa-

tionn costs, or from other implicit trade barriers. The importance of information costs 

wass first highlighted by Stigler (1961) and has been explored further by Salop (1977), 

Besterr and Petrakis (1995) and others. Examples are the costs of finding out the quality 

off  foreign goods and foreign counterparties, costs related to differences in distribution 

channels,, costs of cross-border advertisements, etc. Prices are more transparent to buy-

erss from the same country: consumers have better access to domestic price information, 

sincee newspapers, magazines and tv programmes are distributed largely within national 

borders.. Other implicit trade barriers include different product standards and national 

regulationss which require firms to comply with specific rules in order to enter another 

nationall  market. In Europe, several steps have been taken to reduce the costs involved 

inn cross-border transactions, but many obstacles remain.1 

Thiss chapter studies the consequences of the remaining barriers to cross-border com-

petition.. This may shed some light on the implications of Europe's single market for the 

homee bias in consumption and for the effectiveness of the ECB's monetary policy. The 

analysiss is conducted in the context of the Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995) framework, which 

allowss for imperfect competition and nominal rigidities (in casu: short-run wage sticki-

ness).. I explicitly incorporate 'transportation costs' for trade between two countries into 

thee model. "Transportation costs' is a catch-all term: it can be interpreted as any kind 

off  barrier to trade. Hence, the terms transportation costs and trade costs wil l be used 

interchangeablyy in this paper. The introduction of costs for international trade implies 

thatt the model deviates from the standard Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995) model. First, the 

laww of one price need not hold. Second, trade costs lead to an endogenous home bias in 

consumerr spending. 

II  obtain the following results. First, small trade costs may lead to a substantial home 

biass in consumer spending. I wil l show numerically that the large decline in the home 

biass for European countries since the late 1970s found in the literature is consistent with 

aa relatively small reduction in trade costs. The policy implication is the existence of a 

windoww of opportunities for the completion of the European Union's Single Market, 

Second,, the large short-run exchange rate volatility that we observe in practice can 

bee explained by the presence of international trade costs in the goods market. The 

intuitionn is as follows. In the presence of wage stickiness and a constant mark-up (as 

inn the current paper), the short-run relative price level can only adjust if the exchange 

Seee OECD (1997) for examples of regulatory reforms co-ordinated across borders, which have re-
ducedd the costs of international transactions. See ECB (2001, Table 2) for an overview of remaining 
obstacless to trade in the internal market. 
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ratee changes. Positive costs of international trade lead to a home bias in spending, 

soo only a limited share of goods is affected by exchange-rate movements. As a result, 

relativelyy large short-rim exchange rate movements may be required to attain short-run 

moneyy market equilibrium. I wil l show numerically that when the costs associated with 

internationall  trade are substantial, short-run exchange rate movements in response to 

monetaryy shocks can become extremely large. By reducing the costs involved in cross-

borderr transactions, the Single Market initiative is likely to contribute to exchange rate 

stabilityy between the euro area and the other EU member states. 

Third,, the Single Market initiative may have important consequences for the trans-

missionn of ECB monetary policy. More specifically, in an environment of declining costs 

off  international trade, monetary policy becomes less powerful in terms of affecting con-

sumption,, but more effective in terms of influencing the general price level. The intuition 

iss as follows. Positive costs of international trade lead to a home bias in consumer spend-

ing.. This implies that a monetary expansion wil l lead to a larger surplus on the short-run 

currentt account, so that a larger accumulation of net foreign assets takes place, facilitat-

ingg a larger long-run consumption differential. Intertemporal consumption smoothing 

ensuress that the short-run consumption differential is also larger. Moreover, a smaller 

sharee of the resulting consumption increase 'leaks' to other countries, re-inforcing the 

increasee in the terms of trade, thus enhancing further the transmission from money to 

consumption.. It follows that a decline in the costs of international trade reduces the 

effectivenesss of monetary policy with respect to consumption. The effectiveness of mon-

etaryy policy with respect to the general price level is the flip-side of its effectiveness 

withh respect to consumption (this follows from the long-run equilibrium conditions in 

thee money market). Therefore, a decline in the costs of international trade enhances the 

effectivenesss of monetary policy with respect to the general price level. 

Thiss chapter is related to several earlier papers in the literature. One is Warnock 

(1999),, who incorporates a home bias in Obstfeld and Rogoffs model. He imposes 

ann exogenous home bias in preferences: consumers derive more utilit y from consuming 

domestically-producedd goods than from foreign-produced goods.2 By contrast, there is 

noo home bias in preferences in this chapter: the home bias is endogenous and is caused 

byy the interplay of costs of international trade and imperfect competition (a finite price-

elasticityy of demand). A second paper in this field is Hau (2000), who introduces a home 

biass in spending by adding non-tradable goods to the model. By contrast, there are only 

tradablee goods in the model in this chapter. 

2Scee Nevcn, Norman and Thisse (1991) for an earlier, and more extensive modeling of consumer 

attitudee towards foreign products. 
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Anotherr paper which is related to the current chapter is Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000). 

Theyy focus on the cost of international trade and its possible implications for several 

empiricall  puzzles in international macroeconomics, including the home bias in consumer 

spending.. Their paper studies a number of special cases for a small country, without 

developingg and solving a fully-fledged model, as this paper does. Their two-goods model 

leadss to a remarkable discontinuity in prices. This is caused by their assumption that 

thee home country is a small open economy, which may either import or export the good 

thatt it is endowed with. Since the world price of the home good is supposed to be given, 

thee presence of trade costs implies that the home price of this good is below the price on 

thee world market when the home country is a net exporter, whereas it is above the world 

markett price when the home country is a net importer. As a result, there is a discrete 

jumpp in prices at the point where the home country changes from a net importer to a 

nett exporter. My results, derived in the context of a model with two large countries and 

aa continuum of goods, do not suffer from this peculiarity. 

Thee remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 presents the basic 

modell  and derives the equilibrium conditions assuming optimal behaviour by households 

andd firms. In section 4.3, a steady state solution and a log-linearised version of the model 

aree presented. Section 4.4 analyses the dynamics. Section 4.5 discusses money shocks. 

Sectionn 4.6 concludes this chapter. 

4.22 The model 

4.2.11 Market structure and preferences 

Thee world consists of two countries. Home and Foreign, which are completely symmetric. 

Bothh countries are inhabited by a continuum of consumer-producers. Producers in the 

homee country are indexed by z e , producers in the foreign country are indexed by 

zz E ( |, 1]. Each of them produces a single differentiated good. 

Householdd preferences are defined over an intertemporal utilit y function which in-

cludess a consumption index, real money balances and work effort: 

U,U, = £/J«[logC. + x l o j A - \L% (4.!, 
s=ts=t s 

wheree U is the lifetime utilit y of a representative household in the home country, C is 

reall  composite consumption index, M is the amount of nominal money balances held by 

thee representative household,3 P is a consumption-based price deflator, L is the amount 
3Thee moncy-in-the-utility function approach can be rationalised by arguing that real money balances 
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off  labour used in production, (3 is the discount factor, x is a parameter which captures 

thee benefit from holding real money balances and K captures the disutility from work 

effort.. Finally, s and t denote the moment in time. Time subscripts wil l be suppressed 

wheneverr possible.4 

Al ll  goods are tradable and sold in the world market. The elasticity of substitution 

betweenn goods (whether produced at Home or in Foreign) is 9. The Home consumption 

indexx of the composite good is denned by 

CC = 
ff 11 9-1 

// [c{z)\-r 
Jo Jo 

-If " " 

«fee , ^ 

(4.3) ) 

andd the Foreign consumption index of the composite good is defined by 

C*=C*=  \ \c*(z)]^dz 

Thee parameter 9 is assumed to be larger than one.5 In the remainder of this paper, 

Foreignn variables are denoted with an asterisk (*) and a different indexation of producers 

(z(z = ƒ for Foreign and z = h for Home). Apart from that, the mathematical expressions 

forr Foreign variables are identical to those found for the Home country, unless explicitly 

statedd otherwise. 

Thee consumption-based price index (defined as the minimum nominal amount of 

moneyy needed to purchase one unit of composite real consumption. C) is: 

PP = f f 
Jo Jo 

[p(z)]11 edz (4.4) ) 

wheree p(z) is the money price of good z. 

Ass mentioned before, this paper allows for cross-border trade costs. The presence of 

cross-borderr trade costs implies the possibility that the same good sells for a different 

pricee in both countries, i.e. the law of one price may not hold. The exact relationships 

betweenn prices for individual goods wil l follow from profit maximisation by firms. 

Theree is a single financial asset, an internationally traded riskless real bond denomi-

natedd in the composite consumption good. There is no capital in the model, hence firms' 

profitss consist entirely of monopoly rents. Firms are entirely domestically owned and 

alloww agents to save time in conducting transactions [Warnock (1999)]. 
4Notee that work effort enters the utility function with a negative sign, reflecting the household's 

preferencee for leisure. 
5Sincee the marginal revenue of an additional unit of output is negative when the elasticity of demand 

iss less than one, 6 > 1 is required for a positive level of output in equilibrium. 
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profitss are immediately handed back to the owners (households). Labour is immobile 

betweenn countries, so that labour income remains in the own economy. The period bud-

gett constraint (in nominal terms) for a representative household of Home can then be 

writtenn as 

PPttFFtt + Mt = P t ( l + r , _ , ) F t _ 1 + ^ _ 1 + 

+W+WttLLtt + II , - PtCt - PtTt, (4.5) 

wheree Ff is the stock of bonds held by the representative household on date t. rf_2 

iss the real interest rate on bonds between t - 1 and t. Wt is the nominal wage rate, 

II ,, is its firm's profits and Tt is a lump-sum tax or transfer. Interest rates and taxes 

aree denominated in terms of the composite good. The constraint (4.5) states that the 

householdss holdings of cash and bonds must be equal to the previous period's cash and 

bondd holdings, increased by the income from its labour and the ownership of its firm 

andd bonds, and reduced by spending on consumption and tax payments. 

II  assume that the government budget is balanced at all times. Moreover. I assume 
thatt there is no government spending. Al l seigniorage revenues are redistributed in the 
formm of transfers 

MMtt - M - i 
° ~ T t ++  Pt ' (4-6) 

Further,, the nominal interest rate it is given by 

l + i ,, = . ( 4.7} 

4.2.22 Maximisation of household utilit y 

Thee household 's maximisation problem is not directly affected by international trade 

costs.. The household's maximisation problem can be separated into an intratemporal 

andd an intertemporal problem. I solve the intratemporal problem first, 

Individuall  Home consumption of good z is given by [see Obstfeld and Rogoff (1996, 
p.. 664) for a derivation]: 

~P~)~P~) C- (4-8) 

Thee demand for good z is decreasing in its relative price, with a price elasticity of 9. 

Havingg solved the household's intra-temporal maximisation problem, I turn to the 

intertemporall  optimisation problem. The representative household maximises life-time 
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utilit yy (4.1), subject to the period budget constraint (4.5) which must be satisfied in 

everyy single period. The first-order conditions are (see Appendix A for the derivation): 

a +ii  = 0{l + rt)Ct, (4-9) 

MiMi  = xcJl  (4-10) 
PtPt ~~"V Ü 

__  (4.H) 

KPtCt KPtCt 

Equationn (4.9) is the standard Euler equation. It indicates how the total consumption 

off  goods is spread over time. This equation follows from the condition that the marginal 

utilit yy from consuming an additional unit of the composite consumption good in period t 

bee equal to the discounted marginal utilit y from saving the resources for one more period 

(earningg a real interest rate of rt) and consuming them in period t + 1. The money 

demandd equation (4.10) follows from the condition that the marginal utilit y derived 

fromm consumption in period t be equal to the marginal utilit y derived from holding cash 

balancess during that period and spending the resulting cash balances on consumption 

inn period t + 1. The labour supply equation (4.11) is the result of the condition that the 

marginall  utilit y from consuming the additional labour income be equal to the marginal 

disutilityy of the required work effort. 

4.2.33 Maximisation of firm profits 

Goodss markets are imperfectly competitive. This follows from the fact that the sub-

stitutabilityy between different varieties of the single differentiated good in this model is 

finit ee (6 < oc). Imperfect competition is an important ingredient of the model. First, it 

permitss the explicit analysis of pricing decisions. Second, equilibrium prices set above 

marginall  cost rationalise demand-determined output in the short run, since firms gain 

fromm a marginal expansion of the output level. Third, imperfect competition implies 

thatt equilibrium output falls below the social optimum. See, for example, Lane (2001). 

Thee representative home-country firm 2 is a monopolist in the production of a good 

z.z. The firm uses only one input: labour. Labour is homogeneous. The production 

processs exhibits constant returns to scale 

y{z)y{z) = al{z), ( 4 1 2) 

wheree a is labour productivity and y{z) is output of good z. 

Thee costs of international trade take the form of a 'melting loss': only a fraction 
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11 - v of all exported goods reaches its destination.67 I assume 0 < r < 1, i.e. a strictly 

positivee fraction of exports 1 - r reaches its destination and a non-negative fraction r 

failss to reach its destination. The goods markets clearing condition, which I wil l use to 

solvee the firms' optimisation problem below, takes into account this 'melting loss":8 

y(z)=c(z)y(z)=c(z) + T^-c*(z). ( 4 - 1 3) 

Thee labour market is assumed to be competitive.9 I assume that labour is immobile 

internationally,, but fully mobile within national borders. It follows directly that, in 

equilibrium,, there wil l be a single wage rate W (IT'* ) in each country. I assume that 

firmss can price-discriminate between countries. 

Firmm profits are 

U(=)U(=)  = p(z)c(z) + Xp*(z)c*(z) - Wl(z), (4.1 4) 

wheree X is the nominal exchange rate, i.e. the price of one unit of Foreign currency 
expressedd in the Home currency. The two currencies are in a floating exchange rate 
regime. . 

Thee representative Home firm z chooses p(z) and p*(z) in order to maximise profits 

(4.14),, subject to the demand function (4.8) and its Foreign counterpart, the production 

functionn (4.12) and clearing of goods markets (4.13). I assume that the firm takes Home 

andd Foreign aggregate demand C and C* as given. International trade costs enter the 

profitt function implicitly : observe that 'melted' exports cause production costs, but do 

°Thiss is a standard way of modelling in the literature, also known as 'iceberg transportation costs'. 
See.. for instance, Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000). 

'Underr alternative specifications (e.g. firms pay an import tariff to the government of the foreign 
country,, or exporting firms need to hire additional workers for ensuring compliance with foreign product 
rules),, I obtain very similar results. However, these specifications require adjustments to the expressions 
forr the household budget constraint and the current account equation, which make the resulting solution 
moree complicated. 

8Thee melting loss for Home-produced good z is a fraction r of Home exports of good z. i.e.: ml(z) = 

T[y(z)-c(z)},T[y(z)-c(z)}, Foreign imports are a fraction 1-r of Home exports: c*{z) = (l-T)[y(z)-c{z)}. Therefore, 

thee melting loss for the Home-produced good must be a fraction ^ of Foreign imports: ml{z) = 

Y^c*(z).Y^c*(z). The goods market clearing condition for Home-produced good z is y(z) = c(z) + c*{z) + ml(z), 

whichh can be simplified to equation (4.13) in the main text. 

"Thee assumption of competitive labour markets implies that firms and workers take the wage rate 

ass given when making decisions on goods production (labour demand) and labour supply respectively. 

Thiss assumption simplifies the computations, but is inessential for the purpose of this paper. 
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nott generate revenues.10 The first-order conditions are (see Appendix B for derivation): 

Thesee equations represent the optimal pricing rules for the representative Home firm 

(i.e.. for z € [0, ) under monopolistic competition. The prices in equations (4.15)-(4.16) 

aree expressed in local currency, i.e. p*(z) is in Foreign currency. Firms set the Home 

pricee equal to unit labour costs plus a mark-up of ̂ . They set the Foreign price equal 

too the Foreign currency equivalent of the Home product price multiplied by y1^. As the 

goodss market moves towards full competition (0 — 00) profit margins tend to zero. 

Similarly,, the optimal pricing rules for the Foreign firm (i.e. for z € (5,1]) are 

.. . .W 
p*(z) p*(z) 

p{z)p{z) = 

e-ije-ij a 
XX ( 0 \ w 

(4.17) ) 

(4.18) ) 
T - T )) \B-IJ a 

Itt follows directly from the optimal pricing rules (4.15)-(4.18) that 

11 r ! i 

Xp*(z)Xp*(z) = Y^P^' f o r z 6[ ° - 2 ^ 
(4.19) ) 

p(z)p(z) = -^—Xp*(z).ïovze(l-,l\. (4-20) 
1 1 

Itt is optimal for firms to price-discriminate between markets. Optimal price setting 

impliess that firms fully pass on the costs of international trade to consumers abroad. 

Thus,, the law of one price does not hold.11 

10Whenn melting losses occur, one needs to distinguish carefully between firm output and firm income. 

However,, it turns out that, under optimal price setting, both are equal in the model in this paper. Output 

y(z)y(z) must satisfy the production function (4.12) and the goods market clearing condition (4.13). Income 

y(z)y(z) is defined by p(z)y(z) = Wl(z) + Tl(z) = p(z)c(z) + Xp*{z)c*{z). Using equation (4.19), which 

followss directly from optimal price-setting, I find p(z)y(z) = p(z)c{z) + T̂p(z)c*{z). Dividing both 

sidess by p(z) and using equation (4.13) yields y(z) = y(z). Hence, I will be able to use the terms output 

andd income interchangeably. Strictly speaking, the former includes melted exports whereas the latter 

doess not, but (as will be seen further on in this subsection) optimal price setting guarantees that the 

higherr price received for exports precisely offsets the negative impact of the melting loss on income. 
111 The firm income per unit produced for the foreign market is the same as per unit produced for the 

domesticc market. In terms of firm revenue, the price charged abroad, which is a fraction r higher than 

file:///B-IJ
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Thee labour demand function follows directly from the production function (4.12): 

r(z)r(z)  = -y{ aaV[z)V[z)-- (4.2i; 

II  wil l assume the labour market to clear in equilibrium. The labour market clearing 
conditionn for the home country is: 

VV = Jo ld{Z)dZ- (4" 22) 
withh Ls as given by equation (4.11) and ld(z) given by equation (4.21). 

4.2.44 The home bias 

Combiningg the consumer demand equation (4.8) and its Foreign counterpart with the 

pricee relationships (4.19)^(4.20) and assuming symmetry between producers in the same 

countryy yields the expressions for Home consumption of Home-produced and Foreign-

producedd goods 

«""  (my-
Inn equilibrium, under international symmetry:12 

^U)-^U)-(l(l~~T)T) > L (4-23) 

Thus,, transportation costs and the price-elasticity of demand together determine the 

distributionn of consumer spending over domestically-produced and imported goods. Let 

66 be the share of income spent on domestically-produced goods:13 

y(h)y(h) c(h) + ^c(f) 1 + (1 - r ) ^ i " (4-24) 

thee price charged in the domestic market, precisely offsets the melting loss, which amounts to a fraction 
rr of the volume of exports. Only in the special case that these costs tend to zero (r -» 0), it becomes 
optimall  to sell goods for the same price in both countries and the law of one price is restored, as in 
Obstfeldd and Rogoff (1995). 

"Equationn (4.23) is derived using the two previous equations, equation (4.20) and international 

symmetry.. Under international symmetry, the prices of Home-produced and Foreign-produced goods 

onn the Home market are identical, after correcting for trade costs, i.e. p(h)/p(f) = (1 - T). 
I II It does not matter whether <S is defined in nominal or real terms. Note that Home income equals 

Homee output: Wl(h) + U(h) = p(h)c(h) + Xp*(h)c*(h) = p(h)y(h). Thus, the share of nominal income 

spentt on (the nominal value of) domestically-produced goods is 6 = p{h)c{h)/\p{h)y{h)\ = c(h)/y(h). 
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wheree I have used equations (4.13), (4.23) and international symmetry.14 

II  define the home bias p as the share of income spent on domestically-produced 

goodss in excess of the 'neutral' level, where the neutral level of spending on domestically-

producedd goods is the share of the Home country in world output. In the special case of 

twoo countries of equal size, the neutral spending ratio is equal to 1/2. Thus: 

Whenn markets are fully integrated (r = 0), both countries consume identical goods 

basketss (6 = \, so that 0 = 0). When markets are less than fully integrated (r > 0), 

theree is a bias towards spending on domestically-produced goods {6 > , so that 0 > 0), 

sincee firms charge a higher price to foreign customers and since consumers are sensitive 

too relative prices. Theoretically, when firms would charge a lower price abroad than in 

theirr home market, the home bias could actually be negative. 

Whenn the price-elasticity of demand is very low {9 -> 1), there is no home bias 

(lime-aa 0 = 0). The consumers' 'love for variety' is strong enough to overcome even high 

costss to international trade. By contrast, when the price-elasticity of demand is very high 

(00 _> oo), positive transportation costs (r > 0) imply that firms are unable to compete in 

foreignn markets. Consumers are very sensitive to prices, so they are unwilling to pay more 

forr the variety that foreign goods bring.15 They wil l spend all money on domestically-

producedd goods (the home bias attains its maximum value: l i m ö ^ / 3 = |) and no 

internationall  trade wil l take place. Even in less extreme cases, small transportation 

costss can cause a large home bias, as we wil l see below. 

Tablee 1 shows the sensitivity of the home bias with respect to the price-elasticity 

off  demand (0) and the costs of international trade (r). The literature provides some 

(implicit )) estimates for the price-elasticity of demand. Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000) cite 

aa number of papers that have estimated product mark-ups. According to their survey, 

mostt authors find results that correspond to a price-elasticity of demand (0) in a range 

betweenn 3.5 and 6,16 but some find a price-elasticity as high as 20 for OECD countries. 

"Alternatively,, one could look at the share of domestically-produced goods in consumption, defined 

ass = c^ ) / [ c ( ^ y + c( / ) ] = i / [ i + (1 - Tf\. The difference between the share of domestically-produced 

goodss in consumption (-,) and the share of domestically-produced goods in income (or equivalent ly: 

output)) (6) is caused by the melting loss. The difference between the two will be quantitatively relevant 

onlyy when r is sufficiently large and 6 is not too large. I have chosen to focus on 6 in the main text, 

sincee this variable wil l help to simplify the notation in the loglinearation of the model later on in this 

CC 15When the degree of substitutability (0) increases, the product variety is lower. Therefore, the 

additionall  variety that foreign goods bring is also lower. 
""Thee markup equals 1/(0-1), so that 0 = 3.5 is associated with a markup of 40%, 9 = 6 corresponds 
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Thee literature also provides a basis to quantify trade costs (r). Smith and Venables 

(1988)) estimate the tariff-equivalent of intra-EC trade barriers to be between 23 and 

44%.. Verwaai and Cnossen (2000) conclude that the compliance costs of new VAT and 

statisticall  requirements alone have a lower bound of 5% of the value of intra-EU trade. 

Rosee and Van Wincoop (2001) find that the tariff-equivalent of not using the same 

currencyy is 26%. These findings in the literature explain the choice of the parameters in 

Tablee 1. 

Tabl ee 1: Transportat io n costs and home bias 

== 5 

== 10 

20 0 

tradee cost home bias trade share spending ratio 

11 I 1-6 c(h)/c(f) 

5% % 

20% % 

50% % 

5% % 

20% % 

50% % 

5% % 

20% % 

50% % 

5% % 

20% % 

50% % 

3% % 

11% % 

30% % 

5% % 

21% % 

44% % 

11% % 

38% % 

50% % 

23% % 

49% % 

50% % 

47% % 

39% % 

20% % 

45% % 

29% % 

6% % 

39% % 

12% % 

0% % 

27% % 

1% % 

0% % 

1.2 2 

2.0 0 

8.0 0 

1.3 3 

3.1 1 

32.0 0 

1.7 7 

9.3 3 

>200 0 

2.8 8 

86.7 7 

>200 0 

too a markup of 20% and 9 = 20 is associated with a markup of 5%. 
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Tablee 1 illustrates that the higher the price-elasticity of demand and the higher the 

costss of international trade, the larger the home bias. Small trade costs can cause a large 

homee bias. For the average price-elasticity reported in the literature (0 = 5), a 20% cost 

iss sufficient to lead to a substantial home bias {(3 = 21%). In the case of 0 = 20, trade 

costss of just over five per cent are sufficient to generate a similar home bias. 

Thee quantitative results in Table 1 are relevant only for large economic areas.17 But 

evenn for regions like the euro area and the United States, the quantitative results from 

aa model with two countries of equal size can only give a very rough indication. 

Severall  recent papers focus on the ratio of consumer spending on home-produced 

andd imported goods, as defined by equation (4.23): the 'spending ratio'. The spending 

ratioss reported in the empirical literature vary greatly. McCallum (1995) finds that, 

afterr controlling for population size and distance, Canadian consumers are 22 times 

moree likely to buy from a Canadian producer than from a US producer.18 At the other 

endd of the spectrum, Wei (1996) reports a spending ratio of 2.5 for OECD countries, 

afterr controlling for economic size, distance between countries, geographic location and 

aa possible linguistic tie. Wolf (1997) examines whether the home bias is also present at 

thee sub-national level (i.e. whether it applies to trade between regions). He concludes 

affirmatively,, but also finds that the international home bias is larger (by a factor five) 

thann the intra-national home bias. A recent study by Head and Mayer (2000) puts the 

spendingg ratio for European countries at 12, down from 21 in the late 1970s. 

Thee home bias (ƒ?) has a one-to-one relationship with the share of foreign trade in 

nationall  output (1-6). The latter variable is observable from a country's national 

accounts.. For the euro area and the United States, the trade share amounts to 10-15% 

off  GDP. 
Whatt reduction in the costs of international trade is required to explain the substan-

17Inn this model, both countries account for half of world output, so that in the absence of trade costs 

(i.e.. when r = 0), the share of trade in national income is 50%. Small open economies, such as the 

Netherlandss and Belgium, account for only 1-2% of world output. Therefore, in the absence of trade 

costs,, the share of trade in national income should be 98-99% for these countries. Thus, the home bias 

causedd by the costs of international trade needs to be measured against another (higher) baseline value 

forr small countries. 
18Thee finding of segmented national markets is confirmed by Engel and Rogers (1996) who study 

pricee dispersion across the US-Canadian border, rather than the volume of trade. They find that the 

distancee between cities explains a significant amount of the variation in the prices of similar goods in 

differentt cities. But the variation of the price is much higher for two cities located in different countries 

thann for two equidistant cities in the same country, even after taking into account such factors as the 

influencee of the nominal exchange rate on the calculation of cross-border prices, the role of sticky prices 

andd the relative homogeneity of labour markets within countries. 
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tiall  decline in the home bias for European countries between the late 1970s and the late 

1990ss reported by Head and Mayer? If 0 = 5 (the average price-elasticity reported in 

thee literature) is believed to be realistic (it is probably even lower for luxury goods), 

thenn Head and Mayer's empirical finding that the spending ratio for European countries 

hass declined from twenty-one to twelve implies that the cost of international trade has 

declinedd from 45% to 40% of the value of the traded products. However, if we believe 

99 = 20 to be more realistic (as may be the case for commodities, like wheat), the implied 

declinee in the cost of international trade is from 14% to 12%. This suggests that a rela-

tivelyy small decline (of two to five percentage points) in trade costs would be sufficient to 

explainn the observed reduction in the home bias over a twenty-year period. But, again, 

onee should be careful not to overstress the validity of the exact numbers for real-world 

countries. . 

Twoo results emerge from the considerations above. First, for realistic values of the 

price-elasticityy parameter, small trade costs lead to a substantial home bias in interna-

tionall  trade. Thus, small trade costs are sufficient to explain the empirical finding that 

onlyy a relatively small part of income is spent on foreign-produced goods. Second, the 

substantiall  decline in the home bias for European countries since the late 1970s can be 

explainedd by a relatively small reduction in trade costs. The policy implication is the 

existencee of a window of opportunities for the completion of the Single Market, 

4.33 Loglinearising the model 

Thee model does not yield simple closed-form solutions for general paths of exogenous 

variables,, due to monopoly pricing and the endogeneity of output. Therefore, in order 

too study the dynamics, the model will be linearised around a symmetric steady state. 

Thee first step in this direction is deriving the solution for the initial symmetric steady 

state. . 

4.3.11 A symmetric steady state 

Inn a steady state, all exogenous variables are constant. Steady-state values wil l be 

representedd by overbars. It follows directly from (4.9) that real interest rate equality 

holdss across countries in the steady state. The steady state world real interest rate f is19 

- __ ! - / ? 
r " —  (4.25) 

equat ionn (4.25) is equivalent to fi = j ^ , .showing that 0 is the usual discount factor. 
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Fromm the household budget constraint (4.5), it follows that steady state consumption 

iss (see Appendix C for derivation): 

CC = fF + ^ Y, (4-26) 

wheree V9 is the output deflator and P is the consumption-based price index of goods in 

thee Home country. The output deflator is the aggregate of price of domestically-produced 

goods.. This measure is unaffected by trade costs. The consumption-based price index is 

affectedd not only by the output deflator P35, but also by import prices [which are related 

too the Foreign output deflator as in equation (4.20)]. 

Inn steady state, the current account must be balanced, but this is not necessarily 

thee case for the trade account.20 Equation (4.26) shows that the home country can run 

aa trade deficit in steady state (PC > P ' T ) ,2 1 but only if it owns interest-bearing net 

foreignn assets (F > 0).22 

Wee now have a system of 20 independent equations in 21 endogenous variables (see 

Appendixx D). Given that the model contains more endogenous variables than indepen-

dentt equations, there would be a multiplicity of solutions for the steady state. 

Followingg Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995), we impose the starting condition of zero net 

foreignn assets: 

F oo = 0, 
20Equationn (4.26) is the current account equation. It is derived by adding up the private budget 

constraintt (which follows from substituting the expression for firm profits into the household's budget 

constraint)) and the government's (balanced) budget constraint. Transportation costs do not affect the 

expressionn for the household budget constraint (4.5) and the government budget constraint (4.6), so this 

mustt also be true for the current account equation (4.26) (= the national budget constraint). However, 

transportationn costs do affect the value of several variables in these constraints. Transportation costs 

alsoo affect the change in the current account position (dF/C0) in response to exogenous shocks [see 

formulaa (4.50) below], 
211 The share of melted exports is not included in the trade balance, since the melted goods are not 

soldd to foreign residents and therefore do not generate income to domestic producers. Under optimal 

pricee setting, firm income is not affected by the size of the melting loss, since this is fully recovered by 

chargingg a higher price for the same product abroad. Therefore, as shown in footnote 10, firm income 

equalss firm output and both can be represented by a single variable Y. 
220ptimall  pricing by firms implies that export prices are equal to domestic producer prices multiplied 

byy a correction factor for trading costs (jh^P") and that import prices (Foreign export prices) are 

equall  to Foreign producer prices expressed in the Home currency multiplied by a correction factor for 

tradingg costs (ThfX{PpY) [see equations (4.19)-(4.20)]. The terms of trade equal export, prices divided 

byy import prices: PP/X(PP)*. The terms of trade are favourable if export prices exceed import prices. 

Thee costs of international trade do not affect the terms of trade, because of the assumption that these 

costss are equal for both countries. 
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whichh closes the model in the sense that the solution is now uniquely determined. 

Combiningg (4.11), (4.12), (4.15) yields 

YY00 = a 
1^)1^)  (4-27) 

CoCo = a(V)è{i[ l  + ( l - r , - ] } A . (4.28) ) 

Thee expression for output corresponds to the result, reported by Obstfeld and Rogoff 

(1995).. Steady state output increases as the economy moves towards more competition 

{9{9 T). In the absence of transportation costs (r = 0), output and consumption are equal 

inn the steady state (Y0 = C0). However, in general, steady state consumption wil l be 

smallerr than (or equal to) output, due to the presence of costs of international trade.23 

Thee shape of the money demand equation is unaffected by trade costs: 

M 00 x — 

7 ^^ = ( W ) C ° - (4-29) 

Usingg equation (4.26) and the starting condition of zero net foreign assets, it follows 
immediatelyy that: 

gg = ^ = { i [ l + ( l - r ) ' - ] } A < l . 

Duee to the presence of transportation costs, the consumption-based price index wil l 

bee higher than the production-based price index in equilibrium: P0 > ? J. An increase 

inn the costs of international trade affects the consumption-based price index (P0) via two 

channels.244 First, it has an upward impact on the price of imports (as costs are passed 

onn to the consumer). Second, an increase in trade costs enhances the home bias, thus 

reducingg the import weight in total consumption. Whereas higher priced imports push 

upp the consumption-based price index, the increase in the home bias has a moderating 

2JNotee that steady state output is not affected by the transportation costs. This is explained by the 

factt that higher transportation costs lead to lower Foreign import demand, but also lead to higher iceberg 

transportationn losses, which require shipments in excess of Foreign import demand. The lower Foreign 

importt demand is precisely offset by the higher excess shipments required. In terms of firm profits, 

lowerr Foreign import demand and higher export prices exactly offset each other. Thus, transportation 

costss are borne entirely by consumers. This feature greatly simplifies the algebra. 
24Thee level of the output deflator in the initial steady state (P^) is not affected (directly nor indirectly) 

byy the level of transportation costs. Therefore, the r a t i o ^ / P0 is affected by transportation costs only 
viavia their impact on the consumption-based price index P0. 
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impact.255 The first effect dominates. Thus, an increase in the costs of international trade 

unambiguouslyy leads to an increase in the general price level.26 The implication is that 

thee completion of the European Single Market (i.e. a reduction in trade costs) would 

leadd to a permanent decline in the general price level (and a temporarily lower inflation 

rate).27 7 

I tt is directly clear from equations (4.1), (4.12), (4.27), (4.28) and (4.29) that a reduc-

tionn in trade costs is welfare-enhancing in a steady state equilibrium: the equilibrium 

levelss of consumption and real money balances increase, whereas the equilibrium level 

off  work effort is unaffected. 

4.3.22 Logl inear isat ion 

Too allow for asymmetries between the two countries, it is helpful to log-linearise the 

modell  around the initial steady state. Define Zt = dZt/Z0, i.e. variables with a hat 

denotee percentage changes from the initial steady state. It wil l be assumed that the 

costss of international trade (r) are constant. 

Thee labour demand function (4.21) is the easiest one to linearise. Taking logs, taking 

totall  differentials and evaluating at the initial steady state yields that changes in labour 

demandd are proportional to changes in output 

LL = Y. (4-3°) 

Similarly,, it follows from the optimum pricing rule (4.15) that changes in the output 

pricee deflator are proportional to changes in the nominal wage 

pppp = w. (4-31) 

Thee linearised form of the first-order conditions of the households' intertemporal opti-

misationn problem [(4.9), (4.10), (4.11)] is 

C mm = {l-0)r t + Ct,  ̂ (4-32) 

MMtt-P-Ptt = Ct-P[r t + ?f^l (4-33) 

LL = W-P-C. (4-34) 
25Thee second effect explains the fact that for r -+ 1 (i.e. the product almost entirely 'melts' during 

transportion),, the consumption-based price index does not go to infinity, but asymptotically approaches 

P00 = (2)^/C 
26Neven.. Norman and Thisse (1991) obtain a similar result in a different model. 
27I tt is quite natural to model the completion of the internal market as a reduction in the cost of 

intra-EUU trade. See, for instance, Smith and Venables (1988). 
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Thee consumer price index is affected not only by the price of domestically-produced 

goods,, but also by the price of imported goods. From equations (4.4) and (4.20), it 

followss that 

/lï^wi--

== {lip") 1-'+ \i~(ppr\'-' 
wheree the second equality follows from symmetry among producers in the same country. 

Linearisationn of these equations yields the expressions for small percentage deviations 

off  consumer prices from the initial steady state 

pp = SPP + (1 - 6)[(Ppy + X], (4.35) 

withh 6 as defined in equation (4.24). The corresponding equation for the Foreign country 
is s 

P-P- = 6(PPr + (l-6)[Pp-X]. (4.36) 

Ann increase in the Home output price deflator leads to a less than proportional increase 

inn the Home and Foreign consumer price indices (CPIs). Due to the presence of the 

(endogenous)) home bias, an increase in the output price deflator has a larger impact 

onn the Home price level than on the Foreign price level. The effect of exchange-rate 

movementss on the CPIs depends on the trade costs: the larger the trade costs, the larger 

thee home bias in spending, thus the smaller the effect of a given change in the exchange 

ratee on the CPIs. 

Inn the absence of trade costs (r = 0 => 6 = | ), subtracting (4.36) from (4.35) yields 

thee familiar purchasing power parity (PPP) relationship. 

Linearisingg the expression for demand for individual goods (4.8), substituting the 

markett clearing condition (4.13) and aggregating over all goods yields 

YY = 6C + (l- 6)C* -e{Pp-6P-(l- 6)[P* + X}}. (4.37) 

Notee that trade costs enter the equations (4.35), (4.36) and (4.37) of the log-linear model 

viaa S (which positively depends on trade costs and on the price-elasticity of demand). 

4.44 Dynamics 

Thiss section studies the model's dynamics. Importantly, I assume that wages cannot 

adjustt in the short run, but are fully flexible in the long-run. I wil l first discuss the 
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long-runn steady state equilibrium,28 then the short-run equilibrium and finally the effect 

off  international wealth transfers, which play an important role in the model's dynamics. 

Thiss wil l provide some insight, before I turn to solving the model explicitly for money 

shockss in section 4.5. 

4.4.11 Comparing steady states 

Thee difference between national consumer price indices depends on the national output 

deflatorss and the exchange rate (see Appendix F for derivation): 

ffdd = (26 - l)(p})d + 2(1 - 6)t. (4-38) 

Inn the basic Obstfeld and Rogoff model, consumer spending is equally divided over 

Homee and Foreign output. The somewhat unrealistic result of this assumption is that 

thee difference between consumer price indices and the difference between national output 

deflatorss are uncorrected in their model (as can be seen by setting 6 = \ in the equation 

above).. Here, the difference between consumer price indices and the difference between 

nationall  output deflators are positively correlated (26 - 1 > 0), as one would expect.29 

Thee exchange rate has a positive, but less than proportionate (0 < 2(1 - 6) < 1) impact 

onn the CPI difference.30 

Thee difference between national outputs is as follows: 

ffdd = -4S(l - 6)B(P)d + 45(1 - 6)0f + (26 - 1)C*. (4-39) 

Thiss equation leads to the following observations. The first term on the right-hand side 

indicatess that relative output is declining in its own relative price: if the relative price 

off  Home output increases, lower demand for the Home product wil l induce lower Home 

28Recalll  that the initial steady state which is symmetric internationally. Long-run steady state 

changes,, however, can be asymmetric. 
29Forr all OECD countries for which data are available, the difference between the change in the 

nationall  GDP deflator and the change in the US GDP deflator is positively correlated to the difference 

betweenn the change in the national consumption deflator and the change in the US consumption deflator 

overr the 1961-2000 period. The (unweighted) average correlation coefficient is .84. This result appears 

robustt for the choice of the benchmark country (here: the United States). 
30Notee that the exchange rate is more than just a scaling factor in this model. The profit margin 

iss constant: see pricing formula (4.15). Therefore, short-run wage rigidities directly translate into 

short-runn output price rigidities. This implies there is a role for the exchange rate in facilitating the 

achievementt of an equilibrium. 
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output.. The existence of positive trade costs has a moderating impact on the own-price 

effectt [6 > \ implies 46(1 - 6)0 < 9]. The reason is that positive trade costs imply a 

homee bias in consumer spending (r > 0 =j> 6 > I ) , so that the general price level is 

moree strongly correlated with the price of domestic output.32 This limit s the real price 

increasee of Home output, which is the relevant price for consumer demand [see equation 

(4.8)].. Thejecond term on the right-hand side shows that an appreciation of the Foreign 

currencyy (X > 0) wil l stimulate Home output, by reducing the price of Home output 

forr Foreign consumers and raising the price of Foreign output for Home consumers. 

However,, positive trade costs reduce the impact of exchange rate movements [again: 

88 > \ implies 46(1 - 6)0 < $]. The intuition is that positive trade costs lead to a home 

biass in consumer spending, which means that a smaller share of consumption involves 

cross-borderr transactions (i.e. the transactions affected by exchange rate movements). 

Thee third term on the right-hand side in equation (4.39) is new. This term would not 

arisee when consumer spending were equally divided over home and foreign output (i.e. 

whenn 6=\). The presence of a home bias implies that most of an increase in consumer 

spendingg falls on the domestic economy. Therefore, a relative increase in Home consumer 

spendingg induces a larger positive impact on Home than on Foreign output. In the basic 

Obstfeldd and Rogoff model, the consumption differential and the output differential are 

uncorrelated.. Here, I obtain the more plausible result that there is a positive correlation 

betweenn both {26 - 1 > 0).33 

4.4.22 Short-run equilibrium 

Givenn a constant mark-up and constant labour productivity, the assumption of short-

runn nominal wage stickiness directly implies short-run stickiness of output prices [see 

equationn (4.15)]. However, the consumption price index also incorporates imported 

goods.. Therefore, it wil l change whenever the exchange rate changes (see Appendix 

31I nn the absence of trading costs (r = 0 => 6 = i ) , equation (4.39) reduces to F*  = -0(P>)d + 0%, 
ass in Obstfeld-RogofT (1995). Thus, an increase in the relative price of Home output will lead to a more 
thann proportional decline of Home output (the coefficient is 9 > 1). 

32Moree than half of the products sold in the Home market are produced in the Home country. There-

fore,, the weight of Home products in the Home CPI is more than one half. Note that, using equation 

(4.38),, equation (4.39) can be rewritten as: 7 = -6^)d + 2(1 - 8)0% + (26 - 1)0?* + (28 - l ) c^ 
33Forr all OECD countries for which data are available, the difference between national GDP growth 

andd US GDP growth is positively correlated to the difference between national consumption growth and 

USS consumption growth over the 1961-2000 period. The (unweighted) average correlation coefficient is 

.70.. This result appears robust for the choice of the benchmark country (here: the United States). 
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FF for the full short-run model): 

F dd = 2(1 - 6)X < X, (4-4°) 

wheree the inequality follows directly from 6 > . Thus, the presence of trade costs 

impliess that the exchange rate has a less than proportionate impact on the international 

CPII  difference.34 

Short-runn aggregate output is: 

YYdd = 46(1 - 6)9X + {26 - l)Cd. (4-41) 

Forr 6 = , this equation reduces to Yd = BX. In the more general form, the impact of the 

exchangee rate on the output differential is reduced by the home bias (since the home bias 

inn consumption reduces the relative importance of imported goods). This seems more 

realisticc than the finding from the basic Obstfeld and Rogoff model that exchange rate 

movementss have a strong impact on output differences. In the current model, the effect 

iss still somewhat strong, but less so than in the basic model. Moreover, the home bias 

introducess a positive feedback of the consumption differential on the output differential 

{26{26 - 1 > 0), which adds another element of realism to the model. 

4.4.33 International wealth transfers 

Internationall  wealth transfers play an essential role in the model's dynamics. In par-

ticular,, a temporary shock may affect the long-run equilibrium via its impact on the 

internationall  distribution of wealth. International wealth transfers are endogenously de-

terminedd in the short run. I wil l discuss the impact of wealth transfers on the long-run 

equilibriumm here, before solving the model explicitly for shocks to the money supply and 

thee ensuing wealth shifts in the next section. 

Thee model's symmetry admits a simple solution approach. I Erst solve for differences 

betweenn Home and Foreign variables and then for world aggregates. This approach also 

providess a better insight in the underlying intuition. 
Fromm the linearised versions of equation (4.26) and its Foreign counterpart: 

dddd = 2fS+fd+(p)d-fd. (4-42) 
Cn n 

34II  obtain a similar result in chapter 5 of this thesis. However, a crucial difference is that the less 

thann proportionate impact of the exchange rate on the general price level follows from the presence of 

non-tradablee goods in the model in chapter 5, whereas it follows from the existence of positive trade 

costss in the current chapter. 
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Iff  output were exogenous (i.e. when labour input were fixed), a wealth transfer 

equall  to 1% of steady state consumption to the Home country would lead to a steady-

statee international consumption differential of 2r%: Home country residents would raise 

consumptionn by r% and Foreign residents would reduce consumption by r%, where r 

iss the interest rate received on the wealth transfer. However, output, is endogenous in 

thiss model: the net wealth transfer leads Home residents to work less and enjoy more 

leisure.. Foreign country residents do the opposite, leading to the following (negative) 

internationall  output differential: 

yydd _ rdF 

Thee endogeneity of output causes the consumption differential between the Home and 
Foreignn country to be smaller than 2fdF1/C0. 

Thee home country long-run terms of trade, given by35 

TOT=(P)TOT=(P)dd-X-X = - 1^1. < A A A , 
KK ] ( i - W - i ) a + i ] c 0 ' (4'44) 

improvee when the Home country receives a transfer. This improvement is driven by the 

labour-leisuree decision. The Home country residents1 decision to work less reduces Home 

outputt and therefore has an upward effect on the terms of trade. In the absence of trade 

costss (r = 0 and hence 6 = , a wealth transfer of 1 percent of C0 would lead to a 

changee in the terms of trade by r/9%. For positive trade costs (r > 0 and hence 6 > , 

thee terms of trade improve by more than that. The intuition is that the additional 

Homee demand caused by a wealth transfer falls mainly on Home-produced goods, thus 

re-inforcingg the price increase of Home goods relative to the price of Foreign goods. 

Thee impact of the terms of trade on consumption is reduced by the presence of 
positivee trade costs:36 

^d ^d 

PY-PPY-P = 
2626 rdF 

2(6^1)6^-1^;2(6^1)6^-1^; = 2*1 " 6)T0T *  TOT' (4-45) 

wheree the inequality follows from r > 0 (which implies 6 > \). Intuitively, trade costs 
implyy that only a relatively small share of output is traded, so that terms of trade changes 

ll  that the terms of trade are given by PX/PM. Using the optimal pricing formulas, the terms 

off  trade can be rewritten as PX/PAI = pv  The terms of trade are favourable if export prices 

exceedd import prices. Thus, an increase of domestic output prices leads to an improvement in the terms 

off  trade. See footnote 22. 

J^RecaU^fromm equation (4.42) that the international consumption differential C*  is a function of 

(PVV  - f . 
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havee a relatively small impact on overall consumption. However, this reduction in the 

termss of trade impact on consumption is dominated by the magnifying impact of trade 

costss on the size of the long-run terms of trade change [equation (4.44)].37 

Fromm equations (4.42), (4.43) and (4.45), the consumption differential is 

^.d^.d 296 + 1 rdF 9 + 1 rdF (4 4 6) 
CC = 2{9-l)8 + l C0 ~ 0 Co ' 

where,, again, the inequality follows from r > 0 (which implies «5 > \). Thus, for positive 

tradee costs, the consumption differential is larger than the value reported by Obstfeld 

andd Rogoff (1995). The reason is that the home bias induces the additional consumption 

causedd by a wealth transfer to be mainly spent on Home goods. Thus, any additional 

Homee consumption benefits Foreign producers only to a limited extent and therefore does 

nott generate income abroad to the same extent as when the additional consumption were 

equallyy divided over Home and Foreign goods. 

4.55 Money shocks 

Thiss section focuses on monetary shocks, because the role of nominal rigidities is best 

illustratedd in the case of monetary shocks and it is this kind of disturbance that flexible-

pricee models are least well-equipped to handle. See Lane (2001). I wi lUaket i ie case of 

ann unanticipated permanent increase in the Home money supply, i.e. M = M. 

4.5.11 Long-run impact 

Onee implication for monetary policy follows directly from the previous subsection. As 

wil ll  be seen below, an expansion of the Home money supply induces a short-run de-

preciationn of the Home currency and a short-run current account surplus for the Home 

country,, which is balanced by a net transfer of financial assets from Foreign to Home. 

Thee accumulation of net foreign assets implies that, in the long run, Home residents 

cann afford to consume more and work less. The long-run terms of trade improve (this 

iss required to achieve long-run equilibrium on the current account), which reinforces the 

possibilityy for Home residents to consume more. Thus, equation (4.46) implies that a 

moneyy supply shock, via the wealth effect, has an upward effect on the long-run con-

sumptionn differential. In other words, money can have real effects in the long-run via the 

a7Thiss can be seen by noting that (f)d - f is increasing in Ö (and thus increasing in r). 
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intertemporall  consumption smoothing channel (Obstfeld and Rogoff. 1996. p. 680).38 

Internationall  trade costs imply that monetary policy becomes more effective with 

respectt to the international consumption differential. The intuition is as follows. First, 

positivee costs of international trade imply that a money impulse leads to a larger accu-

mulationn of net foreign assets. Trade costs cause a home bias in consumption, making 

thee general price level less sensitive to the exchange rate [see equation (4.38)]. There-

fore,, a larger short-run exchange rate depreciation is required to reach equilibrium in the 

moneyy market. The larger short-run exchange rate depreciation induces a larger current 

accountt surplus, i.e. more net foreign assets are accumulated.39 The additional inter-

estt income on net foreign assets facilitates a larger long-run consumption differential. 

Secondly,, the home bias implies that the additional Home consumption caused by the 

wealthh transfer is mainly spent on Home goods (i.e. there is a smaller 'import leak'). 

Thiss widens the consumption differential further. Thus, the presence of trade costs rein-

forcess the transmission from money to consumption via the accumulation of net foreign 

assetss and via the terms of trade.40 

Next,, we turn to the international price differential. Combining the steady-state 
versionn of equation (4.33) with equation (4.46) yields: 

PP--MM-W^WTÏV;*-W^WTÏV;* MM - — ë - (4-47) 

where,, again, the inequality follows from r > 0 (which implies S > §). The wealth 

redistributionn effect which causes money to affect long-run real consumption differentials, 

alsoo implies that the long-run price differential changes less than proportionately to a 
^d^d -—-d J 

permanentt money shock: P < M 

Thee presence of positive trade costs reduces the influence of monetary policy on the 

internationall  price differential.41 The intuition is as follows. A monetary impulse affects 

'18Thee long-run effect of money on consumption should not be overstated. It is in the order of 
magnitudee of the real interest rate, which is explained by the fact that it derives from the yield on net 
foreignn assets accumulated in the short run. 

'59Thee larger short-run exchange rate depreciation induced by a higher value of 6 leads to a larger 
outputt differential, even though a higher S also reduces_thejmpact of the exchange rate on output. The 
short-runn current account balance can be written as: dF/C0 = Yd - AId. showing that a larger output 
differentiall  implies a larger short-run surplus on the current account. 

""Technically,, the first effect is that the value of dF/C0 in equation (4.46) is increasing in é [as will be 
shownn in equation (4.50) below], whereas the second effect is that the coefficient of dF/C0 in equation 
(4.46)) is increasing in 6. 

44technically,technically, this is the flip-side of the higher effectiveness of money with respect to consumption. 

Long-termm equilibrium in the money market requires that a permanent increase in the money supply is 
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pricess via wages and via the exchange rate.42 Trade costs imply that more net foreign 

assetss are accumulated after a Home money expansion (see above). The larger accumu-

lationn of net foreign assets implies a larger net demand for Foreign-produced products. 

Thee larger net demand for Foreign products means that a larger improvement in the 

Homee terms of trade is required, which is achieved via a smaller long-run depreciation of 

thee Home currency [see equation (4.44)]. Thus, trade costs reduce the impact of a Home 

moneyy shock on the exchange rate. Therefore, trade costs also reduce the effectiveness 

off  a money shock with respect to the international price differential. 

Wee have seen that positive costs of international trade enhance the effectiveness of 

monetaryy policy with respect to consumption and reduces the effectiveness of monetary 

policyy with respect to the general price level. It follows that in an environment of 

decliningdeclining costs of international trade, monetary policy becomes less effective with respect 

too consumption, but more effective with respect to the general price level. 

Tradee costs do not affect the long-run value of world aggregates (see Appendix F).43 

Ass with zero trade costs, money is neutral at the world level in the long run. World 

moneyy shocks wil l translate one-for-one into price increases at the world level. 

4.5.22 Short-run impact 

Next,, turn to the short run. Recall that I consider the impact of an unanticipated 

permanentt shock to the Home money supply. 

Inn the short run, wages cannot adjust to money shocks. As a result, monetary policy 

iss able to affect output and consumption. As shown in Appendix F, trade costs do not 

affectt the short-run change in world aggregates. 

Thee reduced-form solutions for international differences are: 

fullyy reflected in an increase in the nominal value of consumption. In other words, equilibrium requires 

thatt a money shock is distributed over real consumption and prices. Trade costs make monetary 

policyy more effective with respect to international consumption (see above). Therefore, positive costs 

off  international trade must reduce the effectiveness of monetary policy with respect to the general price 

level.. . . . c a 
42Fromm equations (4.31) and (4.38), the international price differential is a weighted average ot the 

internationall  wage differential and the change in the exchange rate: P = aW + (1 - a)X, where 
aa = 2 6 - 1. .. , . 

43Thiss does not imply that trade costs only have distributive effects in this model. Recall that in 
thiss section, I consider small changes in variables. From equation (4.28), trade costs do have a negative 
impactt on the equilibrium value of consumption. 
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YYdd - [1 l 2 ^ - 1 ) ifr * 

££dd = r(2S9-l)(2Se+l) ~d 

[26(9-l)[26(9-l) + l][2  +f(260+1)] ' (4-49) 

Itt is easy to show that Yd > Cd. The intuition is that output becomes demand-

determinedd when wages are rigid. Under monopolistic competition, prices are set above 

thee marginal cost of production. Therefore, at the margin, it is profitable for firms to 

accommodatee additional demand by producing more output.44 As we shall see below, 

aa ^monetary expansion in the home country causes a depreciation of the home currency 

(X(X > 0). This induces net foreign demand for Home goods (Yd > Cd). Both Yd and 

CCdd are increasing in 6, i.e. the output differential and consumption differential increase 

inn trade costs. The intuition is as follows. First, we have already seen that the long-

runn consumption differential is increasing in trade costs. Intertemporal consumption 

smoothingg implies that the short-run consumption differential must also be increasing 

inn trade costs. Secondly, a larger short-run exchange rate depreciation is required to 

achievee money market equilibrium. The larger exchange-rate depreciation leads to a 

largerr net foreign demand for Home goods, i.e. the net foreign demand for Home goods 

iss also increasing in trade costs. If the short-run consumption differential and the net 

foreignn demand for Home goods are both increasing in trade costs, this must also be the 

casee for the output differential. 

Thee short-run current account (which equals the change in net foreign assets) has 
thee following reduced form (see Appendix F): 

dFdF _ 269- 1 —d 

CCQQ ~ 2 + f(266 + l)M  (4-5°) 

Ann expansion of the Home money supply leads to a short-run surplus on the Home 

currentt account.45 The larger the trade costs (r), the larger 6, the larger the short-

runn current account surplus [the coefficient of Md on the right-hand side of equation 

(4.50)) is increasing in 6}. The intuition is that the larger the home bias in consumption, 

thee larger the short-run exchange rate depreciation required to reach equilibrium in the 

moneyy market (as the price differential become less responsive to the exchange rate). 

4 4A HH stated, this is only true at the margin, i.e. for small increases in demand. See Blanchard and 
Kiyotakii  (1987). 

45Inn the^spccial case 6 = \ (no trading costs, hence no home bias), the expression reduces to if- = 

2+^("iV^) A/rf -- as found by Obstfeld-Rogoff (1995). 
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Thee larger exchange rate depreciation induces a larger current account surplus. Observe 

thatt the current account effect is larger, despite the fact that trade flows are depressed 

byy the presence of trade costs. 

4.5.33 Exchange rate dynamics 

Thee exchange rate plays a substantial role in this model. The reason is that the as-

sumptionss of short-run nominal wage rigidity and a constant mark-up directly imply 

thatt short-run relative prices (Pd) can only change due to exchange-rate movements. As 

pointedd out before, the impact of a given exchange rate movement on the price differential 

iss smaller, the larger the home bias. 

Thee long-run solution for the exchange rate is: 

^^ ^d 6 ,rdF ^=f 1 + OfdF 
XX =  M - ^ + ll-6)[2(0-l)6 + ï] ]^;<M ~ 9 Co' 

wheree the expression on the right-hand side of the inequality is the solution in the absence 

off  trade costs (r = 0 =>  6 = \) and the inequality itself follows from the presence of 

positivee trade costs (r > 0 =* ê > | ) . Thus, the home bias in consumption reduces the 

impactt of money shocks on the long-run value of the exchange rate. The reduced-form 

solutionn is 

ff i (2(1 ]f) i ^ ^L i i r . (4.5D 
XX = 2 + f{26B+l) I ( + } (1 - WW - 1) + 1] J 

Itt is straightforward to show that the Home currency wil l show a long-run depreciation 

inn response to a money shock, unless 6 is sufficiently large, that is unless trade costs are 

abovee a certain level (see below). 
Thee short-run solution for the exchange rate is 

11 ƒ  +  (4-52) 
XX ~ 2 + r{260 + 1) 11 - 6 26(0 - 1) + 1 J 

I tt is easy to show that exchange rate overshooting occurs in this model (i.e. X < X: 

seee Appendix H). Theoretical explanations for the empirical observation that exchange 

ratee movements are much more volatile than goods prices go back to Dornbusch (1976). 

Hee presents an IS-LM model with sticky prices and rational expectations. The intuition 

behindd his exchange rate overshooting result is that, under short-run price stickiness, 

ann expansion of the money supply must be followed by a decline in interest rates in 

orderr to restore equilibrium in the money market. The lower level of Home interest rates 

impliess that, under rational expectations, agents must expect an appreciation of the 
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domesticc currency. However, long-run equilibrium requires a net depreciation. This can 

onlyy happen if the exchange rate overshoots in the short run. The basic Obstfeld and 

Rogofff  (1995) model with tradables only has no exchange rate overshooting, but several 

extensionss of this model do. As in Dornbusch's paper, the overshooting result in the 

Neww Open Macro-economics literature depends on the assumption that goods prices (or 

wages)) adjust slowly relative to financial asset prices. In Hau (2000) and chapter 5 of this 

thesis,, overshooting is caused by the presence of non-tradables. Given wage stickiness 

andd a constant mark-up, the price of Home and Foreign non-tradables cannot adjust in 

thee short run. Thus, the adjustment of Home and Foreign general price levels depends on 

exchangee rate changes and money market equilibrium requires a relatively large short-

runn adjustment of the nominal exchange rate. In these papers, exchange rate volatility is 

inverselyy related to openness (the share of tradables). The present model contains only 

tradablee goods, as in Warnock (1999). There, a bias in consumer preferences causes a 

homee bias in consumer spending. Here, a home bias in consumer spending is caused by 

thee presence of trade costs. The intuition behind the overshooting in this chapter and 

Warnockk (1999) is similar to Hau (2000) and chapter 5: output prices cannot adjust 

inn the short run, so the relative price level can only change due to short-run exchange 

ratee changes. A larger home bias in spending (caused by either asymmetric preferences 

orr trade costs) implies that a relatively small share of goods are affected by exchange 

ratee movements. Thus, a larger short-run exchange rate movement is required to attain 

short-runn money market equilibrium. 

Whenn the costs associated with international trade are substantial, short-run ex-

changee rate movements in response to monetary shocks can become extremely large. 

Thus,, the presence of international trade costs can explain large short-run exchange rate 

volatility .. In fact, when trade costs are sufficiently large (<5 -  1), the short-run de-

preciationn of the Home currency in response to a Home moneyjshock becomes so large 

(X(X » 0) that a long-run appreciation of the Home currency 0t < 0) is required in or-

derr to achieve general equilibrium. Thus, the impact of money on the long-run exchange 

ratee is ambiguous in general.46 Table 2 illustrates these characteristics numerically. 

46Moree precisely, given 6 and r, there is a unique admissible value of r for which df/dlfd = 0 For 

lowerr trading costs, the Homejurrency shows a long-run depreciation in response to an increase in the 

Homee money supply (dX/dM > fj). For higher trading costs, the Homejcurrencv shows a long-run 

appreciationn in response to an increase in the Home money supply (dlildjf < 0). See Appendix G 

forr an informal proof. 
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Tablee 2: Exchange rat e response t o a 1% Home money shock, under  posit ive 

costss t o international trad e 

66 = 3: 

6>> = 5 : 

0=0= 10: 

00 = 20: 

tradee cost 

r r 

5% % 

20% % 

50% % 

70% % 

5% % 

20% % 

50% % 

70% % 

5% % 

20% % 

50% % 

5% % 

20% % 

50% % 

short-run n 

XRR response 

X X 

1.00% % 

1.22% % 

2.32% % 

5.54% % 

1.0% % 

1.6% % 

7.4% % 

53.5% % 

1.1% % 

3.3% % 

>100% % 

1.3% % 

21.9% % 

>100% % 

long-run n 
XRR response 

0.96% % 

0.95% % 

0.90% % 

0.79% % 

0.9% % 

0.9% % 

0.7% % 

-0.7% % 

0.8% % 

0.7% % 

-5.0% % 

0.7% % 

-0.0% % 

<-100% % 

Inn all the results in Table 2, I have assumed f = 3% and dM = 1%. As can be seen 

inn the Table, the exchange rate response to an increase in the Home money supply is 

quitee sensitive to the elasticity of substitution (0) and the costs of international trade 

(T) .. Let us take the costs of international trade to be 20% of the value of traded goods. 

Then,, if we regard 9 = 5 as plausible, a one percent increase in the Home money supply 

wil ll  lead to a 0.9% increase in the long-run exchange rate. Short-run exchange rate 

overshootingg wil l occur, but only to a limited degree: the short run exchange rate wil l 
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increasee by 1.6%. If we regard 9 = 20 to be more plausible, a one percent increase in the 

Homee money supply wil l have a negative, but almost negligible impact on the long-run 

valuee of the exchange rate. However, the short-run exchange rate wil l increase by over 

20%.. Table 2 also shows that a long-run depreciation of the Home currency (È > 0) is 

farr more plausible than a long-run appreciation (X < 0). 

Whenn the costs associated with international trade are substantial, short-run ex-

changee rate movements in response to monetary shocks can become extremely large. 

Thus,, the presence of costs to international trade and imperfect competition can explain 

quitee high short-run exchange rate volatility in response to money shocks. 

4.66 Conclusion 

Thiss chapter has studied the consequences of the remaining barriers to cross-border 

competition.. This shed some light on the implications of Europe's single market for 

thee home bias in consumption and for the effectiveness of the ECB's monetary policy. 

Thee analysis is conducted in the context of the Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995) framework, 

whichh allows for imperfect competition and nominal rigidities. I explicitly incorporate 

'transportationn costs' for trade between two countries into the model. The introduction of 

costss for international trade implies that the model deviates from the standard Obstfeld 

andd Rogoff (1995) model. This has several implications. First, the law of one price need 

nott hold. Second, trade costs lead to an endogenous home bias in consumer spending. 

Thiss approach leads to the following results. First, for realistic values of the price-

elasticityy parameter, small trade costs lead to a substantial home bias in consumption. 

Thiss result is in line with the more general finding in the literature that even small 

transactionn costs can have significant economic effects. The policy implication is that a 

smalll  reduction in trade costs, such as in the context of the Single Market programme, 

mayy have substantial effects. 

Second,, the presence of international trade costs in the goods market can explain 

largee short-run exchange rate volatility. The intuition is as follows. As a result of short-

runn rigidities, the short-run relative price level can only adjust when the exchange rate 

changes.. Costs of international trade lead to a home bias in spending, which implies that 

onlyy a relatively small share of goods is affected by the exchange rate. As a result, large 

short-runn exchange rate movements may be required to attain short-run money market 

equilibrium. . 

Third,, the Single Market initiative may have important consequences for the trans-

missionn of ECB monetary policy. More specifically, it causes monetary policy to become 
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lessless powerful in terms of stabilising consumption, but more effective in terms of influ-

encingg the general price level. The intuition behind this result is that the presence of 

positivee costs of international trade lead to a home bias in spending, which reinforces 

thee transmission from money to consumption via the accumulation of net foreign assets 

andd the terms of trade. Therefore, a decline in the costs of international trade reduces 

thee effectiveness of monetary policy with respect to consumption. The effectiveness of 

monetaryy policy with respect to the general price level is the flip-side of its effectiveness 

withh respect to consumption (this follows from the long-run money market equilibrium 

conditions).. Therefore, a decline in the costs of international trade implies that monetary 

policyy becomes more effective with respect to the general price level. 
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Appendices s 

AA First-order  conditions for  households 

Thee representative household maximises life-time utilit y (4.1), subject to the period 

budgett constraint (4.5). The Lagrangian function is: 

££tt = £ / ^ l o g C s + ^og(^)- ]̂  + 

+\+\ SS[P[PSSFFSS + Ms - Ps{\ + r ^ F  ̂ - M  ̂ - WaLa - II 8 + 

+P+PSSCCSS + PSTS\. 

Thee first-order conditions are 

d£d£tt , 1 
BC.BC. = ^ + ^ . = o . 

d£d£tt t x 
==  0" TT + ^s — ^s+l = 0, dMdMaa ' M 

d£t d£t 

dLdLx x 
QQSS--11KLKLSS-\-\SSWWSŜ ^, ^^, 

d£d£t t 

-QpT-QpT = \sPs-\s+iPs+i(l+r s) = 0. 

Combiningg these conditions, eliminating A and using equations (4.4) and (4.7) yields 

equationss (4.9)-(4.11) in the main text. 

Thee transversality condition 

limm Rt,+T (Ft+T + *£n) = 0, 

with h 

Rt,tRt,t++ T=T= f n ( l + r a - i ) - M 

guaranteess that the marginal present value of an additional unit of bond and money 

holdingss at the end of the decision horizon is zero.47 

47Seee Obstfeld and Rogoff (1996. pp. 63-66 and 665-666) and Blanchard and Fischer (1989 pp 
40-44). . 
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BB First-order conditions for firms 

Thee representative firm sets the prices of its products so as to maximise profits 

M a i { p ( , ) / ( 2 ) }}  Il(z) = p(z)c(z) + Xp*(z)c*(z) - Wl{z). 

Substitutingg the goods market clearing condition (4.13) and the production function 

(4.12)) into the profit function yields 

WW W , „,  , 
U(z)U(z) = \p(z) - -}c(z) + [Xp*{z) - ^ — ^ (*) 

I tt is assumed that the firm takes aggregate demand as given. Thus: 

dCdC dC* 

ddPP(z)(z) dP*(z) 
== 0. 

I tt is also assumed that Home prices do not affect Foreign demand and vice versa (that 

is:: unless the price difference creates room for arbitrage, but it wil l turn out that it is 

optimall  for firms to set local prices so that there is no room for arbitrage [assuming that 

alll  other agents face trade costs which are at least as large as those faced by firms]). 

Thus: : 

dc(z)dc(z) _ dc*(z) _ 

dp*(z)dp*(z) dp{z) 

Then,, the first-order conditions are 

dU{z)dU{z) r , , W dc(z) 
— L J LL = \p(z) ———+ c(z) = 0, 

dU(z)dU(z) W dc*{z) 

dp^)dp^) = [Xp{z)-^^) ]^)+C{z)-°' 
I tt follows from the goods demand function (4.8) and its foreign counterpart that 

dc{z)dc{z) = Qc{z) 

dp{z)dp{z) p(zY 

dc*{z)dc*{z) = Qc*{z) 

dp*{z)dp*{z) p*{zY 

soo that the first-order conditions for the representative Home firm can be simplified to 

thee conditions (4.15)-(4.16) in the main text. 
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CC Steady-stat e consumption 

Equationn (4.26) can be derived as follows. In the steady-state the individual household's 
budgett constraint (4.5) reduces to: 

PFPF + M = P(l + r)F + M + WL + U-PC - PT. 

Eliminatee common terms, divide both sides by ~P and note that the government 
budgett must be balanced in steady state. Then: 

-- W- ÏÏ -
CC - = L + = =fF, 

PP P' 

i.e.. domestic spending minus domestic income equals interest earned on net foreign 
assets.. By definition 

nn = j'\{z)dz =  2\p(z)c(z)+Xp*(z)c*(z)-Wl(z)}dz = 
JoJo Jo 

== £[p(z)c(z) + Xx^
Z}T)c

m(z) - Wl{z)]dz = 

== / {p{zMz) + - c*{z)\-Wl{z))dz = 
JoJo  L — T 

==  [2\p(z)y(z)-Wl(z)]dz = 
Jo Jo 

==  ppy-WL, 

wheree the final equality follows from symmetry among Home country producers. 

Thee goods price paid by Home country consumers is a weighted average of the price 

receivedd by Home country producers and the price of imported goods. 

Substitutingg the definition of profits into the equation above implies 

-- - T-
CC = fF + ^ Y. 

P P 

Thee corresponding condition for the Foreign country is 

c*c*  = rr  + ®V . 
P P 

Usingg world real interest equality (4.25) and the fact that world net foreign assets must 

bee zero (i.e. F + F* = 0), the latter equation can be rewritten as 

C*C* =-rT + 2=¥-Y*. 
P P 
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DD Determinacy of the initial steady state 

Thee following ten equations hold at the level of individual countries: (4.4), (4.7), (4.9), 

(4.10),, (4.11), (4.13), (4.14), (4.15), (4.21), (4.26). In the steady state, using the as-

sumptionn of symmetry among producers in each country, the equations for the Home 

countryy are: 

11 - r p p 

i i 

r r 

M M 

L L 

Y Y 

ÏÏ ÏÏ 

PP9 9 

I I 

C C 

= = 

== 1 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

'\rr+\ '\rr+\ 

/33 ' 

H^y H^y 
1W1W 1 
KTCKTC1 1 

W°< W°< 
F^YF^Y -WL, 
// e \ w 
\e-i)\e-i) a ' 

IF , , 
a a 
-- Pp-

fFfF + =Y. 
P P 

c c 

Therefore,, we have a total of (2x10 =) 20 equations. The abovejsystemof equations 

containss 21 endogenous variables: ten for the Home coun t r y Ŷ . ^C .P, F*,W, L, n, 

F,F, r, I ten for the Foreign country: F Y C * , P\ (PPY, W\ L*, i f , F*, r\ 7 and one 

variablee that relates to both countries: X . 

Ass in Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995), the model is closed by imposing the starting 

conditionn of zero net foreign assets: 

Fnn = 0. 

EE Determinacy of the loglinearised model 

Inn this Appendix, I wil l first consider the long-run. Thereafter, I wil l consider the 

equationss for the short-run and the equations which relate both periods to each other. 
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Inn the long-run, the level of the net foreign assets T is predetermined. There are 
sevenn equations for the Home country: (4.30), (4.31), (4.33), (4.34), (4.35), (4.37) and 
thee linearised version of the current account equilibrium condition (4.26). Similarly, 
theree are seven corresponding equations for the Foreign country. Denoting long-run 
steadyy state changes by hatted overbars, the equations for the Home country are: 

'}}  = 

M M 

P P 

Y Y 

L L 

L L 

-P -P 

f f 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

W, W, 

<{-<{--6[P -6[P 

6C+(1-6C+(1-

WW -
Y, Y, 

c, , 
6P 6P 

-- P -

++ (1 

-P]-P]  + 

-- 6)0* -

ê, , 

- 6 ) [ f f 

C}C} + (1 

-e(p-e(ppp--

+(p'n +(p'n 

-- SH-

OP-OP-

-e[f-e[f - x 

(i-ó)[p* (i-ó)[p* 

-?]-?]  + 

++ *]} , 

CC = f=-+W -P + Y. 

Thee above system consists of 14 equations. One of the equations also follows di-
rectlyy from combining other equatons in the system (this is seen most easily by writing 
thee system in terms of world aggregates and country differences). Thus, there are 13 
independentt equations. 

^^ Jj ̂  ] ° n g r u n' t h e re a re 13 endogenous variables: six for the Home country: F, S, 
P,P, P , W, Z, six for^the Foreign country: f \ d\ f \ (P)*, W. Z and one that relates 
too both countries: X. Thus, the subsystem of long-run equations is exactly determined. 

Next,, turn to the short run. The short-run nominal wage rate is fixed. There are 
fourr equations for Home: (4.30), (4.31), (4.35), (4.37) and four corresponding equations 
forr Foreign. Denoting short-run changes by hatted variables (no overbars), the short-run 
equationss for Home are 

PPpp = 0, 

LL = y, 

PP = öpp + (i _ 6)[X + (Pp)*}  = 

== (1-8)X, 

YY = 6{-0[fr-P]  + c} + (l-6){-8[P>-X-F']  + d*} = 

==  6C + {1-6)6* + 296(1 -6)X. 

Threee equations for each country relate the short run to the long run: (4.32), (4.33) and 
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thee linearised version of the current account definition dF = (F fP)Y -C: 

d-dd-d = (i-/3)f, 

M-PM-P = C-Pr-^^P-P), 

dFdF -
Z=-Z=- = Y-C-P. 
CC0 0 

Thee above system consists of (2x4+2x3=) 14 equations. One of the equations can be 

derivedd from combining other equatons in the system (this is seen most easily by writing 

thee system in terms of world aggregates and country differences). Thus, again, there 

aree 13 independent equations. There are 13 endogenous variables: five for the Home 

country:: Y\ C, P, Pp, L, five for the Foreign country: Y\ C*, P\ (Pp)* , L* and three 

variabless that relate to both countries: X , f and dF. Thus, the subsystem of short-run 

equationss is exactly determined. 

FF Solution of the loglinearised model 

F.ll  Country differences and world aggregates 

Itt is straightforward to rewrite the equations of the loglinearised model in terms of 

differencess between Home and Foreign variables and in terms of world aggregates. Define: 

xxdd = x - x* andxM = ^(x + i*) , for any variable x. 

Thee long-run equations can be rewritten as six independent equations in world ag-

gregates: : 

YY = L , 

(P(P )w = W , 

M-PM-P = C , 
 ~*~~w ~~~w "* "  w 

LL = W -P -C , 

pp = (p r , 
YY = C , 

andd seven independent equations in country differences: 
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-d -d 

Y Y 

(Pf (Pf 
-—dd ^d 

MM -P 
~d d 

L L 
^d ^d 

P P 
~d d 

Y Y 
-d -d 

c c 

= = 

— — 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

- d d 

— d d 

- d d 

cc . 
^~d^~d - .d - d 

WW - P -C , 

{25-l)(F) r ff + 2( l -^)X , 

-6{f)-6{f)dd + 8(2f)- l)fd + 26(1-

2r= rr  + (P )d -F - + y . 
Co o 

-- <5)5 + (26 --1)C C 

Notee that dF is predetermined (in the short run. as wil l be seen below): the short-

runn trade balance determines the transfer of net foreign assets (dF) which, combined 

withh the requirement that the long-run current, account must be balanced, determines 

thee long-run trade balance. Thus, there are 13 independent equations in 13 endogenous 

variables:: Y , C , P , (P )«\ W , L , Y , C , P . (P )d,W . 1 , X . 

Next,, turn to the short run and recall that nominal wages are fixed in the short 

run.. The short-run equations (and the equations relating the short and long run) can 

bee rewritten as six independent equations in world aggregates: 

YYu:u: = Lw, 

(p(ppprr  = o, 
(py(pyvv = o, 

S,"-CU '' = ( l-/?)r, 

MMww-P-Pww = Cw-jr  !L-(pw_pw^ 
11 — p 

andd seven independent equations in terms of country differences: 

YYdd = Ld, 

(P(PPP))dd = 0, 

PPdd = 2(1 -6)X. 
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YYdd = 46(l-6)6X + (26-l)Cd, 

CC -Cd = o, 

M'-P*M'-P*  = Cd - j ^ i f *  - Pd), 

22dF_dF_ = Yd-Cd + {Pp)d-Pd. 
Co Co 

Notee that f and t are determined in the longjrunjsee jibove). Thus. the reare 3̂ 

independentt equations in 13 endogenous variables: Yu\ Cu\ Pw, (Pp) " \ Lw, Y , C , P , 

(Pp ) d ,, Ld, X, dF, r. 

F.22 Long-run and short-run solution for shocks 

Noww solve the model for a permanent money shock in the Home country {M = M). The 

solutionn of the model is given below. The results are discussed in the main text. 

II  first solve the long-run part of thee model. This yields the following long-run solution 

forr world aggregates: 

YY = C =L = 0. 

pp = (P )"' = W = M 

Thee long-run solution for country differences is: 

YY = 

~d ~d 

cc = 
PP )d '-

PP = 

^.^.dd rdF 

206206 + 1 rdF 
2(Ö-1)<55 + 1 C0 

^d^d ^d fdF 
==  W = M - - = - , 

Co Co 
—dd 266 + 1 

== M -7  ̂ TfT~ 

TdF TdF 
>>  C0 

fdF fdF 

2 ( 0 - 1 ) 6 +11 Co 

Thee long-run solution for the exchange rate and the terms of trade is: 

XX = M -\l+ (i - 8)[2{$ - 1)6 + I] 1 Co ' 

  ̂ 6 fdF 

((pp ) ~X = (l-6)[2{B-l)6 + l}T^' 
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Next,, solve the short-run part of the model. Recall that nominal wages are fixed in 

thee short run. This yields the following short-run solution for world aggregates: 

YYww = Cw = Lw, 
pu,pu, = ^pPy = Q 

CCww = (l-0)Mw + 0C + 0P . 

Thee short-run solution for country differences is: 

YYdd = Ld = 268(1- 0)Md+(-268 + 2680 + 26-\0 + 26801? 
ss ~d 

CCdd = C , 

(p(pppyy = o, 

PPdd = (1 - 0)Md - (1 - 30 + 01 

Thee short-run change in the interest rate and the short-run current account balance * are: : 

—  —w [j n w 
rr  - ~MW + C — P , 

i.. fJ 

d~Fd~F 1 r _ d̂ 

= -- = - (2&? - l ) ( l - / ^ ) A f d + (-260 + 2690 + 26-l-0)C +(268- 1)0 

Thee short-run change in the exchange rate is: 

**  = ^jzrj]  {( i - /?)A/d - (i - p0 + 0Vd\. 

Thee short-run terms of trade are equal to minus the exchange rate: 

(pP)(pP)dd -X = -X. 

F.33 Reduced-form solution for main variables 

Thee long-run and the short-run equations can be combined, in order to obtain the closed 

formm solutionof the^model. Recall that I consider the special case of a permanent money 

shock,, i.e. M = M. The long-run variables that appear in the short-run solution (C 

andd P) are combined with the short-run variable that appears in the long-run solution 

(dF/Co).(dF/Co). Also, 0 has been eliminated from the equations by recalling that r = ^ . 
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Thiss yields: 

dF_dF_ = 269 - 1 - d 

Coo 2 + 7(1 + 269) ' 

^^ _ r{269-l){266 + l) -gd 
CC ~ [26(9-l) + l\{2 + r{\  + 269)\ ' 

-d-d r(l-6)(269 + l)] 2 ^ 
PP = fl + LL 2(5(6» - 1 ) + 1 J2 + r ( l + 2 6 0) 

CC = 0, 
'-"I DD ..—-

PP = Mx 

Substitutingg the expressions for C and P into the earlier equation tor r yields a 

simplifiedd expression for the short-run change in the world interest rate: 

f = - ( ll  + =)Mu ' . 
T T 

—— ^LU>  ^-d -~-w ^_d . 

Substitutingg the results for g , C ,C ,P ,P into the equations that were obtained 

earlierr for output, consumption a°nd the general price level yields reduced-form solutions 

forr those variables. The long-run solution for world aggregates was already obtained 

above: : 

YY = C = L = 0, 

PP = (P ) w = W =M . 

Thee long-run solution for country differences is: 

^^ _ r ( 2 W - l ) ( 2W + l ) ~{d 
CC " [ 2 5 ( 0 - l) + l ] [ 2+F( l + 2£0)] ' 

FF ~ [ 26(9-1) +1 l2 + f(l + 269) 

Thee signs of the long-run response coefficients can be determined: 

dYdY - o ^ - - o ^ > o 
- — ww — O, -—-w — u '  -—-w -^  u ' 

~d~d ^.d ^_d 

dMM rfM ^M 
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Thee long-run solution for the exchange rate and the terms of trade are: 

TT - 1 L„  , -\ 76(266-1) ) — d 
XX - 2 -+ r ( 2 ^ + l ) t 2 ( 1 + r ) - ( l - t f ) [ ^ ( g - l ) + l ]-) J t f -

f5ff  = f-(Py-f = ré(2^-_l) ^ 
( l - ó ) [ 2 ó ( 0 - l )) + l][ 2 + r ( l + 2 « 0 )P

Next,, turn to the short-run solution. The short-run reduced-form solution for world 
aggregatess is: 

YYww = Cw = LW = Mu'. 

Thee short-run solution for country differences is: 

9d9d = 2(266-1) ^ 
11 2 + f(i + 26ey ' 

d<id<i  = r ( 2 £ 0 - l ) ( 2M + l ) ^ d 

' [2<S(0-l)-r l ] [22 + r(l + 200)] ' 

LL 2̂ (<9 - 1) + 1 J2 + f ( l + 2 ^)

Thee signs of the short-run response coefficients can easily be determined 

d?»d?» dCw
 n dPw 

dMdMww dMw dMw 

dYdYdd
 n dCd

 n dPd 

dMdMdd d\ld dMd 

Tli ee short-run solution for the exchange rate and the terms of trade are: 

xx = I !j_ + _H2se + i) \~d 
22 + f (266 + 1) \ 1 - 6 26(6 - 1) + 1 ƒ * 

forfor = pp- (ppy -x = -x. 

GG Exchange rat e dynamics 

Lemma::  Given values for 0 and r, there is a unique admissible value of r (say r*)  for 

whichh dX/dM = 0. For trade costs lower than r* . the Home currency shows a long-run 

depreciationn in response to an increase in the Home money supply (dX/dM > 0). For 

tradee costs higher than r\ the Home currency shows a long-run appreciation in response 

too an increase in the Home money supply (dX/dM < 0). 
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'P roo f ::  The reduced-form solution of the long-run exchange rate is: 

XX = 
2+f(l2+f(l  + 266) 

22 + r 
Ó{2è8-Ó{2è8- 1) 

M M 
'' ( l - 6 ) [ 2 ( 0 - 1 )6 + 1]. 

Settingg the response coefficient equal to zero yields two possible solutions: 

4(00 - l ) ( l + r) - 2 - r  Vrööi 
88 = 4 [ 2 ( 0 - l ) ( l + f )) + r0] 

where e 

rootroot = (1602 + 80 - 7}r2 + (3202 - 80 - 4)r + 1602 - 160 + 4. 

Onee of these solutions involves a value <§ < |, which would imply negative trade costs: 

A{9A{9 - \){l  +r)  - 2 -r - s/r~o~o~t 4 ( f l - l ) ( l + r) = 1 
6==6==  4 [2 (0 - l )<l + r) + r0] 4[2(0 - 1)(1 + r)l 2' 

Therefore,, only one admissible solution for ë remains: 

4(00 - 1)(1 + r) - 2 - F + y^oö* 
(55 = 4 [ 2 ( 0 - l ) ( ll  + r) + r0] 

Next,, note that df/dïf > 0 for 6 = . whereas dX/dM < 0 for^ -+ 1. Therefore, 

theree must be a unique value of 6 (0 < 6 < \) for which d X / dM = 0. Next, recall 

thatt for given 0, there is a one-to-one positive relationship between 6 and r. The lemma 

followss immediately. 

HH Exchange-rate overshooting 

Thee long-run and short-run money demand equations are: 

-—-dd ^.d ^.d 

MM -P = C , 

MMdd-P-Pdd = Cd- . 

Subtractt and note that C*  = Cd (Appendix F) and that, in the case of permanent money 
dd ^ 

shocks,, M = Md. Then: 

RR ^d ^ 
WW  y lp _ pd\ 

——dd -A 

PP - Pd = ~ 
00 —d ~J 

JL^ipJL^ip -pd) 
1 - /TT ' 
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I tt follows directly that the long-run price differential must equal the short-run price 
differential: : 

PP = Pd. 

Recalll  that 

ff = (2S-l)(f)d + 2(l-6)f, 

PPdd = 2(1-S)X. 

I tt follows immediately that 

XX = X + — (p )d 

Inn the special case 6 = J, as in Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995), no exchange-rate overshooting 

wil ll  take place (X = X). However, since the output price differential responds positively 

too a Home money shock [di^Y/dlf > 0^ it follows that in the case of positive trade 

costss (6 > |) exchange rate overshooting (f < X) is required to ensure that the above 
—d—d _. 

equilibriumm condition P = Pd [s satisfied. 



Chapterr 5 

Thee Macroeconomic Impact of 

Deregulationn in the European 

Servicess Sector 

S u m m a ry y 

Thiss chapter studies the implications of competition shocks. I show that a 
higherr degree of competition in the non-tradables sector may have adverse im-
plicationss for the tradables sector. I highlight four channels through which 
enhancedd competition in the non-tradable goods sector affects the general 
pricee level in a large, open economy (lower monopoly rents, lower import 
prices,, higher money demand, higher wages) and assess their relative impor-
tancee algebraically. This chapter also analyses the impact of money shocks. 
II  show that the long-run exchange rate magnification effect stressed by Hau 
(2000)) is small. 

5.11 Introduction 

Europee is characterised by a relatively low degree of competition in goods and services 

marketss when compared to the United States. Examples are general merchandising, 

construction,, air passenger transport and road freight.1 But European policymakers 

makee efforts to improve the situation. Initiatives by the European Commission promote 

thee completion of a truly Single Market where monopolies, price agreements between 

supplierss and preferential treatment of domestic suppliers by governments are forbidden 

byy law. Moreover, EU member states are, albeit sometimes hesitantly, liberalising their 

iSecc Goncnc, Maher and Nicoletti (2000) and McKinscy Global Institute (1994). 
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networkk industries (telecom, energy, railways, water) and upgrading anti-trust legislation 

andd enforcement. Liberalisation and anti-trust measures provide consumers with the 

possibilityy to choose a supplier on the basis of quality and price. 

Thee question arises how the enhancement of competition in particular sectors affects 

thee European economy at the macro level. Sector-specific deregulation is likely to lead to 

lowerr prices and higher output in the sector targeted by the competition authorities. But 

deregulationn in one sector wil l have an impact on other sectors as well. For policymakers 

i tt is relevant to know how product market liberalisation in one. or several sectors affects 

aggregatee output and the general price level. Taking an international perspective, how 

doess an increase in the degree of competition in one sector affect the current account, 

thee terms of trade and the exchange rate? 

Too address these questions. I employ the framework by Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995. 

1996).. Their model allows for imperfect competition, short-run nominal rigidities and 

richh exchange rate dynamics. Obstfeld and Rogoff's basic model is a two-country model 

withh monopolistic competition and a single differentiated tradable good. A higher degree 

off  substitutability between products corresponds to more competition (a lower degree 

off  monopoly power for individual producers). Obstfeld and Rogoff also present a model 

withh non-tradable goods and a single tradable good. There, they assume that individ-

ualss receive a fixed endowment of the tradable good and that the foreign price of the 

tradablee good is fixed. An extension of their analysis is Hau (2000, 2002), who develops 

aa two-sector, two-country model to study the relationship between trade openness and 

reall  exchange rate volatility. Hau uses a new representation of tradable and non-tradable 

goods,, based on openness (the share of products which is traded internationally) rather 

thann substitutability (the inclination of consumers to replace a product by another one 

inn response to a price increase). In contrast to Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995, 1996), Hau's 

specificationn allows for prices and output of tradable goods to be determined endoge-

nously.. However, his specification implies that the tradable and non-tradable goods 

sectorss must have an equal degree of competition and is thus rather restrictive from the 

perspectivee of price-formation. 

Thee model in this chapter differs from Obstfeld-Rogoff (1995. 1996) and Hau (2000, 

2002)) in that it allows for different degrees of competition in different sectors of the 

economy.. It distinguishes between tradable and non-tradable goods. It takes into account 

thee fact that the degree of competition in non-tradables (services) markets tends to be 

lowerr than the degree of competition in tradable (goods) markets. This chapter also 

takess into account the sector-specific characteristic of competition-promoting measures. 

Sincee the degree of competition in many non-tradables markets is relatively low. these 

marketss are priority fields of action for the competition authorities. Therefore. I focus 
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onn the enhancement of the degree of competition in the European services sector. As 

inn Blanchard and Giavazzi (2001), the elasticity of substitution between products is 

interpretedd as an instrument of competition policy. 

II  obtain the following results. First, an increase in the degree of competition in 

thee non-tradable goods sector may have adverse implications for the tradables sector. 

Intuitively,, more competition in the non-tradables sector triggers an increase in labour 

demandd in the non-tradables sector, which causes a bidding up of wages and draws 

labourr from the tradable goods sector, leading to lower tradables output and a higher 

pricee for tradables in the new equilibrium. The implication is that deregulating the 

domesticc services sector, via its impact on wages, wil l make a country less competitive 

internationally. . 

Second,, I highlight the existence of four channels through which an increase in the 

degreee of competition in the non-tradables sector may affect the general price level. Most 

importantt is the direct effect via downward pressure on profits margins. Enhancing 

competitionn in the non-tradables sector also has a downward impact on the general price 

levell  via an improvement in the home country's terms of trade and via an increase in 

moneyy demand (more competition enables households to consume more, which means 

thatt real money balances have to increase). The fourth channel works in the other 

direction:: the expansion of output in the non-tradables sector leads firms to bid up 

thee wage rate, which increases labour costs and has an upward impact on the general 

pricee level. I show that, for all realistic parameter values, an increase in the degree of 

competitionn in the non-tradables sector reduces the general price level and raises overall 

outputt and consumption in the domestic economy. This result is supportive of the Single 

Markett project and of the initiatives by EU national authorities to deregulate domestic 

servicess markets. I provide an expression for the impact of enhanced competition on 

thee inflation rate in the transitional period between two steady states, which could 

inn principle be used by the European Central Bank (ECB) to derive the appropriate 

temporaryy adjustment of its inflation objective. 

Thee model also yields several interesting insights related to the exchange-rate impact 

off  money shocks. I confirm the presence of an 'exchange rate magnification effect' stressed 

byy Hau (2000, 2002). Hau shows that, for a relatively closed economy, changes in the 

fundamentalss wil l induce relatively large exchange rate fluctuations. I show that this 

effectt is quite small. The change in the exchange rate never exceeds the size of the 

originall  shock to money. Thus, the exchange rate magnification effect would seem to be 

unimportantt in practice. 

Thee remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In the next section, the basic 

modell  is presented and equilibrium conditions under optimal behaviour by households 
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andd firms are derived. In section 5.3. a log-linearised version of the model is presented. 

Sectionn 5.4 analyses general dynamics. Section 5.5 analyses the impact of a permanent 

moneyy shock. Section 5.6 studies the consequences of a permanent shock to the degree 

off  competition. Section 5.7 concludes. 

5.22 T he model 

5.2.11 Market structure and preferences 

Thee world consists of two countries of identical size. Both countries are inhabited by a 

continuumm of monopolistic producers. Producers in the Home country are indexed by 

zz e [0. | ] , producers in the Foreign country are indexed by z e , 1]. Each of them 

producess a single tradable good zT and a single non-tradable good zN. The markets for 

tradablee and non-tradable goods are characterised by monopolistic competition. 

Householdd preferences are defined over an intertemporal utilit y function which in-

cludess a consumption index, real money balances and work effort:2 

U,=J2:r-[lcU,=J2:r-[lc ggC,C, + xlogA-lL% (5.!) 
s=ts=t s L 

wheree U is the lifetime utilit y of a representative Home household, C is composite real 

consumption.. M is the amount of nominal money balances held by the representative 

household,33 P is a consumption-based price deflator, L is the amount of labour used in 

production,, p is the discount factor, x is parameter associated with the utilit y derived 

fromm holding real money balances, K captures the disutility of work effort and t, s are time 

subscripts.. Time subscripts wil l be suppressed whenever possible. The mathematical 

expressionss for Foreign variables are identical to those found for Home (apart from an 

asteriskk (*) and a different indexation of producers) unless explicitly stated otherwise. 

Compositee real consumption in the Home country is given by 

cc = cq.clN~\ (5.2) ) 

wheree CT is consumption of tradable goods. CN is consumption of non-tradable goods 

andd 7 represents the relative preference of the representative household for tradable over 

^Consumptionn and money balances enter the utility function in log form. This implies a decreasing 
marginall  utilit y derived from both. Utilit y is quadratic in labour effort (with a negative sign), implying 
ann increasing marginal disutility from labour effort. 

3Thee money-in-the-utility function approach can be rationalised by arguing that real money balances 
alloww agents to save time in conducting transactions [Warnock (1999)]. 
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non-tradablee goods.4 

Lett cN{zN) [cT{zT)} be a Home household's consumption of good zN [zT]. Composite 

non-tradablee goods consumption in the Home country CN is defined by 

CCNN==  f' [cN{zN)]^r  dzf 
(5.3) ) 

wheree 6N is the degree of substitutability between non-tradable goods in the Home 

country.. The degree of substitutability between Foreign non-tradable goods {9*N) may 

differr from 6N. 
Tradablee goods are sold in the world market. Composite tradable goods consumption 

inn the Home country is defined by 

CTCT — ƒƒ i 
Jo Jo 

ccTT{z{zTT)])]  °T dzT 
(5.4) ) 

wheree the degree of substitutability between all tradable goods is equal to 0T, inde-

pendentlyy of where these goods are produced or consumed, i.e. 9T = 6*T. Each of the 

parameterss 9T,0N,0*N is assumed to be larger than one.5 

Thee variable P in the utilit y function (5.1) is a consumption-based price index (de-

finedfined as the minimum money cost of purchasing one unit of composite real consumption 

C),C), here given by (see Appendix A for derivation): 

pp = < T ) 1 ( ï ^ 
1-7 7 (5.5) ) 

wheree PT {PN) is the consumption-based price index of tradable (non-tradable) goods 

inn the Home country, given by 

PTPT = 'l'l [ [ 
PT{ZT)\PT{ZT)\ T dzT 

i - 0 T T 

and d 

ii-dt ii-dt dzr dzr 

(5.6) ) 

(5.7) ) 

4Thiss directly implies that the utility function is separable in tradable and non-tradable goods: 

logg C = 7 log CT + (1 - 7) log CN. 
5Thee parameters 0T, QN,Q*N will turn out to be the price elasticity of demand faced by each monop-

olist.. Since marginal revenue of an additional unity of output is negative when the elasticity of demand 

iss less than one, 9 > 1 is required to ensure a positive level of output in equilibrium. 
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respectively,, where pT{zT) is the money price of the tradable good zT and pN{zN) is the 

moneyy price of the non-tradable good zN. 

Theree are no impediments to international trade, so that the law of one price holds 
forr each individual tradable good: 

ppTT(z(zTT)) = Xp*T(zT). ( 5 8 ) 

wheree X is the nominal exchange rate. i.e. the price of one unit of Foreign currency 

expressedd in the Home currency. Since both countries' residents have equal preferences, 

consumptionn baskets of tradable goods are equal across countries.6 Therefore, the law 

off  one price (5.8) for tradable goods also holds at the aggregate level 

PPTT = XP*. (5_9j 

Duee to the existence of non-tradables in the model, purchasing power parity does not 
hold. . 

Theree is only one financial asset, an internationally traded riskless real bond denom-

inatedd in the composite tradable consumption good. There is no capital in the model, so 

firmfirm profits consist entirely of monopoly rents. It wil l be assumed that firms are entirely 

ownedd by households of the same country. Any firm profits are immediately handed back 

too the owners. Labour is immobile between countries, so that labour income remains in 

thee own economy. The period budget constraint for a representative household of the 

Homee country is 

PPTT.tF.tFtt + Mt = Pr . t (l + r ( _1 ) ^ - i + A / * - i + 

+W+WttLLtt + II , - PN,tCNJ - Pr<tCT,t - PT.tTt, (5.10) 

wheree Ft is the stock of bonds held by the representative household on date t. rt-i is the 

reall  interest rate on bonds between * - 1 and t, Wt is the nominal wage rate, Ut is firm 

profitss and Tt is a lump-sum tax or transfer. Bonds and taxes are denominated in terms of 

thee composite tradable good. The constraint (5.10) states that the households holdings 

off  cash and bonds must be equal to the previous period's cash and bond holdings, 

increasedd by income from labour and ownership of firms and bonds, and reduced by 
f>Equall  preferences for tradables across Home and Foreign agents and a single degree of substitution 

forr the entire tradables market (0T) ensure that the composition of the tradable goods basket is equal 

inn Home and Foreign. The possibility of different degrees of substitution in the non-tradables markets 

(0A-,, 0*v) does not affect the composition of the tradable goods baskets, since substitution between 

tradablee and non-tradable goods takes place at a higher level of aggregation. The level of tradable 

goodss consumption in Home and Foreign may differ, but this does not affect the results in this paper, 

whichh are derived from a linearisation around an initial equilibrium which is symmetric internationally. 
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spendingg on consumption and tax payments. Nominal wages exhibit short-run rigidity, 

butt this wil l play no explicit role until section 5.4. where long-run and short-run dynamics 

aree introduced. 

I tt is assumed that the government budget is balanced at all times.7 Moreover, it is 

assumedd that there is no government spending. Al l seigniorage revenues are redistributed 

inn the form of tranfers 

MMtt-M-Mtt-\-\ (5 111 

n n 

Thee nominal interest rate it is defined by 

l+il+i tt = ( 1 + r t )-
ppT,t+iT,t+i  (5.12) 

5.2.22 Maximisation of household utilit y 

Thee household's maximisation problem can be separated in an intra-temporal and an 

intertemporall  problem. The intra-temporal problem is solved first. 

Maximisingg one-period composite real consumption C^C1^1 subject to a nominal 

budgett constraint yields the following expressions for composite tradable goods con-

sumptionn and composite non-tradable goods consumption in the Home country (see 

Appendixx A for the derivation) 

1-77 a (5-13) C TT — 
1 - 7 ^ ^ 

CCNN - ( > Z 2 g) C. (.-") 

whichh imply that households wil l spend more on the composite tradable good if prefer-

encess (7) shift in favour of this good and if its relative price {PT/PN) declines. Mutatis 

mutandis,, the same is true for the non-tradable good. 

Similarly,, Home demand for an individual tradable good zT and non-tradable good 

zzNN follows from maximising one-period composite tradable (non-tradable) consumption 

CCTT {CM), as defined in (5.3) and (5.4), subject to a nominal budget constraint [see 

Obstfeld-Rogofff  (1996, p. 664) for a derivation] 

(5.15) ) 

(5.16) ) 

77 As Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995) point out, nothing is lost by this assumption, since Ricardian equiv-

alencee holds in this model. 
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Demandd for an individual tradable (non-tradable) good is decreasing in its relative price. 

Thee elasticity of substitution BT (BN) turns out to be equal to the price elasticity of 

demandd for each individual tradable (non-tradable) good. 

Worldd demand per capita for a particular non-tradable good is defined by equation 

(5.16).. World demand per capita for a particular tradable good equals the average of 

Homee and Foreign demand per capita for that good: 

PT{ZT)PT{ZT) , c „ 
(5.17) ) 

wheree households are indexed j . The second equality follows from the symmetry of 

consumerss and the final equality follows from (5.8) and (5.9). World per capita demand 

forr the composite tradable good C$ is defined as a weighted average (with equal weights 

inn this particular case) of Home and Foreign per capita tradable goods consumption-

Havingg solved the household's intra-temporal maximisation problem, I turn to the 

intertemporall  problem. The representative household maximises life-time utilit y (5.1), 

subjectt to the period budget constraint (5.10) which must be satisfied in every single 

period.. The first-order conditions are (see Appendix B for the derivation): 

CCTT,t+i,t+i  = 0(l + rt)CT,t, 

^N,t+i^N,t+i = p{l + rt)—~— C 

(5.18) ) 

MMtt fl + it 

PtPt ~ X 1\~LT)'  (5-2°) 

11 ~ KPtCt (5-21) 

Equationss (5.18)-(5.19) are the standard Euler equations for the consumption of tradable 

andd non-tradable goods, respectively. They indicate how the consumption of tradable 

andd non-tradable goods is smoothed over time. Equation (5.18) follows from the condi-

tionn that the marginal utilit y from consuming tradable goods in period t must equal the 

«Recalll  that tradable goods production is for the world market, rather than for the domestic market 

Therefore,, equation (5.17), rather than (5.15). is the relevant demand constraint for the representative 

firmm in the tradable goods market. 
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(time-discounted)) marginal utilit y from the amount of tradable goods that could have 

beenn consumed in period t + 1 when income had been saved (earning a real interest rate 

off  rt) in period t. Equation (5.19) follows from the identical condition for non-tradable 

goods.. The price indices in this equation serve to express the real interest rate in terms 

off  the non-tradable good.9 The money demand equation (5.20) follows from the condi-

tionn that the marginal utilit y derived from consumption in period t must be equal to 

thee marginal utilit y derived from holding cash balances during that period and spending 

thee resulting cash balances on consumption in period t + 1. The labour supply equation 

(5.21)) is the result of the condition that the marginal utilit y from consuming the revenue 

earnedd from labour equals the marginal disutility of the corresponding labour effort. 

5.2.33 Maximisation of firm profits 

Thee representative firm z is a monopolist in the production of a tradable good zT and 

aa non-tradable good zN. The firm uses only one input: labour. Labour is assumed 

too be homogeneous. The production processes for tradable and non-tradable goods are 

assumedd to be identical, with constant returns to scale in production 

VTMVTM = <*l T(*r),
 ( 5 ' 2 2) 

VN(ZN)VN(ZN) = OIIN{ZN), *

wheree a is labour productivity and yT{zN) [yN{zN)} is output of good zT [zN\. The goods 

marketss clearing conditions, which wil l also be used to solve the firms' optimisation 

problemm below, are 

(( \ n™(-, \ (5' 24) 

yyTT{z{zTT)) =  cT(2TJ, v 

(( \ r (r \ (5-25) 

Thee labour market is assumed to be competitive.10 It wil l be assumed that labour 

iss immobile internationally, but fully mobile between sectors. It follows directly that 

wagee levels in the tradable and non-tradable goods sectors wil l be equal in equilibrium, 

soo there wil l be a single wage rate W (W*) in each country. Therefore, nothing is lost 

byy assuming that each representative household works in both sectors and it wil l not be 

necessaryy to explicitly divide labour income over two sectors. 

«Equationn (5.19) also follows from combining (5.13)-(5.14) and (5.18). Therefore, this equation is 

superfluouss and will not come back when solving the model in the next section. 
10Thee assumption of competitive labour markets implies that firms and workers take the wage rate 

ass given when making decisions on goods production (labour demand) and labour supply respectively. 
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I tt is assumed that each firm produces a tradable and a non-tradable good. Assuming 

thatt each firm makes only one product would yield exactly the same results, since pro-

ductionn processes and price setting for the two goods are entirely separated in each firm. 

Thee advantage of combining both production processes in one firm is that it allows me 

too present a single expression for profits, rather than separate expressions for profits in 

thee tradables sector and in the non-tradables sector. The goods zT and zN are produced 

inn a single firm z. Firm profits are 

U(z)U(z) = pr{zT)yr(zT) + pN{zN)yN{zN) - Wl{z). (5,26) 

wheree l{z) = lT(zT) + I.N(ZN). The representative firm z chooses pT{zT) and pN{zN) 

inn order to maximise total profits (5.26), subject to the production functions (5.22)-

(5.23).. the demand functions for individual tradable and non-tradable goods (5.16) and 

(5.17)) and clearing of goods markets (5.24)-(5.25).11 It is assumed that the firm takes 

aggregatee demand for tradable and non-tradable goods ( Q '. CN) as given. The first-

orderr conditions are (see Appendix C for the derivation): 

(5.27) ) 

(5.28) ) 

Equationss (5.27)-(5.28) represent the optimal pricing rules for the representative 

firm.firm. Product prices are set equal to unit labour costs plus mark-ups of ^ and - L -

forr tradable and non-tradable goods respectively. As the situation moves" towards*  full 

competitionn (i.e. as the degrees of substitutability approach infinity) , profit margins 

tendd to zero.12 

Thee labour demand function can be derived using the production functions (5.22)-

111 Recall that the absence of barriers in the tradable goods market implies that the law of one price 

holdss for tradables, i.e. the firm cannot price discriminate between the domestic and the foreign market. 

Inn fact, it would even be suWptimal for the firm to price-discriminate, given that the price-elasticities 

off  tradables demand are equal in both countries. See also Obstfeld-Rogoff (1996. p. 711) 

"Notee that market power of firms in product markets drives a wedge between the product price and 

marginall  production costs (which i.s equivalent to a wedge between the real wage and the marginal 

productt of labour). This happens regardless of the degree of market power of workers. Market power of 

workerss in the labour market drives a wedge between the marginal disutility of labour supply and the 

marginall  utilit y of the consumption that additional labour supply buys at real factor prices. However, 

thee degree of market power of workers does not affect the wedge between the marginal product of labour 

andd the real wage [see Hau (2000. p. 430)]. 
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(5.23):13 3 

ll dd{z){z) = -[yrM + yNM]. (5-29) 

a a 

II  wil l assume the labour market to clear in equilibrium. The labour market clearing 

conditionn for the Home country is: 

t; t; ?{z)dz,?{z)dz, (5-30> 

withh L* as given by equation (5.21) and ld given by equation (5.29). 

Aggregatee Home output is defined analogous to aggregate consumption 

vv — v 7 v 1 - 7 (5.31) 

5.2.44 Competit ion policy 

Followingg Blanchard and Giavazzi (2001), the elasticity of substitution between differ-

entt varieties of the Home non-tradable good (0N) is interpreted as an instrument of 

competitionn policy.14 

Blanchardd and Giavazzi (2001) consider product market deregulation along two di-

mensions:: a reduction in entry costs and an increase in the price elasticity of demand. 

Intuitively,, a government can promote competition by making it less costly for consumers 

too switch suppliers or via a reduction in entry costs. In the former case, product demand 

wil ll  become more responsive to differences in the product price, whereas in the latter 

casee new firms wil l enter the market, offering the same product, but in a different variety 

orr on a different location. In reality, many deregulations are likely to affect both the 

demandd elasticity and entry costs. For instance, when deregulating the taxi market, the 

Dutchh government increased the number of licenses (thus reducing the costs of market 

entryy for firms) and relaxed the rules for choosing a taxi (thus lowering the switching 

costss for consumers).15 

13Outputt of tradable and non-tradable goods must be aggregated through the formula for composite 

outputt [see equation (5.31)], but labour in both sectors is expressed in the same units and can be 

aggregatedd through straightforward addition. 
14Thee parameter 6N can be thought of as being a function of 'deep parameters' representing consumer 

preferencess and competition policy. I assume that consumer preferences do not change over time, so 

thatt changes in 6N reflect changes in competition policy only. 
15Ass a result of the deregulation of the Dutch taxi market, customers are allowed to stop a taxi on 

thee road, whereas before the deregulation they had to go to a designated taxi stop and accept the rate 

offeredd by the first taxi in line (or walk to the next stop). 
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Inn this paper, I analyse deregulation in the non-tradable goods sector. I do not dis-

tinguishh between different types of competition-promoting government measures. Thus, 

II  study a special case of the different possible forms of product market, deregulation pre-

sentedd by Blanchard and Giavazzi (2001).16 All types of product market deregulation in 

thiss sector wil l be represented by a change in 9N. 

I tt is important to note that an increase in the parameter 9N does not have a direct 

impactt on utility , even though 6N appears in the utilit y function (via C). The symmetry 

amongg producers implies that, in equilibrium, households consume all varieties of the 

non-tradablee good in equal proportions (the same is true for the tradable good): 

CC N — 
Jo Jo 

[c[cNN(k] (k] ==  cN(h), 

soo that, from equations (5.1) and (5.2), a rise in 6N does not augment utilit y directly. 

However,, an increase in the elasticity of substitution between non-tradable products 

affectss the elasticity of demand facing firms (which is also equal to 0N) and thus reduces 

thee monopoly power of firms [see the pricing equation (5.28)]. This will , ceteris paribus, 

leadd to lower prices and higher consumption. Thus, an increase in 0N may affect utilit y 

viaa its impact on the monopoly power of firms. 

5.33 Loglinearising the model 

Thee model does not yield simple closed-form solutions, due to monopoly pricing and the 

endogeneityy of output. Therefore, the model wil l be linearised around a symmetric steady 

state.. The first step in this direction is deriving the solution for the initial symmetric 

steadyy state. 

5.3.11 A symmetric steady state 

Inn a steady state, all exogenous variables are constant. Steady-state values wil l be 
representedd by overbars. It follows directly from (5.18) that real interest rate equality 

16Thee number of firms plays no explicit role in this paper, but it is implicitly assumed to be constant. 

Inn Blanchard and Giavazzi (2001). product market deregulation may increase or decrease the number 

off  firms, depending on the mix of particular measures. An increase in the elasticity of demand leads to 

nett exit of firms, whereas a reduction in entry costs leads to net entry of firms. For small changes in the 

elasticityy of substitution, the number of firms remains constant when an increase in substitutability is 

accompaniedd by a proportional decline in entry costs. This is implicitly assumed here, but it will play 

noo explicit role in the remainder of the paper. 
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holdss across countries in the steady state.17 The steady state world real interest rate r 

is s 
18 8 

== 1^1 (5.32) 

Fromm the household budget constraint (5.10), it follows that steady state consumption 

iss (see Appendix D for the derivation): 

CNCN — YN, 
(5.33) ) 

K K TyTy (5.34) CCTT = rF+^Y 

wheree VT is the production-based price index of tradable goods in the Home country 

andd PT is the consumption-based price index of tradable goods in the Home country. 

Thee latter is affected not only by domestic producer prices P£, but _also by import prices 

(equivalentt to exchange-rate adjusted Foreign producer prices) X(P^)*.19 

Inn steady state, the current account must be balanced, but this is not necessarily 

thee case for the trade account. Equation (5.34) shows that the Home country can run a 

tradee deficit in steady state (CT > YT), but only if it owns interest-bearing net foreign 

assetss or if it enjoys favourable terms of trade.20 See Appendix E for a discussion of the 

currentt account and trade account dynamics in this model. 

Givenn that the model contains more endogenous variables than independent equa-

tions,, there is still a multiplicity of solutions for the steady state. The starting condition 

off  zero net foreign assets: 

closess the model in the sense that the solution is now uniquely determined (see Appendix 

n n 
17Notee that, because the law of one price holds for tradable goods at the aggregate level and because 

theree is no uncertainty (EtXt+i = Xt+l), real interest rate equality r = r*  implies uncovered interest 
parity:: 1 + it = % ^ (!+*?)

"Equationn (5.32) is equivalent to 0 = ^ = , showing that fi is the usual discount factor. 
19Notee that I have replaced pT(h) and pf (ƒ) by PV

T and (P£)*  respectively, in order to make clear 

thatt I am using aggregate variables. Recall that Home and Foreign consume all tradable goods, but that 

theyy produce a different set of tradable goods. Home produces the tradables indexed [0. , whereas 

Foreignn produces the tradables indexed , 1]. This causes the consumption-based price index and the 

production-basedd price index to differ from each other in both countries. 
2()Definee the terms of trade as P?/X(P*y. The terms of trade are favourable if export prices exceed 

importt prices, i.e. if PV
T > X{P*)*.  Recall that PT = \F% + \X(PP

T  It follows directly that the 

termss of trade are favourable if P| > PT, i.e. if domestic producer prices exceed domestic consumer 

prices. . 
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Inn order to simplify the algebra, it is assumed that there is full international symmetry 

inn the initial steady state. Thus, the price elasticities of demand for non-tradable goods 

aree equal in the initial steady state, i.e. 9N = 6%21 International symmetry also implies 

thatt the production-based price index_of tradable goods is equal to the consumption-

basedd price index of tradable goods: (ƒ*)<, = (PT)0^ It follows that the trade account 

iss balanced in the initial steady state 

(Crh(Crh = (Fr)„ . (5.35) 

Combiningg (5.21). (5.22)-(5.23). (5.27)-(5.28) and the final equation of Appendix A 
vields s 

(Y(YTT)o)o = 
a-ya-y ' "r 1 

(Y, (Y, NN )0 = 

-Kv)+d-))(¥) ] ] 
(5.36) ) 

(5.37) ) 

-Kv)+o-7)(^) ] ] 
Steadyy state output of tradable goods increases as the economy moves towards more 

competitionn in tradables (d{YT)0/d9T > 0), whereas it decreases if the economy moves 

towardss more competition in non-tradables (d(YT)0/dON < 0). Intuitively, an increase 

inn competition in the non-tradables sector triggers an increase in labour demand from 

thatt sector, which causes a bidding up of real wages and draws labour from the tradable 

goodss sector, leading to lower tradables output.23 The story is (mutatis mutandis) the 

samee for steady state output of non-tradable goods. 

Fromm (5.36)-(5.37) and (5.31). the steady state level of output is 

^MMnizi*^)? ^MMnizi*^)? 
(5.38) ) 

II  write 0X = 6%. rather than (0A-)o = (0's)u. i n o r d er n o t t 0 complicate notation. The assumption 
off  international symmetry is not necessary to solve for the steady state, but it greatly simplifies the 
algebra.. The elasticities of substitution for non-tradable goods will be allowed to move independently 
inn the two countries (i.e. 0iV ^ 0*v). 

22Inn the globally symmetric equilibrium, any two tradable goods produced anywhere in the world 
havee the same price when measured in the same currency: p(h) = Xp>(f). Aggregating over all 
tradablee goods yields: />£ - X{P»)*. Combining with equation (5.6) yields- PT = J l (pP) i -»r + 

\[X{P»YY-*-r}W-°T)\[X{P»YY-*-r}W-°T) = pp. S ec ohstfeld a nd R ü g o ff ( 1 9 9 6. p. 6 6 9 ). ' 2 T 

2!Rccalll  that labour is assumed to he fully mobile across sectors. The increase in the real wage also 
triggerss an increase in labour supply (see equation (5.43) below), but this is insufficient to accommodate 
thee additional labour demand in the non-tradables sector. 
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Inn a model with tradables only (7 = 1), equation (5.38) simplifies to the formula reported 

byy Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995),24 which corresponds to a similar result obtained earlier 

byy Blanchard and Kiyotaki (1987) in a static closed economy framework: 

__ . _. 1 

K6T K6T 

Fromm equations (5.12), (5.20), (5.32) and the final equation of Appendix A 

,-ö,-ö ^ (l~P\-M l (5-39) 

(P(P ) ~ ( 1 - 7 ) ^ M 0 J - . (5-4°) 

Invokingg equation (5.5), the steady state value of the general price level can be written 

as s 

Thee general price level depends on money supply (M0) and on the determinants of money 

demand,, being the preference for holding money balances (*) , the discount factor {(3) 

andd output (Yo)-

Ann increase in the degree of competition in the tradable goods sector leads to a decline 

inn the price of tradables, but to a rise in the price of non-tradables: d{PT)o/d9T < 0 

andd d(PN)o/dOT > 0.25 This can be seen when combining the price equations (5.39)-

(5.40)) with the output equations (5.36)-(5.37). More competition in the tradables sector 

inducess producers of tradable goods to cut prices and expand output. The higher labour 

demandd in the tradables sector causes a bidding up of real wages and draws labour 

fromm the non-tradable goods sector, leading to lower non-tradables output and a higher 

pricee for non-tradables in the new equilibrium. Intuitively, enhanced competition in the 

tradabless sector forces down profit margins in the tradables sector, but leads to higher 

reall  wages economy-wide.26 

""  240bstfeld and Rogoff normalise their model such that (the inverse of) productivity is captured by 

thee parameter K. AS a result, the parameter a does not appear in their equation. 
25Recalll  that labour is mobile across sectors. If the degree of substitutability of labour across sectors 

weree very low and the supply of labour inelastic, the increase in wages (as a result of the higher demand 

forr labour) could lead to a rise in the price of tradables, despite a decline in the mark-up. 

26Inn this model, enhanced competition in the tradables sector affects both countries symmetrically. In 

aa model which allows for different degrees of competition in the domestic and foreign tradables sectors, 

enhancingg competition in the domestic tradables sector implies a real appreciation of the Home currency. 

Notee that this effect is quite similar to the Balassa-Samuelson effect (with enhanced competition in the 

tradabless sector taking the place of higher productivity in the tradables sector). 
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Similarly,, an increase in the degree of competition in the non-tradable goods sector 

leadss to a Recline in the price level in that sector, but to a rise in the price of tradable 

goods:: d(PN)0/dON < 0 and d(PT)0/d9N > 0. It follows directly that deregulating 

thee domestic services sector (an increase in 0N) wil l make a country less competitive 

internationally.. This wil l induce a nominal depreciation of the Home currency. 

Thee real wage rate follows from equations (5.5) and (5.27)-(5.28): 

T T ""  =  a 7 
0 T - 1 1 

U-Ti i 
-- 1 1 -7 7 

(5.42) ) 

Thee real wage rate is increasing in the degree of competition in goods markets. Intu-

itively,, competition pushes down goods prices, which induces a rise in consumption and 

output.. The resulting increase in labour demand forces firms to bid up real wages. 

Employmentt in the tradables and non-tradables sectors follow directly from equations 
(5.22)-(5.23).. Adding up both sectors yields total employment 

Lo=(-Y Lo=(-Y 
- 1 1 

++ (1 (5.43) ) 

Overalll  employment is increasing in 0N and 0T. A higher degree of competition in the 

tradabless sector causes an expansion of output of tradables. The higher labour demand 

inn the tradables sector wil l be partly drawn from the non-tradables sector and partly 

mett by additional labour supply. 

Usingg (5.22)^(5.23). (5.26). (5.27)-(5.28), (5.36)-(5.37), (5.41) and (5.42), real profits 
cann be written as 

no o 

Po Po 
2-2- 1 1 ~ 7 

YY00. . (5.44) ) 

Reall  profits increase when the level of turnover (i.e. aggregate output Y0) increases, 

whenn the degree of competition (6T,6N) decreases and when consumer preferences (7) 

shiftt in favour of the least competitive sector (i.e. in favour of the good with the lowest 

pricee elasticity of demand, which is the most profitable good to the firm).27 

5.3.22 Loglinearisation 

Too allow for asymmetries between the two countries, it is helpful to log-linearise the 

modell  around the initial steady state. Define Zt = dZt/Z0. that is variables with a hat 

denotee percentage changes from the initial steady state. 

27Thee precise conditions are d{n{] /P{))/d1 > 0, if 8T < 6N and d(ÏÏ0/P0)/8(l - ->) > 0. if 0N < 0T. 
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Thee linearised price equations are: 

ppNN = --L-ds + w, (5-45) 
uuNN — 1 

PPTT = _ - J _ ?T + ï(ÏV + ^ ) + i x , (5-46) 
UTUT — L Z £ 

11 -T„  + w\ (5-47) 
NN - 1 

?N?N — a ^UN 

PPTT = --^eT + \(w + w*)-\x. (5-48) 
t>xt>x ~~ *-  ^ 

Ann increase in the degree of competition (0) in a certain sector leads to a decline of 

producerr prices in that sector. The lower the initial degree of competition (i.e. the higher 

-è ï ),, the larger the price impact of enhanced competition. A rise in the wage rate at 

Homee leads to a proportional increase in the non-tradable consumer price subindex in 

thee Home country and to a less than proportional increase in the tradable consumer price 

subindexx in Home and Foreign. An exchange rate movement has an opposite impact on 

thee price of tradables in the two countries. 

Takingg total differentials of equation (5.29) and using equations (5.36)-(5.37), (5.43), 

thee linearised version of (5.15)-(5.16) and the goods market clearing conditions gives 

LL = 4>TYT + 4>NYN, 

where e 

(5.49) ) 

--11)) , d - 7 ) ( ^ 
<t>r<t>r  = ,eT-u i /i _„,w**=I V  (pN 

nÖ T ,, + U - 7 ) ( ^ ) ' ™ tif) + {l->r)(^) 

Notee that <PT + <j> N = 1. When 0T = 6N, the expressions simplify to c/>T = 7 and 

(P(PNN = 1 - 7 . The full linearised model is reported in appendix G. 

5.44 Dynamics 

Thiss section discusses the model dynamics. Going through the general dynamics is 

helpfull  before studying the impact of a permanent exogenous money shock in the Home 

countryy (section 5.5) and a permanent exogenous shock to the degree of competition in 

thee Home country (section 5.6). 

II  wil l assume a shock takes place at t - 1, when the economy is in the initial steady 

state.. In order to follow the dynamics of the economy after the shock, I wil l distinguish 
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betweenn the short run and long run. Wages are assumed to be fixed for one period 

(goingg from t - 1 to the short-run equilibrium in t) and fully flexible thereafter. As 

inn Obstfeld-Rogoff (1995). the economy reaches its long-run equilibrium int + l and 

remainss in this new steady state thereafter. Thus, there is no staggered price setting 

ass in Calvo (1983). Shocks are assumed to be small. Therefore, by assumption, both 

thee short-run equilibrium and the new long-run steady state are sufficiently close to the 

initiall  steady state to justify a linear approximation of the model. 

II  wil l first discuss the characteristics of the new long-run equilibrium, then turn to the 
short-runn dynamics and highlight the role of international wealth transfers in connecting 
thee short and long run. 

5.4.11 Comparing steady states 

Thee long-run equilibrium is a steady state. The long-run real interest rate must be 

constant.. Its level is given by equation (5.32), as in the initial steady state. Since all 

pricess are constant in the steady state, it follows directly from equation (5.12) that the 

long-runn nominal interest rate is equal to the real interest rate and must therefore be 

constantt too (i.e. f = ? = 0). Long-run steady state changes are indicated by variables 

withh an overbar and a hat. 

Leadd the linearised version of equation (5.20) by one period and recall that the 

economyy is in steady state as of t + 1. Therefore, both (t + l)-subscripted and (r + 2)-

subscriptedd variables can be replaced by steady state changes. After simplifying, the 

longg run steady state path money demand is given by: 

S - ^^ = & (5.50) 

Combiningg equation (5.50) with the linearised versions of (5.5) and (5.8) yields the 
expressionn for the long-run exchange rate: 

XX = ~M ~-C ~-—lpN, (5.51) ) 77 7 7 

where^superscr iptt d indicates the difference between Home and Foreign, e.g. f t = 

MM - M . The expression illustrates the 'exchange rate magnification effect' stressed 

byy Hau (2000. 2002): if the size of the tradables sector (7) is small, changes in the 

fundamentalss (A/, C) wil l induce relatively large exchange rate fluctuations, even in 

thee long run. Hau (2002) provides empirical support for an inverse relationship between 

opennesss and exchange rate volatility. The intuition given by Hau is that for an economy 
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withh fewer tradables, price level adjustment wil l require larger changes in the exchange 

rate.. It is easy to check that in my model the size of the exchange rate movement {X) is 

alsoo decreasing in the size of the tradable goods sector. However, as shown by equation 

(5.51),, the non-tradables price differential (the third term on the right-hand side) may 

absorbb part of the shock to money or consumption. It is easy to show that, even for 

aa very closed economy (7 -> 0), the size of the exchange-rate response never exceeds 

thee size of the shock to money or competition (i.e. X < M and X < 0N). Thus, the 

exchangee rate magnification effect is limited in size (see appendix J). 

5.4.22 Short-run equilibrium 

Recalll  that the economy encounters a shock at time t - 1. The short run (the period 

runningg from t - 1 to t) is characterised by sticky wages (i.e. W = W* = 0). However, 

thee mark-up for non-tradable goods can change as a result of competition policy. Thus, 

inn this model, contrary to Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995, 1996) and Hau (2000, 2002), wage 

rigidityrigidity  does not imply price rigidity per se, i.e. short-run non-tradables price changes 

(P(PNN)) need not be zero. The short run can be seen as a transition period, before the 

economyy reaches its long-run equilibrium. Recall that short-run percentage changes are 

indicatedd by hatted variables without time subscripts or overbars. 

Sincee the short-run equilibrium is not a steady state, the real interest rate need not 

bee constant. Also, the short-run price level need not be equal to the long-run price level. 

Outputt is demand-determined in the short run. Therefore, short-run unemployment or 

labourr shortages can occur.28 

Thee short-run change in the exchange rate is equal to the Jong-run change, i.e. the 

exchangee rate immediately jumps to its long-run value (X = X, see appendix J). 

5.4.33 International wealth transfers 

Internationall  wealth transfers play an essential role in the model's dynamics. In par-

ticular,, a temporary shock may affect the long run equilibrium via its impact on the 

internationall  distribution of wealth. International wealth transfers are endogenously de-

terminedd in the short run. I wil l discuss the impact of exogenous wealth transfers on the 

long-runn equilibrium here, before solving the model explicitly for shocks to the money 

28Technically,, the labour-leisure condition [the linearised version of equation (5.21)] determines labour 

supply,, but not the actual level of employment, which is determined by the labour-demand equation 

[thee linearised version of (5.29)]. 
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supplyy and the degree of competition (which cause international wealth transfers) in the 
followingg sections. 

Thee model's symmetry admits a simple solution approach. I first solve for differences 

betweenn Home and Foreign variables and then for world aggregates. This approach also 

providess a better insight in the underlying intuition. 

Fromm the linearised versions of equations (5.33)-(5.34): 

—^^ vdF —^ ^p •"-
CC = 2 7 — + y +1{(PT)

d~X}. ( 5 . 5 2 ) 

Iff output were exogenous (i.e. when labour input were fixed), a wealth transfer equal to 

11 unit of tradable goods to the Home country would lead to a steady-state international 

consumptionn differential of 2~/r: Home residents would raise consumption by the interest. 

7ff on the transfer and Foreign residents would reduce consumption by 7f ,29 However, 

outputt is endogenous in this model: the net wealth transfer leads Home residents to 

workk less and enjoy more leisure. Foreign country residents do the opposite, leading to 

thee following (negative) international output differential:30 

~~dd vdF 
YY =(^-27)-=™* 

(C?)o' ' (5.53) ) 

Thee endogeneity of output causes the consumption differential between Home and For
eignn to be smaller than 2-ïrdF/(C™)(). 

Home'ss long-run terms of trade, given by 

improvee when Home receives a transfer.31 This improvement is also driven by the labour-

leisuree decision. The Home country residents' decision to work less reduces Home output 

andd therefore has an upward effect on domestic producer prices, which improves the terms 

29Recalll that the internationally traded riskless real bond is denominated in terms of the composite 
tradablee consumption good. A wealth tranfer which enables a 1 percent increase in consumption of the 
tradablee good enables a 7 percent increase in consumption of the composite good. 

TOTOForFor <j> T < 2-, to hold. it. is sufficient that 0V > 2(1 - 7 ) . See appendix I. As will be argued in section 
5.6,, this condition is satisfied in practice. 

311 This is in line with the well-known argument by Keynes that a country making international transfer 
paymentss will experience a deterioration in its terms of trade. See. for instance. Obstfeld and Rogoff 
(1996,, p. 255). 
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off trade.32 In the special case of perfect competition in the tradables sector (6T -» oo), 

aa wealth transfer would not lead to a change in the terms of trade. The reason is that 

underr perfect competition all tradable goods producers behave as price-takers. 

5.55 Money shocks 

Thiss section studies the macroeconomic effects of money shocks. More specifically, I look 

att the impact of an unanticipated permanent increase in the Home money supply, i.e. 

MM = M. Since shocks are additive, we may temporarily set 0T = 9N = BN = 0 and then 

solvee for the endogenous variables as functions of the money shock. 

5.5.11 Long-run impact 

Onee implication for monetary policy follows directly from the previous subsection. As 

willl be seen when discussing the short-run dynamics below, an expansion of the Home 

moneyy supply induces a short-run current account surplus for the Home country, which 

iss balanced by a net transfer of financial assets from the Foreign country to the Home 

countryy (d~F > 0). Substituting equations (5.53)-(5.54) into equation (5.52) yields: 

g ^^ + I Ü + M ] ^ - . (5.55) 

Itt is easily seen that the resulting international consumption differential is positive and 

smallerr than 2rdF/ (C£) 0 . 3 3 Thus, a money supply shock, via the wealth effect, has an 

upwardd effect on the long-run consumption differential. In other words, money has real 

effectss in the long run.34 

Obstfeld-Rogofff (1996, p. 690) present a model which includes non-tradables. In their 

model,, the Home country is small, the tradable goods sector is perfectly competitive 

andd Home output of the tradable good is exogenous. The small-country assumption 
322 Optimal pricing by firms implies that export prices are equal to domestic producer prices for tradable 

goodss (Px = P f ) and that import prices (foreign export prices) are equal to to foreign producer prices 

expressedd in the domestic currency ( F M = X(Pf )*). Then the terms of trade can be expressed as 

pXpX jpM _ pP/[X{Pr£)*]. Thus, an increase of domestic producer prices leads to an improvement in 

thee terms of trade. See also footnote 20. 
33Recalll that 6T > 1 and 7 < 1. If both parameters were equal to 1, the expression would reduce to 

<p<pTT + 1 + 4)N, which is equal to 2. 
34Thee long-run effect of money on consumption should not be overstated. It is in the order of 

magnitudee of the real interest rate, since it is caused by the yield on net foreign assets (which the Home 

countryy has accumulated as a result of its short run current account surplus). 
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impliess that Home producers must be price-takers and that the tradables sector must be 

perfectlyy competitive. As seen in the previous section, the latter implies that the terms 

off trade are constant. Since Obstfeld-Rogoff also assume that the Home country has a 

fixedfixed endownment of the tradable good in each period and zero net. foreign assets in the 

initiall steady state and that the utility function is separable in tradable and non-tradable 

goods,, domestic supply and demand of the tradable good will always be equal. Thus, 

theree are no current account effects and money loses its non-neutrality property when 

Obstfeld-Rogofff include non-tradables in their model. I do not make the small country 

assumptionn and I allow output in both sectors to be endogenously determined. As a 

result,, contrary to Obstfeld-Rogoff (1996). money retains its non-neutrality property in 

thee presence of non-tradable goods in my model.35 

Lookk at the international CPI differential. Combining equations (5.50) and (5.55) 
yields: : 

P - W - ^ + _ _ _ ] _ _ .. ( 5 5 6) 

Thee wealth effect which causes money to have a positive impact on the long-run real 

consumptionn differential, also implies that the long-run CPI differential changes less than 

proportionatelyy to a permanent, money shock: P < M 

Next.. I turn to world aggregates. From the linearised versions of equations (5.5), 

(5.21),, (5.27)-(5.28). (5.33)-(5.34) and the corresponding equations for the Foreign coun

try,, it follows that 

—— W "-tl) 

yy =c =0. (5<57) 

Moneyy is neutral at the world level in the long run. Combining this result with the 

moneyy demand equation (5.50) and its Foreign counterpart immediately yields: 

PP = M • (5.58) 

Moneyy shocks will translate one-for-one into price increases at the world level.36 

Thiss paper studies exogenous money supply shocks. If monetary policy is determined endogenously 
inn a model with rational expectations then, in equilibrium, the monetary authorities cannot system

aticallyy raise output, but they can help to stabilise the economy in response to unanticipated shocks 
(Obstfeldd and Rogoff, 1996, p. 684). 

36Moneyy is neutral at the world level, but may affect country differences. This result corresponds to 
thee notion that monetary policy can become beggar-thy-neighbour (see chapters 2 and 3). 
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5.5.22 Short-run impact 

Next,, turn to the short run. Recall that I consider the impact of an ^unanticipated 

permanentt shock to the money supply. The short-run stickiness of wages (W = W* = 0) 

impliess that the short-run world price level is not affected by changes in the money 

supply: : 

ppww = O (o.oyj 

Thee expressions for world output, world consumption and the world interest rate are 

(seee Appendix H for derivation): 

y-Wy-W _ Piw _ JTrw (5.60) 

f = _ ( ll + i)Mu;, (5-61) 
r r 

Inn the short run, wages cannot adjust to money shocks. As a result, monetary policy 

iss able to affect output and consumption. In this model a one percent increase in the 

worldd money supply leads to a one percent increase in world output and consumption. 

Ann increase in the world money supply leads to a decline in the world real interest rate. 

Ass a result of the short-run stickiness of nominal wages, the short-run impact of monetary 

policyy on output exceeds its long-run impact. The real interest rate must decline in order 

too induce a similar time-pattern for world consumption (via lower savings). 

Next,, turn to international differences: 

CCdd = 

YYdd = 

i-lfn 2^- 1 1 

ii + 21(dT 

MMdd (5.62) 
TT \ D 

'^'^  M*  (5-63) 
D D 

wheree D = 2 + r ( l + 4>N + <Mr ) . Under monopolistic competition, prices are set above 

thee marginal cost of production. Therefore, at the margin, it is profitable for firms to 

accommodatee additional demand by producing more output.37 This means that output 

becomess demand-determined when wages are rigid. As will be seen below, a Home 

moneyy expansion causes a depreciation of the Home currency (X > 0). This induces net 

Foreignn demand for Home goods {Yd > Cd).38 

37Ass stated, this is only true at the margin, i.e. for small increases in demand. See Blanchard and 

Kiyotakii (1987). 
:,8Recalll that net Foreign demand falls entirely on tradable goods (i.e. Y*> Of). Since the markets 

forr non-tradable goods clear within each country, it follows that Y$ - Cf,. Combining these two 

equationss implies Yd > Cd. It is easy to show that (1 - ^)A/<' < Cd < Md < Y'{ < [)0T + (1 - l)]M d 

forr all admissible parameter values. 
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Givenn that wages are all fixed in the short run. the world price level cannot, change 
either,, as shown above.39 However, exchange rate movements may cause a change in 
relativee prices: 

PdPd = ^ - (5.64) 

5.5.33 Exchange rate and current account 

Ass in Obstfeld and Rogoff's (1995) model with tradables only, the exchange rate imme

diatelyy jumps to its new long-run equilibrium value (X = X~). 

Thee reduced-form solution for the exchange rate is: 

- g : == 29T + r{l  + <pN + (pT9T) ~d 

2O2OTT + 0Tr{l+(f> N +  (f>T6T) ' 

^ p e rmanen tt monetary expansion in Home leads to a depreciation of the Home currency 

(X(X > 0). The d iangejn the exchange rate is less than proportional to the size of the 

moneyy shock (X < Md). As seen in the previous section, a smaller tradable goods 

sectorr leads to a higher long-run exchange rate response to money shocks, but the re

sponsee coefficient is always below unity, so that the exchange rate magnification effect 

iss unimportant in this model. 

Inn the special case when the tradable goods sector is characterised by perfect compe

titionn (0T -> oo), the expression for the exchange rate reduces to X = 0. The intuition 

iss that the Home country is a price taker in the tradable goods market and it cannot 

alloww a change in the exchange rate without severely distorting its economy. 

Wagee rigidity implies that domestic producer prices will not be affected by money 

shockss in the short run. Therefore, the short-run terms of trade are fully determined 

byy the short-run exchange rate (with a minus sign, as an appreciation of the Foreign 

currency,, X > 0, induces a deterioration of the Home terms of trade): 

PPTT ~ {PTY ~ x = -X. (5 6 5 ) 

Thee short-run current account (which equals the change in net foreign assets) has the 
followingg reduced-form solution (see Appendix H): 

d~Fd~F _ 0T-l -~~d 

(Cr)o(Cr)o ~ 2 + r ( l + ^ + 0 T ö T ) M ' (5-66) 

Ann expansion of the Home money supply leads to a short-run surplus on the current 
account. . 

9Thiss is due to the fact that the only shock here is a money shock. In the next section, when shocks to 

competitionn are considered, prices can change in the short run, despite short-run nominal wage rigidity. 
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5.66 Product market deregulation 

Thiss section studies the impact of product market deregulation in the shielded sector, 

wheree the degree of competition is typically lower than in the open sector. More precisely, 

II focus on permanent shocks to the degree of competition injthe Home non-tradable goods 

sectorr (i.e. 6N = %N > 0). In this section, I will set M = M* = 0 (no money shocks). 

5.6.11 Long-run impact 

Ass in the previous section, I start with the long-run equilibrium. In a closed economy, 

thee direct impact of a positive shock to the degree of competition can be decomposed 

inn an income and a substitution effect. First, enhanced competition reduces the mark

upp in the non-tradables sector. The resulting decline in the price of non-tradables has 

ann upward effect on the real wage, which effectively increases demand for both type of 

products.. Secondly, the decline in the relative price of non-tradables causes a demand 

shiftt from tradables to non-tradables. The two effects combined have the following 

impactt on tradables and non-tradables output: 

¥¥ r <PN <t>N } f ^  n 

YY**  = [m^ï+ ^ N ' 
wheree the first term on the right-hand side represents the increase in overall demand 

(equall for both sectors)40 and the second term on the right-hand side represents the 

demandd shift (negative for the tradables sector and positive for the non-tradables sec

tor).411 For the non-tradables sector, the two effects re-inforce each other. However, for 

thee tradables sector, the substitution effect dominates the income effect. Thus, prod

uctt market deregulation leads to an expansion of output in the targeted sector, but an 

outputt decline in the other sector. 
40Recalll that the formulas refer to the percentage change in output. The additional product demand 

causedd by the income effect is divided over the different sectors in proportion to the size of the sectors, 

whichh leads to equal percentage changes. The increase in aggregate demand will be larger if competition 

iss low, initially {0N small), so that enhancing competition will have a more significant downward impact 

onn the mark-up and if the non-tradables sector is large (1 - -> large, and thus oN large), so that the 

pricee reduction of non-tradables has a relatively large impact on the general price level. 
41Thee demand shift is larger if the initial degree of competition is low (0N small), so that enhancing 

competitionn will cause a large decline in the relative price of non-tradables. The impact of the demand 

shiftt on the individual sectors is inversely related to the size of the sector concerned (as reflected by cpN 

inn the formula for tradables output and <pT in the formula for non-tradables output). 
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Thee expression for aggregate output in an open economy is: 

*-*- dd . 1 — 'v m., ^d <PN<PN ,¥ , „ , rdF YY - f_ L VN 1ÏÏ , / n ^ ' U r 

T) T) 

Thee coefficient, of 9N is the (weighted) sum of thee tradables and non-tradables output. 

Fromm the perspective of the firm, the decline in monopoly power in the non-tradables 

sectorr causes additional consumer demand, which makes it attractive to produce more 

outputt ( ^ y ) . whereas the higher real wage rate makes labour more expensive, which 

hass a negative impact on labour demand and output ( ~ 2 ( ^_ 1 }) . 4 2 Product market 

deregulationn causes a positive wealth effect (dF > 0, as will be seen below), which 

inducess Home residents to work less and therefore has a negative effect on Home output. 

Thiss means that the overall effect on Home output is a priori ambiguous. 

Realistically,, the following constraints may be imposed on the parameters. First, 

thee degree of competition in the world market for tradable goods is larger than in the 

domesticc markets for non-tradable goods, i.e. 6T > 0N. This is in line with Hakura 

(1998),, who empirically finds that both import and export penetration have a significant 

negativee impact on the price-cost margins. Second, the price-elasticity of demand in 

thee non-tradable goods market satisfies the condition 6N > 2. This follows from Neiss 

(2001),, who finds an average labour income share in GDP of 50% for OECD countries.43 

Mostt empirical papers find results that correspond to a price-elasticity of demand ($) 

inn a range between 3.5 and 6. This corresponds to an average mark-up [1/(6 - 1)] of 

20-40%.. See Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000) for references. Third, the share of tradables is 

lesss than 50% of output, i.e. 7 < 1. In fact, for Europe, the share of agriculture and 

industryy (which typically produce tradable goods) in total output is some 25%, whereas 

thee share of (mostly non-tradable) services is some 75%. 

Forr these realistic values of the model parameters (0T > 6N > 2; 7 < , the direct 

effectt on output (lower monopoly rents) will dominate the indirect effect (higher real 

wage),, so that an increase in the degree of competition in the non-tradables sector raises 

overalll output in the domestic economy. This result is supportive of the Single Market 

projectt and of initiatives by EU national authorities to deregulate domestic services 

markets. . 

42Thcc substitution effect doos not cancel out at the aggregate output level, even though it does so 
att the aggregate employment level. The reason is that the weights of the non-tradables and tradables 

sectorss in output (7. 1 - ->) can be (slightly) different from the sector weights in employment (oT , 0 V ) . 

'' Labour income gives a lower bound fur firm production costs, whereas GDP gives an upper bound 
forr firm sales. If production costs are at least 50% of firm sales, then the average profit margin is not 

moree than 100% of production costs, i.e. ^ _ - 1 < 1. which is equivalent to 0,v > 2. 
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Iff competition authorities target the wrong sector [i.e. if they enhance competition 

inn the tradables sector, despite that this sector is relatively unimportant (7 small) and 

competitionn in the other (non-tradables) sector is very limited (6N very small)], adverse 

outputt effects may occur. In this case, the output decline in the non-tradables sector may 

outweighh the output rise in the tradables sector. The implication is that further dereg

ulatingg the tradables sector may be unattractive for countries with a highly protected 

non-tradabless sector. However, this possibility only occurs for implausible parameter 

values.44 4 

Thee Home country long-run terms of trade, given by 

-- ^ ^ ^ <pN ^ 1 + 4>N fdF 

TOTTOT = PT - (pTy - x = 20^—i j ' » + ~ ^ ~ (ë?V 

improvee when competition in the Home non-tradables sector is enhanced. The reason is 

thatt the relative scarcity of labour (even with the additional supply) leads firms to bid 

upp the wage rate, so that the price of domestic tradables increases. 

Substitutingg the last two equations into equation (5.52) yields: 

fkfkdd r/i u ^ ^ 1 1 f +\ó +^l + M]IÊL_ (5.68) 

Thee international consumption differential is almost surely positive. 

Noww we turn to prices. In a closed economy, enhancing competition has the following 

impactt on tradables and non-tradables prices: 

«Thee sectors differ in the degree of competition. Therefore, even though labour productivity is equal 

inn both sectors, adding labour generates higher revenues to firms in a sector with a lower degree of 

productt market competition. Intuitively, if competition authorities target the "wrong' sector (i.e. if the 

other,, non-targeted sector has a particular lack of competition), then the shift of labour may reduce 

overalll firm profits so much that this outweighs the increase in total labour income. Numerically, if 

77 = 0.25 (corresponding to the joint share of industry and agriculture in the gross domestic product 

inn the US and Europe) then output is increasing in the degree of competitiveness in the tradables 

sectorr only if the degree of competitiveness in the non-tradables sector satisfies 0N > 1.5. If 7 = 0.1 

(correspondingg to the share of exports in the US gross domestic product, the share is somewhat higher 

forr Europe) then output is increasing in the degree of competitiveness in the tradables sector only if 

00NN > 1.7. 
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Thee downward impact of higher non-tradables competition on the mark-up for non-

tradablee goods is the first term in the expression for %. The additional labour demand 

inn the non-tradables sector results in a higher wage rate in the entire economy, as labour 

iss mobile across sectors. This is the positive term common to both expressions. 

Onlyy little research has been conducted on the impact of sector-specific competition 

shockss on the price of goods in other sectors. ECB (2001a) suggests that this indirect 

pricee effect is likely to be negative, insofar as inputs for other sectors become cheaper. For 

instance,, deregulation in the energy sector will lower the electricity costs for companies 

inn other sectors. There are no intermediate goods in the present model. Instead, I stress 

thatt deregulation in one sector will increase the wage costs for companies in other sectors. 

Whetherr or not the increase in labour costs (the 'wage bill) is indeed more important 

thann the decline in the price of intermediate goods (the 'electricity bill') is an empirical 

matterr that will not be addressed here. 

Combiningg equations (5.50) and (5.68) yields the aggregate international CPI differ-
ential: : 

[[  0N-l + 2(0N-l) ld^-lTOT-(pr^Y(j. (5.69) 

Equationn J5.69) shows four channels through which enhanced competition in the Home 

countryy {$N > 0) affects the general price level. First, enhanced competition in the 

non-tradabless sector has a downward impact on monopoly profits in this sector, which 

lowerss the price of non-tradables goods. The impact on the general price level is propor

tionall to the size of the non-tradable sector and inversely related to the initial degree of 

competitionn in this sector, as reflected in the term - # & . The latter indicates that 

itt is more effective to enhance competition in a sector where firms have a high degree of 

monopolyy power. Second, the expansion of output in the non-tradables sector leads to 

higherr labour demand. The bidding up of wages implies a higher costs of factor inputs 

forr all sectors, which has an upward impact, on the general price level, as shown by the 
t e r mm 2 ( f c ) V Normally (when <f> N « 1 - 7 ) , this effect reduces the price impact of the 

firstfirst channel by roughly one half. Third, deregulating the non-tradables sector leads to 

ann improvement in the Home country's terms of trade. Themipact on the general price 

levell of the terms of trade improvement is given by -yfSf. This channel is likely to 

bee relatively small.45 Fourth, enhanced competition in the non-tradables sector gener-

atess a positive wealth effect for the Home country (dF > 0). The ensuing higher level 

«Thee terms of trade channel will become negligible if 7 - 0 or ^ 1. as can be seen from the fully-

reducedd form. Intuitively, if the non-tradables sector is very small (7 - 1), then enhanced competition 

inn the non-tradables sector leads to a negligible change in import prices. Conversely, if the tradables 

sectorr is very small b - 0), then enhanced competition in the non-tradables sector may induce a large 
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off consumption implies that money demand goes up. Therefore, keeping the nominal 

moneyy supply unchanged, the general price level must go down to restore equilibrium in 

thee money market. This fourth channel is also likely to be small when compared to the 

firstt two channels.46 

Threee channels (lower monopoly rents, terms of trade improvement, higher money 

demand)) go in the direction of a lower general price level, whereas one channel (higher 

wages)) has an upward effect on the general price level. Thus, the overall price effect 

off increasing the degree of competition is a priori ambiguous, as was the case for the 

overall output effect. However, for all realistic parameter values (0T > 9N > 2 or 7 < 3), 

enhancedd competition has a downward effect on the relative price level in the Home 

country.. Under the assumption that the initial level of competition in the tradables 

sectorr is more intense than in the non-tradables sector (0T > 9N), one Ends that the 

minimumm decline in consumer prices in response to an increase in competition in the 

non-tradabless sector is equal to half the direct impact of the reduced mark-up (the first 

channel): : 

f<-f<-  1 " 7 X < o - (5-70) 

2 ( 0 * - 1 )) N 

Att the world level, the terms of trade effects and wealth transfers cancel out. For realistic 

parameterr values, enhanced competition increases world output:47 

Vww 7? r 1 - 7 ^ }T (5-71) 

Combiningg this result with the money demand equation (5.50) and its Foreign counter

partt immediately shows that, under the same conditions, enhanced competition reduces 

thee average world price level: 

l 2 ( 0 ; v - i )) eN-V N 

Thee general price decline which follows from the enhancement of competition reflects 

aa more efficient allocation of resources. Therefore, monetary policymakers should fully 

declinee in import prices, but this will have a negligible impact on the overall price index. The channel 

alsoo becomes negligible in case the tradable sector is fully competitive (dT — 00). 
46Thee wealth effect/money demand channel will become negligible if 7 -> 0 or 7 - • 1, as can be seen 

fromm the fully-reduced form. Intuitively, if the non-tradables sector is very small (7 -^ 1). then enhanced 

competitionn in the non-tradables sector leads to a negligible wealth transfer (dF -> 0). Conversely, if 

thee tradables sector is very small (7 - 0), then enhanced competition in the non-tradables sector may 

leadd to a wealth transfer which is large in terms of tradable goods, but this will have a negligible impact 

onn overall consumption (and therefore also on money demand and the general price level). 
47Recalll that 7 < \ or 6T > 6N is sufficient for 1 - 7 > <t> N ( s ee Appendix I). 

PP = 
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accommodatee this decline.48 Enhanced competition permanently lowers the price level, 

butt it will only have a temporary effect on the level of inflation.49 Accommodating the 

pricee effect of enhanced competition therefore implies the need for a temporary adjust

mentt of the policymaker's inflation target. In order to derive the appropriate size of the 

adjustment,, monetary policymakers need to distinguish the impact of enhanced compe

titionn from other sources of price changes. Equations (5.69) and (5.72) can play a useful 

rolee in this respect, Combined with an assessment of the length of the transitional period 

andd the timing of the price effects, in principle, the appropiate temporary adjustment of 

thee inflation target can be derived. 

5.6.22 Short-run impact 

Next,, turn to the short run. The short-run world price level is: 

~~ eN-l0N' (5-73) 

Thee expressions for world output, world consumption and the world interest rate are 
(seee Appendix H): 

-- - . 1 — ' V 

'TV V 1WAT'' (5.74) 

rr = -(1 + 1) *» 
r2{6r2{6NN-\)-\)UNUN'' (5-75) 

Inn the short run. wages only partially adjust to competition shocks.50 As a result, the 
short-runn impact, of competition policy on output exceeds its long-run impact [compare 
formulass (5.71) and (5.74)]. 

Ann increase in competition leads to a decline in the world real interest rate. The short-

runn impact of enhanced competition on world output exceeds the long-run impact, The 

48Inn the case of product market deregulation, monetary policymakers will normally respond to second-
roundd effects only (see ECB, 2001a). An example of second-round effects is that 'an initial reduction 
off inflation due to regulatory reforms may dampen the pressure on nominal wages (via lower inflation 
expectations).. No such second-round effects occur in this model. This implies that monetary policy
makerss should fully accommodate the price declines which follow from enhanced competition in this 
paper. . 

49Itt is important to note that this is not a conclusion of this paper. Rather, it follows bv construction 
off the model: inflation is zero in the new steady state by assumption. There is some evidence that 
enhancingg competition may have a permanent effect on inflation. See, for instance. Neiss (2001) and 
Cavelaarss (2003). 

•^Nominall wages are fixed, but real wages are affected by the decline in the general price level. 
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reall interest rate must decline in order to induce a similar time-pattern for consumption 

(viaa lower savings). Notice that the world nominal interest rate must decline even more 

strongly,, given the situation of general price deflation.51 

Next,, turn to short-run international differences: 

CCdd = 

ydyd = 

11 - 7 7 ,0T - 1 

9 J V - 11 D QT ON-I 

1 - 77 7 ( 0 T - 1 ) 

^4 ^4 (5^6) ) 

- 11 D Ö j v - 1 

~d ~d (5.77) ) 

wheree D = 2 + r ( l + 0 N + <Mr)- The short-run output difference (Yd) and consumption 

differencee (Cd) are always positive.52 The fact that monopolistic prices are set above 

marginall costs makes it profitable, at the margin, for firms to accommodate additional 

demandd by producing more output. As will be seen below, an increase in competition 

inn the Home non-tradables sector causes a depreciation of the Home currency {X > 0), 

whichh induces net Foreign demand for Home goods (Yd > C ) . 

Thee short-run change in the general price level is 

* - [ - ^ + £ < * É V ^^  (5'78) 
Enhancedd competition leads to a decline in the general price level, even in the short 

run.533 The reason is that the downward price impact of the decline in the profit margin 

inn the non-tradables sector dominates the upward price effect of the wage increase. Thus, 

increasingg the degree of competition in the non-tradables sector has beneficial short-run 

effectss (lower prices, higher consumption). 

5.6.33 Exchange rate and current account 

Thee reduced-form solution of the short-run current account is: 

dFdF flr - 1 <f> N ff* (5.79) 
(C j ) 00 D 2 ( 0 * - 1 ) N' 

Enhancedd competition in the Home non-tradables sector leads to a short-run surplus on 

thee current account. Intuitively, enhanced competition in the non-tradable goods sector 
511 If the nominal interest rate were constant, the decline of the general price level [equation (5.73)] 

wouldd imply an increase of the real interest rate. In fact, a decline in the real interest rate can only be 

consistentt with price deflation if the nominal interest rate declines even more. ^ 
52Itt is straightforward to show that 0 < 5 ( & ) ^ v < Cd < j^O* < Yd < (I +  üf)w^^N- See 

appendixx H. 
53pdd < 0 immediately follows from Cd > 0, as can be seen by comparing equations (5.76) and (5.78). 
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leadss to a shift in Home demand away from tradable goods, which more than offsets the 

higherr income which arises from higher employment and the higher real wage rate in the 

Homee country. The lower Home demand for tradable goods implies that the short-run 

currentt account is in surplus. The short-run current account surplus is larger if the 

non-tradabless sector is relatively uncompetitive to start with (i.e. if 6N/9T low). In this 

case,, there will be a larger relative price decline of non-tradable goods, which enhances 

thee demand shift from tradable to non-tradable goods in the Home country. 

Thee short-run exchange rate immediately jumps to its long-run value. The exchange 
ratee response is: 

XX — X — ®T ~ * ^ ^N ^ * ^ 
Ï FF MO) 

si si AA permanent enhancement of non-tradables competition in the Home country ( ? , 

0)) leads to a depreciation of the Home currency ( f > 0). A depreciation is required, 

sincee the lower Home demand for tradable goods must be (partially) offset by higher 

Foreignn demand for tradables.54 

Thee increase in producer prices in the Home country's tradable goods sector more 

thann offsets the long-run depreciation of the Home currency. This implies that the 

Homee country's long-run terms of trade improve as a result of enhanced competition 

inn the non-tradables sector. The exact expression for the long-run terms of trade has 

beenn derived above, as it was needed to calculate the long-run international consumption 

differential.. In the short run, output prices in the Home and Foreign tradables sector 

aree not affected by a change in non-tradables competition, since nominal wages are fixed 

inn the short run.55 Therefore, the change in the Home country short-run terms of trade 

iss fully determined by the short-run change in the exchange rate. The depreciation of 

thee Home currency means that the Home country experiences a short-run deterioration 

off its terms of trade. 

Theree is an exchange rate magnification effect for competition shocks, in the sense that X is decreas
ingg in T . However, provided that 9S > f - we find that X < 0?v, so that the exchange-rate magnification 
effectt is quantitatively unimportant for almost all admissible parameter values (see appendix J). 

•• JIn the present model, increasing the degree of competition reduces the mark-up. Thus, output 
pricess can change in the short run. i.e. nominal wage rigidity does not necessarily imply output price 
rigidity:: more competition in the non-tradable goods sector leads to lower output prices in that sector. 
However,, tradables prices are unaffected in the short run. 
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5.6.44 International spillovers 

Iff the Home country is large, deregulation of its non-tradables sector will have an impact 

onn Foreign as well. Foreign output equals:56 

yy=h=h_h)J*L_h)J*L (5.81) 

Ann increase in Home competition leads to a short-run current account surplus, so that 

Homee accumulates net foreign assets (d~F > 0). The resulting wealth transfer from For

eignn to Home induces Foreign workers to work more, leading to higher Foreign output.57 

Fromm equations (5.69) and (5.72), the Foreign price level: 

iss affected via two channels. The first is a wealth transfer to the Home country. Lower 

wealthh implies lower Foreign consumption; equilibrium in the Foreign money market then 

requiress the Foreign general price level to go up. The second channel is that Foreign's 

termss of trade worsen, so that the Foreign price level is pushed up by higer import 

prices.588 The long-run response of the Foreign CPI to enhanced competition in the 

Homee country is unambiguously positive. 

5.77 Conclusion 

Thiss chapter studies the macroeconomic impact of increasing competition in the non-

tradabless sector. Recent initiatives, both at the European level and in individual EU 

memberr states, promote a higher degree of competition in the goods and services markets. 

Thee degree in many non-tradables (services) markets is substantially less than in tradable 

56Foreignn output can be derived from equations (5.67) and (5.71), as Y = Y - -jY . 
"Thee condition dN > 2(1 - 7) ensures that 2-) > (j> T. As argued earlier in this section, this condition 

willl be satisfied in practice. 
58Inn more detail, the line of reasoning is as follows. Enhanced competition in Home leads to a short-

runn surplus on the Home current account, which leads to a wealth transfer from Foreign to Home. Lower 

Foreignn wealth implies lower Foreign consumption, even when taking into account the shift of Foreign 

workerss from leisure into work. Lower consumption implies lower money demand in Foreign. Given 

thatt the Foreign nominal money supply is fixed, the general price level must go up in order to restore 

equilibriumm in the Foreign money market. The remainder of the increase in the general price level is 

duee to the increase in the price of tradable goods. Enhanced competition in Home's non-tradable goods 

sectorr leads to an improvement in Home's terms of trade, which causes Foreign import prices to go up. 
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(goods)) markets. Therefore, the non-tradables markets are priority fields of action for 
thee competition authorities. 

Thee chapter builds on the framework developed by Obstfeld and Rogoff. There are 

twoo countries in the model. Each country has two sectors (tradable and non-tradable 

goods).. In contrast to Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995, 1996), the sectors may differ in the 

degreee of competition. Moreover, I do not make the small-country assumption. These 

extensionss to the existing literature have several interesting implications. 

II confirm the existence of the 'exchange rate magnification effect" stressed by Hau 

(2000,, 2002). Hau states that if the size of the tradables sector is small, changes in the 

fundamentalss will induce relatively large exchange rate fluctuations. The intuition is 

thatt for a relatively closed economy, relatively large adjustments in the exchange rate 

aree required in order to restore equilibrium in the domestic economy. I show that the 

effectt is small though for all possible parameter values in the model. 

Productt market deregulation in the non-tradable goods sector leads to a lower mark

upp and therefore to a decline in the price of non-tradables. However, more competition in 

thee non-tradables sector may have negative spillovers to other sectors. More competition 

inn the non-tradables sector triggers an increase in labour demand in the non-tradables 

sector,, which causes a bidding up of real wages, leading to lower tradables output and a 

higherr price for tradables in the new equilibrium. The implication is that deregulating 

thee domestic services sector, via its impact on wages, will make a country less competitive 

internationally.. This will induce a nominal depreciation of the Home currency. 

Underr realistic assumptions, an increase in the degree of competition in the non-

tradabless sector raises overall output and lowers the general price level in the domestic 

economy.. This result is supportive of the Single Market project and of initiatives by EU 

nationall authorities to deregulate domestic services markets. 

II have highlighted four channels through which competition policy may affect the 

generall price level: (1) a decline in profit margins (directly). (2) an improvement in the 

termss of trade (via import prices). (3) an international wealth transfer (via its impact on 

moneyy demand), and (4) an increase in labour demand (via wages). Whereas the first 

threee channels contribute to lower prices, the fourth channel works in the other direction. 

Algebraically,, the fourth channel reduces the direct price impact of lower profit margins 

(thee first channel) by roughly one-half. The second and third channels are likely to be 

relativelyy small. 

Finally,, the model helps the ECB to distinguish the impact of enhanced competition 

(whichh should, in principle, not lead to a monetary policy response) from other factors 

whichh influence the general price level. 
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Appendices s 

AA Consumption pa t te rns 

Consumerss maximise one-period consumption C = C^C1^1, subject to budget constraint 

ppTTCCTT + PNCN = PC. The solution of this problem is equal to the solution of the dual 

problem m 

MinMin{CT{CT,c,cNN}}  PC = PTCT + PNCN, subject to C^C1^1 = C, 

withh C fixed. The first-order conditions are: 

rr  - ^c 

__ A ( l - 7 ) r 

PN PN 

Substitutingg the conditions back into the constraint yields 

xx = TT11 N 
7 7 ( l _ 7 ) l - 7 ' ' 

Substitutingg the last equation and the first-order conditions back into the goal function 

yieldss equations (5.5) and (5.13)-(5.14) in the main text. Combining the first-order 

conditionss yields 

CCTT = 7 PN 

CCNN ~ 1 - 7 PT ' 

orr equivalent ly: 

p rr _ PTCT _ PNCN 

11 1 - 7 ' 

BB First-order conditions for households 

Thee representative household maximises life-time utility (5.1), subject to the period 

budgett constraint (5.10). The Lagrangian function is: 

££tt = ^ ^ - t [ 7 l o g C T l 5 + ( l - 7 ) l o g C A r , s + x l o g ( - p r ) - ^ ^ ] + 

s=t s=t 

+\+\ ss[P[PTT,sF,sFss + Ms - PT,S(1 + r s_!)F s_i - Ms_i - WSLS - Us + 

+PN,$CN,S+PN,$CN,S + PT,SCT,S + PT,STS}. 
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Thee separability property of the utility function [see Obstfeld-Rogoff (1995)] impl 

thatt agents smooth consumption of tradable goods independently from consumpt 

off non-tradable goods, which drastically simplifies the mathematics. The first-order 

conditionss are 

ïes s 

ion n 

OLyOLy T,sT,s CT.s 

d£d£tt _ ( l - 7 

d£d£tt f. s_t x 

~dM~~dM~ss
 = l3 W,+K^Xs+1 = 0^ 

d£d£t t 

-Q^--Q^- = -0s fKLs - \SWS = 0. 

d£d£ t t 
-QpT-QpT = KPT,S ~ Xs+ïPT,,+i{l  + rs) = 0. 

Combiningg these conditions, eliminating A and using equations (5.5). (5.12), (5.13)-(5.14) 

andd (5.15)-(5.16), yields equations (5.18)-(5.19) in the main text. 

CC First-order conditions for firms 

Thee representative firm sets the prices of its products so as to maximise profits 

MaxMax{p{pNN{z).p{z).pTT(z)}(z)} Il(z) =pN(z)yN(z) +pT(z)yT(z) ~ w(z)l(z). 

Substitutingg the goods markets clearing conditions (5.24)-(5.25) into the profit func
tionn yields 

HO)) =PN{Z)CN{Z)+PT(Z)[-CT{Z) + 7,C*T(Z)} ~ w(z)l(z). 

Thee first-order conditions are: 

<<  x 9l{z) 
dpdpTT(z) (z) 
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Itt is assumed that the firm takes aggregate demand for tradable and non-tradable 
goodss as given. This implies that it does not take into account any impact of its choice 
oipoipNN(z)(z) \pr(z)] on the demand for zT (zN), i.e. the cross-terms are zero: 

dcdcTT(z)(z) _ dc*T{z) _ dcN(z) 
dpdpNN(z)(z) dpN(z) dpT(z) 

0. . 

Usingg the demand functions (5.15)-(5.16), the law of one price (5.8) and the produc

tionn functions (5.22)-(5.23), the remaining (non-trivial) partial derivatives can be written 

as: : 

dcdcNN(z) (z) 

dpdpNN(z) (z) 

dcdcTT{z) {z) 

dpr(z) dpr(z) 

dc^(z) dc^(z) 

dpdpTT{z) {z) 

dl(z) dl(z) 

dpdpNN{z) {z) 
dl{z) dl{z) 

•• M*&: 
•• V*'ï 

•• -̂ Cf) 
11 dcN(z) 

adpadpNN(z) (z) 

11 dcT{z) 

11 PN 
-0-0TT-1-1 n 

P~T^ P~T^ 

00NN CN(Z) 

aa PN{ZY 

OTOT CT{Z) 

üü
 CN{Z) 

PN{Z) PN{Z) 

aa CT(Z) 

PT[Z) PT[Z) 

p*p*TT(z) (z) 

dpdpTT{z){z) 2adpT{z) ~ 2apT(z) 

Thenn the first-order conditions simplify to 

w(z)w(z) 9N 
ccNN(z)(z) \l-9N + 

\-c\-cTT(z)(z) + - 4 ( 2 ; 1-01-0TT + 

aa pN(zl 

w{z)w{z) 9T 

== 0, 

== 0. 
aa pT{z)_ 

Assumingg an interior solution, i.e. non-zero production levels, enables a further simpli

ficationn to the first-order conditions (5.27)-(5.28) reported in the main text. 

DD Steady-state consumption 

Equationn (5.34) can be derived as follows. In steady-state the individual household's 

budgett constraint (5.10) reduces to: 

P T FF + M = FT(1 + r)F + M + WL + U - PNCN - PTCT - PrT, 
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Eliminatee common terms, divide both sides by PT and note that the government 

budgett must be balanced in steady state. Then: 

P~NCP~NCNN + ~PTcT WL + n __ 
~~ —= = rF. 
PTPT PT 

i.e.. domestic spending minus domestic income equals interest earned on net foreign 
assets.. By definition 

nn = / U{z)dz = \pN(z)yN(z) + pT(z)yT{z) - w(z)l(z)]dz = 
JoJo Jo 

==  P&YN + PZYT-WL, 

wheree the final equality follows from symmetry among Home producers. 

Thee price of non-tradable goods paid by Home consumers is equal to the price received 

byy Home non-tradable producers, i.e. PN = pp
N. The price of tradable goods paid by 

Homee consumers is a weighted average of the price received by Home tradable producers 

andd the price of imported tradable goods (which is the exchange-rate adjusted price 

receivedd by Foreign tradable producers).59 In the case of countries of equal size and 

symmetryy among producers in each country (as assumed throughout this paper), the 

pricee index of tradables consumption is related to the producer price indices as PT = 
\pv\pv + \x{p?y™ 

Substitutingg the definition of profits into the equation above and taking into account 

thee clearing condition for the domestic market for non-tradables (5.25) implies 

-pp -pp 
CCTT = rF + L^YT. 

PT PT 

Thee corresponding condition for Foreign is 

c*c*TT = r F + -S^F; . 
PT PT 

Usingg world real interest equality (5.32) and the fact that world net foreign assets must 

bee zero (i.e. F + F*  = 0). the latter equation can be rewritten as 

59Bothh assertions follow directly from the definition of the consumption-based price indices of non-

tradablee (tradable) goods and the assumed symmetry among Home (Foreign) producers. 
60Notee that, in order to make clear that aggregate variables are meant, the production-based price 

indicess of Home and Foreign tradable goods \pr{h) &ndp*T(f)], are denoted as P? and (P£) ' respectively. 
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EE Current account dynamics 

Thee general expression for the current account is 

FfFf  *t s-, J-i 

"t "t 

wheree the left hand side is a transfer of assets (the model does not distinguish between 

thee capital account and the change in the official holdings of foreign assets) and the right 

handd side consists of the trade balance (the first two terms) and interest payments (the 

finalfinal term on the right hand side). The current account is defined as the sum of the 

tradee balance and interest payments. Therefore, both the left hand side and the right 

handd side of this equation are equal to the current account balance. The current account 

equationss in the initial steady state, in the short-run equilibrium and in the long-run 

equilibriumm are all special cases of this general current account equation. 

Inn the initial steady state, there is full international symmetry, which implies YQ = C0 

andd (Pp)o = Po- Moreover, it is assumed that initially neither country owns any net 

foreignn assets, i.e. F_i = 0. This implies that also F0 = 0. Therefore, both the current 

accountt and the trade account must be in equilibrium in the initial steady state. 

Inn the short-run equilibrium, the only constraint is that the initial net foreign assets 

aree zero (F t_i = 0). Since there is no interest income, the current account balance must 

bee equal to the trade balance. Since there is no requirement of international symmetry, 

thee trade balance (and hence the current account) may show a surplus or a deficit. The 

shortt run current account equation thus simplifies to 

dFdF = %?L-Ct. 

Thee linearised short-run current account equation for the Home country is 

HFHF ~ - ^ ~ 

Inn the long-run (steady state) equilibrium, the current account balance must be zero. 

[Thiss no Ponzi game condition follows from combining the households' and government's 

budgett constants.] Therefore, net foreign assets remain at the level acquired during the 

shortt run (dF) and the balance on the trade account must exactly offset the interest 

receiptss (payments) on these net foreign assets (liabilities). The long-run current account 

equationn is 

-- P'Y T, 
-TdF-TdF = - = - - C. 
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Thee linearised long-run current account equation for the Home country is 

d~Fd~F ^P  ̂ ^ n 
~r~~r~ww = P -P + Y-C. 

FF Determinacy of the initial steady state 

Thee following eighteen equations hold at the level of individual countries: (5.5). (5 6) 

(5.7),, (5.12), (5.13)-(5.14), (5.15)-(5.16), (5.18), (5.20), (5.21), (5.26), (5.27)-(5.28),' 

(5.29),, (5.31), (5.33)-(5.34). In the steady state, using the assumption of symmetry 

amongg producers in each country, these equations are: 

pp = (~y( PN y-\ 

ppTT = 

ii  = f, 

77 P. 

77 1 - 7 ' 

1 -7 7 

11 ~lP. 
CTCT = U - ^ S * C, TJ^n—LfLY^ CCNN  C 

77 P 

FTT = ( 5 l ??! v (P^N CCT,T, YN= £* \ c 
PPTTJJ - IN~[¥-NÏ ^ 

1 - / 3 3 
rr  = , 

___ P 
MM rfl + 'i 

ZZ - - — -

nn = PTYT + P^YN-WL, 

TTTT = (-?!—) E pP ( ON \W 

LL = T + YN), 

YY - W1"1 

CNCN = y"< Cr = r F + 2 F T . 
P P T T 
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Threee more equations hold at the world level: 

P TT = ~XP*T, 

CCTT - - O r + 2 T' 

TT + T = o. 

Therefore,, we have a total of (2x18 + 3 =) 39 equations. Four of these equations turn 

outt to be redundant: (1) PT = ~XPT is implied by the definitions of the t radablejpods 

pricee indices for the Home and Foreign country; (2) CN = YN is imp l i ed ly YN  ̂ = 

(~gLY(~gLY0N0N CN and VN = P ^ ; (3) the same is true for its Foreign counterpart C*N = YN; 

(4)) combination o f C ^ = \CT + \CTT with CT = rF+^YT and YT = (g) CT and 

theirr Foreign counterparts yields PT = [ j [P j ]  ̂ + I &&)']  ^ ] ^ • T h e r e f o r e ' 

thee above system consists of 35 independent equations. 

Thee above system of equations contains 36 endogenous variables: seventeen for the 

Homee country: 7 , YT, YN, C, C ^ C ^ P ^ r , Piv, P j , F N , _ ^ , ^ F ' ï ' *' ' - f - T 

forr the Foreign country: Y\ Y*T, Y*N, C\ C*T, C*N, P\ P*Tt P ^ P ^ M ^ ) * , W , L , 

ÏÏ*,, P*, f*, T and two variables that relate to both countries: CT and X. 

Ass in Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995), the model is closed by imposing the starting 

conditionn of zero net foreign assets (P 0 = 0). 

GG The loglinearised model 

Inn this Appendix, I derive the loglinearised model and check whether the solution of the 

modell is exactly determined. 

G.ll Derivation of the loglinearised model 

Thee purchasing power parity condition (5.9) is the easiest to linearise. Taking logs, 

takingg total differentials and evaluating at the initial steady state yields 

PPTT = X + Pf 

Thee consumer price index for non-tradable goods is equal to the average of domestic 

producerr prices for non-tradable goods. The consumer price index for tradable goods is 

affectedd not only by domestic producer prices, but also by the price of imported tradable 
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goods.. Given the symmetry among each country's producers and making use of (5.8), 
thee expressions (5.6) and (5.7) can be rewritten as: 

PNPN = PN(h), 

PPTT = [J' Pr(z)1-9Tdz+ f XP*T{z)l-^dz)  ̂ = 
2 2 

== {iMhf^ + liXftUf-97}^. 
Linearisationn of these equations yields the expressions for small percentage deviations of 
consumerr prices from the initial steady state: 

PPNN = pN{h), 

PPTT = \pT(h) + \wTU)+X}. 

Thee corresponding equations for the Foreign country are 

hh = pfc(/), 
PPTT = \lPr(h)-X] +

Linearisingg equations (5.27)-(5.28) yields the expressions for deviations of producer prices 
fromm the initial steady state 

PJVCOO = —a -oN + w, 

" J VV — 1 

Pr{h)Pr{h) = -9T + W. 
UTUT ~ 1 

Combiningg the last six equations yields equations (5.45)-(5.48) in the main text. 

Thee log-linearised version of the expression for the general price index (5.5) is 

PP = IPT + (1 - l)PN. 

Percentagee deviations from tradables (non-tradables) per capita consumption follow 
directlyy from log-linearising (5.13) and (5.14): 

CCrr = (l--y)(PN-PT)+C, 

CCNN = I{PT-PN) + C. 

Linearisingg the expression for demand for individual tradable goods (5.17), substituting 

thee market clearing condition (5.24) and aggregating over all tradable goods yields 

YYTT = -0T[P£ - PT]  + c ? w w 
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AA similar expression can be obtained for non-tradable goods, but this expression does 

nott differ from the market clearing condition, due to the fact that the production-based 

andd consumption-based price indices for non-tradable goods are identical. 

Linearisingg the expression for world per capita tradables consumption (5.17) yields 

c™c™ = \cT + \c*T. 

Thee linearised form of the first-order conditions of the households' intertemporal opti

misationn problem [(5.18), (5.20), (5.21)] is61 

CCTT,t+i,t+i  = {1 - 0)n + CT,u 

MMtt-P-Ptt = Ct-P[r t + ^ f ^ i 

LL = W-P-C. 

Linearisingg the definition of aggregate output (5.31) gives 

YY = iYT + (1 - i)YN. 

G.22 Determinacy of the loglinearised model 

II will first consider the long-run. Thereafter, I will consider the equations for the short-

runn and the equations which relate both periods to each other. 

Inn the long-run, the level of the net foreign assets F is predetermined. There are 

fourteenn equations for Home and fourteen corresponding equations for Foreign. Denoting 

long-runn steady state changes by hatted overbars, the equations for Home are: 

ff = ~,PT + (1 - -y)Pjv, 

611 Recall that equation (5.19) was superfluous. This equation is therefore left out here. 
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'T 'T 

LL  = <pTYT + (pNYN, 

^^  f = 7F T + (1-7)FJV . 

"M-f"M-f  = d, 
—— _ dF 1 ^P ru> J^L. _̂  - -. 
C ^^ = ^7=H7- + ^ [ ^ T - ( P r ) * - ^ ] + r r , C ^ F ^ . 

(<-TT Jo Z 

Twoo equations relate to both countries: 

%% = f + % 
^VV = -jpT + -C r . 

Thee above system consists of 30 equations. However, the two equations which relate to 

bothh countries also follow directly from combining other equations in the system. Thus, 

theree are 28 independent equations. 

^^ In^the Jong run; there are 28endogenous variables: thirteen for the Home country: F , 

YYTT,, YN. C, CT, CN, P , P r , P r , PN, P N , F , I , thirteen for the Foreign country F* 
— ** — * ~ *  _Cl* _Ü* J2I* ^ . *  J^L* -~-p ^-.p -—,» ^ + ° J ' ' 

y r ,, r ^ , C C T . C^ , P , PT, PN, ( p r ) * , (ƒ>)*, v^ , I and two that relate to both 

countries:: C7r and X. Thus, the subsystem of long-run equations is exactly determined. 

Next,, turn to the short run. The nominal wage rate is fixed. There are twelve 

equationss for Home and twelve corresponding equations for Foreign. Denoting short-run 

changess by hatted variables (no overbars), the short-run equations for Home are 
11 ~ 1 ~ pppp _ 

P*rr  ~ 11 N 

PP = 

L^TL^T  -

CNCN -

YYTT = 

LL  = 

LLss = 

99NN-\°-\°NN> > 
11 0 

eeNN-i-i 00^ ^ 
-- 7 p r + ( i - 7 ) P7 v . 

== (1-I)(PN-PT)+C, 

==  -y{Pr-PN) + C, 

==  -0T\pT(h)-PT]+C^\ 

== 4>TYT + 4>NYNl 

---- -P-c, 

CNCN — YN. 

YY = 7r r + ( i - 7 ) y A 
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Threee equations for each country relate the short run to the long run: 

ddTT-C-CTT = ( l- /3)f , 

M-PM-P = C-pr-y~(%-PT), 

JL_JL_ = YT-CT + \\pr(h)-ft{f)-X]. 
{C{CTT )o 

Twoo equations relate to both countries: 

ppTT = X + PT 

C?C? = Cr + ijCÏ-

Thee above system consists of 32 equations. The two equations which relate to both 
countriess also follow from combining other equations in the system. Thus, there areJ30 
independentt equations. There are 30 endogenous variables: thirteen for Home: Y, YT, 
YYNN,, C, CT, CN, P, PT, PN, PP, PPN, L, Is, thirteen for Foreign: ?*, ?T*, Y£, C*, Cf, 
C*C* P* P*, P*, (Pr)*, (^JV)*> £*> (LSY a n d four v a r i a b l e s t n a t relate t o b o t n countries: 
ddww',', X, f and dF.62 Thus, the subsystem of short-run equations is exactly determined. 

HH Solution of the loglinearised model 

H. ll The model in country differences and world aggregates 

Itt is straightforward to rewrite the equations of the loglinearised model in terms of 
differencess between Home and Foreign variables and in terms of world aggregates. Define: 

xxdd = x - x* and xw = \{x + x*), for any variable x. 

Thee long-run equations can be rewritten as thirteen independent equations in world 

62Notee that additional variables Is and (L3)*  have been introduced, which denote labour supply in the 

Homee and Foreign country, respectively. The reason for doing this is that the labour-leisure equations 

doo not bind in the short run. In other words, the labour markets do not necessarily clear in the short 

run. . 
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aggregates: : 

n j > > 

(p(pNNr r 
—— w 
p K r r 
• • A T T 

-~-U) ) 

p p 
•~-w w 

CCT T 
"*-W "*-W 

YYT T 
^•w ^•w 

L L 
•~ -u j j 

L L 
-* - lL ' ' 

Y Y 
-~~-lV-~~-lV ^ U! 

MM -P 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

— — 

— — 

"[[ -~-W It' 
f)f)  _j_ TT^ 

99NN-\°-\°AA''ff"" • 
\\ -~w -—-w 

ftft  _l_ H 7 

99NN-\°-\°NN ' U ' 
-vv U.' .-. „. 

7 P rr + ( l _ 7 ) P J v . 
- -- W -~- li' -~-

( l - 7 ) ( ^ - P r )) + C 
-~-u; ; 

CT, , 
-U>> -~- Ju ^ ),) 

WW - P - C , 
-~-- w ^-w 

<P<PTTYYTT + ^ y A . , 
•^•W•^•W *~. w 

jYjYTT + (l-1)YN, 
-^•u.' ' 

CC . 

;pT)u'' = w . 
-~-mm -—~ti' 

P rr = W , 

^^  N — * N , 

andd fourteen independent equations in country differences: 

——dd \ ^d ^d _ d ^ 
PPNN = --B -0N + W , PT = X, 

UUNN — 1 
j=idj=id ~,d ^d 

PP = "?PT + (l~y)PN, 

dddd
TT = (i-i)(f d

N-fT)+e\ K = y(K-fdN)+d\ 
^d^d ~j> ^ d 

YTYT = -0T[(PT)d - PTl 
^.d^.d ^ t f j^d ^d 

LL = w -P -C , 
^d^d ^_d ^d 

LL = <pTYT + <f>NYN, 
n dd ^.d ~_d 
YY = jYT + (l-^YN. 

^ dd ^_d ^d 

MM -P = C . 
9i9idd

 n dp ,^P . :=Ld - d ^d - d 

°°TT = 2¥^w- + (Pr)d-PT + YT, CN = YN. 

Notee that dF is predetermined (in the short run, as will be seen below). Thus, there are 
T 77 - J J i , • n „ , —W ~W ~ w —W ^ . w ' — W — W 

1111 independent equations in 2t endogenous variables: Y YT YN C C C P 

£ •• <5>r- <r«>- ^ r •r-fd- fr- ?». c. K. ti ?] fT' (%y. i?S, K. 
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Next,, turn to the short run and recall that nominal wages are fixed in the short 

run.. The short-run equations (and the equations relating the short and long run) can 

bee rewritten as fourteen independent equations in world aggregates: 

>•»» ^ piw \/"U> 

Y™Y™ = C£, CN = YN, 
llww = 4>TY? + <t>NY£, 

(l*}w(l*}w  = _pw __ QW^ 

-"-I U U 

CCTT-C%-C% = (l-/?)f, 
^^  ft  nw -

M w - F ""  = Cw-0r-z^(PT-pï 

andd fifteen independent equations in terms of country differences: 

N N PiPi = -^-^r m p$ = x, 
i i 

PPdd = 7 ^ + ( 1 - 7 ) ^ , 
Cjj = ( l - 7 ) ( ^ - ^ ) + ^ C j = 7 ( ^ - ^ ) + ^ 

AM M 

LL dd = <pTY* + (t>NYii 

LL ss))dd = -Pd-Cd, 

YYdd = 7 y / + ( i - 7 ) y ^ , 

MM dd-P-Pdd = Cd--^—A%-Pi), 

~~dd ^ 

'' —w 
(C rr )o 

== ( K ^ - ^ + YT ~ C°l 
dFdF ,^> ,d ^d , Od r«t 

Notee that 7^ and c£ are determined in the long run (see above). Thus, tfrere^are^29 

independentt equations in 29 endogenous variables: Yw, Yf, Ytf, Cw, C$, C%, Pw, Ff, 
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(P£)(P£)ww,, TO1"- P%, ft», (ZT, vd, % y-, c\, c«, c%. Pd, j*?, (Pw (P»Y Pi ld 

(L(Lss))dd,, X, dF, r. ' ' 

H.22 Semi - reduced form solution 

Solvee the model for a permanent money shock and a permanent shock to the degree of 

competitionn in non-tradables. Since shocks are additive, the model can be solved for 

bothh shocks simultaneously. Assume that the degree of competition in tradables does 

nott change. The solution of the model is given below. The results are discussed in the 

mainn text. 

II first solve the long-run part of the model. This yields the following long-run solution 
forr world aggregates: 

2(B2(BNN-l)-l) T 2(6N-\)N' 

ffu:u:
 = f?> _ 1 + <j>T ~ 2-ycv> 

WNWN ~ 1) N' 

KK - W 1 + (pT T %w TIW I - 0 T -

P P == w -l+*  - 2n:. 
j - ww _ l - vT 

WW = M +— rZL 

2(0N2(0N ~ 1 

2(e2(eNN-i)-i)3N3N> > 
i i 

2 ( 0 * - T T 

Thee long-run solution for country differences is: 

TT(CT)(CT)00 2(9N-l) °N-

(Cr)o(Cr)o 2(9N - 1 ) jV' 

dddd
TT = UT + ]J^_M0TJ1II^ 

TT »T J(cSo 29T(6N-l)6^ 

dddd = u + 7(1 + <PN)_}JdF_ 9T(1 + <pT - 2 7 ) + 1<PN^ 
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^dd ^ rdF l + <Ar ^ 

^A^A ^d ^ 1 + <j>N rdF <PN(0T-1)^ 
PPrr  = M -[4)T + -ë^]m~0

 + 28T(0N-lfN' 

pp = M ~[4,T+ eT
 ] ( ü S " 2MÖN-1 ) 

(Cj)00 _2(ÖN - 1) N ' 

—dd — d rdF <j)N ^ 

(CT)oo Z\VN - A J 

Thee long-run solution for the exchange rate and the terms of trade is: 

iV) ) 

~d d 

PPTT-(P-(PTT)) -x = _ 1 _ ^ - + 5 5- ^ — ^ ^ 

Next,, solve the short-run part of the model. Recall that nominal wages are fixed in 
thee short run. This yields the following short-run solution for world aggregates: 

_̂_̂ __ ^.w -~~w \ ^w 

Y™Y™ = C% = (1 - 0)MW + 0PT + PCT, 

YYww = Cw = (l-P)MW + 0PT + PCT + -—-eN, 

FNFN ~ eN-iN' 
pww _ _ La 

~~ 't*»-1 

LLww = (l-/3)A/M + /3PT + /?Cr + ^ j -AT --
N N 
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Thee short-run solution for country differences i is: : 

~dd —d 

? JJ = [l + i{BT-l)]M
d--,81CT + ' 

'A ' ' - 1 1 

'A ' ' 1 1 

PPNN = - f l T r i ^ , PT
d = A ^ - C ^ 

P dd = 1M
d~1CT~ 

^^  = (0Jv + ^ T ) A ? r f - ^ r c " + - ^ - o t ii  "AT -
ATT — 1 

Thee short-run change in the interest rate and the short-run current account balance are: 

dFdF $T-l —. or—d 

(C£)00 2 "* 2 ^ ' 

Thee short-run change in the exchange rate is equal to the long-run change: 

Thee short-run terms of trade are equal to minus the exchange rate: 

pppp - {ppy -X = wd-X = ~X. 

H.33 Reduced-form solution for main variables 

Thee long-run and the short-run equations can be combined, in order to obtain the 

reduced-formsolutiraa of the model. Recall that I consider the special case of permanent 

shocks,, i.e. M = M, ? T =JT, êN = BN. The long-run variables that appear in the 

short-runn solution (CT and_iV) are combined with the short-run variable that appears 

inn the long-run solution (dF / (C j ) 0 ) . Also, 0 has been eliminated from the equations by 
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recallingg that r = ̂ . This yields: 

dFdF <h-\^+_p_^mt 
(C?)„„ D ' 2 ( 9 „ - l 

N N 

pprr = ^-{-9^)  ~D JM + eT %-l}D°N' 

where e 

DD = 2 + r{l + (pN + 4>T6T). 

Substitutingg the expressions for CT and PT into the earlier equation for r yields a 

simplifiedd expression for the short-run change in the world interest rate: 

__ ^_w _^.d —w ^ d 

Substitutingg the results for ^ , CT, CT, PT, PT into the equations that were obtained 

earlierr for output, consumption and the general price level yields reduced-form solutions 

forr those variables. The long-run solution for world aggregates is: 

^^ww f;w 1 + 0 T ~ 1lT 
YY = C = -^rrr, T^^N' 

== Mw-

2{d2{dNN - 1) 
11 + 0 T - 2 7 ^ 

2(92(9NN-1)-1) " ' 

Thee long-run solution for country differences is: 

^^ = -(27-0 r)(flT-l)r^ 

D D 
11 h , . „ (27-^)0^(^-1)^ 
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wheree D as defined above. Note that 

DD V 6T J 0N - 1 2\ 9T J 9N-\ 

7 ( g r - i )) a - 7 ) ( ^ ) 

(1-7)) 7 ( V ) _ ( l - 7 ) 0 r < 

2ÖWW 7 ( ^ _ i ) + ( l - 7 ) ( ^ ) 29, 29, 

1-77 1-7 
<< 0Tf.,„ . , < '2(0*-1)) 2 ( ^ - 1 ) ' 

Thenn it is easy to see that 

1-77 dCd 1 - 7 d?d 0T , 1 - 7 

Then,, the signs of the short-run response coefficients can be determined for all ad

missiblee values of the underlying parameters: 

dYdYww ddw
 n dPw

 n dYw . dCw dPw 

^ -- > 0, - ^ - > 0, -^=- = 0, - ^ r > 0, -^5r > 0, - ^ r < 0, 
dAf™™ dM™ dM™ ddN d6N d9N 

ee >o, ^ > o , ^ > o , ^ > o , ^ > o , € < o -
dMdMdd dMd dMd ddN d$N ddN 

Thee short-run solution for the exchange rate and the terms of trade are: 

££ = 29T + r{l + cpN + <f)TeT)^d | 0T - 1,
99TTDD 0T

 y9N-l'D JV' ' 

pv-{pvy-xpv-{pvy-x = -x. 

II Relationship between several model parameters 

First,, recall that (f>T and <j>N are given by 

andd note that (f)T + 4>N — 1. Then we can establish the following relationships, which 

helpp to determine the sign of response coefficients in the main text. 

Lemmaa 1: If 7 < i then 1 + <f>T - 2 7 > 0. 
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'P roo f ::  If 7 < \, then 1 - 2 7 > 0. Note that 0 r > 0. It then follows immediately that 
11 + <f>T - 27 > 0. 

Lemmaa 2: If 9N > 2(1 - 7), then <pT < 27. 

'P roo f ::  Note that 

77 + ( 1 - 7 ) ( ^ ) ( ^ Ï ) 

iss increasing in 0T. Therefore, 

7 7 
ÓTÓT < lim l 

lr_ooo T „, , n ^.\feN-i 
77 + ( l - 7 ) ( ^ , 

Sincee (pT is decreasing in 9N, it follows immediately from 9N > 2(1 - 7), that 

77 1 
0T0T < ' ;—S = -

wheree the final equality follows from the fact that 

TT + ( l - 7 ) ( j ^ ) = 7 + ^ ( l - 2 7 ) = ï . 

Lemmaa 3: If 6N > , then <pT < . 

' P roo f ::  This follows immediately from lemma 2, by setting 7 = -. 

L e m m aa 4: If #T > 9N. then <^r > 7. 

' P roo f ::  Recall that 

** TT 7(V) + (1- - r ) ( £S^)• 
iss increasing in 6T. Therefore, it follows immediately from 9T > 9N that 

7(V)) 7 
0 TT > 7(^) + (1 - 7)(^) " 7 + U-7) = 7 ' 

or,, equivalently, ^ < 1 — 7. 

JJ The exchange rate 

Thiss appendix shows that the exchange rate magnification effect stressed by Hau (2000, 

2002)) is also present in my model, both for money shocks and for competition shocks, 

butt tha t it is quantitatively unimportant for almost all admissible parameter values. It 

alsoo shows that no exchange rate overshooting takes place in the model. 
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J . ll Size of the exchange rate magnification effect 

Fromm Appendix 1.2: 

^^ 20T + r ( l + 0JV + <Mr) xfd I $T ' 1 ( ^ ) V 

wheree D = 2 + r ( l + 0 ^ + < M T ) -

Thee absolute size of X is decreasing in 7. In other words, the exchange rate movement 

iss larger for relatively closed economies. This can be seen as follows. The coefficient of 

MMdd is decreasing in the term 1 + 4>N + <pT0T. This term is eqiiivalent to 2 + 0T (0T - 1), 

soo that the coefficient of Md is decreasing in 4>T and therefore decreasing in 7. Similarly, 

thee coefficient of 0^ is increasing in <pN/D, which is equivalent to (1 - 4>T)/D, so that 

thee coefficient of 0^ is decreasing in <pT and therefore decreasing in 7. 

Itt is also easy to show that both coefficients normally do not exceed one: 

Lemmaa 1: The exchange rate magnification effect is unimportant for all admissible 

parameterr values in the case of money shocks. 

'P roof ::  Note that all parameters {9T,<j>T,<t>N,r) are positive and that 0T > 1, so that 

thee coefficient for Md is between 0 and 1 for all parameter values. 

Lemmaa 2: The exchange rate magnification effect is unimportant in the case of com

petitionn shocks, unless the initial degree of competition in the non-tradable goods sector 

iss extremely limited. ^ 

'P roof ::  It is immediately clear that the coefficient for BN is positive for all parameter 

values.. Note that ( 0 r - 1)/0T < 1, 0jv < 1 and D > 2, so that a sufficient condition for 

thee coefficient of 0 to be smaller than one is 1/[2(0N - 1)] < 1, or 9N > ^ 

J.22 No exchange rate overshooting 

Combiningg the linearised versions of (5.5), (5.9) and (5.13) with long run money market 

equilibriumm yields: 

-~-d-~-d ^_d ^d ^d ^L 

MM =C +P =CT + X. 

Thee linearised versions of (5.5), (5.9) and (5.13) also hold in the short run. Combining 

thesee equations with short run money market equilibrium yields: 

MMdd = Cd + Pd-T^-Af-X) = 
11 - P 

1-/3' ' == cï + x-^ix-x). 
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Recalll that we consider permanent money shocks (i.e. M = Md). Moreover, intertem

porall consumption smoothing guarantees CT = C%. Then the above implies that 

"Z"Z  = X - ^ ( k - X) 

mustt hold for any value of j3, so that it must be the case that 

1t1t = X, 

i.e.. the exchange rate immediately jumps to its long run value. 



Chapterr 6 

Thee Timing of EU Expansion and 

thee Real Exchange Rate 

Summary y 

Thiss chapter analyses the impact of the timing of EU expansion on the real 
exchangee rate between the accession countries' currencies and the euro. I find 
thatt the real exchange rate response to EU accession is smaller in the case of 
aa postponed accession, as postponement gives the accession countries more 
timee to converge in terms of productivity. By contrast, early EU accession 
(andd the ensuing decline in bilateral trade costs) would contribute to reduc
ingg the real exchange rate response to productivity shocks in the candidate 
memberr states. Thus, there is a tradeoff between the size of the change in 
thee real exchange rate at the moment of accession (which argues for post
ponement)) and the size of the real exchange rate response to productivity 
shockss (which argues for quick accession). 

6.11 Introduction 

Thee timing of the accession of thee candidate member states to the European Union (EU)1 

iss an issue where considerations of international security and political stability play an 

importantt role. From an economic point of view, a case can be made for quick accession: 

iff economic integration is expected to yield benefits to all participating countries, why 

twe lvee countries are currently involved in accession negotiations with the EU: Hungary, Poland, 

Czechh Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, Bulgaria, Malta, Cyprus. The 

EUU governments have agreed that ten of the candidate countries can become member states in 2004. 

Thee analysis in this paper can be applied to these and other future accessions. 

189 9 
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losee time in reaping those benefits? On the other hand, the productivity gap between the 

candidatee member countries and the current member states is quite large. The German 

re-unificationn of 1990-91 shows that quick accession may have adverse consequences 

inn the new member states, such as high unemployment or a loss of competitiveness. 

Therefore,, it can be argued that a substantial amount of real convergence (in the sense 

off bridging the productivity gap) should preferably have taken place before the moment 

off EU accession. 

Thee average price level in the accession countries is currently less than 50% of the EU 

level.. The accession process may involve economic changes which call for an adjustment 

off the relative price level. In other words, the real exchange rate between the candidate 

memberr states and the current EU member states may need to change. This adjustment, 

shouldd preferably be smooth, i.e. without large shocks. The currencies of the new 

memberr states will most likely be tightly pegged to the euro shortly after accession. In 

casee the nominal exchange rate is effectively fixed shortly after EU accession - either 

becausee candidate member states try to fulfill the Maastricht criterion for exchange 

ratee stability against the euro,2 or because they adopt the single currency shortly after 

accessionn any adjustment in relative prices between the accession countries and the 

existingg member states needs to take place via domestic prices. This may give rise to 

temporaryy {or persistent) inflation differentials between both groups of countries. If the 

accessionn countries immediately join the monetary union, the European Central Bank 

wouldd be required to set its policy so that price stability in the extended euro area 

iss achieved, but this policy might be inappropriate from the viewpoint of the current 

memberr states (and possibly also for the new member states). 

Uponn EU accession, the new member states will join the Single Market. Formal trade 

barrierss will be abolished, at least for industry products. In addition, EU accession will 

promotee the harmonisation of product standards, which will further reduce the cost of 

cross-borderr transactions between current and new member states. Therefore, in this 

paper.. EU accession will be modeled as a reduction in trade costs between the EU and 

thee candidate member states. 

Thiss chapter studies how the behaviour of the real exchange rate may be affected 

byy the timing of EU accession. More specifically, the following policy-relevant questions 

relatedd to the expansion of the EU are analysed. First. I study whether the impact of 

EUU accession on the real exchange rate depends on the extent to which productivity 

levelss have converged. This is relevant for the question when the candidate member 

2Thee criterion is that a member state has respected the normal fluctuation margins of the exchange 
ratee mechanism of the European Monetary System without severe tensions and without devaluation for 
att leawt two years. 
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statess should be admitted (assuming that there is a convergence of their productivity 

levelss towards that of the existing EU member states). Next, I analyse whether the 

responsee of the real exchange rate to productivity shocks is different before and after 

EUU accession. Another important question, whether EU membership itself affects the 

convergencee in terms of productivity will not be addressed here. Productivity shocks are 

assumedd to be exogenous throughout the paper. 

II employ the Ricardian model developed by Dornbusch, Fischer and Samuelson 

(1977),, hereafter: 'DFS'.3 The DFS model contains many goods. The character of each 

goodd (tradable or non-tradable) is endogenously determined. The dynamic version of the 

modell is due to Obstfeld and Rogoff (1996, chapter 4). The DFS model is a two-country 

model.. I treat the European Union and the group of candidate member states each 

ass one country. This can be justified by the similarity of the countries in each region 

comparedd to the dissimilarities between both regions. I introduce some extensions to 

thee Obstfeld and Rogoff (1996) analysis. First, I allow for asymmetries in country size 

andd the initial level of productivity between regions. Second, I analyse the impact of a 

reductionn in trade costs. 

II obtain the following results. First, the timing of EU accession affects the exchange 

ratee response to accession. The real exchange rate of the candidate member states is 

predictedd to appreciate by one to two percent upon accession. This seems large, given 

thatt this prediction is based on a decline in trade costs by only three percentage points 

andd given that it does not take into account confidence effects. The real exchange 

ratee appreciation is smaller in the case of postponed accession. Intuitively, the more 

productivityy levels (and wages) of the current and new member states have converged 

beforee accession, the more price levels have converged and therefore the smaller the 

marginall impact of reducing trade costs on relative prices. 

Second,, productivity shocks are likely to be an important source of real exchange rate 

fluctuationss during the convergence process. I find that the response of the real exchange 

ratee to productivity shocks declines as a result of EU accession. Intuitively, the decline 

inn trade costs stimulates bilateral trade between the existing and new member states. 

Productivityy shocks only affect the real exchange rate to the extent that they influence 

thee relative price of non-traded goods. Therefore, the reduced share of non-traded goods 

inn total output means that the real exchange rate becomes less sensitive to unanticipated 

productivityy changes. Thus, EU accession itself will contribute to stabilising the real 

exchangee rate between the accession countries and the existing EU member states. 

3 T h ee D FS model is Ricardian in the sense that it stresses the role of comparative advantage 

determiningg the pattern of international trade in a flex-price environment. 
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Thee remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 presents the basic 

modell and derives the equilibrium conditions. In section 6.3, I use comparative statics 

too study how the timing of the accession affects the exchange rate response to accession. 

Sectionn 6.4 presents a dynamic version of the model, which is then used to study the 

responsee of the real exchange rate to productivity shocks and how this response changes 

afterr EU accession. Section 6.5 concludes. 

6.22 The model 

6.2.11 Technologies and preferences 

Thee world consists of two countries. Home and Foreign, of population size n and 1 - n 

respectivelyy (the world population is normalised at 1). The world economy produces 

aa continuum of goods, indexed by z e [0,1]. The only factor of production, labour, 

iss available in fixed quantities nL in the Home and (1 - n)L* in the Foreign country, 

wheree L and U are labour effort per individual in the Home and Foreign country.4 The 

asymmetryy in country size is an extension of the model in Obstfeld and Rogoff (1996. 

chapterr 4). 

Thee countries have different technologies for producing goods out of labour. Initially, 

lett va(z) [v*a*(z)] be the number of goods z which can be produced by one unit of labour 

inn the Home (Foreign) country, where a(z) [a*(z)} are commodity-specific technologies 

andd v [v*] are economy-wide technologies. Obstfeld and Rogoff assume that, initially, 

vv = v*. By contrast, I allow for asymmetry in productivity (v ^ v*) at any time. This is 

requiredd in order to capture an important asymmetry between the EU and the accession 

countriess in Central and Eastern Europe. The goods are indexed so that they are ranked 

inn order of diminishing Home country comparative advantage, i.e.: 

va(zi)va(zi) va(zj) 
"" » */—r > , w—r, for each 0 < z, < z, < 1, 

wheree an asterisk denotes the Foreign country. Note that the ranking of goods is not 
affectedd by the economy-wide technologies. 

44 As in the basic DFS model, there is no capital in the model in this paper. It is not directly clear 

whetherr the inclusion of capital would affect the outcome of the model. Excluding the role of capital is 

supportedd by some earlier research, which suggests that the increase in labour productivity achieved in 

thee more successful Central and Eastern European countries (CEECs) reflects increases in total factor 

productivity,, rather than increases in the capital stock. See Doyle, Kuijs and Jiang (2001). 
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Inn the remainder of this paper, Foreign variables have an asterisk (*). Apart from 

that,, the mathematical expressions for Foreign variables are identical to those found for 

thee Home country, unless explicitly stated otherwise. 

Householdd preferences are defined by a simple intertemporal utility function: 

[/tt = NT/?s-MogCs, (6.i; ; 

s=t s=t 

wheree U is the lifetime utility of a representative household in the Home country, C is 

thee real composite consumption index, (3 is the discount factor and s and t are time 

subscripts.. Time subscripts will be suppressed whenever possible. 

Thee consumption index of the composite good is defined by 

CC = exp // \ogc(z)dz 
Jo Jo 

(6.2) ) 

Thee consumption-based price index (defined as the lowest cost of purchasing one unit 

off composite real consumption, C) is: 

PP = exp // \ogp{z)dz 
Jo Jo 

(6.3) ) 

wheree p{z) is the price of good z expressed in units of good 1 [the numeraire good, so 

t h a t p ( l )) = 1]. 
Demandd for good z is given by 

c(z)c(z) = -^C. (6-1) 
p{z) p{z) 

Thiss functional form of the demand function implies that the elasticity of substitution 

betweenn all pairs of goods is unity. Each good has a constant share in total expenditure, 

i.e.. f* p{z)c{z)dz = {z3 - Zi)PC, for all 0 < z% < Zj < 1. 

Thee individual budget constraint for the representative Home individual (in nominal 

terms)) is: 

BBtt=(l=(l + it-i)Bt-i + WtLt - PtCu (6-5) 

wheree W is the nominal wage rate, which is uniform across different industries in the 

samee country, as labour is mobile within each country (but not internationally, so that 

W*W* can differ from W), L is labour effort per individual, Bt is the stock of nominal 

bondss held by the representative household on date t and it_i is the nominal interest 

ratee on bonds between t - 1 and t. 
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Maximisingg utility function (6.1) subject to budget constraint (6.5) yields the Euler 

conditionn for intertemporal consumption smoothing: 

CCt+1t+1=P(l=P(l + rt)Ct, ( 6 . 6 ) 

wheree rt is the real interest rate on bonds between t and t + 1.5 

6.2.22 Trade costs and market equilibrium 

Forr any internationally traded good 2, a fraction r melts away in transit, so that only a 

fractionn 1 - r arrives at the destination. Intuitively, the 'melting loss' can be interpreted 

ass any kind of trade barrier which makes cross-border transactions more costly than 

domesticc transactions.6 

Goodss are produced only in Home if importing them would be more expensive, i.e. 

iip(z)iip(z) < p*(z)/{l - T). Similarly, goods are produced in Foreign if it is more expensive 

too import these goods, i.e. if p{z)/{\ - r ) > p*(z). Figure 1 shows the pattern of 

internationall specialisation [where the curve labeled A is W/W* = (l-r)va/(v*a*) and 

curvee B is W/W* = -^va / (v* a*)}. 

Homee produces all goods to the left of zH and Foreign produces all goods to the right 
off zF1 For given wages (W,W*) and trade costs (r) , the cut-off points zH and zF are 
definedd by 

p*(zp*(zHH" " 
P{ZH)P{ZH) = I"7' (6-7) 

T—rT—r = * ( * ) • (6.8) 

Eachh good is produced under perfect competition. Therefore, firms price at marginal 

cost:: p(z) = W/[va(z)}. Now, equations (6.7)-(6.8) can be rewritten as 

WW _ va(zH) 

W*W* ~ {\-T)v*a*(zHY (6'°) 
W_W_ _ (l-r)va(zF) 

W*W* ~ v*a*{zF) " (6-10) 

Goodss in [0, zF] are produced exclusively in Home and exported to Foreign, since 

thee comparative advantage in producing these goods is sufficiently high to overcome 
5Maximisingg the utility function (6.1) subject to budget constraint (6.5) yields Pj+lCi+l = 0(1 + 

ij)PjCj,ij)PjCj, which can be rewritten as CJ+1 = $jr^(l + ij)C3 = /?(1 -f rj)Cj. 
6Seee Lejour, De Mooij and Nahuis (2001) for an estimate of barriers to trade in different industries 

inn the EU and the candidate member states. 
7Seee DFS (1977, pp. 829-830) for a more detailed discussion of Figure 1. 
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Figuree 6.1: Pattern of international specialisation 

thee costs of international trade. Similarly, goods in [zH, 1] are produced exclusively in 

Foreignn and exported to Home. Goods in [zF,zH] are produced in both countries, but 

nott traded internationally. 

Thee market equilibrium conditions for Home-produced and Foreign-produced goods 

,.8,9 9 
are. . 

nWLnWL = zHnPC + zF(l^n)PtC', 

(l-n)W*L*(l-n)W*L* = (l-zH)n.PC + (l-zF)(l-n)P*C*. 

(6.11) ) 

(6.12) ) 

Thee international wage ratio and industry location are determined jointly by equations 

(6.9)-(6.10)) and (6.11)-(6.12). 
8Thiss can be seen as follows: Market equilibrium requires that Home output equals world spending 

onn Home-produced goods, whereas Foreign output equals world spending on Foreign-produced goods. 

Firmss make zero profits, so Home output is equal to labour income in the Home country (nWL) and 

Foreignn output is equal to labour income in the Foreign country [(1 - n)W'L*\. Home consumption 

iss equal to nPC. As Home produces the goods in [0,zH], it follows from equation (6.4) that Home 

consumptionn of domestically produced goods is zHnPC. Home imports the goods in [zH, 1], so Home 

consumptionn of Foreign-produced goods is (1 - zH)nPC. Similarly, Foreign consumption equals (1 -

n)P*C*.n)P*C*. As Foreign produces the goods in [zF, 1], Foreign consumption of domestically produced goods 

iss (1 - zF)(l - n)P*C. Foreign imports the goods in [0, zF], so Foreign consumption of Home-produced 

' 0 ° T h ee losses from trading (melting costs) are precisely offset by the higher price of exported goods. 

Ass a result of this, melting costs do not show up in the equations for market equilibrium. 
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Thee law of one price fails to hold for any good. It holds neither for non-traded goods 

(sincee there is no arbitrage) nor for traded goods (since the price is 1/(1 - r ) times higher 

inn the importing country than in the exporting country). The Home and Foreign price 

indicess are 

PP = rr  w f1 w* 

PP = exp{/ log- r__^rf2+/ log[ —]dz}. (6 14) 
JoJo (l-T)va(zy JZF

 blv*a*{zy ' [ ] 

6.33 EU accession and the real exchange ra te 

Thiss section studies the timing of the accession and its implications for the real exchange 

rate.. I use comparative statics to do so. I first solve the model for a steady state with a 

balancedd trade account, Since the functional form of the model precludes the derivation 

off a reduced-form solution, I use a numerical approach in order to assess the impact 

off the timing of EU accession. The decision on the timing of accession is exogenous in 

thiss model. I compare two scenarios: immediate and postponed accession. In the first 

scenario.. EU accession (modeled as a reduction in trade costs) occurs when productivity 

inn the candidate member states is at the current low level. In the second case, by 

contrast.. EU accession occurs when productivity in the candidate member states has 

reachedd a higher level. 

6.3.11 Steady state 

Inn a steady state, all exogenous variables are constant. Steady-state values will be 

representedd by overbars. Imposing the steady state restriction on the equations in the 

previouss subsection, we obtain a system of 10 independent equations in 11 endogenous 

variabless (see Appendix A). Given that the model contains more endogenous variables 

thann independent equations, the steady state is not uniquely determined. Therefore, I 

imposee the initial condition of zero net foreign assets in order to close the model: 

BB = 0- (6.15) 

Thiss amounts to assuming that not only the current account, but also the trade account 
iss balanced in the initial steady state. 

Forr notational simplicity, I impose that the production technologies have the following 
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functionall form (see Obstfeld and Rogoff, 1996, chapter 4): 

a(z)a(z) = exp( -z ) , (6-16) 

a*(z)a*(z) = e x p ( z - l ) , (6-17) 

II also assume that labour effort per individual is equal to one (L - L* = 1), so that 

labourr input is fully captured by population size: n v s l - n . Then, from equations (6.5), 

(6.11)) and (6.15): 

W_W_ = z F (1 ~ n) ( 6 i l 8 ) 

W*W* 1 - ~zH n 

Substitutee (6.16)-(6.17) into equations (6.9)-(6.10). take logarithms on both sides and 

combine: : 

l o g ^ _ l o g II = i _ * * - * » (6-19) 

zzHH -~zF = - l o g ( l - r ) . (6-20) 

Equationss (6.18)-(6.20) jointly determine the relative wage (W/W*) and the pattern 

off international specialisation (zH , z F ) . 

Firstt we analyse how the pattern of specialisation is affected by trade costs, country 

sizee and productivity. From equation (6.20), the share of non-tradable goods in output 

iss increasing in trade costs. Under zero trade costs (r = 0) all goods are tradable, so that 

thee size of the non-tradable sector is zero (zH - ~zF = 0). As trade costs increase, fewer 

goodss are traded. Trade costs above 63% are prohibitive.10 I will henceforth assume 

thatt r < .63. 

Fromm equations (6.18) and (6.19), if the Home country is relatively large (n > ^), 

itt will import a smaller range of goods than Foreign (1 - zH < zF). The large country 

willl export a wider range of goods.11 Intuitively, given different production technologies 
10Whenn trade costs are small, - l og ( l - r) may be approximated by T, SO that the size of the non-

tradablee sector is proportional to trade costs (1H -ZF~T). AS trade costs get larger, the size of 

thee non-tradable sector increases more than proportionally. Trade costs of 63% are prohibitive, since 

-log(l-.63)«« - log( l / e ) = 1. In this case, the non-tradable sector is 100% of the economy and both 

economiess produce all goods. 
111 On the import side, zF equals the range of goods imported by Foreign and also the share of Foreign 

incomee spent on imports in the steady state. However, on the export side, there is a distinction between 

thee range of exported goods and the share of exports in output: zF is the range of goods exported by 

Home,, but since some exportable goods are consumed domestically, it is not equal to exports as a share 

off Home output. Given that the trade balance is in equilibrium in steady state, the share of exports in 

Homee output equals the share of imports in Home output (1 - z ). 
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forr different goods, it is optimal for a country to specialise in the production of a few 

goodss in which it is highly efficient. However, for a large country, a strong degree of 

specialisationn is incompatible with equilibrium in the world market. A large country 

mustt be self-sufficient in a large range of goods.12 Similarly, if the Home country is 

moree productive (v > v*), it will, ceteris paribus, import a smaller range of goods than 

Foreignn (1 - zH < zF). The more productive country will export a larger range of 

products.. Intuitively, a low level of productivity reduces a country's economic size in 

termss of output. Therefore, analogously to the discussion of differences in country size, 

thee less productive country will specialise in the production of a few goods. Thus, the 

modell predicts that the production structure of large and highly productive countries 

willl be relatively well-diversified. 

Next,, consider how the relative wage rate is affected by country size, productivity and 

tradee costs. From equations (6.18)-(6.20), the Home relative wage (W/W*) is decreasing 

inn Home's relative country size ( ^ ) . Large countries must produce a larger range of 

goodss (see above) and are therefore less able to exploit their comparative advantage in 

thee production of specific goods. An economy-wide productivity increase in Foreign (a 

declinee in v/v*) leads to a decline in Home's relative wage rate. However, productivity 

differencess are less than fully reflected in wages. The intuition for the latter is that a 

moree productive country must produce a larger range of goods in equilibrium, so it is 

lesss able to exploit its comparative advantage in the production of specific goods. The 

impact,, of a decline in trade costs (r j) on the relative wage rate is ambiguous.13 

Thee steady state real exchange rate (F/P*) is given by (see appendix A for the 
derivation): : 

l o S ^^ = ( ^ - ^ ) [ l o g = ï - l o g ^ ] . ( 6 .2 i ) 

Inn the absence of trade costs (r = 0), all goods are tradable {zH - zF = 0) and goods 

arbitragee implies that the law of one price must hold. The Home and Foreign price levels 

aree equalised and the real exchange rate is equal to unity ( P / P * = 1). With positive 

tradee costs, some goods are non-tradable and the real exchange rate is determined by 

relativee unit labour costs [W/v)/[W*/v*} times the size of the non-tradable goods sector 

12Notee that this pattern of international specialisation has nothing to do with economies of scale in 
production. . 

^^ " I t is^not possible to derive a reduced-form solution for the relative wage rate. However, eliminating 
z*z* and zH from equations (6.18)-(6.20) viclds =*£ = (^•-•')l-^{W/w')+\aSLi-./v'\+\aan-^ , , 
too check the statements in the main text. 
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Ann economy-wide productivity increase in Foreign (a decline in v/v*) causes a decline 

inn unit labour costs in the Foreign non-tradable sector, despite that W/W falls as well. 

Thee decrease in unit labour costs results in a depreciation of the Foreign real exchange 

rate.144 A decline in trade costs has an ambiguous impact on the exchange rate. On 

thee one hand, it reduces the size of the non-tradables sector (zH - 2F ) , thus limiting 

thee scope for price differences. On the other hand, its impact on the relative wage rate 

[ log^ /H 7 *) ]] is ambiguous, as pointed out above. 

Combiningg the steady-state version of equation (6.5) and its Foreign counterpart with 

equationss (6.15) and (6.21) yields 

logg | r = (~zH ~ ~zF) log | + [1 - (zH ~ zF)\ log = . (6-22) 

Equationn (6.22) shows that the relative consumption level {C/C*) is a weighted 

averagee of relative productivity levels (weighted by the size of the non-tradable goods 

sector)) and relative wage rates (weighted by the size of the tradable goods sector).15 

Intuitively,, in autarky (no trade), relative consumption per capita is determined by 

relativee productivity, whereas in a fully open economy, relative consumption per capita 

iss determined by relative wages (purchasing power). 

Equationss (6.18)-(6.22) form a system of five independent equations in five endoge

nouss variables: zH, 2F , C/C*, ~F'*fP* and W/W*. The functional form of these equations 

precludess the presentation of a reduced-form solution. 

6.3.22 Immediate versus postponed accession 

Next,, I make some tentative calculations on the impact of the timing of EU accession on 

thee real exchange rate between the EU and the accession countries. Quick or postponed 

accession:: what does it mean for the exchange rate effects of EU accession? The goal is 

too draw qualitative conclusions from this exercise. As the model is relatively simple, the 

14Obstfeldd and Rogoff (1996, p. 255) argue that 'a proportional j"all in Foreign's unit labour requirement 

forfor all goods' implies that 'P* rises relative to P, so that Foreign's relative productivity gam leads to 

aa rise [i.e. appreciation] in its real exchange rate' (comment in square brackets added by me). This 

statementt is incorrect. To the contrary, an economy-wide increase in Foreign productivity causes P* 

too decline relative to P. In other words, the Foreign real exchange rate depreciates. This prediction is 

oppositee to the well-known Balassa-Samuelson effect. The reason for this difference is that the current 

modell presumes that productivity catch-up is economy-wide, rather than concentrated in the tradable 

goodss sector. 
15Notee that zH -zF (the size of the non-tradable sector) and 1 - (zw - eF) , i.e. the size of the tradable 

sector,, arc both between zero and one for all admissible parameter values. 
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quantitativee results serve no more than an illustrative purpose. In the remainder of the 

paper,, the Home country will be the EU. whereas the Foreign country will represent the 

groupp of accession countries. 

II impose that EU accession has the following stylised form: upon accession, trade 

costss are reduced from 50% to 477c16 I compare two scenarios: immediate accession 

versuss postponed accession. Under both scenarios, I simply compare the steady-state 

equilibriumm before and after accession. The scenarios differ in the extent to which real 

convergencee has taken place before accession. I assume that the productivity gap between 

thee candidate member states and the current member states is reduced over time. For 

simplicity,, the timing of accession is assumed to have no impact on the pace of produc

tivityy growth in either region.17 Thus, the productivity ratio v* jv increases exogenously 

overr time. Currently, productivity in the candidate member states is measured at only 

13%% of productivity in the EU.18 Therefore, under immediate accession, a reduction in 

tradee costs takes place at the moment that real convergence has not yet taken place: 

v*/vv*/v = 0.13. Under postponed accession, by contrast, productivity in the candidate 

memberr states has reached a higher level relative to the current. EU member states. In 

thiss case, I use v*/v = 0.34. This value for the productivity ratio corresponds to the 

currentt productivity gap between the most advanced candidate member states (Slovenia 

andd Cyprus) and the EU average. Accidentally, this number is also roughly equal to the 

currentt productivity gap between the poorest EU member states (Portugal and Greece) 

andd the EU average. See appendix B. 

Firstt consider the case of early accession. The impact of accession on the main 

variabless is shown in Table 1. Wages converge {W*/W moves closer to one). The 

bilaterall trade share increases by six percentage points in the candidate member states 

16Thee value for r is exogenous. Trade costs (which include all kinds of trade barriers, including a lack 

off harmonisation in product standards) are not directly observable. Calibration of the model (appendix 

B)) suggests that the current level of trade costs between the EU and the candidate member states is 
50%.. I use 40% as the long-run level for trade costs between EU and accession countries, in line with the 

valuee for the current intra-EU level of trade costs reported in chapter 4 of this dissertation. I assume that 
almostt one third of this reduction (from 50% to 47%) takes place upon accession, when the remaining 

formall trade barriers are abolished. The remainder of the reduction in trade costs (from 47% to 40%;) 

happenss gradually over the decades following EU accession, mainly as a result of the harmonisation of 
standards.. The assumption that one-third uf the reduction in trade costs is related to the abolition of 

formall trade barriers, whereas two-thirds is related to the harmonisation of standards is in line with the 
findingss of Lejour. De Mooij and Nahuis (2001, Tables 4.1 and 4.3). 

17Thiss assumption can be defended on the grounds that productivity growth is stimulated by a country 
takingg part in the accession process, rather than by the exact moment of EU accession. 

180ut.putt per capita has been converted to euro based on actual exchange rates. When taking into 
accountt differences in price level, the productivity ratio rises to roughly 40%-. 
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andd 0.3 percentage points in the EU.19 There is a relative increase in the price level in 

thee accession countries, which means that their real exchange rate (P /P) appreciates 

byy 1.6%.20 

Tablee 1 T imin g of EU accession 

W*/WW*/W zF l-zH T/P 

Earlyy accession 

(v*/v(v*/v = 0.13): 

rr = 0.50 0.17 0.292 0.015 - -

rr = 0.47 0.18 0.347 0.018 1.6% 

rr = 0.40 0.20 0.462 0.027 3.0% 

Latee accession 

{y*f{y*fvv = 0.34): 

rr = 0.50 0.44 0.271 0.036 - -

rr = 0.47 0.45 0.321 0.044 1.2% 

rr = 0.40 0.50 0.426 0.063 2.2% 

Inn the case of late accession, the average level of productivity of the candidate member 

statess has extra time to increase relative to the EU average. The productivity increase in 

thee accession countries causes industry migration from the EU to the candidate member 

states.. The EU sheds its least efficient industries. The candidate member states expand 

thee range of domestically-produced goods. This leads to a decline in the accession 

countries'' import share (zF) and an increase in the EU's import share (1 - ~zH) before 

thee moment of accession.21 As a result of the reduction in trade costs at the moment 

off accession, wages converge and the bilateral trade share increases by roughly 20%. 

Thee real exchange rate of the accession countries appreciates, but the exchange rate 

appreciationn is smaller than in the case of early accession. Intuitively, the more that 

19Accessionn countries' imports (zF) and EU imports (1 - zH) increase by 20% (from 29% to 35% of 

outputt and from 1.5% to 1.8% of output, respectively). 
20Thiss estimate does not take into account that EU accession affects the expectations of private agents 

withh respect to the economic performance of the candidate member states, reducing the risk premium 

onn the accession countries' currencies, which may cause a (much) larger real exchange rate appreciation. 
211 Recall that the EU is the Home country, whereas the group of accession countries are the Foreign 

country. . 
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productivityy levels and wages have converged before accession, the smaller the difference 

inn the price level and the smaller the price impact of reducing trade costs.22 '23 

6.44 Productivity shocks and the real exchange rate 

Thiss section studies the response of the real exchange rate between the euro and the 

currenciess of the candidate member states to productivity shocks and how this response 

changess after EU accession.24 I first discuss the nature of productivity shocks in the 

candidatee member states, then I present the dynamic version of the model and finally I 

comparee the real exchange rate response to productivity shocks under different regimes 

(early/latee EU accession). Under the early accession scenario, trade costs are assumed 

too be reduced before productivity shocks occur. Under the late accession scenario, trade 

costss are still at the current (higher) level when productivity shocks occur. 

6.4.11 Productivity shocks 

Thee Central and Eastern European countries (CEECs) are likely to experience a rela

tivelyy quick rise in productivity. Such a productivity catch-up can be expected based on 

thee current level of productivity in the CEECs. which is relatively low. See Barro and 

Sala-i-Martinn (1992). 

Thee accession process is likely to accelerate this process of real convergence. It does so 

inn several ways. First, (the prospect of) EU membership improves the creditworthiness of 

thee new member states and thus gives them better access to international capital markets. 

Thiss will make it possible, for instance, to further upgrade the physical infrastructure in 

thee countries involved. Second, the screening conducted by the European Commission 

willl contribute to an improvement of institutions. One example is enhanced banking 

supervision,, which will promote a more efficient allocation of financial resources in the 

economy.. Third, new management techniques and business strategies can be transfered, 

22Inn the extreme case of fully symmetric countries, reducing trade costs would have no impact on the 
reall exchange rate at all. 

11 There is no simple answer to the question whether immediate accession is to be preferred over 
postponedd accession or not. From a welfare point of view, the current model will surely generate the 

resultt that EU accession produces welfare benefits for all countries, which would lead to the conclusion 

thatt sooner accession is always better. However, a welfare analysis of immediate versus postponed 
accessionn falls outside the scope of this paper. 

2 40ff course, the euro is not the currency of the European Union, but only of those countries partici

patingg in the monetary union. However, this distinction is neglected here. 
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possiblyy through partnerships with foreign companies.25 Fourth, capital accumulation 

willl be promoted directly by the EU structural funds and the investment of foreign 

firms.firms. Capital accumulation can be expected to make a substantial contribution to 

productivityy increases, as the marginal product of capital is likely to be relatively high 

inn the candidate member states. The accelerated productivity rise in the new member 

statess can be regarded as a positive side-effect of the accession process. 

Productivityy increases may be concentrated in the tradable goods sector. This is the 

standardd assumption underlying the Balassa-Samuelson effect. The latter could manifest 

itselff as a relatively high level of inflation, as an appreciation of the nominal exchange 

rate,, or a combination of both. Another possibility, however, is that productivity in

creasess occur economy-wide, rather than mainly in the tradable sector. For instance, 

Kopitss (1999) points out that major reforms in education, health care, pension systems, 

publicc administration, as well as infrastructure investment in transportation, commu

nications,, create the conditions for balanced productivity improvements across all the 

sectors.. The possibility of economy-wide productivity increases is also underlined by 

Jakabb and Kovacs (1999).26 Because of the limitations of the model used in this paper, 

II restrict myself to economy-wide productivity increases.27 

Thee productivity catch-up is likely to happen in a bumpy manner, rather than 

smoothly.. Temporary positive and negative deviations from the upward productivity 

trendd in the new member states will occur. Temporary productivity shocks are likely to 

bee an important source of real exchange rate fluctuations during the process of real con

vergence.288 Therefore, it is important to know whether the response of the real exchange 

ratee to such temporary productivity shocks will be affected by already being part of the 

EUU or not. 

Inn order to study the exchange-rate response to the productivity shocks which may 

occurr during the transition process, I use a dynamic version of the model. 

"" 25For the first channel through which EU accession might stimulate productivity rises, see Baldwin, 

Francoiss and Portes (1997). The second channel is put forward by Fischer and Sahay (2000) and 

Pelkmans,, Gros and Nunez Ferrer (2000). On the third channel, see Corker. Beaumont. Van Elkan and 

Iakovaa (2000) and Doyle, Kuijs and Jiang (2001). 
26Theyy argue that, in the case of Hungary, productivity increased faster in the tradable sector early 

inn the transition, due to extensive lay-offs and foreign and domestic investments which were mainly 

concentratedd in the tradables sector, but that Hungary has now entered a next phase, as the non-

tradablee sector attracts new investments, mainly in the banking and retail sector. 
27Thee character of each good (tradable or non-tradable) is determined endogenously. Therefore, 

sector-specificc productivity shocks can give rise to inconsistencies in the model. 
288 Jakab and Kovacs (1999) find that productivity shocks were the main determinant of relative price 

adjustmentss between non-tradable and tradable goods in Hungary during 1991-98. 
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6.4.22 The loglinearised model 

Thee DFS model is a flex-price model, which fits the purpose of this paper. The horizon 

forr the completion of the convergence process is several decades.29 Therefore, there is no 

short-runn price rigidity in the dynamic version of the model and the 'short 'run' should 

bee interpreted as lasting several years (i.e. beyond the normal duration of nominal 

rigidities). . 

Variabless with hats denote percentage deviations from the initial steady state (P = 

dP/Po).dP/Po). The difference operator indicates absolute deviations from the initial steady 

statee (dzH = zH - zg). For notational simplicity, subscripts zero (denoting initial steady 

statee values) are suppressed where possible. The full loglinearised model is derived in 

appendixx C. The most insightful way to present the model is by rewriting it in terms of 

countryy differences. Here, the main equations are presented. 

Thee pattern of international specialisation is determined by the difference in unit 
labourr costs: 

dzdzHH + dzF = -{W ~W') + {v-v* (6.23) ) 

Ann increase in productivity in Foreign (v* > 0), keeping trade costs unchanged, will 

causee some industries to migrate from Home to Foreign {zH and zF move to the left 

inn figure 1). The Foreign wage increases relative to the Home wage, but Foreign still 

experiencess a decline in unit labour costs relative to Home [W*/v* declines relative to 

W/v:W/v: also see the discussion following equations (6.18)-(6.20)]. 

Thee relative size of the non-tradables sector (zH - zF) is increasing in trade costs 
(r) : : 

rlrl  H _ A F — ^T 

azaz az ~Y~^. (624) 

Thee marginal impact of a change in trade costs is larger if trade costs are high, initially 
(inn that case, 1 - r is low). 

Thee inflation difference (or equivalent^, the change in the real exchange rate) is 

P-P^P-P^ = ( Z » - Z F ) [ W - W ^ { V - ^ ) ] + ( 1 ^ ^ - Z F ) ^ ( 6 2 5 ) 

Thee inflation difference between both countries is partly determined by price increases 

inn the non-tradable goods sector in both countries (which are determined by wage and 

productivityy developments), multiplied by the size of the non-tradable goods sector. The 
29Accordingg to recent estimates, the process of real convergence will take about thirty years to be 

completed.. See Fischer. Sahay and Végh (1998) or Doyle, Kuijs and Jiang (2001). 
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inflationn difference also depends on trade costs. A reduction in trade costs lowers the 

pricee of imported goods in both countries. The impact on the general price level will be 

largerr in the country with the largest share of imports. For instance, if the import share 

inn Foreign is larger than in Home (i.e. zF > 1 - z " ) , then a reduction in trade costs will 

leadd to a positive inflation differential between Home and Foreign (P - P* > 0). 

Equationss (6.23)-(6.25) are valid both for long-run and short-run deviations from the 

steadyy state. Henceforth, however, I will distinguish between long-run and short-run 

changes.. Short-run deviations from the steady state will be denoted by hatted variables 

andd long-run steady state changes are indicated by hatted overbarred variables. The 

short-runn current account balance of the Home coun t ry^ determined by the^change in 

outputt (reflected in real income W-P) and spending (C), i.e. dB/{PC)0 = W-P-C, 

whichh can be rewritten in terms of country differences as (see appendix C): 

d ll
 =

 l~zH \w-W'-(P- P*) - (C - C*)l , (6.26) 
(PC)o(PC)o l-z» + zFl J 

wheree the ratio (1 - zH)/{l - zH + zF) is a measure for the relative size of both countries' 

imports.. Note that this ratio equals \ if the import shares are equal (1 - zH = zF). It 

iss smaller than \ if Home's import share is relatively small (1 - zH < zF). Intuitively, a 

givenn current account surplus dB is less important in terms of Home income per capita 

P CC if the Home country is large and rich. The latter is reflected in a relatively small 

Homee import share. 

SustainabilityRequiress that Home runs a long-run trade deficit (spending in excess 

off output: V > W - f) if, and only if, it has a net claim on Foreign {dB > 0), i.e. 

%% = TdB~/(PC)o + W-~P. The corresponding equation in terms of country differences 

is: : 

GG C ~ 1-z» (PC)0 

6.4.33 Comparison of pre- and post- EU accession 

II have argued that productivity shocks are likely to be an important source of real 

exchangee rate movements between the new and existing EU member states. 

Thee question arises whether the size of the real exchange rate movements is affected 

byy the 'membership regime', i.e. whether the response of the real exchange rate to 

productivityy shocks differs before and after EU accession. The answer to this question 

willl indicate whether EU accession reduces or magnifies the volatility of the real exchange 

ratee between the accession countries and the existing member states. In this paper, EU 
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accessionn is modeled as the reduction in trade costs related to the new member states' 

participationn in the European Union's single market. Therefore, we may rephrase the 

abovee question as: does the response of the real exchange rate to productivity shocks 

dependd on the level of trade costs? First. I consider permanent, shocks, then I turn to 

temporaryy shocks. 

Permanentt  product iv i t y shocks 

Inn order to study permanent productivity shocks, set v = V and v* = 9 \ Unanti

cipatedd permanent shocks have no current-account effects in the model (dB = 0). The 

reasonn is that, given the presence of intertemporal consumption smoothing and given 

thee absence of nominal rigidities, the economy immediately jumps to the new steady 

statee equilibrium (see Obstfeld and Rogoff. 1996, p. 244).30 Thus, short-run changes are 

equall to long-run^changes for each variable. A permanent increase in relative Foreign 

productivityy (v-v* < 0) causes a real depreciation of the Foreign currency (P-f* > 0): 

f-^f-^ = P-P* = -^-^)^^). ( 6 . 2 8 ) 

Intuitively,, the change in the real exchange rate is equal to the change in the price of 

non-tradablee goods, multiplied by the size of the non-tradables sector.31 An economy-

widee permanent increase in Foreign productivity leads to a decline in the relative price 

off Foreign non-tradable goods.32 The real exchange rate response is higher if the size of 

thee non-tradable sector (zH - zF) is larger.33 Recall that the size of the non-tradable 

sectorr is increasing in trade costs [equation (6.20)]. Therefore, the smaller trade costs, 

thee smaller (the absolute level of) the real exchange-rate movement in response to a 

productivityy increase in Foreign. 

Tablee 2 illustrates the size of the real exchange rate response to a permanent increase 

inn Foreign productivity, holding Home productivity constant. 
, 0Byy contrast, tin- presence of short-run nominal wage rigidities in chapters 4 and 5 implies that 

permanentt shocks have non-trivial current account effects then;. 
; j lThoo relative price of tradable goods does not change, since trade costs are assumed to be constant 

here. . 
J 2Inn this model, an increase in Foreign productivity causes a real depreciation of the Foreign currency, 

ass the productivity increase is assumed to be economy-wide. If the productivity increase would be 
concentratedd in the tradables sector only, the real exchange rate response would be dominated by 
thee nominal wage increase in Foreign, which would cause an increase in relative prices in the Foreign 
non-tradablee goods sector and therefore a real appreciation of the Foreign currency, in line with the 
Balassa-Sarnuelsonn effect. 

3:)Notee that I consider small shocks. Therefore, even in the case of a permanent shock, the new steady 

statee value of all variables are (approximately) equal to their value in the initial steady state. 
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Tablee 2 Real exchange rat e and permanent product iv i t y shock 

tradee costs size of non-tradable exchange rate response 

goodss sector to productivity increase 

r r 

0 0 

.1 1 

.2 2 

.3 3 

.4 4 

.5 5 

.6 6 

zzHH-z-zF F 

0.000 0 

0.105 5 

0.223 3 

0.357 7 

0.511 1 

0.693 3 

0.916 6 

d(Pd(P - P*)/dv* 

0.00 0 

0.11 1 

0.22 2 

0.36 6 

0.51 1 

0.69 9 

0.92 2 

Temporar yy product iv i t y shocks 

Whenn studying the response of the real exchange rate to temporary productivity shocks, 

sett $ = fT = 0. Unanticipated temporary productivity shocks give rise to current-

accountt changes. Hence, I need to distinguish between the short-run and long-run effect 

off a temporary productivity shock. 

AA temporary increase in relative Foreign productivity (v-v* < 0) leads to a short-

runn current account surplus for Foreign, so that Foreign accumulates net foreign assets 

(dB(dB < 0). The interest rate receipts on the net foreign assets enable Foreign to run 

aa long-run trade balance deficit, while satisfying the condition of a balanced long-run 

currentt account. The size of the short-run current-account effect is increasing in the size 

off the non-tradable goods sector (zH - zF) [see appendix C for the derivation]: 

dBdB _ {\-zH){zH -z*) 

(PC)(PC)00~~ (l + r)[l-(z»-zF)2 
{V{V — V ) . 

Thee short-run exchange-rate effect is that a temporary increase in relative Foreign pro

ductivityy causes a real depreciation of the Foreign currency: 

P-P*P-P* = (1+r )) [l-{z yF\2 yF\2 ++ r (z(zHH -zF){v-v*). (6.29) ) 
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Intuitively,, the change in the real exchange rate is equal to the change in the price 

off non-tradable goods, corrected for the size of the non-tradable goods sector.34 An 

economy-widee increase in Foreign productivity leads to a less than proportional increase 

inn the Foreign wage rate, so that the relative price of Foreign non-tradable goods declines. 

Ass before, the real exchange rate response is higher if the size of the non-tradable sector 

[z[zHH - zF) is larger. 

AA temporary increase in Foreign relative productivity leads to a real long-run appre
ciationn of the Foreign currency: 

PP = 
(z(zHH - z F\3 F\3 

11 + r L l J T ^ P - ' H -- (6.30) 

Notee that the long-run change in the relative price has the opposite sign of the short-run 

change.. The intuition is that a positive productivity shock in Foreign leads to a short 

runn surplus on the Foreign current account, The productivity shock is assumed to be 

temporary,, so the only long-run effect is that Foreign can afford to produce less than it 

requiress for consumption (due to its ownership of net foreign assets). The excess demand 

forr goods in Foreign in the long run causes a real appreciation of the Foreign exchange 

rate.. Again, the larger the size of the non-tradable sector (zH - zF), the larger the 

long-runn real exchange rate response to a productivity increase in Foreign. 

Tablee 3 illustrates the size of the real exchange rate response to an increase in Foreign 

productivity,, which is reversed in the next period. In Table 3, I have assumed r = .03. 

Thee short-run response is much larger than the long-run response, as might be expected 

inn case of a temporary shock.35 Also, comparing Tables 2 and 3 shows that the short-run 

responsee of the real exchange rate to temporary productivity shocks is larger (and more 

sensitivee to trade costs!} than its response to permanent shocks.36 

Too summarise this section: EU accession (and the ensuing decline in trade costs) 

impliess that the real exchange rate between new and existing EU member states will 

becomee less responsive to productivity shocks. Intuitively, the decline in trade costs 

stimulatess bilateral trade between the existing and new member states. Productivity 

shockss only affect the real exchange rate to the extent that they influence the relative 

pricee of non-traded goods. Therefore, the reduced share of non-traded goods in total 

"Thee relative price of tradable goods does not change, since trade costs are assumed to be constant 
(seee footnote 30). 

35Itt can easily be shown from equations (6.29)-(6.30) that, in absolute terms, the short-run inflation 
differentiall is at least 1/f times as large as the long-run inflation differential. 

36Comparee equations (6.28) and (6.29) arid note that 1/[1 - ( / - zFf] > i. The difference between 
thee real exchange rate response to permanent and temporary shocks is caused by the current-account 
effectt which occurs only in the case of temporary shocks. 
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outputt means that the real exchange rate becomes less sensitive to unanticipated produc

tivityy changes. The decline in trade costs reduces the short-run exchange rate response 

too temporary productivity shocks in particular. Thus, EU accession itself will contribute 

too reducing movements in the real exchange rate between the accession countries and 

thee existing EU member states. 

Tablee 3 Real exchange rat e and temporary product iv i t y shock 

tradee costs size of N sector short-run XR long-run XR 

responsee to response to 

productivityy increase productivity increase 

TT z"-zF d{P-P*)/dv* d(P-f*)/dv* 

-0.00 0 

-0.00 0 

-0.00 0 

-0.00 0 

-0.01 1 

-0.02 2 

-0.14 4 

0 0 
.1 1 

.2 2 

.3 3 

.4 4 

.5 5 

.6 6 

0.000 0 
0.105 5 

0.223 3 
0.357 7 
0.511 1 

0.693 3 
0.916 6 

0.00 0 

0.11 1 
0.23 3 
0.41 1 

0.69 9 
1.32 2 

5.57 7 

'N'' refers to non-tradable goods, 'XR' stands for exchange rate. 

6.55 Conclusion 

Thee eastward enlargement of the European Union is an important issue. The new 

memberr states are less productive and have a lower price level than the current EU 

memberr states. The accession process can be expected to involve economic changes 

whichh call for an adjustment of the relative price level. In other words, the real exchange 

ratee between the candidate member states and the current EU member states may need 

too change. This paper has analysed how the behaviour of the real exchange rate may be 

affectedd by the timing of EU accession. 

Too address this issue, I have employed the Ricardian model developed by Dornbusch, 

Fischerr and Samuelson (1977) and the dynamic version of this model, which is due 

too Obstfeld and Rogoff (1996, chapter 4). I have extended the model by allowing for 
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asymmetriess in country size and the initial level of productivity between regions and by 
allowingg for changes in trade costs. 

II have obtained the following results. First, the timing of EU accession affects the real 

exchangee rate response to accession. The real exchange rate of the candidate member 

statess is predicted to appreciate by 1-2% upon accession (based on a three percentage 

pointss decline in trade costs and not taking into account a reduction in the currency 

riskk premium). The real exchange rate appreciation is smaller in the case of postponed 

accession.. Intuitively, the more productivity levels (and wages) of the current and new 

memberr states have converged before accession, the more price levels have converged 

andd therefore the smaller the marginal impact of reducing trade costs on relative prices. 

Second.. I find that the response of the real exchange rate to productivity shocks 

decliness as a result of EU accession. Intuitively, the decline in trade costs stimulates 

bilaterall trade between the existing and new member states. Productivity shocks only 

affectt the real exchange rate to the extent that they influence the relative price of non-

tradedd goods. Therefore, the reduced share of non-traded goods in total output means 

thatt the real exchange rate becomes less sensitive to unanticipated productivity changes. 

Thee decline in trade costs reduces the short-run exchange rate response to temporary 

productivityy shocks in particular. Thus, EU accession itself will contribute to stabilising 

thee real exchange rate between the accession countries and the existing EU member 

states. . 

Thee above suggests that, in terms of real exchange rate stability, there is a tradeoff 

betweenn the size of the change in the real exchange rate at the moment of accession 

(whichh argues for postponement) and the size of the real exchange rate response to 

productivityy shocks (which argues for quick accession). The model in this paper is not 

suitablee to analyse this tradeoff more in-depth. The one-off nature of EU accession and 

thee recurrent nature of productivity shocks indicate that the latter argument i.e. the 

sensitivityy to productivity shocks - should carry more weight. Therefore, on balance, 

reall exchange rate stability seems to be an argument in favour of early accession of the 

candidatee member states to the European Union. 
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Appendices s 

AA The steady state 

A. ll  Determinacy 

Inn a steady state, all exogenous variables are constant. Imposing this constraint on the 

equationss derived earlier yields the following steady state equations. From equations 

(6.11)-(6.12): : 

nWLnWL = zHnP~C + zF{l-n)P*C\ 

(l-n)W*T(l-n)W*T = (l-!H)nPC+(l-zF)(l-n)P*C*. 

Fromm equations (6.9)-(6.10): 

ww m{zH) 
W*W* {l-T)v*a*{zHY 

WW (1 -r)va(zF) 

W*W* ~ v*a*{zF) 

Fromm equations (6.13)-(6.14): 

l ogPP = * " l o g - + ( ! - * " ) log = ^ 3 = ) + 

1. 1. ii \oga{z)dz- / log a*(2)d; 
oo J'H 

-- / \oga(z)dz~ ƒ \oga*(z)dz. 

Fromm equation (6.5) and its Foreign counterpart: 

P CC = TB + WZ, 

P*C*P*C* = r*B* + W*T. 

Inn steady state, the current account must be balanced, but this is not necessarily the 

casee for the trade account. The Home country can run a trade deficit in steady state 

(PC(PC > WZ), but only if it owns interest-bearing net foreign assets (B > 0). 
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Worldd net foreign assets (NFA) must be zero: 

riBriB + (l -n)B* = 0. 

Itt follows directly from equation (6.6) that real interest rate equality will hold across 

countriess in the steady state. The steady state world interest rate f is 

rr = r* = l ~ 3 

Itt is easy to see that one of the above eleven equations is redundant: the global equilib

riumm of income and spending (nWL + (1 - n)WT =nPC + (l- n)TC*) follows both 

fromm the first two equations and from the final four equations. Therefore, we have ten 

independentt equations. 

Labourr supply ( I , V) and productivity [va(z). v*a*(z)} are exogenous. In the ab

sencee of money in the model. I choose good 1 delivered in Foreign as the numeraire 

[p*(l)) = 1]- This implies that the Foreign nominal wage is W* = v*a*(l). Therefore, we 

havee eleven endogenous variables (I11, zF, C, C*, P , P*, W, B~. B~\r,f*) 

Thee model is closed by imposing the condition of zero net foreign assets: 

BB = 0. 

A.22 The expression for the real exchange rate 

Fromm the previous section of this appendix: 

log^^ = (ï"-^)(logJl-logIj + 
-rr  W V 

++ [zF - (1 - z«)} log(l - r ) - / ^ log | ( £ U 

Imposee that a(z) = exp(-z) and a*(z) = exV(z ~ 1), as in the main text. Then we may 
rewrite: : 

_r_r l°g^kdZ = JzF (l-^)dz=(z-Z>)lfF = 

== zH(l-zH)~zF(l-zF) = 

== zH(l - zfi) - zF(l - zH) - zF{zH - zF) = 

== {zH -zF){\-zH)-zF(zH-zF) = 

== (zH-zF)(l-zH-zF) = 

== - [ log( l - r ) ]( l - zH - zF). 
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Therefore,, the expression for the real exchange rate simplifies to: 

logJJ = (^-^)[log^-log|]. 

BB Calibration of the model 

Thee purpose of this appendix is to derive 'reasonable' estimates for the values of r and 

v/v*,v/v*, using the model consisting of equations (6.18)-(6.22). The parameter values thus 

foundd help to fill in the scenarios in the main text, where r and v/v* are assumed to be 

exogenous. . 

Lett Home be the European Union and let Foreign represent the accession countries.37 

Thee model will be calibrated for the twelve countries currently engaged in accession 

negotiations.. The joint population size of these countries is 30% of the EU countries and 

averagee income per capita in these countries is 17% of the EU level. Therefore, start 

fromm (1 - n)/n = 0.3 and W/W* = 6.0 (which is equivalent to W*/W = 0.17).38 

Exportss to the EU makes up 29% of accession countries' gross domestic product 

(z(zFF = .29), whereas exports to the accession countries is 1.4% of EU gross domestic 

productt ( ! - * " « .014).39 Thus, equation (6.18) is 

0.29 9 
* 0 . 3 --

0.014 4 
^6 .00 = 

W W 

w* w* II - zH 1 - n 

whichh indicates that, given the simplicity of the model, it fits the data quite well. 

37Inn the model, the world consists of the EU and the accession countries only. This choice is motivated 

byy the fact that EU accession leads to a decline in bilateral trade costs between the EU and the accession 

countries,, but has no effect on trade costs between any of these two blocs and the rest of the world. EU 

accessionn may have an impact on third countries via trade diversion, but such third-country effects are 

beyondd the scope of this paper. 
38GDPP data have been converted to euro using actual exchange rates, as W and W* reflect (labour) 

incomee expressed in units of the numeraire good. Data source: Eurostat (2001). Population data are 

forr 2000. Wage ratios are based on GDP per capita for 2000. 
39Thcc EU imports all goods on the range [zH, 1], so that imports as a share of income must be 1 - z . 

Similarly,, the accession countries import all goods on the range [0,2F]. so that imports as a share of 

incomee must be zF. In order to see that the bilateral trade account is balanced, note that EU income 

{nW){nW) is twenty times larger than accession country income [(1 - n)\V*]. Therefore, a share 20/21 

off all tradable goods produced by Home is consumed domestically, whereas a share 1/21 is exported. 

Similarly,, a share 1/21 of all tradable goods produced by Foreign is consumed domestically, whereas a 

sharee 20/21 is exported. Thus, the fact that zF = 20(\-zH) shows that the bilateral trade balance 

betweenn the EU and the accession countries is indeed in equilibrium. 
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Usee equation (6.19) to derive v/v*: 

hghg7*7*  = logw(1 ~z"  ~zF) = 2l => ~*  = 8-°-
Usee equation (6.20) to derive r: 

-- log(l - r ) - zH - zF = 0.696 => r = 0.50. 

Thus,, the model suggests that the current level of trade costs between the EU and the 

groupp of accession countries is about 50% (r = 0.5) and that the EU is eight times more 

productivee (v*/v = 0.13). The estimate for trade costs is somewhat higher than what is 

foundd by others in the literature, who typically assume that trade costs will be zero when 

thee accession process is completed.40 The values r = 0.5 and v*/v = 0.13 will serve as 

thee starting level for trade costs and relative productivity in the immediate accession' 

scenarioo in the main text. 

Similarly,, from equations (6.21) and (6.22), f = 0.82 and f = 7.3. The model 

predictss that the price level in poor countries will be higher than in rich countries, 

becausee productivity differences are only partly reflected in wage differences. In reality,' 

thee price level tends to be lower in poor countries. A generally accepted explanation 

forr this stylised fact is the Balassa-Samuelson view that countries differ in productivity 

inn the tradable goods sector, whereas productivity differences in the non-tradable goods 

sectorr are negligible. The DFS model used in this paper cannot make this distinction. 

Therefore,, the model cannot be used to study the impact of sector-specific productivity 

shocks.. However, the fact that international specialisation is endogenous in this model 

makess it quite useful in studying the impact of a decline in trade costs. Moreover, it is 

possiblee to study the impact of economy-wide productivity shocks using the DFS model. 

II have also calibrated the model using the data for the richest of the candidate member 

statess (Cyprus and Slovenia), using the same procedure. The average income per head in 

thesee two countries is 47% of the average income per head in the EU, or roughly the same 

ass the poorest current EU member states (Greece and Portugal). This corresponds to 

W/W*W/W* = 2 . 1 . The joint country size of Cyprus and Slovenia is quite small: only 0.7% of 

thee EU?s population: (1 - n)/n = Q.QQ7. In this case, the model suggests the same value 
40Lejour,, De Mooij and Nahuis (2001) report formal tariffs between 9% (EU import tariffs on agri

culturall products from the accession countries) and 63% (Polish import tariffs on processed food from 

thee EU). They estimate that non-tariff barriers vary between 0% and 18% (the latter for agricultural 

products).. They implicitly assume that trade costs are negligible when the integration of the accession 

countriess is completed. I do not make this assumption, which might explain that I find a higher estimate 

forr trade costs. Also, I consider a wider range of countries than they do: they look at the five most 

advancedd candidate member states, for which non-tariff barriers are likely to be lower. 
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forr the initial level of trade costs as before {r = 0.5), whereas productivity in the EU is 

almostt three times as high as in Cyprus and Slovenia {v*/v = 0.34). v*jv = 0.34 will 

servee as the starting level for relative productivity in the 'postponed accession' scenario 

inn the main text. 

CC The loglinearised model 

Thiss appendix derives the loglinearised model, checks whether the system of equations 

hass a unique solution and then solves the model. 

C.ll Derivation 

Assumee labour effort per individual is constant, so that L = L* = 0. From equation 

(6.13)) in the main text, take total differentials: 

dPdP L r W . . r W dzdzHH + 

r"dWr"dW da(z) dv,, , 

JJQQ
 [w <y{z) v* 

f\dW*f\dW* da*(z) dv* dr 
++ JzH

[_W* a*(z) T l - r J 

\\ ë l W a{zH)v JJ 

rrzz"" — f1 -— dr 
++ [W - v)dz + [W* - v* + - -]dz 

JoJo Jz» l~T 

== {log \}dzH + zH(W -v) + (l- zH)(W* - & + Y^) = 

—̂— — dr 
== zH{W-v) + {l-zH){W*-v* + j - - ) , 

wheree I have used equation (6.9) and the fact that I consider economy-wide productivity 

changess only (captured by v), so that sector-specific productivity changes are zero (i.e. 

dot{z)dot{z) = da*{z) = 0). 

Similarly,, taking total differentials from the Foreign country equivalent (6.14) yields: 

P*P* = zF(W -v + -^-) + (1 - zF)(W* - v*). 
VV — T 
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Fromm equation (6.11), take total differentials, use equations (6.5), (6.15), (6.18) and 
rearrange: : 

WW = zH(P + C) + (1 - zH){P* + C*). 

Similarly y 

W*W* = zF(P + C) + (1 - zF)(P* + C*). 

Fromm the steady-state version of the budget constraint (6.5), take total differentials and 
usee equations (6.5) and (6.15): 

etet f dB —-- <-
CC = 7 = ^ - + W - P. 

{PC), {PC), 

Similarly,, for the Foreign country, using the fact that nB + (1 - n)B* = 0 and (1 -
zzHH)nP)nP00CC00 = zF(l - n)P*0C*0: 

p.*p.* zF . fdB — -

Fromm the short-run version of the budget constraint (6.5), use that £?0 = 0 and take 
totall differentials. This yields: 

dBdB — - ~ 

mrmrww--pp--cc--
Similarly,, Jor^the Foreign country, using nB + (1 - n)B* = 0 and (1 - zH)nP0C0 = 

zzFF(l-n)PlC'(l-n)PlC'QQ: : 

,, zF , dB dB* — 
== W* - P* -C*. KKl-zl-zHH\PC)\PC)00 (P*C\ 

Fromm equation (6.6) and its Foreign counterpart: 

t - CC = (l-0)r, 

VV -C* = ( l - / 3 ) r . 

Fromm equations (6.9)-(6.10), using equations (6.16)-(6.17) and taking total differentials 
yields: : 

W-W*W-W* = - ^ + (v-v*)-2dzF\ 

LL — T 

whichh can be rewritten as: 

dzdzHH = dzF + 11 - r ' 

dzdzHH+dz+dzFF = (v-v*)-[W -W*) 
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C.22 Determinacy 

Fromm the previous section in this appendix, I obtain the following long run equations: 

ff = zH(W-v) + {i-zH){W* -ï* + YZ^Ï> 

ff = zF(W-v + -??-) + (i-zF){W*-v'), 
\\ — T 

ww = zH(f+d) + (i^zH)(p*+d*)1 

ww = zF(f+d) + {i-zF){f*+fi\ 

{PC)o {PC)o 

—*—* , zF , fdB ^* ^* 

dzdzHH = dzF + 
1 - r ' ' 

dzdzHH+dz+dzFF = (*-**)-(W-W*). 

Itt is easy to see that one of the above eight equations Js redundant: the+global 

equilibriumm of income and spending [zFW+(l-zH)W = zF(F+d) + (l-zH)(F +C )} 

followss both from market equilibrium for goods (the third and fourth equation) and 

fromm the individual budget constraints (the fifth and sixth equation). The variable dB 

iss predetermined and fj ,ü\dT are exogenous shocks. J 'hus , we have_seyen independent 

equationss and eight endogenous variables {dzH, dzF, Ü, V , P, T , W, W ). Therefore, 

thee system is underdetermined. 

Thee short run equations are: 

__ dr 
PP = zH(W-v) + (l-zH)(W*-v* + T—^), 

P*P* = zF(W-v + T ^ ) + (1 -zF)(W*-v*), 
11 — T 

WW = zH(P + C) + (l-zH)(P* + C*), 

W*W* = zF(P + C) + (l-zF)(P* + C*), 

_J£__ = w-P-c, 
(PC_)o (PC_)o 

-t-f—)J^L--t-f—)J^L-  = w*-P*-c% 
{{l-z"l-z"JJ(PC)o (PC)o 
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C-CC-C = ( l - / ? ) r , 

VV -C* = (l~0)r. 

dzdzHH = dzF + ^ - , 
1 - r ' ' 

dzdzHH+dz+dzFF = (v-v*) - (W-W*] 

Onee of the above jten equations is redundant, because the global equilibrium of income 

andd spending [zFW + (1 - zH)W* = zF(P + C) + (1 - zH)(P* + C*)] follows both from 

markett equilibrium for goods and from the individual budget constraints. Thus, we have 

ninee independent equations and ten endogenous variables (dzH, dzF, C, C*. P. P*. W, 

W*,W*, r, dB).41 Therefore, the system is underdetermined. 

Thee existence of multiple solutions could be solved by appropriate normalisation. 

Onee possibility would be to set P = P = 0. If the Home country is the euro area, 

thiss normalisation amounts to assuming that the ECB is successful in maintaining price 

stability.. This simplification is not necessary here, because in section 6.4 of this paper 

(whichh discusses the loglinearised model), I am interested in the Home-Foreign inflation 

differential,, rather than the absolute inflation level in individual countries. The loglin

earisedd model can be written in terms of country differences. This also helps to simplify 

thee model substantially, while maintaining its intuitive results. 

Writingg the model in terms of country differences, there are five long-run equations. 

AA superscript d denotes country differences, i.e. P — P — P ); 

ff = (zH-zF)(Wd-T?) + (l-zH-zF) ^ 

WW = (zH -zF)(P + C ), 
^d^d  1 _ ZH  + ZF  fd-Q ^ d ^d cc = -r^m+w-p> 

dzdzHH = dzF + ^ ~ , 
l - T T 

dzdzHH + dzF = -W\vi, 

11 - r 

andd six short-run equations (more accurately: five short-run equations and one equation 
connectingg the long and short run): 

411 The variables C and C are determined by the subsystem of long-run equati 
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ddT T 

PPdd = (zH-zF)(Wd-vd) + (l-zH-zF)Y—^. 

WWdd = {zH-zF){Pd + Cd), 

== wd-Pd-Cd, 

11 - zH + zF dB rr?d 3d ^d 

11 - zH (PC)o 

dzdzHH = dzF + 
1 - r r 

dzdzHH + dzF = -Wd + vd, 
—— n.d 

ccdd = c . 

Inn this case, we have a system of eleven independent equations in eleven endogenous 

variables:: f \ t \ W*, dzH, dzF, Pd, Cd, Wd, dzH, dzF, dB. The solution of this 

systemm is uniquely determined. 

C.33 Semi-reduced form solution 

Solvingg the subsystem of long-run equations yields: 

^^ zH - zF rd~B 
WW — —-— 

l-zl-zHH (PC)o ' 
„„ 1. .zH -zF. rd~B ~d dr 

11 , zH - zF
 N rdB ^d dr . 

^^ FF = 2 i - ( T^r ) ; ++ v 
(PC)o(PC)o 1 ~ T 

^d^d l_(zH_zFf rJB ^H F ^ ^ ( H | _F u dr 

11 - z« (PC)o 
^-^-dd 1 — (z — z' I ran , H F,^d , H F n 

CC = —H i^i^r + iz ~z )v + (z + z - 1 ) 1 _ r > 
-d-d (zH-zF)2fdB {H F^d f H ^ F n dr 
PP = 7T-^= (z"-Z t)v - [Z"  + Z - 1 )-

\-z\-zHH (PC)Q
 1~T 

wheree if and dr are exogenous shocks and dB is pre-determined. 

Solvingg the subsystem of short-run equations yields: 

HH F ^rl  C\T 
^~~A^~~A  z ~ z c~r? I H F W i H , F 1 \ _ ~ Z _ \ 
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dzdz""  = 2ii-(z»-zn
2]{~{zH~zF)êd+dd + 

ii — r 

dzdzFF = -7 - i - (zH - zF)dd 4- ^ 4-
2[11 - (zH - zF)2]X [ ' +V + 

-[l-[l + (z»-zF)(2z»-l)]-^}. 
LL — T 

--dd = 1 - (zH - zFf f dB t f „ F^ | (^H _ F ix dr 
++ iz" ~z' v +(zn +zr -V 

^^ = \_<„H. .FvU*"-*")2? -(zh-ZF)vd
 + 

l-zl-zHH (PC)0
 V ' ' v* ' " ^ 1 - r ' 

11 , . „  r, n-d 

i -- (zH - zFy 

-(z«-(z« + zF-l)-*^}, 

dBdB 1 - zH ^d i7 . 

(rëhh = l - ( s» -zF ) , { -C+ t ^ -« f ) g'  + (* ' '+» f - l ) I g;} , 

wheree ^ and dr are exogenous shocks and C is determined in the long 

C.44 Reduced-form solution for permanent shocks 

Sett v* = v and dr = dr. Then solving the model yields: 

run. . 

WW = Wd = 0, 

dB B 
== 0, (PC) ) 

J - HH i // 1 ^ 1 dr dz"" = d z " — -v H 
22 2 1 - r ' 

J-FJ-F , F l^d 1 dr 
dzz = d2 r = - t ; 2 1 - r ' ' 

z F ) ^^ + (2" + 2 r - 1] CC = dd = (zH-zFtf + (zH + zF -' ^ 
11 - r ' 

dr dr 
PP = 7* = - ( * " - ^ - ( * " + ^ - 1)-

11 — r 

Permanentt shocks have no impact on the current account, so that short-run changes 

equall to long-run changes for each variable. 
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C.55 Reduced-form solution for temporary shocks 

S e tt jf = o and df = 0. Then solving the model yields the following steady state changes: 

ww = 
ll + r L l - ( z " ~zF)2' 

dr dr 
{z{zHH _ zF)dd + {zH + ZF _ 1 } _ _ 

dzdzHH = dzF = -
HH ~F\Z& 

2(i+f)2(i+f)iii-(zi-(zHH-zn-zn2 2 _ ] { ( *» - * ' )S ** + 

dr dr 
+<z"+<z" + zF-l)- } 

1 - r r 

CC = Ca 

PP = 

+ + 
== - ^  \(zH-zF)vd + (zH + zF-l)-

ll + r V 1 

dr dr 

HH _ , F \ 2 

ll  + r[l-(zH -zF)2 

andd the following short-run changes 

1 1 

UzUzHH-z-zFF)rf)rf  + {zH + z F - l ) ^ y 

WWaa = 

dz' dz' 

dzdzbb = 

^h^P?^-^^^-^h^P?^-^^^- 11^}' ^}' 
1 1 

2 ( 1 + f ) ) 

1 1 

1 1 

1 - U U HH _ ?F\2 ++ r 

+ + 2(11 + r) 

1 1 

!! + ( * » - 2
F ) ( 2 z F - 1) 

2(11 + r ) 

11 - ( 2"  - zF ) 2 

1 1 

++ r 
1 - r ' ' 

1 - U U HH _ r F \ 2 ++ r ̂ ^  + 
11 \l-(z»-zF)(2z»-l) 1 dr _ 

1 _ U " - 2 F ) 22 1 - r 1 

P dd = -

2 (1++ r) 

1 1 

11 + r) 

1 1 

( 1 + f ) ) 

1 - U U HH _ , F \ 2 

1 - U U tftf - ?F\* 

++ r 

++ r 

;
HH - Z^V* + 

:
HH + z F - l ) 

dr r 

1 - r r 

d £ £ 1 - z ' ' HH ~F\-r^ , i„H , „F 

(PC)oo ( l + f ) [ l - U " - 2 F ) 2 

Thee short-run output effect is 

1,, 1 

• { ( * " -- 2* )^ + U " + 11 - r }• • 

H/dd - Pa = 11 + 
r v ll + zJ 

CCdd, , 

whereass the long-run output effect is 

WW -P 
11 + z HH _ yF c. c. 
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Thuss (recall that intertemporal consumption smoothing implies C = Cd) , the short-ru 

outputt effect is larger than the long-run output effect, as one would expect in case of 

temporaryy shock: 

\W\Wdd - Pd\ > \Cd\ = 0] > 0 - ¥\. 
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Conclusion n 

Thiss chapter recapitulates the main results of this thesis. The results are arranged by 

theme,, rather than by chapter. I distinguish between three themes: European integration 

andd welfare (section 7.1), European integration and monetary policy (section 7.2) and 

Europeann integration and the exchange rate (section 7.3). Section 7.4 identifies open 

issuess for further research. 

Thee results presented in the next three sections are true conditional on the modelling 

frameworkss used in the previous chapters and under the assumptions made there. Thus, 

thee generality of my conclusions depends on the realism and credibility of the underlying 

assumptions.. Because relaxing the assumptions also identifies issues for future research 

(andd in order to avoid repetition) the discussion of specific assumptions is postponed 

untill section 7.4. 

7.11 European integration and welfare 

Economicc and Monetary Union (EMU) involves monetary unification as well as abolish

ingg the remaining trade barriers in Europe. In this thesis, a welfare analysis is applied 

too these two aspects of European integration. I reach the following conclusions on the 

welfaree effects of monetary union (results 1 and 2) and trade integration (result 3). 

Resultt  1: Th e welfare implication s of monetary unificatio n for  th e euro area 

aree ambiguous. 

Thiss thesis finds that there is a trade-off between credibility and flexibility, in line with 

earlierr results in the optimum currency area literature.1 Monetary policy causes exter

nalities:: the policy response to unanticipated shocks leads to international spillovers, 

HnHn the early 1960s, Mundell reframed the old question on the optimal choice of an exchange rate 

223 3 
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whichh enhance the need for policy adjustment in the foreign country. As a result of 

EMU,, the intra-European externalities are internalised. The ECB still has an incentive 

too conduct a beggar-thy-neighbour policy against the United States, but (unlike national 

centrall banks before) not within Europe. This reduces the monetary credibility problem 

inn Europe and thus leads to a lower inflation bias, which is welfare-enhancing. At the 

samee time, the euro area authorities lose a policy instrument, as country-specific shocks 

cann no longer be addressed by monetary policy. This makes it more difficult to attain 

policyy goals in each of the participating member states, which is welfare-reducing. The 

positivee welfare impact of enhanced monetary credibility may or may not be dominated 

byy the negative welfare impact of the loss of a policy instrument (chapter 3). 

Resultt  2: US welfare improves as a result of the monetary union in Europe. 

Thiss conclusion contradicts popular fears. The reason for this welfare result is that the 

Unitedd States authorities, unlike the euro area authorities, do not lose a policy instru

ment,, while under EMU they suffer less from European beggar-thy-neighbour policies 

thann they did before (chapter 3). 

Resu ltt  3: Th e Single Marke t enhances welfare in Europe. 

II  show that a decline in the costs of cross-border transactions reduces the home bias in 

consumerr spending. More cross-border transactions take place, but fewer resources are 

wastedd in such transactions. Therefore, a decline in the cost of cross-border transactions 

leadss to an increase in the steady state level of consumption and to a decline in the 

generall price level, whereas it does not affect the amount of labour input (chapter 4). 

7.22 European integration and monetary policy 

Thee replacement of the national monetary policies by a single monetary policy as of 1999 

cann be seen as a cornerstone for the future of European cooperation. The conduct of 

monetaryy policy is affected by monetary unification itself (results 4 and 5), but also by 

thee completion of the Single Market (results 6 and 7). 

regimee in terms of the optima] domain of a currency area. In 1981, Helpman argued that this question 
shouldd be analysed from a welfare point of view, i.e. that different monetary regimes should be evaluated 
onn the basis of a pre-defined objective function. Since then, this has been recognised as the correct 
approach. . 
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Resultt  4: Th e ECB wil l keep the economy closer  to pric e stability . Thus, 

E M UU implies a more credible monetary policy. 

Thee establishment of the ECB comes with full monetary policy coordination within the 

euroo area, ensuring that all monetary externalities within the euro area are internalised 

inn the decision-making process in the ECB Governing Council. Before the start of EMU, 

thee national central banks in Europe had an incentive to increase output by causing 

surprisee inflation, which enhanced the need for policy adjustment in other countries. 

Underr EMU, part of this incentive is internalised: the ECB still has the incentive to 

conductt a beggar-thy-neighbour policy against the United States, but no longer within 

Europe.. As a result, the ECB will keep the economy closer to price stability in response 

too economic shocks than the national central banks did before the start of EMU (chapter 

2). . 

Resultt  5: Th e E CB wil l be less responsive t o German shocks and also less 

responsivee t o shocks outs ide the euro area than the Bundesbank used to be. 

Thee ECB will be less responsive to German shocks than the Bundesbank used to be 

beforee the start of EMU, because the ECB is less effective at stabilising German output 

andd because German shocks carry a smaller weight in the ECB's policy responses than 

theyy did in the Bundesbank's. Whether the ECB will be more or less responsive than 

thee Bundesbank to shocks in other euro area countries is ambiguous.2 The ECB will be 

lesss responsive to US shocks, as the ECB internalises the intra-European spillovers that 

occurredd when all euro area national central banks responded to US shocks individually 

(chapterr 3). 

Resultt  6: Th e Single Marke t project implies that monetary policy becomes 

lesss powerful in terms of stabil ising consumpt ion, but more effective in terms 

off  influencing the general pric e level. 

Short-runn price rigidities cause money to have real effects. Such real effects occur mainly 
inn the short run. However, with intertemporal consumption smoothing, money may even 

2 T h ee ambiguity can be seen as follows. On the one hand, shocks in other euro area countries 

aree included in the euro area variables targeted by the ECB, whereas those shocks only had an indirect 

impactt on Bundesbank policy (via the national authorities' policy response and the resulting movements 

inn the exchange rate against the German mark) before the start of EMU. On the other hand, intra-

Europeann monetary spillovers have been eliminated with the start of EMU. Therefore, the indirect 

impactt of shocks in other European countries on Bundesbank policy before EMU may be larger than the 

directt impact on ECB policy, especially when the authorities give a large weight to output stabilisation, 

soo that their policy response will be relatively strong and the resulting international spillovers large. 
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havee long-run real effects: part of the extra consumption possibilities is saved, giving 

risee to a build-up of net foreign assets and to a long-run improvement in the terms 

off trade of the home country.3 The Single Market project leads to an environment of 

decliningg costs of international trade between the EU member states. The resulting 

reductionn in the home bias in consumer spending implies that a monetary impulse will 

havee a smaller impact on the current account and the terms of trade and that a larger 

sharee of the resulting consumption increase leaks to other countries. Thus, a decline 

inn the costs of international trade reduces the effectiveness of monetary policy with 

respectt to consumption. Long-term equilibrium in the money market requires that a 

permanentt increase in the money supply is fully reflected in an increase in the nominal 

valuee of consumption. Therefore, a decline in the costs of international trade enhances 

thee effectiveness of monetary policy with respect to the general price level (chapter 4). 

Resultt  7: Th e enhancement of competi t ion under  the Single Marke t project 
callss for  a temporary downward adjustment of the inflatio n object ive of th e 
E C B . . 

Thee Single Market project contributes to an increase in the degree of competition in the 

shieldedd (non-tradable) sector. Under the realistic assumptions that the shielded sector 

iss relatively large and less competitive than the exposed (tradable) sector, an increase 

inn the degree of competition in the shielded sector unambiguously lowers the general 

pricee level in the domestic economy. In the absence of second-round effects, product 

markett liberalisation is no reason for a policy response by central banks per se, since the 

relativee price adjustments involved reflect a more efficient allocation of scarce resources. 

Therefore,, ceteris paribus, initiatives to enhance product market competition would 

justifyy a temporary downward adjustment of the European Central Bank's inflation 

objective.. This thesis provides a model which helps the ECB to distinguish the impact 

off enhanced competition from other factors which influence the general price level and 

too derive the appropriate (temporary) adjustment of its inflation objective (chapter 5). 

7.33 European integration and the exchange rate 

Thiss thesis stresses the importance of interactions between on the one hand, the Euro

peann economy and European policymakers, and the outside world, on the other. The 

'Thee long-run effect of money on consumption should not be overstated. It is in the order of 
magnitudee of the real interest rate, as can be explained by the fact that it derives from the yield on net 
foreignn assets accumulated in the short run. 
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exchangee rate of the euro plays an important role here. It serves as an important channel 

off international transmission and forms a natural focus for policymakers and the public 

att large to evaluate the accomplishments of monetary and fiscal policies. The follow

ingg conclusions refer to European integration and the exchange rate. Results 8 and 9 

aree about the impact of monetary integration on the exchange rate, results 10 and 11 

concernn the impact of the Single Market on the exchange rate and result 12 is on the 

eastwardd expansion of the Union. 

Resultt  8: Th e impact of E M U on exchange rat e stabil i t y crit icall y depends 

onn the origi n of shocks. 

Thee lower responsiveness of the ECB (compared to the Bundesbank before the start of 

EMU)) to European shocks will translate into more exchange rate stability, whereas the 

lowerr responsiveness of the ECB to US shocks will translate into stronger exchange rate 

movements.. On the assumption that the average frequency and size of shocks in Europe 

andd the US is similar, the dollar-euro exchange rate will become more stable than the 

dollar-markk exchange rate used to be. These results remain unchanged even in the case 

off a possible future expansion of the euro area. Only if the euro area were to become 

significantlyy larger than the US, could the exchange rate become more, rather than less 

responsivee to a symmetric worldwide shock than it used to be before EMU (chapter 2). 

Resultt  9: Monetary unificatio n leads t o a weakening of th e dollar  against the 

euro. . 

Onn average, Europe is characterised by higher government spending targets and rela

tivelyy large non-tax distortions, compared to the United States. This translates into 

ann expected upward drift of the dollar. However, the expected trend appreciation of 

thee dollar will be more moderate under EMU than under floating rates. The reason 

iss that the structural distortions in Europe do not lead to such a large inflation bias 

underr EMU as before, as a result of the internalisation of intra-European spillovers in 

monetaryy policy. Thus, monetary unification leads to a weaker dollar (= stronger euro) 

trendd (chapter 3). 

Resultt  10: Th e Single Marke t programme reduces the short-ru n volati l i t y of 

th ee euro exchange rat e against EU countries which do not part ic ipat e in the 

monetaryy union (the 'outs') . 

Short-runn wage rigidity inhibits the short-run adjustment of output prices, so short-run 

changess in the relative price level require exchange rate movements. Costs of interna

tionall trade lead to a home bias in spending, which implies that only a small share 
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off goods is actually affected by exchange rate movements. A reduction in the costs 

associatedd with cross-border transactions in Europe (as implied by the Single Market 

programme)) reduces the home bias in spending and therefore enhances the short-run 

impactt of exchange rate changes on the general price level. Therefore, the achievement 

off short-run equilibrium after unanticipated shocks requires smaller short-run exchange 

ratee movements between the euro and the currencies of the non-participating member 

statess than before (chapter 4). 

Resultt  11: Th e Single Marke t programme may lead t o a depreciat ion of the 
euro. . 

Thee permanent enhancement of non-tradables competition as part of the Single Market 

programmee leads to a long-run depreciation of the euro. A long-run depreciation is 

required,, since euro area demand shifts from tradable towards non-tradable goods. The 

lowerr euro area demand for tradable goods must be (partially) offset by higher foreign 

demandd for tradables. The depreciation partly offsets the relative increase in the euro 

area'ss tradable goods price (chapter 5). 

Resu ltt  12: Quick EU accession causes a relatively large real appreciat ion of 

th ee candidate countr ies' currencies against the euro upon joining , but reduces 

th ee real exchange rat e response to product iv i t y shocks. 

Thee real exchange rates of the candidate member states are predicted to appreciate 

byy 1-2% upon accession (based on a three percentage point decline in trade costs and 

nott taking into account confidence effects). The real exchange rate appreciation upon 

joiningg the EU is smaller in the case of postponed accession. Intuitively, the more 

productivityy levels (and wages) of the current and new member states have converged 

beforee accession, the more price levels have converged and therefore the smaller the 

marginall impact of reducing trade costs on relative prices. The response of the real 

exchangee rate to productivity shocks (which are likely to be an important source of 

reall exchange rate fluctuations during the convergence process) declines ELS a result of 

EUU accession. Intuitively, the decline in trade costs stimulates bilateral trade between 

thee existing and new member states. The reduced size of the non-tradable sector means 

thatt the real exchange rate becomes less sensitive to unanticipated productivity changes. 

Thus,, EU accession will contribute to stabilising the real exchange rate (in case of a fixed 

nominall exchange rate regime: reducing the inflation differentials) between the accession 

countriess and the existing EU member states (chapter 6). 
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7.44 Further research 

Thee analysis in this dissertation could be extended in several ways. Most importantly, 

relaxingg some of the assumptions would make it possible to check the generality of the 

resultss in the preceding chapters and thus enhance the practical relevance of the policy 

implications. . 

Ann important simplification in chapters 2 and 3 is how the international transmission 

off shocks is modelled: surprise inflation reduces the cost of production, attracts foreign 

firmsfirms and therefore has a positive effect on home output and a negative effect on foreign 

output.. One possible extension would be to relax the purchasing power parity (PPP) 

assumptionn in chapters 2 and 3.4 This would introduce the real exchange rate as a 

channell of international transmission. An alternative would be to allow for positive 

internationall spillovers on the demand side. If the positive income effect of money 

expansionn dominates the negative substitution effect caused by the real depreciation of 

thee currency, the results from chapters 2 and 3 would probably become less clear-cut, 

butt also more useful for policy purposes. 

Itt would also be interesting to elaborate on the behaviour of the firm in chapters 

22 and 3, as this aspect probably involves the strongest ad-hoc assumptions made in 

thesee chapters. Introducing non-zero costs of relocation of production would reduce the 

quantitativee importance of international spillover effects, as firms would be less inclined 

too move in response to unexpected shocks or policy changes, but it would probably render 

thee qualitative statements unchanged. Relaxing the (rather restrictive) assumptions 

withh respect to the output elasticities would make all solutions much more complicated. 

Thiss would probably not change the result that EMU will lead to a more moderate 

policyy response of central banks to supply shocks, but the implications for transatlantic 

exchangee rate stability may turn out to be less robust. Parameter sensitivity analysis 

orr calibrated simulations could be used to explore the factors influencing any resulting 

ambiguities. . 

Ass a follow-up to the analysis in chapter 4, it would be interesting to model market 

integrationn as an increase in the cross-border elasticity of substitution, thus focussing 

onn changes on the demand side, rather than on the reduction in trade costs. Such an 

approachh would help to address initiatives in the context of the Single Market project 

whichh affect consumers directly (for instance, improving price transparency and the 

availabilityy of product information), rather than via the behaviour of firms. Recent 

workk by Tille (2000, 2001) suggests that introducing differences between within-country 
4Thiss could be done by distinguishing between tradable and non-tradable goods, or by assuming 

anticipatedd PPP, thus allowing for inflation surprises to cause deviations from PPP ex post. 
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andd cross-border elasticities of substitution may reverse some of the familiar rules of 

thumbb for international transmission provided by standard textbook models. 

Thee dynamics following an increase in competition in the shielded sector are much 

moree complicated than captured by the model in chapter 5. This is true in particular for 

thee indirect effects of increasing the degree of competition on the general price level. It 

wouldd be interesting to extend the model by introducing intermediate goods, which ECB 

(2001)) suggests could be an important channel. A decline in the price of intermediate 

goodss is likely to enhance the downward impact on the price level reported in chapter 5, 

butt it is also likely to reduce the relative price decline in the shielded sector, thus reduc

ingg the shift, away from the open sector and reducing the size of the euro depreciation 

reportedd in this chapter. 

Allowingg for firm entry and exit would also be a useful and logical extension of the 

modell in chapter 5, given that this chapter analyses the impact of enhanced competition. 

Allowingg for firm entry and exit would make it possible to distinguish between policy 

measuress aimed at enhancing competition via the demand side (via lowering switching 

costss to consumers) and policy measures operating via the supply side (lowering entry 

costss to firms). This would enable one to analyse different forms of market liberalisation, 

ratherr than just one 'mix'. Moreover, it would become possible to take into account 

feedbackk mechanisms, such as the fact that an increase the number of firms is likely to 

reducee the switching costs to consumers. 

Chapterr 6 analysed the real exchange rate response to economy-wide productivity 

shocks.. The fact that the (non-) tradability of each good is endogenously determined 

complicatess the analysis of sector-specific productivity shocks. Adjusting the model so 

ass to enable the analysis of sector-specific shocks would be in line with the Balassa-

Samuelsonn view that catch-up effects occur mainly in the tradable goods sector. A rise 

inn productivity in the tradable goods sector (rather than economy-wide) is likely to 

havee the opposite impact on the real exchange rate of the currencies of the candidate 

memberr states against the euro. However, I would expect the results of chapter 6 on the 

relationshipp between the timing of EU accession and real exchange rate stability to be 

qualitativelyy unchanged. 
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Samenvattingg (summary in Dutch) 

Europesee integratie, monetair  beleid en het gedrag van de wisselkoers 

Kortt na het einde van de Tweede Wereldoorlog hield Sir Winston Churchill een toespraak 

inn Den Haag, waarin hij de vertegenwoordigers van meer dan dertig landen opriep te 

strevenn naar een 'Verenigde Staten van Europa'. Deze oproep kan worden gezien als het 

startseinn voor een proces dat - met horten en stoten - heeft geleid tot meer economische 

enn politieke samenwerking in Europa. Ruim vijftig jaar na de toespraak van Churchill 

iss dit proces nog steeds in volle gang. De invoering van de euro als gemeenschappe

lijkee munt is net achter de rug. Intussen wordt gewerkt aan het verwijderen van de 

resterendee handelsbelemmeringen binnen de Europese Unie (EU), het bevorderen van 

dee concurrentie tussen bedrijven en de voorziene EU-toetreding van landen uit Midden-

enn Oost-Europa. 

Ditt proefschrift richt zich op de economische consequenties van de Europese inte

gratie.. Het schenkt daarbij met name aandacht aan het monetaire beleid en de wis

selkoers.. De Europese integratie heeft ingrijpende gevolgen voor de wijze waarop en de 

omgevingg waarin het monetaire beleid wordt bepaald. Een aspect dat vaak onderbelicht 

blijftt - maar in dit proefschrift ruime aandacht krijgt - is de wisselwerking tussen Eu

ropaa en andere landen of regio's. De Europese Unie is dusdanig groot dat het proces van 

Europesee integratie niet alleen gevolgen heeft voor de EU-lidstaten zelf, maar ook voor 

dee rest van de wereld. Tegelijk is Europa niet immuun voor invloeden van buitenaf. 

Ditt proefschrift kiest een theoretische, modelmatige aanpak. Het maakt gebruik van 

speltheoretischee en algemeen-evenwichtsmodellen. Deze benadering heeft tot doel inzicht 

tee verwerven in de interactie tussen verschillende spelers en markten (zie hoofdstuk 1). 

Hoofdstukkenn 2 en 3 analyseren de gevolgen van de monetaire eenwording (één munt), 

dee hoofdstukken 4 en 5 gaan in op de economische samenwerking binnen de Europese 

Uniee (één markt), terwijl hoofdstuk 6 vooruit kijkt naar de uitbreiding van de Unie. 

Inn de aanloop naar de economische en monetaire unie (EMU) werd frequent de 

verwachtingg uitgesproken dat de wisselkoers ten opzichte van de dollar sterker zou gaan 

fluctueren,fluctueren, als gevolg van een toenemende interne gerichtheid aan zowel Amerikaanse als 

Europesee zijde. Uit onderzoek komt echter naar voren dat de monetaire unie juist zal 

leidenn tot meer wisselkoersstabiliteit. Een stabiele wisselkoers ten opzichte van de dollar 

iss voor het bedrijfsleven van groot belang. De dollarkoers is onder meer van invloed 
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opp de kosten van geïmporteerde grondstoffen en de concurrentiepositie van Europese 

bedrijvenn in de Amerikaanse markt. Hoofdstuk 2 wil een uitspraak doen over de gevol

genn van de EMU voor de transatlantische wisselkoersstabiliteit. Daartoe analyseert dit 

hoofdstukk de invloed van de monetaire eenwording op de strategische interactie tussen 

dee centrale banken in een drie-landenmodel. De Europese Centrale Bank (ECB) zal de 

inflatiee dichter bij nul houden dan de nationale centrale banken in Europa voorheen. Dit 

wordtt niet verklaard door een sterkere anti-inflatiehouding van de ECB, maar doordat 

dee deelnemende centrale banken nu een gemeenschappelijk beleid voeren. De volledige 

beleidscoördinatiee die plaatsvindt in de raad van bestuur van de ECB heeft tot gevolg dat 

centralee banken minder sterk zullen reageren op economische schokken. Dit geldt vooral 

inn Europa, maar ook het gedrag van de Amerikaanse centrale bank wordt beïnvloed. De 

uitspraakk dat de EMU tot meer stabiele wisselkoersen leidt, blijkt geldig in geval van Eu

ropesee schokken, maar niet voor schokken die hun oorsprong buiten Europa vinden. Dit 

laatstee type schokken leidt juist tot een sterker uiteenlopend monetair beleid in Europa 

enn de Verenigde Staten, met grotere schommelingen in de dollar-eurokoers tot gevolg. 

Hett proces van Europese integratie heeft met name in de Verenigde Staten geleid tot 

geluidenn dat 'de rest van de wereld' hiervan nadeel zal ondervinden. Onduidelijk is of 

diee vrees gerechtvaardigd is en of dat ook geldt voor de monetaire integratie. Daarom 

evalueertt hoofdstuk 3 de welvaartseffecten van de monetaire eenwording, zowel voor 

Europaa als voor de Verenigde Staten. Anders dan in hoofdstuk 2 wordt hierbij ook 

rekeningg gehouden met de interactie tussen budgettair beleid (de 'regering') en monetair 

beleidd (de 'centrale bank"). Uit het model blijkt dat het effect van de EMU op de 

Europesee welvaart niet eenduidig is. Centrale banken proberen de economische kosten 

vann verstoringen en schokken af te schuiven op het buitenland. De oprichting van de ECB 

heeftt tot gevolg dat dergelijk 'benadeel-de-buurman'-beleid in mindere mate plaatsvindt 

tussenn Europa en de Verenigde Staten en in het geheel niet meer tussen de nationale 

centralee banken in Europa onderling. Dit versterkt de geloofwaardigheid van het mone

tairr beleid en leidt tot een lagere verwachte inflatie. Daar staat tegenover dat de Europese 

beleidsmakerss een instrument zijn kwijtgeraakt: het monetair beleid kan niet langer van 

landd tot land verschillen. Dit maakt het moeilijker om de beleidsdoelen te verwezenlijken. 

Hett totale welvaartseffect van EMU voor Europa hangt af van welk van deze twee effecten 

domineert.. In tegenstelling tot de vrees van de publieke opinie blijkt EMU positieve 

welvaartseffectenn te hebben voor de Verenigde Staten. De reden is dat de Amerikaanse 

autoriteitenn in het EMU-tijdperk minder last ondervinden van Europees benadeel-de-

buurman-beleidd dan voorheen. Dat betekent dat de Verenigde Staten zouden profiteren 

vann de Europese integratie. 

Ookk na jaren van economische samenwerking bestaan er nog tal van belemmerin-
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genn voor de handel tussen de Europese lidstaten. Denk bijvoorbeeld aan verschillen in 

distributiekanalenn {een Nederlands bedrijf dat zijn producten in Frankrijk wil verkopen 

moett contact zoeken met een Franse winkelketen) of aan de extra kosten van reclame in 

hett buitenland (een reclame op de Griekse televisie bereikt weinig Spaanse consumenten). 

Hoofdstukk 4 analyseert de gevolgen van de resterende handelsbelemmeringen binnen 

dee Europese Unie en wat de verdere reductie van deze barrières betekent voor de effec

tiviteitt van het monetaire beleid. Uit de analyse blijkt dat geringe handelskosten ertoe 

kunnenn leiden dat huishoudens relatief veel binnenlandse producten consumeren. De 

integratiee van productmarkten zwakt de 'thuis-koopneiging' af. Dit heeft gevolgen voor 

dee transmissie van monetaire schokken via ruilvoeteffecten en beïnvloedt daardoor de ef

fectiviteitt van het monetaire beleid. Een minder sterke -thuis-koopneiging' betekent dat 

ruilvoetveranderingenn op meer goederen van invloed zijn. Tegelijk heeft dit tot gevolg 

datt de ruilvoetveranderingen die plaatsvinden in het kader van het evenwichtsherstel 

naa een monetaire expansie in omvang zullen afnemen. Deze twee effecten hebben een 

tegengesteldee uitwerking op het belang van ruilvoeteffecten als kanaal van monetaire 

transmissie.. Per saldo blijkt dat het monetaire beleid als gevolg van de afnemende han

delskostenn minder goed in staat wordt om de consumptie te stabiliseren, maar effectiever 

wordtt met betrekking tot het algemeen prijspeil. 

Eenn ander aspect van de economische samenwerking in Europa betreft het mededing

ingsbeleid.. De mate van concurrentie tussen bedrijven laat in diverse sectoren te wensen 

over.. Daarom neemt de Europese Commissie tal van initiatieven om monopolieposities 

enn prijsafspraken tegen te gaan. Ook nationale overheden gaan zij het soms aarzelend -

overr tot de liberalisering van netwerksectoren (telecom, energie, spoor, water) en het ac

tieverr bestrijden van kartelvorming. De concurrentie schiet met name tekort in sectoren 

diee in relatief geringe mate blootstaan aan internationale competitie. Daarom staan de 

betreffendee sectoren hoog op het prioriteitenlijstje van de mededingingsautoriteiten. Het 

bevorderenn van de concurrentie is geen doel op zich, maar is gericht op het behalen van 

voordelenn voor de maatschappij als geheel, of in elk geval voor de consument. Daarom 

iss inzicht in de macro-economische gevolgen van het mededingingsbeleid van belang. 

Hoofdstukk 5 analyseert vier wegen waarlangs de concurrentiegraad van invloed is op 

hett algemeen prijspeil. Daarbij komt naar voren dat het bevorderen van de concurrentie 

inn de afgeschermde sector via een toename van de vraag naar arbeid leidt tot opwaartse 

drukk op het reële loon in alle sectoren. Per saldo resulteert mededingingsbeleid evenwel 

inn een stimulans voor de nationale productie en een neerwaartse druk op het algemeen 

prijspeil.. Het model in hoofdstuk 5 helpt bij het maken van onderscheid tussen de prijs-

effectenn van toegenomen concurrentie (die in beginsel niet vragen om een reactie van de 

centralee bank) en andere factoren die van invloed zijn op het algemene prijspeil. 
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Eénn van de uitdagingen waarvoor de Unie zich momenteel geplaatst ziet. is de 

voorzienee uitbreiding van de Europese Unie in oostelijke richting. Het gaat op termijn om 

tenminstee twaalf nieuwe lidstaten, ofwel 125 miljoen mensen. Het gemiddelde prijsniveau 

inn de kandidaatlidstaten dat momenteel relatief laag ligt zal naar verwachting con

vergerenn in de richting van het EU-niveau; hetzij door binnenlandse prijsstijgingen, hetzij 

doordatt de betreffende valuta's duurder worden ten opzichte van de euro. Anders gezegd, 

dee munten van de kandidaatlidstaten zullen een reële appreciatie vertonen. Hoofdstuk 

66 probeert licht te schijnen op de invloed van de timing van de EU-uitbreiding op het 

gedragg van de reële wisselkoers tussen de munten van de nieuwe lidstaten en de euro. 

Hoofdstukk 6 beziet twee gebeurtenissen die een substantiële invloed kunnen hebben op 

hett relatieve prijspeil: product! viteitsschokken in de kandidaat lidstaten en de afname van 

handelsbelemmeringenn die samenhangt met EU-toetreding. Uit de analyse komt naar 

vorenn dat uitstel van de EU-uitbreiding de nieuwe toetreders meer tijd zou geven voor 

hett wegwerken van hun productiviteitsachterstand, met als gevolg dat de verwachte reële 

appreciatiee van de valuta van de nieuwe lidstaten op het moment van toetreding beperk

terr is. Het effect van uitstel blijkt evenwel relatief gering te zijn. Daar komt bij dat een 

snellee EU-toetreding ertoe kan bijdragen dat de reële wisselkoers minder gevoelig wordt 

voorr productiviteitsschokken in de kandidaatlidstaten. Dat geldt met name voor de 

korte-termijnreactiee van de reële wisselkoers op tijdelijke onverwachte productiviteits

ontwikkelingen.. Een en ander hangt samen met het feit dat een productiviteitsschok 

alleenn doorwerkt in de reële wisselkoers voor zover de betreffende schok een prijsveran-

deringg in niet internationaal verhandelde goederen veroorzaakt, in combinatie met de 

vewachtingg dat EU-toetreding via een daling van de handelskosten tot een afname van 

hett belang van niet verhandelde goederen leidt. 
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